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PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS

I. Experiments to ascet'tain the ratio of the magnetic forces acting on a needle

suspended horizontally, in Paris and in London. By Captain Edward Sabine,

of the Royal Artillery,
Secretary of the Royal Society.

Read June 21, 1827.

TlIE magnetic needles employed in these experiments were cylinders of 0,16

inch diameter, and 2,4 inches in length, pointed at the ends : they were sus-

pended by a single silk fibre of rather more than five inches in length. The

box in which they were inclosed, as a protection from the weather, was ofwood,

having at the bottom a graduated circle in ivory, rather exceeding in diameter

the length of the needles, and over the centre of which the silk fibre was sus-

pended. The bottom of the box being rendered horizontal by means of foot

screws, and shown to be so by an unattached spirit level, the zeros of the circle

were placed in the direction of the magnetic meridian, and a needle was sus-

pended in a horizontal position. Another needle was then employed to di|$r

it 50 or 60 degrees from its natural direction ; on the removal of which, the

suspended needle resumed its direction in the ordinary process of vibration.

The registry of the vibrations was commenced when the arc had diminished to

30°, and continued until it was reduced to below 5°

:

the method of registering

the vibration will be best understood by a reference to the Tables at the close,

and is too simple to require, further explanation. The number of vibrations

made by each needle between the arcs of 30° and 5° was usually from 300 to

400 ; and the time in which these were performed varied, in the different

needles, from 12 to 16 minutes: the mean time of performing 100 vibrations

between the specified arcs is the result deduced for each experiment.

MDCCCXXVIII. B



2 CAPTAIN SABINE ON THE INTENSITY OP

Four of the needles, Nos. IV, VIII, X, and XI, with an apparatus in dupli-

cate, were sent to me in the summer of 1826 by Professor Hansteen of Chris-

tiania, to be employed in obtaining1 the comparative magnetic intensity in

different parts of Great Britain. Shortly after their arrival, an opportunity

occurred of sending two of the needles, Nos. IV and XI, with an apparatus,

to Captain Basil Hall, in Edinburgh ; by whom, assisted by Lieut. Robert

Craigie, of the Royal Navy, the experiments numbered 12 to 1C in the sub-

joined tables were made, in February 1827 ; and the needles returned, so as to

be included in the comparative experiments between Paris and London.

The two remaining needles, marked A and B, making six in all, were made,

at my request, by Mr. Dollond, in the autumn of 1826, of the same size and

form as those sent me by Professor Hansteen.

On the 3rd of December 1826, being about seven weeks before I expected

to leave England for Paris, I made the experiments 1 to 4, with needles A and

B, VIII and X, in the garden of the Horticultural Society at Chiswick ; and

after an interval of six weeks, repeated, with the same needles, at Sliernfold

Park near Tunbridge Wells, on the 15th of January, the experiments 5 to 8,

to ascertain that their magnetism had sustained no change. On the 30th of

January, fifteen days only after this second trial, three of the needles, No. VIII,

A, and B, (No. X having been accidentally mislaid on that day,) were em-

ployed in the garden of the Royal Observatory at Paris, in the experiments

numbered 9 to 1 1 ; and on the 14th of March, Nos. X and XI (which last had

been returned by Captain Hall from Edinburgh), and the needles A and B
repeated, were employed in the experiments numbered 17 to 20 ; in which ob-

servations I had the pleasure of being assisted by Mr. William Ritchie, rector

of Tain Academy in Scotland.

An opportunity occurring, Nos. VIII, X, and XI, were sent to England

early in April, and the experiments numbered 21 to 24 made with those three

needles and, with No. IV (sent by Captain Hall to London, but which had

not been forwarded to me in Paris), in the garden of the Horticultural Society

at Chiswick, on the 23rd of April, by Captain Chapman of the Royal Artillery,

who kindly undertook this trouble at my request ; and having done so, re-

turned them again to me at Paris.

By Professor Hansteen’s recommendation, the four needles which he had



MAGNETISM IN PAUIS AND IN LONDON. 3

sent me were kept at all times separate from each other ; the two which

Mr. Dollond made had been on the contrary kept together in a small ivory

case ; the needles being placed parallel, but not touching, the north pole of the

one being opposed to the south pole of the other, but not connected. Being

desirous of ascertaining the effect which separation might have on the mag-

netism of these needles (A and B), they were removed from each other after

the experiments of the 14th of March, and kept apart until the 30th of April

;

when they were again tried in the garden of the Observatory at Paris, in expe-

riments 25 and 26, and their time of vibration was found the same as before.

Nos. VIII and XI, which had arrived from Captain Chapman, were tried on the

same day, Experiments 27 and 28, and Nos. IV and X, which arrived a few

days after, on the 10th of May, in the experiments 29 and 30. Finally, on my
return to England in June, the needles were again taken to the garden at

Chiswick, and the experiments 31 to 34 made on the 1 1th of June.

The place of observation in the garden at Chiswick was near the middle of

the Arboretum ; and in the garden of the Observatory at Paris, in the Cabinet

of M. Arago, specially constructed for magnetic observations, which he kindly

permitted me to occupy for the purpose.

The Tables at the close contain the full details o^thc temperatures and the

hours of the day at which the several experiments were made. It will be seen

that the variations of temperature included at each station were very consi-

derable ; but care was taken that the mean temperature of the several experi-

ments with each needle should, in most cases at least, approach the same

amount at London and at Paris :

With Needle IV
With Needle VIII

With Needle X .

With Needle XI .

With Needle A .

With Needle B .

the mean temp, at London was 54,5 and at Paris 62

50 . . . . 52,5

40,5 . . . . 59

54,5 . . . . 66,5

55 . . . . 54

54,5 . . . . 53

Still the preponderance of high temperatures was at Paris ; and it is expe-

dient therefore to reduce the several results to a nearer accord with what

they would have been, had they been all made at the same temperature. I

avail myself for this purpose of a formula for the reduction of different tem-

o 2



4 CAPTAIN SABINE ON THE INTENSITY OF

peratures, which Professor Hansteen has derived from experiments made with

a cylinder precisely similar in all respects to those which he sent to me.

Supposing the time of n vibrations in the temperature t to be T seconds, and

in the temperature f to be T seconds, T = lv [1— 0,000165 {if— /)] ,
the tem-

perature being expressed in degrees of Fahrenheit. It is possible that this re-

duction may not be strictly correct for all cylinders of the same shape and make

as that from whence it was originally derived ; but it may at least be confidently

presumed, that the results obtained by such cylinders being corrected by it,

will more nearly approach a strict relation to each other, than when no attempt

is made to counteract the effect of differences of temperature : and that, view-

ing the small ultimate amount to be compensated in the present case, this for-

mula may be considered as being quite sufficient for the purpose.

The following Table presents in one view the results obtained with each

needle at the different stations at which they were tried.

LONDON. PARIS.

& Time of Reduc. Corrected Time of Redur- Corrected
Noodle. Date. .e Vlbra- tion 'Time of Date. Vibra- tion Time of

H tion. to 400. Vibration. tion. to 40°. Vibration.

o t • o 8 • s

f Apr. 23, 1827, 1 p.m. 40 341,69 May 10, 1827, 5} p.m. 62 331,12 329,92
1V

S
June 11, 1827, 2} p.m. 69 043,21 -1,64

Mean 341 63 Mean 329 92V-

f Dec. 3, 1826, 2} p.m. 41 276,86 276,80 Jan. 30, 1827, 11} a.m. 28 267,22 +0.63 267,76
VIII < Apr. 23. 1827. 2 p.m. m 276,44 276,44 Apr. 30, 1827, 6* p.m. 77 268,76 -1,64 267,12

l June 4, 1827, 1} p.m. 69 278,02 —1,33 276,69

Mean 276 31 Mean,..*,. 267 435

r Dec. 3, 1826,2 p.m. 41 329,63 -0,05 329,58 Mar. 14, 1827, 11 p.m. 56 319,17 318,33
Apr. 23, 1827,2} p.m. 40 330,86 0,00 330,86 May 10, 1827, 5 p.m. 62 320,38— 1,16 319,22

1 Mean XU) 22 Mean.****. 77

A

L

f Apr. 23, 1827, 3 p.m. 313,98 0,00 313,98 Mar. 14, 1827, 2} p.m. 56 304,13 —0,80

XI
i

June 11, 1827,3} p.m. 69 316,37 -1,53 313,84 Apr. 30, 1827, 6 p.mt. 77 -1,86

1 Mean 313 91 Mean 303 10

f Dec. 3, 1826, 3} p.m. 41 247,03

U I A

246,98 Jan. 30, 1827, Noon. 238,96 239,43
A< June 1 1, 1827, 4 p.m. 69 260,07 248,87 Mar. 14, 1827, 21 p.m. 56 240,73 —0,63 240,10

l Apr. 30, 1827,31 p.m. 77 241,20 -1,47 239,73

MeanrM OJ7 QOfi Mean 239 573

r Dec. 3, 1826, 3 p.m. 41 346,94 -0,05 345,89 Jan. 30, 1827, 1 p.m. 28 331,86 +0,66 332,51
June 15, 1827, 3} p.m. 68 349,16 -1,69 347,67 Mar. 14, 1827, 3 p.m. 66 337.21 -0,88 336,33

l Apr. 30, 1827, 3 p.m. 77 —2,06 335,96

Mean ****** 04C 70 Mean. 334,93
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From the results in the preceding Table it appears that when the horizontal

intensity in London is taken as unity, the same intensity in Paris is shown by

the several cylinders to be as follows :

By Needle IV = 1,0732
By Needle VIII = 1,0675

. By Needle X= 1,0726
By Needle XI = 1,0723
By Needle A = 1 ,0709
By Needle B = 1 ,07 1

7

Mean .... 1,07137 or 1,0714.

From the very careful observations which are regularly made on the dip of

the needle at the Royal Observatory at Paris, the mean dip corresponding to

the period when these experiments were made is known to have been 67° 58'.

In assuming the dip at the same period at London to have been 69° 45', which

is allowing a diminution of 3' per annum since it was observed in 1821 to be

70° 04', (Phil. Trans, for 1822, Art. I.) we cannot fail to be sufficiently near the

truth for the present purpose. The horizontal intensity at Paris being then

as 1,0714, to unity at London, it results that the absolute intensity of terrestrial

magnetism was greater at London than at Paris at the period of these experi-

ments by about eleven parts in a thousand.

The experiments of Captain IIall and Lieut. Craigie at Edinburgh with

Nos. IV and XI give the following results :

Needle.

EDINBURGH. LONDON.

Date. Temp.
Time of
Vibra-

tion.

Reduc-
tion

to 40°.

Corrected
Time of
Vib*.

Corrected

Time of
Vib".

No. IV
No. XI

Feb. 15, 1827.

Feb. 15, 1827.

0

32
32

350,47

321,07
+ 0,46

+ 0,43

35*0,93

321,50

Vibrations in London at 40° page 4.

Vibrations in London at 40° page 4.m
Whence the horizontal intensity at Edinburgh, when the same intensity at

London is taken as unity, is by

No XI = 0 9534 }
And ky a mean °f the two Needles, 0,9505.



6 CAPTAIN SABINE ON THE INTENSITY OF

In the Horticultural Society’s Garden at Chiswick, near London

:

December 3d, 1826.

Observer, Captain Sabine. Therm. 41°. Chron. Molyneux 407. Rate, nearly Mean Time.

Exp. 1. Needle VIII. Hour 2+ P.M. ExP. 2. Needle X. Hour 2 P.M.

Time. Vib**. Time. 260 Vib"*. in Vib**. Time.

m • m • m s m
40 29,6 260 52 27,6 u 58 0 8 56
40 57,6 270 52 55,2 u 57,6 mm 9 29,2
41 25,2 280 53 22,8 n 57,6 m 10 02,8

41 63,2 290 53 50,4 n 57,2 S 10 35,6
42 20,8 300 54 17,6 n 56,8 40 11 08,8

42 48,8 310 54 45,6 ii 56,8 50 11 42,4

43 16,4 320 55 12,8 n 56,4 60 12 15,2

44 12 80 13 21,2

45 07,2 Mean .

.

..ii 57,2 100 14 27,2
46 02,8

1

120 15 32,8

46 57,6 140 16 38,8

47 52,8 Whence the Mean Time of 160 17 44,8

48 47,6 100 Vibrations between 180 18 50,4

49 42,8 the Arcs of 3 (Ji° and 5°

50 38 r 00 sec.

51 32,4 —5

Time.

m •

19 56,4

20 29,2

21 02
21 34,8

22 08

22 40,8

23 13,6

Exp. 3. Needle A. Hour 3+ P.M. Exp. 4.

43 12,8

44 02,8

44 52
45 41,6

46 31,2

47 20,4

48 09,6

48 59,2

49 48,4

50 37,6

51 26,8

52 16

Time.

in •

53 05,2

53 30
53 54,8

54 19,2

54 44

55 08,4

55 33,2

300 Vib“*. in I Vib"*.

Mean.... 10 59,26

Whence the Mean Time of

100 Vibrations between

the Ares of 30° and 5°

329,63 sec.

Needle B. Hour 3 P.M.

Vib**. Tune. 200 Vib"*. in

Whence the Mean Time of

100 Vibrations between

the Arcs of S0° and 5°

247,03 sec.

Mean .... 12 21,09

m i

14 33,6

15 08,8

15 43,6

16 18,4

16 53,2

17 28
18 02,8

19 12

20 21,2

21 30,4

22 39,6

23 48,8

24 58,4

26 06,8

26 41,6

27 16

27 50

28 24,4

28 69,2

29 33,6

11 33,2

11 32,8

11 32,4

11 31,6

11 31,2

11 31,2

11 30,8

Mean.... 11 31,89

Whence the Mean Time of

100 Vibrations between

the Arcs of 30° and 5°

345,94 sec.



MAGNETISM IN PARIS AND IN LONDON.

In the grounds of Shemfold Park, Frant, Sussex: January 15th, 1827.

Observer, Captain Sabine. Therm. 38°. Chron. Molyneux 407. Rate, Mean Time.

Exp. 5. Needle VIII. Hour 2+ P.M. I Exp. (). Needle X. Hour H P.M.

31 13,6

31 41,6

32 09,2
32 37,2
33 05,2

33 32,2

34 00,8
34 55,2

35 50
36 45,2

37 40,4

38 35,2

39 29,6
40 24,4

41 19,6

42 14,4

43 09,2
44 04

SOOVib”. in Vib”.

13 44,4

13 43,6

13 43,4

13 42,8

13 42,4
13 42
13 42

Mean ... .13 42,94

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

274,31 sec.

Time. Vibn\ Time. 300 Vib”. in

43 28,8

44 02
44 35,2
45 08,4

45 41,2

46 14,4

46 47,2

47 53,2

48 58,8

50 04,4

51 10

52 15,2

53 21,2

54 26,8

55 32
56 37,2

57 42,8

58 48,4

Mean .... 16 23,77

Whence the Mean Time of

100 Vibrations between

the Arcs of 30° and 5°

327,92 sec.

Exp. 7. Needle A. Hour 3+ P.M. I Exp. 8. Needle B. Hour 4 P.M.

Vib”. Time. Vib"'. Time. 300 Vib”. in I Vib”.

m •

42 24

Vib”. Time. 300 Vib”. in

31

40 31

50 32
60 32
80 33

34
35
35
36
37
38

39
240 39
260 40

280 41

42 48,8

43 12,8

43 37,6
44 02
44 26,4

44 50,8

Mean .

.

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

245,56 sec.

2 32,8

3 07,6

3 42,4

4 17,2

4 52
5 26,8

6 01,2

7 10,4

8 19,2

9 28,4

10 37,2
11 46,4

12 55,2

14 04,4

15 12,8

16 21,2

17 30
18 39,2

21 30,4

22 05,2

350 22 39,2
360 23 13,2

Mean .... 17 13,31

Whence' the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between

the Arcs of 30° and 5°

344,44 sec. I



8 CAPTAIN SABINE ON THE INTENSITY OP

In the Garden of the Observatory at Paris : January 30th, 1827.

Observer, Captain Sabiee. Therm. 28°. Chron. Molyneux, No. 407. Rate, Mean Time.

Exp. 9. Needle VIII. Hour 11 4-.

29 09,6

29 36,4

30 03,2

30 29,6
30 56

15 47,2

16 14

16 41,2

17 08
17 35,2

18 01,6

18 28,8

19 22,4

20 16

21 09,6

22 03,2

22 56,8

23 50
24 43,6

25 37,2
26 30,4

27 23,2

28 16,8

Exp. 11. Needle B. Hour 12 to 1 P.M.

Vib”« Time. 300 Vib” in

Mean .... 13 21,66

Whence the Mean Time of

100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

267,22 sec.

43 49,6
44 23,6

44 56,8

45 30,4

46 04

46 37,2

47 10,8

48 17,6

49 24

50 30,4

51 36,8

52 43,2

53 49
54 55,6

56 02

57 08
58 14,4

59 20,4

00 26,8

01 00
01 32,8

02 05,6

02 39,2
03 12
03 44,8

16 35,2

16 35,2

16 34,8

16 34

Mean .... 16 35,54

Whence the Mean Time of

100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

331,85 sec.

Exp. 10. Needle A. Hour Noon.

800 ’lib” in

ro f

13 22,4

13 22,4

13 22
13 21,6

13 20,8

13 21,6

13 20,8

800 Vib” in

mi
14 15,6

14 39,6
15 04
15 28
15 52
16 16

16 40*4

17 28,8

18 16

19 03,6

19 51,6

20 39,6
21 27,6

22 15,2

23 02,8

23 50,4

24 38,4

25 26

Mean .... 1 1 56,86

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°*

238,95 sec.
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Edinburgh: February 15th, 1827*

Observers, Captain Basil Hall and Lieut. Robert Ckaigie, R.N. Therm. 32°. Barom. 30,00.

Chron. gaining 1 per diem.

8 47,5

9 23,5

9 58,5
10 34

a g
**

<D G o
.s § X s

a h is ^
1 a-s o*

2 J§
8 8

>
© ^

*9

8 1

1

33 59,5

34 35,5

35 11,0

35 45,5

36 20,7
36 56,0

38 06,5

39 16,5

40 26,5
41 37,0
42 46,5

43 57,0
45 06,5

46 16,5

47 26,0
48 36,5

49 46,0

4 24
5 35
6 45,5

7 55,8

9 06,5

10 16,5

11 26,5

12 36,8
13 46,8
14 56,5
16 06,5

17 16,5

18 26,5

19 36,9
20 46,0

300 21 55,8

fH

.3 .§

a H
S Q
\3 * ’

as v
js S
> r

Exp. 15. Needle XI.

Time.

- •

47 31,0
48 03,5
48 36,0

49 08,5

49 41,0
50 13,5

50 45,5
51 50,2
52 54,8
53 58,8
55 03,5

56 07,5

57 12,0

58 16,2

59 20,0

60 24,0
61 28,0

61 32,0

Time. 300 Vib"* in

m s

63 26
64 08
64 40
65 12
65 44
66 16

66 47,5

m •

16 05
16 04,5

16 04
16 03,5
16 03
16 02,5
16 02

Mean . . .

.

16 03,6

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations in Arcs
between 30° and 5°

321,17 sec.

Exp. 16.

Vibn*. Time.

16 52,5

17 25,0

17 57,5
18 30,0

19 02,5

19 35,0

20 07,3
21 11,7
22 16
23 20
24 24,5
25 29
26 33
27 37
28 41,2

29 45
30 49
31 53,2

Needle XI.

Time. 300 Vib** in

300 32 57
310 33 29

34 00,2
34 33
35 04,8 16 02,3

350 35 37,0 16 02
360 36 09,0 16 01,7

Mean .... 16 02,9

Whence' the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations in Arcs
between 30° and 5°

320,97 sec.

MDCCCXXVIII.



10 CAPTAIN SABINE ON THE INTENSITY OP

In the Garden of the Observatory at Paris : March 14th, 1827*

Observers, Captain Sabine and Mr. Ritchie. Therm. 56°. Chron. Molyneux, No. 407.

Rate, Mean Time.

Exp. 17. Needle X. Hour 1 to 2 P.M. I ExP. 18. Needle XI. Hour 2 to 3 P.M.

Time.

mm f

31 13,6

31 46
32 18,4

32 50,4

33 22,4
33 54,8
34 26,8
35 30,8

36 34,8

37 38,8 1

38 42,8

39 46,4
40 50
41 54
42 58
44 01,6

45 05,2

46 08,8

Vib#i. Time. 300 Vib" in

300
310
320
330
340
350
360

m a

47 12,4

47 44
48 16

48 48

49 19,6

49 51,6

50 23,2

m •

15 58,8

15 58
15 57,6

15 57,6
15 57,2
15 56,8
15 56,4

Mean .

.

..15 57,5

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

319,17 sec.

26 54

27 18,2

27 42,8

28 07,2
28 31,2
28 55,6

29 20
30 08,4

30 56,8
31 44,8
32 32,8

33 21,2
34 09,2
34 57,2

38 57,2
39 21,2

39 45,2
40 09,2
40 33,2
40 57,2
41 21,2

12 03,2
12 03
12 02,4

12 02
12 02
12 01,6

12 01,2

Exp. 19, Needle A. Hour 2 to 3 P.M.

j

VibM. 1 Time. Vib“\ Time. 300 Vibn# in

Vib”. Time. Vib*\ Time. 900Vib“*in

59 17,2

59 48
00 18,8

00 49,6

01 20,4

01 50,8

02 21,2

03 22,4

04 23,6

05 24,8

06 25,2

07 26
08 26,8

09 27,6

10 28,4

11 28,8

12 29,6
13 30,4

ExP. 20. Needle B. Hour 3 P.M.

900 Vib“* in

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

304,13 sec.

Mean .... 12 02,2

Whence the Mean Time of

100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

240,73 sec.

51 52
52 26
53 00,6

53 34,4

54 08,4

54 42,8

55 16,4

56 24

57 31,6

58 39,6

59 46,8

00 54
02 01,6

03 08,8

04 16

05 23,2
06 30,8

07 37,6

08 45,2

09 18,4

09 52,4

10 26
10 59,6
11 33,6

12 06,8

16 53,2
16 52,4
16 51,8

16 51,6

16 51,2
16 50,8

16 50,4

Mean ... .16 51,63

Whence the Mean Time of

100 Vibrations between

the Arcs of 30° and 5°

337,21 see.
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In the Garden of the Horticultural Society, at Chiswick, near London

:

April 23d, 1827.

Observer, Captain Chapman, R.A. Therm. 40°.

Exp. 21. Needle IV. Hour 1 P.M. Exp. 22. Needle VIII. Hour 2 P.M.

Time.

m t

27 32
28 06
28 40
29 15

29 49
30 23
30 57
32 07

Vib"*. Time. 300 Vib"* in I Vib“. Time.

17 03

17 05
17 05
17 05
17 05,5

17 05

17 05

46 54,5

47 28
48 02

35 31

36 39
37 49
38 57
40 05
41 13
42 21

Mean .... 17 05,07

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

341,69 sec.

9 51

10 18
11 14
12 09
13 04
14 00
14 56
15 51

16 46
17 41,5

18 36
19 32
20 27

Vibn\ Time. 300 Vib” in

300
310
320
330
340
350

m •

21 21
21 49
22 16
22 45
23 13
23 40

m
13 49
13 49
13 49
13 50
13 50
13 49

Mean .

.

..13 49,33

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

276,44 sec.

Exp. 23. Needle X. Hour 2 to 3 P.M. I ExP. 24. Needle XI. Hour 3 P.M.

i

- '

Time.

m •

38 26
38 58
39 32,5
40 05
40 39
41 11,5

41 46
42 52,5

43 58
45 05
46 10,5

47 17
48 23
49 29,5
50 35,5
51 42
52 48
53 53,5

Vib"*. Time. 300 Vib"* in I Vib"*. Time.

54 59
55 32
56 05
56 38
57 11

57 44
58 17

m i

16 33
16 34
16 32,5
16 33
16 32
16 32,5
16 31

Mean....l6 32,57

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

330,86 sec.

5 11,5

5 44
6 15
6 47
7 18
8 21

9 24
10 27
11 30,5
12 33
13 35
14 38
15 40,5
16 44
17 46
18 49,5

Vib"*. Time.

m i

19 51

20 22
20 54
21 26
21 57
22 29
22 59

300 Vib"* in

m *

15 42
15 42
15 42,5
15 42
15 42
15 42
15 41

Mean ... .15 41,93

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 6°

313,98 sec.

2
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In the Garden of the Observatory at Paris

:

April 30th, 1827.

Observer, Captain Sabine. Therm. 77°. Chron. Molyneux No. 407. Rate, Mean Time.

Exp. 25. Needle A. Hour P.M. ExP. 26. Needle B. Hour 3 P.M.

Time,

ra s

1 41,6

2 16

2 50,4

3 24,8

3 58,8

4 33,2

5 07,2

7 22,8

9 37,6

11 52,8
14 07,6

17 30

Vib ft\ Time, 300 Vib"‘ ia

f H
fu HR Jm
1

R
j
«

lA «

18 37,2

19 41,2

19 45,2

20 18,8

20 52,4
21 26,0

22 00,4

m a

16 55,6
16 55,2
16 54,8
16 54
16 53,6
16 52,8

16 52,2

Mean .

.

..16 54,03

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

338,01 sec.

Exp. 27. Needle XI. Hour 5 P.M. ExP. 28. Needle VIII. Hour 5£ P.M.

Vib"*. Time. Vibn\ Time. 350 Vib"* in Vibn#
.

.

Time. Vib"". Time. 300 Vib®’ in

m a m • m a m a m a m a

58 43,2 350 16 31,2 17 48 0 31 21,2 HE » H 44 48,4 13 27,2
10 59 14,4 360 17 01,6 17 47,2 10 31 48 45 16,2 13 27,2
20 59 45,2 370 17 32 17 46,8 20 32 15,6 45 42 13 26,4
30 00 16 380 18 02,4 17 46,4 30 32 42,8 R {

H

46 09,2 13 26,4
40 00 46,8 390 18 32,8 17 46 40 33 10 1 46 35,6 13 25,6
50 01 17,2 400 19 03,2 17 46 50 33 36,8 350 47 02,4 13 25,6
60 01 48 410 19 33,6 17 45,6 60 34 04 360 47 29,6 13 25,6
120 04 51,2 80 34 58
180 07 54'4 Mean .

.

..17 46,57 100 S5 51,6 Mean .

.

..13 26,286
200 08 55,2 120 36 45,2
220 09 56 140 37 39,3
240 10 57,2

1 1 Rfl Whence the Mean Time of
160
1 OA

38 32,8
•IA A Whence the Mean Time of

QUA
1 1 Oo
IQ KG Q 100 Vibrations between

1 oU
QAA 100 Vibrations between

1
ZoU
300

1m wOjO

14 00 the Arcs of 30° and 5°
220 41 13,6

the Arcs of 30° and 5°

320 15 00,8 304,734 sec.
|

240 42 07 268,76 sec.
|

340 16 01,2 260 43 01,2
,

280 43 54,4
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In the Garden of the Observatory at Paris : May 10th, 1827-
Observer, Captain Sabine* Therm. 62°. Chron. Molyneux No. 407. Rate, Mean Time.

Exp. 29. Needle X. Hour 5 P.M. Exp. 30. Needle IV. Hour 5| P.M.

Time,

m R

10 52,4
11 25,2
11 57,6
12 30
13 02,4
13 34,4
14 06,8
15 11,2

16 15,2

17 19,2
18 23,2
19 27,2
20 31,6
21 35,6
22 39,6
23 43,6
24 47,2
25 51,2

Vibft\ * Time. 300 Vib“* in

300
310
320
330
340
350
360

m «

26 55,2

27 27,2
27 59,2
28 30,8

29 02,8

29 34,8
30 06,8

m •

16 02,8
16 02
16 01,6
16 00,8
16 00,4
16 00,4
16 00

Mean .

.

..16 01,14

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

320,38 seo.

Vibn-
. Time.

m •

0 39 57,2
10 40 31,2
20 41 04,4
30 41 38
40 42 11,2
50 42 44,4
60 43 18
80 44 25,2
100 45 31,2
120 46 37,2
140 47 43,6
160 48 49,6
180 49 56
200 51 02,4
220 52 08
240 53 14
260 54 20
280 55 26

Vib"*. Time. 300 Vib"* in

300 56 32
310 57 04,8
320 57 38
330 58 11,2
340 58 44,4
350 59 17,2
360 59 50,4

Mean • • . • 16 33,37

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

331,12 sec.

In the Garden of the Horticultural Society at Chiswick: June 11th, 1827.

Observer, Captain Sabine. Therm. G9°. Chron. Molyneux No. 407. Rate, Mean Time nearly.

Exp. 31. Needle IV. Hour S3 P.M. I Exp. 32. Needle VIII. Hour P.M.

Vib"*. Time. 300 Vib"* in I Vib"*. Time.

m
45 04,6
45 39,6
46 14
46 48,4

47 23,4

47 57,6
48 32
49 41,2
50 50

53 07,6

55 24,8
56 33,2
57 41,6
58 50

59 58,4
61 05,6

17 11,6

17 10
17 09,6

17 09,2
17 08,6
17 09,2
17 09,2

Mean 17 09,63

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

* 343,21 sec.

Vib"*. Time.

m •

44 43,2
45 11,6
45 39,6
46 07,6
46 35,6
47 03,6
47 31,6
48 27,6

50 18,8
51 14,4
52 10,4
53 05,6
54 01,2
54 56,8
55 52,4
56 48
57 43,2

300 Vib n* in

tn «

13 54,8
13 54,4
13 54,8
13 54
13 54
13 53,2

Mean .... 13 54,06

Whence the Mean Time of
100 Vibrations between
the Arcs of 30° and 5°

278,02 sec.
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In the Garden of the Horticultural Society at Chiswick, near London

:

June 11th, 1827.

Observer, Captain Sabine. Therm. 69°. Chron. Molyneux No. 407. Rate, Mean Time nearly.

Exp. 33. Needle XI. Hour P.M. Exp. 34. Nebdle A. Hour 4 P.M.

Vib". I Time. Vib"'. Time. 300 Vib" in Vib". Time. Vib"*. Time. 300 Vib"* in
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II. On the resistance offluids to bodies passing through them. By Jas. Walker,

Esq. F.R.S.E. Communicated by Davies Gilbert, Esq. M.P. l.P.R.S.

Read May 31, 1827.

THE principal object of this Paper is to explain a mode which I have taken

to measure the resistance of fluids to bodies passing through them. It is, I

believe, new ; and being more simple and less subject to error than any yet

adopted, I have thought it my duty to offer it to the Royal Society, together

with the results of the experiments I have made up to the present time. I

intend to continue the experiments in a boat which is building for the purpose,

with some improvement in the machine, during the ensuing summer, the only

season in which it can well be done, nearly a perfect calm being necessary

for making them with accuracy. The machinery is of very easy construction,

and the description of it may, I hope, lead others to follow the example, and

to prosecute the inquiry in the same manner with surfaces of various forms

and sizes.

The resistance of fluids has long formed an interesting subject, and has

lately acquired a new importance from the introduction of steam in naviga-

tion, rendering the ratio between power and velocity essentially necessary to

be known. The comparison of canals with rail-roads, to which public atten-

tion has of late been much directed, depends also chiefly upon the ratio

between the resistance and velocity by each of those modes of conveyance. A
question connected with this latter subject, to which my attention has been

professionally called, led me to make the experiments I am about to detail.

It has been demonstrated and proved in the most satisfactory manner, by

various experiments, that the resistance from friction to a carriage upon a

road or rail-road is the same at all velocities. I know, therefore, that the

same strain upon a waggon which has the effect of moving it upon a rail-road

at the rate of one. mile per hour, will (after the inertia is overcome) be indi-

cated at any other velocity at which the power is made to move ; but I have
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not found any theory or experiment by which, after knowing the strain upon

a boat moving at the rate of two miles per hour, I have been able to fix satis-

factorily the strain that is exerted upon it when moving at the rate of four

miles per hour.

The resistance of the fluid per se increases in the duplicate ratio of the

velocity.—Experiment has amply confirmed this theory in the abstract ; but

there are other elements of resistance caused by viscidity, by friction, by the

accumulation of the water in front and the depression towards the stern of

the boat, for which our ignorance of the laws which govern the internal motion

of the; fluid has prevented any correct theory from being suggested ; and the

experiments, from their disagreement, and from the way in which they have

been made, have not done much to supply the defect.

The most important experiments upon this subject are those of the French

Academy in 1//G and 1 77&, conducted by Bossut and others, and those that

were made by the London Society for the Improvement of Naval Architecture

between 1793 and 1798.

The French experiments of 1776 were made by means of boxes six feet in

length (French measure), one foot wide, and two feet deep, or by the models

of ships, of the same length, and nineteen inches wide ; the depth of immer-

sion varied from seven to sixteen inches; the velocity and resistance were

calculated by the time of passing over fifty feet with uniform velocity. The

motion was communicated by means of a silken cord two lines and a half in

diameter, one end of which was attached to the float, while the other end was

passed under a pulley or sheave, and then over another sheave at the height of

seventy-six feet, when the weights were fastened to it.

The moving power does not appear in any case to have exceeded twenty-

four pounds, nor the velocity two miles and a half per hour ; and with those

velocities the friction was considered so small as scarcely to be sensible. The

general result was, that the resistance is in the duplicate ratio of the velocity

;

but the small velocities, the short distance, the friction of the sheaves, and the

varying friction of the line dragged through the water, as well as the small

sizes of the bodies themselves, have appeared to me objections to the applica-

tion of the results of these experiments, especially to larger bodies and to

higher velocities.
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The principal object of the experiments which were made by Bossut and

Condorcet in 1778, was to ascertain the difference of resistance to bodies of

different forms: they appear to have been made with great care, but with

machinery of nearly the same description as those of 1776, and subject, as far

as respects what I had in view, to the same objections as the former ones

;

only that the bodies were somewhat different in size, some of them being two

feet and others four feet wide, with two feet depth of immersion.

The models which the London Society used for their experiments, so far as

they have been published, were of various lengths, but all one foot broad ard

one foot deep ; and either sunk considerably under the surface, and held there

by bars attached to a floating body, or sunk until their upper surfaces were

just level with the water.' These were dragged across the water in the Green-

land (now the Commercial) Dock, by means of a line passed under a sheave to

the top of a triangle of poles, or shear legs, sixty feet high, thence through a

system of pulleys, from which the box that contained the weight was suspended.

The friction and rigidity of this machinery and line were important, when

the small size of the body to be moved is considered;—it appears that it

amounted in most cases to thrice the calculated resistance of the body. A
very small error in deducting for this must have been fatal to the accuracy of

the experiment; and although every pains appear to have been taken to

ascertain the deduction to be made, it is extremely difficult to get at it in all

cases with the necessary correctness. It does not appear that the friction

between the water and the rope was taken into account : this alone, in so

great a length, must have been considerable ; and not only so, but varying in

extent in the same experiment, as the line became shorter, and different also in

each experiment, according to the velocity.

My object has been to get rid of the liability to error from the above causes,

and to show at one view the amount of all the resistances opposed to the body

under different velocities: but to show those resistances without mixing them

with the friction of the line through the water, or of the machinery.

The accompanying drawing will give a correct idea of the plan I took. The

experiments were made in the middle of the East India Import Dock, which

is 1410 feet in length, 560 feet wide, and 24 feet deep ; so that there was no

resistance from the sides or bottom of the dock. A spring weighing-machine

MDCCCXXVIII. * D
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was fixed near the bow of the boat, the dial laid horizontally, so as to be

easily seen by a person on board ; one end of a line three-eighths of an inch in

diameter was attached to the hook of the spring, the other end was carried

ashore and attached to a reel or barrel three feet in diameter, tiie frame of

which was firmly fixed in the ground, and the handles of sufficient length for

the necessary number of men to turn the barrel. The velocities were calcu-

lated from the time of passing through 176 yards, or one-tenth of a mile ; but

to obtain uniform velocity, the boat was at each experiment drawn over twice

the length, and the 176 yards taken in the middle of the distance by two

marks upon the line. The time between the two marks coming to the edge

of the dock was carefully noted by a person stationed there for the purpose.

Three persons at least were on board the boat ;—one to read off the strain

shown upon the dial every two seconds, one to write them down, and a third

to steady the boat. An exact uniformity of motion by the men at the handles

was obtained, after a little practice, by means of a pendulum varying in length

(as a quick or slow motion was required) hung up in sight of the men, by the

oscillations of which they regulated the revolution of tile handles.

It will easily be seen, that although the men who worked the barrel had to

overcome the resistance arising from friction of the line through the water,

and of the bearings of the barrel, the weights or strain marked by the hand or

index of the dial on board the boat measured the resistances to the boat only.

The experiments in the Table A were made in a full built boat loaded with

two tons two cwt., exclusive of the men. The length of the boat upon the

surface of the water was eighteen feet six inches ; the breadth, six feet ; the

depth of immersion, two feet ; the whole depth of the boat being three feet,

leaving one foot above water, and the greatest immersed cross section nine feet.

The experiments in Table B were made in the same boat as those of Table A,

with about two tons of ballast.

‘Column 1. is the number of seconds employed in passing 176 yards, or one-

tenth of a mile.—Column 2. the velocity per hour expressed in miles and deci-

mals of a mile.—Column 3. the actual measure of resistance or strain shown

upon the dial of the machine.—And Column 4. the resistance calculated upon

the ratio of the square, taking one of the experiments as a standard.
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Table A. Table B.

Number

of

1

Experiments.

1
1. 2. 3. 4.

Number

of

Experiments.

1. 2. 3. 4.

Seconds ir»

passing ] 76
yards.

Milesand
decimals

per hour.

Actual re-

sistance in

pounds.

Calculated resist-

ance in pounds,
taking No. 5. as

standard.

Seconds in

passing 170'

yards.

Milesand
decimals

per hour.

Actual re-

sistance in

pounds.

Calculated resist-

ance in pounds,
taking No. 4, as

standard.

WM 2,903 15,75 15,04 i 4,557 44,85 38,59

BBS 4,235 39,50 32,01 2 4,500 40,32 37,6419 2,465 10,00 10,85 3 3,871 28,07 27,85

140 2,571 11,00 11,80 4 94 3,830 27,26 27,26 standard

5 145 2,483 11,00 1 1,00 standard 5 78 4,165 49,34 39,59
6 140 2,571 12,00 11,80 6 141 2,553 12,12

7 120 3,000 14,00 16,06 7 142 2,535 9,47 11,94

8 120 14,00 16,06 8 142 2,535 9,52 11,94

9 142 2,535 11,94

10 143 2,517 9,23 11,78

As a number of the above velocities are nearly the same, I have averaged

the results. The average resistance of Nos. 7, 8 and 10 (low velocities), is

9,41 pounds : the corresponding velocity, 2,529 miles. The average resistance

of Nos. 1 and 2 (high velocities), is 42,59 pounds : the velocity, 4,529 miles

per hour. The resistance calculated in the duplicate ratio of the velocities

would be 38,11 pounds in. place of 42,59.—Again, the same low velocities,

Nos. 7, 8 and 10, compared with No. 3 (velocity 3,871), would give, by calcu-

lation, a resistance 22,04, while the actual resistance was 28,07.

The experiments in Table C were made in a boat twenty-eight feet in length

(See the drawing) ; but being light, and more exposed to the action of the

wind, the smaller boat already described was afterwards substituted.

Table C.

Number

of

Experiments.

1 . 2. 3. 4.

Seconds in

passing 170
yards.

Miles and
Decimals
per hour.

Actual re-

sistance in

pounds.

Calculated resist-

ance In pounds,

taking No. l.as

standard.

162 2,222 13,08 13,08 standard

187 1,925 9,82

89 4,045 43,34

87 4,138

2,609

45,35

1

5 137 18,10 18,02
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A few experiments were also made in a small Thames wherry, the distance

80 yards. The average velocity of four of these experiments was 106 yards per

minute, or 3,60 miles per hour ; resistance 10,4 pounds : and of four others, the

velocity was 1 60 yards per minute, or 5,5 miles per hour ; and the resistance

29 pounds ; while the ratio of the square of the preceding four experiments

would have given 24,27 pounds.

The smaller excess beyond the calculated resistance in the larger boat and

the wherry, as compared with the other boat, I consider to have been owing to

the form of the bow of those boats causing less heaping of the water in front

of them.

In almost every experiment, therefore, the resistance shows an increase

amounting to the square of the velocity; but where the velocity is consi-

derable, the resistance follows a still higher ratio, and this in open water.

In narrow canals the increase must be considerably greater.

The excess beyond the square is to be attributed in a great degree to the

raising of the water at the bow in high velocities, and to the depression at the

stern. This docs not take place until the velocity is considerable ; and in the

low velocities of the French experiments it could not be so important.

The boats which I used were taken without any previous preparation ; my
object being to collect all the resistances to a boat in the ordinary state when

in use ; and the results have satisfied me, that, as respects the comparison of

canal navigation with rail-roads, the rapid increase of resistance upon water

brings the rail-road to a par with it at a lower velocity, than if the resistance

upon canals were as the squares of the velocities, as hitherto calculated.

If, with a speed of two miles and a half per hour, thirty tons upon a canal

be equal to seven tons and a half upon a level rail-road, a speed of five miles

per hour would, upon the principle of the square, bring the rail-road and canal

to an equality ; while the result of the experiments makes the two modes of

conveyance equal, considerably under four miles per hour, and gives the rail-

road the decided preference at all higher velocities.

It will be observed, from the manner in which former experiments have

been made, that the weights employed have been in proportion to the resistance;

that is at least to the square of the velocity. The way in which I made the
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experiments, required a weight or power at least in the ratio of the cube. Thus

if the weight put into the scale in the former experiments produced a velocity

1, a weight 4 produced a velocity 2 ; while in my experiments, if one man at

the wheel produced a velocity 1 , eight men (even without regarding the excess

beyond the commonly received theory) were required to produce a velocity 2.

The cause is evident ; and would scarcely deserve mentioning, but that it

affords a simple way of removing the confusion I have heard and seen ex-

pressed on the subject of the ratio of the square and the cube. As the weight

4 descended in the scale with twice the velocity, the expense of power per

second was as 8, or as the cube ; but the distance (50 or 96 feet) being per-

formed in half the number of seconds, brought the quantity of power exerted to

pass through the given distance back to 4. And in my case, as one man over-

came the resistance 1 , four men would be required to overcome the resistance

4 with the same velocity : but the velocity being twice the former velocity, it

required twice the power, or eight men ; the distance was, however, gone over

in half the time, so that the expense of power, by doubling the velocity, was

only as 4 to 1, as in former experiments. So in overcoming the friction upon

a road or rail-road, if a fixed engine of one-horse power move a waggon upon

a level road one mile per hour, a two-horse power, acting through a wheel and

pinion, or otherwise, will be required to double the speed, although the friction

at all velocities is uniform : and cccteris paribus
,
the quantity of power re-

quired for moving a given weight a fixed distance upon land, is the same at

all velocities ; while upon water the quantity increases considerably beyond

the square of the velocity.
I

The following statements with velocities at two and four miles per hour

upon a road and upon water, show at one view the whole of the points.

Land Experiments.

Velocity per hour 2 miles

Distance passed over 2 miles

Power of engine required 1-horse

Time occupied 1 hour

Quantity of mechanic ( ,

power expended J

Water Experiments.

Velocity per hour 2 miles

Distance passed over 2 miles

Power of engine required . . 1 -horse

Time occupied 1 hour

Quantity of mechanic"!
j

power expended j *
* *
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Land Experiments.

Velocity per hour , . . 4 miles

Distance passed over > • . 2 miles

Power of engine required .

«

, . . 2-horse

Time occupied. . . • £ hour

Quantity of mechanic
power expended

Water Experiments.

Velocity per hour 4 miles

Distance passed over 2 miles

„ /- • • .i f8-hgrse by theory.
Power of engme required

fcy e
'
perimc

*
t

Time occupied . \ hour

Quantity ofmechanic"! F4 by theory, more
power expended j *\ by experiment

But the most remarkable difference between the experiments I have made,

and the others to which I have referred, is the absolute measure of resistance.

By the French experiments, a square foot with a velocity 1,854 mile per hour,

had a resistance of 7,2b pounds. My experiments with a midship section of

nine feet superficial, and the same velocity, make the resistance eleven pounds,

or only 1 ,22 per foot superficial. The difference between a flat opposing sur-

face and the form of the boats I used, will account in part for this great varia-

tion : but on comparing another experiment of Bossut’s, in which the front or

prow is an angle of 96°, I found the resistance nine pounds per foot, with a

velocity under two miles and one-third per hour ; which exceeds my experi-

ments in fully as great a proportion as the former : I am therefore disposed to

think that much of the difference is to be ascribed to the way in which the

experiments have heretofore been made, although it is certainly difficult to

suppose so very great a disagreement from that cause alone. I have proved

the accuracy of the weighing-machine I used ; and the mode of making the

experiments is so simple, that I think there is little room for error. I can only

promise to take advantage of the approaching season, and to communicate

without prejudice the results of any experiments I may make in confirmation

or correction of what I have already done.
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III. On the votrections in the elements of Delambre’s Solar Tables required by

the observations made at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich. By George

Biddell Airy, Esq. M.A., Fellow of Trinity College Cambridge, and Lucasian

Professor of Mathematics in the University of Cambridge. Communicated by

John Frederick William Herschel, Esq. V.P.R.S.

Read December C, 1827.

The attention of the Board of Longitude having been directed to the state of

the Solar Tables used in the construction of the Nautical Almanac, the Astro-

nomer Royal was requested to furnish the Board with a comparison of the

computed and observed Right Ascensions of the Sun since the erection of the

new transit instrument at Greenwich : and I was desired to examine the discre-

pancies with a view to the discoveiy of the errors in the elements of the tables.

The papers containing this comparison I received at the beginning of June

last ; and in the last summer, as soon as other engagements permitted, I un-

dertook the laborious work of examining the discordances. The corrections

of the elements determined by these calculations agree in general with those

that have been obtained from other observations ; but in one particular, and

that an important one, there is a very remarkable difference. The results of

such an inquiry will perhaps be acceptable to the Royal Society ; and the sin-

gularity of the conclusion which I have mentioned, will make it necessary for

me to describe the manner in which I have obtained it.

The number of observations from which this comparison is made is 1212,

commencing on July 30, 1816, and terminating on December 30, 1826. The

only interruption of any importance is one of about three months, from Fe-

bruary 4, to May 22, 1825. These do not include all that are given in the

Greenwich Observations, but only those which are likely to have been least

affected by irregularities of the clock, &c. in consequence of the observation of

standard stars at no great interval. As far as the end of 1820 the observations
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are reduced by Dr. Maskelyne’s catalogue ; after that time they are reduced

by Mr. Pond’s catalogue of 1 820, in which the right ascensions of the stars are

increased 0",31, of time. Though there is sometimes a disagreement in the

errors for consecutive days amounting to three or four tenths of* a second of

time, (undoubtedly produced partly by the errors of observation and partly by

those in the calculation of the Nautical Almanac,) yet when the skill of the

observers and the excellence of the instrument are considered, I believe it will

be allowed that this mass of observations is equal to any that has been used for

the purpose of correcting the tables.

A slight inspection of these errors was sufficient to indicate that a correction

of the epochs of the sun’s longitude and of the longitude of the perigee, with

perhaps an alteration of the equation of the centre, would bring the calculated

place for any one year sufficiently near to the observed place ; and with these

corrections only I commenced my calculations. But, upon comparing the dis-

crepancies for different years, I found that there was certainly some other source

of irregularity ; and such could be found only in the erroneous mass assigned

to some of the planets. The masses of Venus and Mars being the only ones

which produce any sensible effect on the Earth’s motion, and which can be

measured in no other way, I supposed them subject to error, and with these

five assumed corrections the greatest part of the calculations has been made.

A more critical examination showed that there was an error in the assigned

nuiss of the moon ; but the rapidity of variation of the lunar inequality allowed

me to determine this correction by a more simple process.

Suppose now O to be the observed error of the tables, the sun’s observed

place being reduced by Dr. Maskelyne’s catalogue ; e the error of Maskelyne’s

place of the equinox in At, or the quantity by which the right ascensions of

all the stars in his catalogue ought to be increased, both expressed in seconds

of time. Then O— c is the real error of the tables in At. After January 1st,

1821, when the observations are reduced by Mr. Pond’s catalogue, in which

the right ascensions are increased by,31 of time, the error of the tables is

O + ,31 — e. The corresponding errors in longitude, expressed in seconds of

space, are 15 sec 23° 28' X cos9 dec X O — e ; and 15 sec 23° 28' X cos® dec

X O + ,3 1 — e. Now if the proper corrections were applied to the elements

of the tables, the sum of the quantity just found, and the alteration produced
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in the longitude by those corrections, would, if the observations were accurate,

be nothing ; and if there be no constant cause of error in the observations,

upon adding a great number of quantities thus formed, the errors may be ex-

pected nearly to destroy each other, and the sum may be assumed equal to

nothing. Let X be the number of seconds of space by ivhich the epoch of the

sun’s longitude ought to be increased ; Y the increase in seconds of the epoch

of the longitude of perigee : Z the increase which must be made in the greatest

equation of the centre *. suppose the mass of Venus to be increased in the ratio

of 1 : 1 + V, and that of Mars in the ratio of 1 : 1 + M. Then X — Y is the

increase of the mean anomaly. Now the tables contain the alteration in the

equation of the centre for an increase of 10' in the mean anomaly, and for a

diminution of 17",177 in the greatest equation of the centre. The sun’s true

longitude then being taken from the Nautical Almanac, and his true anomaly

found by subtracting the longitude of the perigee, the mean anomaly cor-

responding was found in the tables, and the alterations of the equation

of the centre for -f 10' in mean anomaly and — 17",177 in the greatest equa-

tion were taken out : call them a and b. Ily the alteration of epochs and

of the equation of the centre, the tabular longitude would be increased by

X -f
fl

The perturbations of Venus and Mars arc increased
600 17,177 1

each by a constant to make them always positive; (Df.lambre has not mentioned

the values of the constants, but they appear to be respectively 1G"(», and 6",5 ;

they are subtracted from the equation of the centre) ; call these c and d, and

letfand g be the tabular perturbations. Then the real perturbations aref— c

and g — d; and by increasing the masses of Venus and Mars, the sun’s tabular

longitude would be increased by V (f— c) and M (g — d). If then we neglect

for the present the lunar equation, which we may do, since every group of

equations will comprehend several lunations, we shall have a series of equa-

tions similar to the following, each of which is true excepting the errors of ob-

servation ;

0 s= 15sec230 28' x cos*decl x O— e -f X -f —— — —f ? + V

(

f—c

)

+ M(g— d).
600 17,177

Dividing this by 15 sec 23° 28', and putting = *.

MDCCCXXVI1I. E
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— g_j Y
^ ^ ^=

«V> 17,177 X 15 X sec 23° 28'
=

15 sec 23°28' ~ 15 sec 23° 28'
— ie e<1Ua"

tion becomes

0 = cos* dec! X O — e 4 x + ay 4 b z 4 v [f— c) 4 m {g — d\.

The equations thus formed were to be divided into groups of two kinds:

one kind in which the coefficient of one of the unknown quantities was large,

another in which it was small or negative : and by subtracting the sum of one

group from the sum of the other, an equation would be obtained in which the

coefficient of that quantity would certainly be large, and in which the other

coefficients probably would not be large. As there was some uncertainty

respecting the values of c and d, it appeared desirable to eliminate them from

all the equations but one : this was done by dividing the equations into groups

of equal numbers and subtracting one front the other. Thus the equations were

divided into eleven groups containing 606 equations, in which the value of a

was positive or > — 3,8 ; and eleven groups containing 606 equations, in

which a was negative and < — 3,8 ; their difference gave this equation :

(/S) 0 = 4 85,484 -ex 9,382 4 y x 15048,9 - s X 368,58 4 v X 1026,7 + m X 598,4.

They were again divided into eleven groups coqjaining 606 equations, in

which the value of b was positive and > 2,5 ; and eleven groups containing

606 equations, in which b was <2,5 or negative : their difference gave

(y) . . . 0 = - 22,785 -ex 13,832 -yx 174,5 +:x 13319,28 + »X 517,3 + mx 636,0.

They were then divided into thirteen groups of 606 equations, in which the

value off exceeded 15,4 ; and thirteen groups of 606 equations, in whichf
was less than 15,4 : their difference gave

(8) ... 0 as + 61,465 -ex 1,536 +y X 2905,7 + * X 95,50 + v X 6655,1 + m x 223,2.
*

Similarly, they were divided into nine groups of 606 equations, in which g
exceeded 6,3 ; and nine groups in which g was smaller : from their difference

(t) . . . 0 as + 65,860 + ex 6,678 + y X 5706,9 + 2 X 3944,46 + v x 439,9 + m x 2307,2.

Lastly, by adding together all the equations,

(a)...0 = - 177,278 - ex 1118,282 + (x - vc - md) x 1212 -y x 1744,3

4 * X 1418,96 + v X 19319,1 4 m X 7519,8.
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As it was probable that the epoch of the sun’s longitude ought to be altered,

it was to be expected that the secular motion of the tables was incorrect. I

had supposed, however, that this error might be neglected in the investiga-

tions, and that the results would be sufficiently accurate for the mean time of

the observations : but an examination of the groups showed that this was not

the case. The equations in which the coefficients of x and those of y were

alternately positive and negative, as well as those in which the coefficients of v

were alternately great and small, were distributed with tolerable uniformity

over the several years. But it was not so with those in which the coefficients

of m were alternately large and small. A single group in which the coefficients

of m were large, extended over nearly two years at the beginning of the period

of the observations, and comprehended 219 observations. The equation then

(«) intended to have the coefficient of m large, would be of the same nature as

if the sum of the equations for several years were subtracted from the sum of

the equations for several years previous ; and would therefore be much affected

by the error in the secular motion. This was taken into account in the fol-

lowing manner : let S be the number of seconds of space by which the secular

motion ought to be increased ; and let X now represent the correction of the

epoch for 1816. Then in q years after 1816 the tabular longitude would have

been greater, had the secular motion been correct, by ~ ; and in r years by

—. If in this interval N observations had been made, distributed almost

uniformly over the interval, the sum of all the increments of the tabular longi-

tude would have been nearly ^ •N (q + r) in seconds of

space. By this quantity the errors of the tables (in the original equations con-

taining X, Y, &c.) ought to be increased : and therefore, in the equations con-
s

taining x, y, &c. they ought to be increased by 3000 , sec 2302s'
x N + r)-

Let
9000 sec 23° 28'

= P : then t^ie first term of each group, (in which N is the

number of equations, and q and r the years and fractions of years from the

beginning of 1816 to the first and last observation respectively, of that group,)

must be increased byp X N (<y + r). Applying this to all the groups, it is

found that (a) ought to be increased by + 14051 .p ; (/3) by — 220 .p ; (y) by

+ 393 .p ; (&) by — 241 .p ; and («) by — 3817
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Solving the equations thus augmented, we find

x — vc — m d as ,57718 + e x ,9696 —px 24,182

y =s — ,0043027 + e X ,000964 —px ,0697

a = ,0029488 + e X ,001419 —p X ,1278 .

v — — ,006674 + e x ,000049 —p X ,0004

m = —,021682 — e X ,©0775 + p X 2,042

And (supposing c = 16,6, d = 6,5), a: = ,12547 + «X ,9200 — p X 10,915 ;

whence

X=+ 2,0518 + e x 15,045 - S X ,05458

Y = + 44,2690 + e X 5,589 + S X ,1545

Z as - ,8283 - ex ,399 + S X ,01096

V ss - ,1091 + e X ,0008 - S X ,000002

M = - ,3546 -ex ,1267 + S x ,01021

in which X, Y, Z, and S are expressed in seconds of space, and e in seconds of

time.

The Astronomer Royal, in his latest catalogue, has made e = 0",20. To

determine S we have the following data. From the researches of M. Burck-

hardt (Conn, des Terns, 1816,) it appears that the correction of the epoch in

1783, using Maskelyne’s catalogue, was 0",25 : in 1801, 0",8. And from the

expression above forX it appears that the correction, using Maskelyne’s cata-

logue, was + 2,05 in 1816 + 5,458 years, or in the middle of 1821. The com-

parison of this with the correction for 1783 gives S = 4",7 : the comparison

with that for 1801 gives S = 6",1. Now if there be in the sun’s motion any

inequality of long period, the value of S which is wanted here is not the real

increase ofmean secular motion, but that which, independent of the inequalities

taken into account in the tables, but including all others, applies to the period

of the observations. I have therefore taken S = 6",0. After these substi-

tutions I find that

The epoch for 1816 ought to be increased by 4",734; or, more exactly, free

from any uncertainty respecting the value of S, the epoch for 1821,5

ought to be increased by 5",061.

The epoch of the perigee ought to be increased by 46",3.

(These epochs are to be measured from the equinoxial point adopted by

Mr. Pond in his catalogue of 1826.)
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The greatest equation of the centre ought to be diminished by 0",84.

The mass of Venus ought to be reduced in the proportion of 10000 : 8911, or

9 : 8 nearly.

The mass of Mars ought to be reduced in the proportion of 10000:6813, or

22 : 15 nearly.

Hitherto I have not considered the possible error in the coefficient of the lunar

equation. The variations of this equation are so much more rafrid than any

of the others, that the other corrections may be determined independently

of it, and it can be determined independently of them, and even without

reducing the errors to errors of longitude. I have merely arranged the

observed errors in M from the middle of 1816 to the end of 1820 in two

groups, one comprehending all the observations between new moon and

full, and the other all the observations between full moon and new; from

each group I have found a mean, and have taken the difference of the

means.
(
The same has been done from the beginning of 1821 to the end of

1826. Thus, to the end of 1820,

Mean of 248 errors between new moon and full = — ,0825.

Mean of 265 errors between full moon and new = — ,1609.

Excess of the former + ,0784 in seconds of time.

After 1820.

Mean of 374 errors between new moon and full = — , 4493.

Mean of 325 errors between full moon and new = — ,5445.

Excess of the former + ,0952.

Mean of the whole ,0881 in seconds of time, equivalent to 1",322 of space.

To find the alteration which this requires in the coefficient of the lunar

equation, suppose k to be that alteration : then the correction to the sun’s lon-

gitude would be very nearly k x sin diff. long, of sun and moon. Now in

the number of observations that we have taken, we may suppose that the dif-

ference of longitudes of the sun and moon has had different values between 0°

and 360° without any remarkable preponderance of any particular values.

To reduce this to calculation, suppose while the angle increased from o to r,
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n observations were made at the intervals — : then we must find the mean of
* Vir

11

the quantities k sin -
, k sin ~ , &c. up to k sin v : in other words we must find

COS X ^

the value of - 2 sin — . Now 2 sin — =
n n n _ . %

: which from x = 1 to

^ it

2 cos —

-

... 2 n
x= n-f- 1 IS

1

: and the mean=
2 sin

. it

2 n

it

tan
2«

2 sin—
2»

2&

it

2 n tan—
2n

, which when n is very

great becomes nearly = — . This then is the mean quantity by which the
tr

longitudes between new moon and full, so far as they depend on this equation,

2/fc

are too great, and similarly — is the mean quantity by which the longitudes

between full moon and new arc too small. Taking the difference then, — =
It

difference of mean errors = l",322 ; whence k — l
w
,04. And since the sun’s

longitude, as far as it depends on this, is too great between new moon and

full, at which time the lunar equation increases the longitude, it follows that

the coefficient of the lunar equation flight to be diminished by l",04. The

coefficient in Delambre’s tables is 7",5 : hence, if the moon’s parallax be not

altered, the quotient of the moon’s mass by the moon’s mass + the earth’s

mass is to be diminished in the ratio of 29 : 25 nearly.

If these deductions could be relied on, we should have

Mass of Venus =

Mass of Mars =

401211

l

37S4602

X that of the Sun.

X that of the Sun.

Mass of the Moon = -~r X that of the Earth.

And the limits of the errors of Delambre’s tables, roughly estimated, would

be as follows,

Error in epoch for 1830 . — 5",6

Greatest error from error in place of perigee . . . ± l
w
,5 1

Greatest error from error in greatest equation of centre ± 0 ,8 j

Greatest error from the combination of these ± 1 >7
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Greatest error from error in mass of Venus ± 1",5

Greatest error from error in mass of Mars ± 1 ,9

Greatest error from error in mass of the Moon ± 1 ,0

Greatest possible negative error — ll",7

Greatest possible positive error + 0",5

I shall now compare these results with those which have been found from

an examination of some of Dr. Maskelyne’s observations.

In the Connaissance des Terns for 1816, M. Burckhardt has given the

results of a comparison of Delambre’s tables with nearly four thousand of

Maskelyne’s observations, extending from 1774 to 1810. The following are

his most important conclusions.

1st. The correction of the epoch in 1801 was + 0",8. In 1783, + 0",25. In

1752, — 3",0. The latter was found from 310 of Bradley’s observations,

and the result seems doubtful, from the uncertainty of the reductions.

2nd. The correction of the longitude of tfie perigee in 1783 was+ 25"
; jn 1801

it was — 2",7- If these places of the perigee be used, the variable part of

aberration is not to be applied, in order to find the sun’s apparent place.

3rd. The correction of the greatest equation of the centre in 1783 was— 0",84 ;

and in 1801, — l",23.

4th. The coefficient of the lunar equation to be diminished from 5 to 6",8.

5th. The mass of Venus to be diminished Jth.

6th. The mass of Mars to be diminished : which produces an almost in-

sensible effect on the sun’s longitude.

The general agreement of my conclusions with those of M. Burckhardt is

highly satisfactoiy. The correction of the equation of the centre and the

diminution of the mass of Venus are absolutely the same : the diminution of

the coefficient of the lunar equation differs very little. In the diminution of

the mass of Mars there is a sensible difference : and though my equation for

m is not so favourable for its exact determination as those for y, z
, and v, yet I

am inclined to think that M. Burckhardt’s diminution is not sufficient. The
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slight disagreement in the increase of secular motion deduced from the com-

parison of my correction of the epoch with the two given by M. Burckhardt,

(a correction which in general is liable to less uncertainty than any other,)

seems to show that there is still some very small inequality in the sun's motion

not included in the tables.

But our deductions as to the correction of the place of the perigee do not

present the -same agreement. It must be observed that the variable part of

aberration is included in the longitude given by M. Burckhardt’s corrected

perigee. Now the effect of this variable part is the same as if the longitude of

the perigee were increased by 10",1. Consequently M. Burckhardt’s cor-

rection of the perigee ought to be diminished by 10",1. Thus we have.

Correction of perigee in 1783, + 14",

9

Correction of perigee in 1801, — 1 2",8

Correction of perigee in 1821, + 46",

3

The motion of the perigee then appears to be of the most irregular kind. Of

the accuracy of the correction for 1816, as established by Mr. Pond’s obser-

vations, there can be no doubt. Independently of the very great care which

lias been used, by systematic checks on every part of the operations, to insure

accuracy in the numerical calculations, it is sufficient to glance at the dis-

crepancies of the observed and calculated iR, in order to see that the longitude

of the perigee must be increased. The negative errors of the tables are in-

variably greatest in summer. The necessity of diminishing the masses of

Venus and Mars, and even of diminishing the equation of the centre, is not

evident till the equations are formed : but the error and the kind of error in

the place of the perigee will never be doubted by any one who has seen the

observations. The equation also (/3) in which the coefficient ofy is large, is

very favourable for its exact determination.

I can see only two ways in which this singular irregularity can be accounted

for. One is by supposing that the term in the motion of the perigee which

depends on the square of the time is incorrectly calculated. I have too much

confidence in the accuracy of the results in the M6canique Celeste to suppose

there the existence of an error sufficiently great. The other is by supposing
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some yet undiscovered inequality of the form a . sin (h 0-\- c) where 6 is the sun’s

mean longitude and b a coefficient differing very little from unity. This 1

suspect to be the true cause of the discordance of theory and observation.

The corrections which I have stated as the result of this examination differ

in some degree from those deduced in the Phil. Trans, for 1827, p. 66, &c.

from Mr. South’s observations. The smallness of the number of observations

there used, and the rejection of any alteration of the planetary perturbations,

are sufficient to account for this difference.

G. B. Airy.

Trinity College, Cambridge,

Oct. 3rd, 1827.

POSTSCRIPT.

I have the satisfaction of stating to the Royal Society, that since the com-

munication of the paper above, my conjecture with regard to the origin of one

of the irregularities noticed in it has been completely verified. Upon examina-

tion of the planetary theory, I find that in consequence of the action of Venus,

the Earth’s motion in longitude is affected with an inequality for which the

expression, taking the mass of Venus as determined in this paper, is

2",6 x sin -^8 x mean long. Venus — 13 x mean long. Earth 4- 39° ST

The period of this inequality is about 240 years. This term accounts com-

pletely for the difference in the secular motions given by the comparison of the

epochs of 1783 and 1821, and by that of the epochs of 1801 and 1821. From
the known relations of terms in the investigations of physical astronomy, it

will be seen that there must be in the expression for the Earth’s longitude,

terms, probably sensible, of the forms

and

A . sin -^8 x mean long. Venus — 12 x mean long. Earth -f

C . sin 14 x mean long. Earth — 8 x mean long. Venus + dJ>- ;

and these may account for the alteration of the equation of the centre, and the

irregular motion of the perigee. The earth’s latitude also must be affected

MDCCCXXVIII. f
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with similar terms. I have been prevented from calculating these terms, and

from extending the former so as to include the parts depending on the secular

variations of the elements, and even from examining some parts so carefully as

I could wish, by the excessive labour attending these investigations. The term

calculated is of the 5th order ; and I believe it may be fairly stated that the

labour of the calculation is twenty times as great as for the long inequality of

Saturn, and far greater than for any term hitherto treated of. I shall resume

the investigations as soon as I have sufficient leisure and spirits : and I propose

then to lay before the Society a more detailed account of the calculation.

G. B. Airy.

Trinity College,

December' 1 6th, 1827.

Erratum in the Paper on Mr. South’s observations.

In the Phil. Trans, for 1827, page 69, line 16,- /or V 30°, 4* 30°, 7* 80°, 10' 30°,—read V 15°,

4‘ 13°, V 15°, 10* 15°. This error has not affected the calculations.
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IV. Experiments to determine the difference in the length of the seconds pen-

dulum in London and in Paris. By Captain Edward Sabine, of the Royal

Artillery,
Secretary of the Royal Society. Communicated by Thomas Young,

M.D., Foreign Secretary to the Royal Society, and Secretary to the Board of

Longitude.

Read November 15, 1827.

THE length of the pendulum vibrating seconds having been measured in

London by the method and apparatus of Kater, and in Paris by those of Borda

and Biot, and the standards of linear measure of the two countries having been

referred respectively to those measurements for future verification, an endea-

vour was made by M. Arago in 1817 and 1818, at the instance of the Bureau

dcs Longitudes, to bring the lengths so measured into direct comparison with

each other, by ascertaining, by means of invariable pendulums conveyed inter-

mediately between Paris and London, the difference of length that actually

exists between the pendulums at those places ; which difference ought also to

be that between the absolute measurements.

From a summary account of the proceedings on that occasion, published at

the close of the 3rd volume of the Base du Systeme M6trique, we learn that from

certain accidental causes therein noticed, the rates of the pendulums employed

were not obtained with sufficient precision to make the result conclusive.

By the indulgence of the Duke of Wellington, Master General of the Ord-

nance, the leave of absence from my regiment, under which I had completed

my former pendulum experiments, was continued whilst I should have the

means of employing myself usefully. No better mode of doing so presented

itself, with such means as were within my command, than to carry into effect

a purpose which had been deemed of sufficient importance to have been recom-

mended by the Bureau des Longitudes, and undertaken by M. Arago.

M. Schumacher had requested me to procure for him an invariable pen-

dulum similar to those I had employed in my own experiments, and to ascer-

f 2
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tain its rate at Mr. Browne’s house in London, before it should be sent to him

at Altona. Having communieated to M. Schumacher my wish to use this

pendulum in the comparison between London and Paris, I received his most

ready consent ; although it would occasion a delay of some months in the

period of the pendulum’s reaching him. My intention being .also known to

the Board of Longitude, I obtained permission to employ a pendulum belong-

ing to the Board, which had been made at the same time as M. Schumacher’s,

to replace the one formerly lent to Captain Hall, and since supplied at the

request of the Russian Government, to Captain Lutke of the Russian Navy, on

a scientific voyage to the Pacific. The Board’s pendulum was marked No. 7 ,

and M. Schumacher’s No. 8. Each was accompanied by an iron tripod stand,

and the usual apparatus of agate planes, thermometers, &c. : and with M. Schu-

macher's was a tripod stand of oak, designed to support the clock used in the

observation of coincidences. The tripod stands of the clock and pendulums

were in all respects similar to those I had used in my former experiments,

which renders a particular description of them here unnecessary. The instru-

ments were forwarded to me at Paris by Mr. Jones their maker, early in the year,

so as to be in readiness to commence the experiments when the spring should

be sufficiently advanced ; and by the good offices of M. Arago they passed the

Custom-house at Calais with no other inconvenience than a short delay.

From the moment that my intention was known at Paris, the utmost desire

was shown by the gentlemen of the Royal Observatory to afford me every pos-

sible facility land accommodation. The Salle de la M£ridienne, in which

M. Biot’s experiments had been made, was placed at my disposal ; and one of

the pendulum stands was established, as near as its shape would permit, to the

veiy spot in which his measurement had been made. A clock which had been

previously used in pendulum experiments was supplied for the observation of

coincidences ; and its daily rate was ascertained with the necessary exactness

by M. Mathieu, by comparing it at intervals of twelve hours with the transit

clock of the Observatory. Having assured myself by trial on the 27th of April

that all parts of the apparatus were in order to commence, the dispositions

being in every particular the same as those I had adopted in my former expe-

riments, and the weather having apparently set in mild and steady, the obser-

vations were begun on the following day.
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No. I. of the Tables forming an Appendix to this Paper, contains an account

of the daily rate of the clock used in observing coincidences, from the 27th of

April to the 10th of May inclusive, and is given precisely as I received it from

M. Mathieu. In Table II. are contained the particulars of thirteen distinct

determinations pf the rate of pendulum No. 8 obtained by the method of coin-

cidences. In twelve of these the knife edge of the pendulum rested on its own

agate planes, and in the thirteenth experiment on those belonging to No. / .

The planes were numbered according to the pendulums to which they be-

longed. Of the thirteen determinations, four were obtained by M. Mathieu,

four by M. Nicollet, three by myself, one conjointly by M. Nicollet and

M. Savary, and one conjointly by M. Savary and myself. Corrected for the

arcs of vibration and for the buoyancy of the air, and reduced to a common

temperature of 58° Fahr., being the mean of all the temperatures at which

they were made, the results were as follows :

Experiment 1 . M. Mathieu 85922,12 Vibrations.

Experiment 2. Captain Sabine 85922,40 Vibrations.

Experiment 3. M. Nicollet 85922,33 Vibrations.

Experiment 4. M. Mathieu 85922,28 Vibrations.

Experiment 5. M. Nicollet 85922,56 Vibrations.

Experiment 6. Captain Sabine 85922,54 Vibrations.

Experiment 7* M. Mathieu 85921,51 Vibrations.

Experiment 8. M. Nicollet 85921,81 Vibrations.

Experiment 9. Captain Sabine 85921,95 Vibrations.

Experiment 10. M. Mathieu 85921,88 Vibrations.

Experiment 11. MM. Nicollet and Savary . 85921,90 Vibrations.

Experiment 12. M. Savary and Captain Sabine 85921,91 Vibrations.

Experiment 13. M. Nicollet 85922,65 Vibrations.

Table III. contains the particulars of thirteen determinations of the rate of

pendulum No. 7> obtained also by the method of coincidences. In eleven of

these the knife edge rested on the planes of No. 8, and in the two others on its

own planes. In addition to the gentlemen who favoured me with their co-

operation in the experiments with the pendulum No. 8, I had the pleasure

of being joined in those with this pendulum by Captains Freycinet and
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Duperrey ; whose voyages round the world, specially devoted to the sciences,

have done so much honour to their country and to themselves, and have con-

tributed so largely to the extension of pendulum experiments in particular.

Of the thirteen determinations,—six were obtained by M. Mathiru, three by

M. Nicollet, one by M. Savary, one by Captain Freycinet,. one by Captain

Duperrey, and one by myself. Corrected for the arcs and for the buoyancy of

the air, and reduced to a common temperature of 60° Fahr., being the mean

temperature at which they were made, the results are as follows

:

Experiment 1. M. Mathieu 85033,81 Vibrations.

Experiment 2. M. Nicollet 85934,15 Vibrations.

Experiment 3. Captain Sabine .... 85934,09 Vibrations.

Experiment 4. M. Mathieu 85933,93 Vibrations.

Experiment 5. M. Mathieu 85934,14 Vibrations.

Experiment 6. Captain Duperrey . . . 85934,40 Vibrations.

Experiment 7- M. Mathieu 85933,92 Vibrations.

Experiment 8. M. Nicollet 85934,19 Vibrations.

Experiment 9. Captain Freycinet . . . 85934,21 Vibrations.

Experiment 10. M. Mathieu 85933,96 Vibrations.

Experiment 11. M. Nicollet 85934,30 Vibrations.

Experiment 12. M. Mathieu 85934,77 Vibrations.

Experiment 13. M. Savary 85934,83 Vibrations.

Whilst each of the pendulums was thus in its turn employed in the observa-

tion of coincidences, a series of experiments was at the same time carrying on

with the other to ascertain its rate by means of a journeyman clock or counter ;

the second tripod stand being placed for that purpose on the opposite side of

the room. This method was employed by Captains Freycinet and Duper-

rey in the pendulum experiments made during their voyages; and though

inferior to that of coincidences in the approximation and accordance of indi-

vidual results, there appears no reason to doubt that by sufficiently multiplying

the observations it would conduct to the same mean determination. In the

present case five results only were obtained with No. 8, and a like number with

No. 7* Those with No. 8, although exhibiting discordances with each other

exceeding two seconds in amount, afford a mean approaching within three
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tenths of a second of that furnished by the coincidences. The particulars of

these are given in Table V, and of those with pendulum No. 7 in Table IV;

The whole of these experiments were conducted by M. Mathieu, assisted

either by M.» Nicollet, M. Savary, or myself, as two observers are requisite in

tills method. The planes of No. 7 were used throughout, except in the last

experiment with pendulum No. 8. The thermometer, and the arc by which the

amplitude of vibration was registered, were carefully compared, and found to

agree with those used in the experiments by the other method. Each com-

parison of the clock and counter entered in the Tables is a mean of eleven ob-

servations. The several results with each pendulum corrected for the arc and

for the buoyancy of the atmosphere, and reduced to the same common tem-

perature respectively as those obtained by the coincidences, are as follows

:

Pendulum No. 8.

Experiment 1 . 85920,87 Vibrations.

Experiment 2. 85921,15 Vibrations.

Experiment 3. 85921,34 Vibrations.

Experiment 4. 85922,73 Vibrations.

Experiment 5. 85923,18 Vibrations.

Pendulum No. 7»

Experiment 1. 85933,49 Vibrations.

Experiment 2. 85932,86 Vibrations.

Experiment 3. 85931,88 Vibrations.

Experiment 4. 85933,01 Vibrations.

Experiment 5. 85932,92 Vibrations.

It appears then as the mean result of eighteen distinct experiments with

each pendulum,—thirteen obtained by the method of coincidences, and five by

the counter,—that the pendulum No. 8 would perform 85922,06 vibrations at

58° Fahr., and pendulum No. 7, 85933,83 vibrations at 60° Fahr., in twenty-

four hours of mean solar time, in a vacuum, at the spot in which M. Biot

measured the length of the seconds pendulum at Paris.

Early in September, the pendulums and stands having been conveyed from

Paris to London by water, as the least expensive mode of transport and that

in which the pendulums were least likely to be injured, and the summer tem-

perature having lowered to nearly the same average as during the period of

observation at Paris, the comparative experiments in Portland Place were

commenced. Mr. Browne’s absence from London at that season of the year

having deprived me of the valuable assistance I have been accustomed to re-
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ceive from him on similar occasions, in his very exact determination of the

daily rate of his clocks, I employed for that purpose a small transit instrument

of my own, placed in a temporary observatory which Mr. Browne has built

on the top of his house. With this instrument the rate of Mr. Browne’s

clock by Molyneux was determined between the 12th and 23i;d of September

as is shown in Tables VI, VII, and VIII ; and the rate of his clock by Cumming,

with which the coincidences were observed, was obtained by the morning and

evening comparisons with Molyneux entered in Table IX. It will be seen by

this table that the difference in the time shown by the two clocks between the

12th and 21st of September never exceeded 29*,9 or fell short of 29*,7 : an

additional instance of the steady going of those clocks, of which so many

former proofs are on record. The comparisons in this Table afford also a

very satisfactory presumption that a detached pendulum vibrating in front of

the pendulum of a clock, as in the observation of coincidences, has no per-

ceptible influence on the going of the clock : the detached pendulum in this

case was kept in almost continual vibration, as may be seen by Tables X. and

XI. between the morning and evening comparisons, and was always at rest

between the evening and the morning : the effect of its motion on the clock, if

indeed there was any effect at all, was perfectly insensible. The transit obser-

vations give reason to conclude that the trifling gain of Cumming on Molyneux

on the 21st, 22nd, and 23rd of September, by which their difference was gra-

dually increased to 30*,6 at 10 P.M. on the 23rd September, was an increase in

the rate of Cumming rather than a diminution in that of Molyneux ; and it is

accordingly so considered in the daily rate of Cumming deduced in Table IX.

from the comparisons with Molyneux.

In Tables X. and XI. are contained the particulars of twelve results obtained

with pendulum No. 7> and of ten with pendulum No. 8, all by the method of

coincidences ; the pendulums being used at the same spot in which Captain

Kater’s measurement of the length of the seconds pendulum was made. The

agate planes of No. 8 were employed as at Paris in the greater part of the ex-

periments ; the two last with each pendulum being the only experiments in

which the planes of No. 7 were used. The thermometer was the same as at

Paris, and suspended precisely at the same distance below the knife edge.

The arc for noting the amplitude of vibration was also the same. Of the
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twelve experiments with pendulum No. 7 , two were made by M. Quetelet of

Brussels (who has since undertaken a series of pendulum experiments at the

principal cities of the Netherlands), and the remainder by myself. Of the ten

with pendulum No. 8, two were made by M. Quetelet, one by Captain

Chapman of the Royal Artillery, and the others by myself. I had greatly to

regret the absence from London of Mr. Baily, and of Captain Beaufort, R.N.,

Fellows of the Royal Society, who had otherwise promised me their co-opera-

tion. The results corrected for the arcs of vibration and for the buoyancy of

the atmosphere, and reduced to a common temperature of 63° Fahr., being

the mean at which they were made, are as follows

:

^Experiment 1. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85944,61 vibrations.

Experiment 2. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85944,48 vibrations.

Experiment 3. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85944,55 vibrations.

^ Experiment 4. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85944,64 vibrations.

Experiment 5. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85944,55 vibrations.

^ Experiment 6. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85944,63 vibrations.

-|j

*
Experiment 7- • • Captain Sabine. . . 85944,41 vibrations.

| Experiment 8. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85944,72 vibrations.

^ Experiment 9. . . M. Quetelet. . . . 85944,79 vibrations.

Experiment 10. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85944,60 vibrations.

Experiment 11. . . M. Quetelet. . . . 85944,71 vibrations.

-Experiment 12. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85944,60 vibrations.

Experiment 1. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85932,05 vibrations.

Experiment 2. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85932,09 vibrations.

Experiment 3. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85932,04 vibrations.

Experiment 4. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85932,00 vibrations.

Experiment 5. . . M. Quetelet. . . . 85932,17 vibrations.

I Experiment 6. . . M. Quetelet. . . . 85932,29 vibrations.

Experiment 7. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85932,13 vibrations.

Experiment 8. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85931,93 vibrations.

Experiment 9. . . Captain Sabine. . . 85931,84 vibrations.

^Experiment 10. . . Captain Chapman. . . 85931,85 vibrations.

mdcccxxviii. o
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It appears then, by these experiments, that the pendulum No. 7 would make

85944,60 vibrations at 63° Fahr., and the pendulum No. 8, 85932,04 at 63°,

in 24 hours of mean solar time, in a vacuum, at the spot in which Captain

Kater measured the length of the seconds pendulum in London. .

We have, therefore, for pendulum No. 7, 85933,83 vibrations at 60° Fahr.

in Paris, and 85944,60 vibrations at 63° in London ; and for pendulum No. 8,

85922,06 vibrations at 58° at Paris, and 85932,04 vibrations at 63° in London.

Employing 0,421 of a vibration per diem as the equivalent to one degree of

Fahrenheit’s scale (according to the result of the experiments made with two

similar pendulums, of which the particulars are related in the volume of my
former pendulum experiments, pages 198—208), and reducing the vibrations

in Paris and in London to a common temperature of 60°, we have

For Pendulum No. 7. For Pendulum No. 8.

In Paris .... 85933,83 85921,22

In London . . . 85945,80 85933,30

Whence the accelerations . . 12,03 12,08
mmmmmurnrmfiiis ir.Ti—Tr igawwi

The mean acceleration is 12,05.—Such is the result obtained by taking into

account the experiments made by means of the counter as well as those by the

observation of coincidences ; and with the agate planes belonging to No. 7> as

well as with those belonging to No. 8 : that is to say, all the experiments made

with either pendulum.

Should we confine ourselves to that portion of the experiments alone in

which the method of coincidences was followed and the planes of No. 8 em-

ployed, we obtain as the mean of eleven distinct results in Paris and ten in

London with pendulum No. 7> twelve in Paris and seven in London with

pendulum No. 8, an acceleration of 11,93 vibrations. Finally, therefore, if we

regard in round numbers 12 seconds as the acceleration between Paris and

London, we are warranted by these experiments in considering one tenth of

a second, per diem, as the limit of probable error, and that it is extremely

unlikely that the error should amount to two tenths of a second.
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The length of the seconds pendulum in Mr. Browne’s house in London,

by Kater’s measurement, is 39,13908 ; and in the Salle de la MfSridienne in

the Observatory at Paris, by Biot’s measurement, 39,12843. The difference of

these two numbers is ,01065, corresponding to an acceleration of 1 1,76 seconds.

The difference in the length of the seconds pendulum in London and in Paris,

equivalent to an acceleration of 12 seconds, is ,01088. Captain Kater’s

measurement in London, transferred to Paris by means of an acceleration of

12 seconds, would make the pendulum in Paris 39,12820, instead of 39,12843,

the determination of M. Biot : and M. Biot’s measurement, transferred in like

manner to London, would make its pendulum 39,13931, instead of 39,13908

as measured by Kater.

It is fitting that I should notice the original measurement of the length of

the seconds pendulum in the Observatory at Paris, made in 1792 by M. Borda.

The result he obtained was 39,12776 ; but as his experiments were made in

the basement story of the Observatory, which is two stories lower than the

Salle de la M^ridienne, a compensation of ,00012, equivalent to something

more than 30 feet, may be supposed to place M. Borda’s result in fair com-

parison with M. Biot’s. Tlius reduced, M. Borda’s result becomes 39,12764

for the Salle de la M6ridienne.

Without the slightest intention of deciding between authorities, each of

whom is deservedly held in such high respect,—and viewing indeed the very

small differences in the three determinations as evidencing, in a remarkable

manner, the ingenuity of the respective methods, and the experimental skill

by which each was obtained,—it may be remarked in conclusion, that if a

mean be taken for the Observatory at Paris, between the measurements of

Borda, Biot, and Kater, (the latter transferred to Paris by means of the in-

termediate acceleration of 12 seconds,) the determination of Kater will be

found to hold very nearly the middle line between the other two ; approach-

ing nearer by ,0001 1 (equivalent to somewhat more than one-tenth of a vi-

bration per diem) to the measurement of Biot than to that of Borda.
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Table I.—Paris.—Comparaisons de l’Horloge qui a servi aux Experiences du Pen-

dule Invariable avec lTIorloge Siderale qui est k cote de la Lunette Meridienne.

Annie 1827*

Epoques moyen nes des

Comparaisons

73T
ja w
in

Intervalles entre les Comparaisons
Retard dc Thorloge
sur le tems moyen

k Thorloge

cl’experience.

k Thorloge

sidirale.

a Thorloge

sidlrale.

en terns

sidlral.

cn terns

moyen.
k Thorloge.

d’explricnce.

entre les

compar.
en 2-1 h

moyen nes

Avril ( Matin

27. tSoir
ISS!

h m •

23 46 42,65

12 10 49,31

s

+0,23

h m s

12 24 • 6,66

h m •

12 24 6,54

h m a

12 22 4,64

m s

1 48,64

m a

3 31,33

( Matin

ISoirm 22 33 33,31

12 61 58,21
+0,23 14 18 24,90 14 18 24,77 14 16 4,14 14 13 69,33 2 4,81 H m

on t Matin
-J-

> 8oir

6 05 17,33

6 17 35,00

21 11 22,05

9 27 27,19
-0,26 12 16 5,14 12 16 5,27 12 14 4,68 12 12 17,67

on S Matin

( Soir j|W 21 13 25,58

9 31 31,02
-0,13 12 18 6,44 12 18 5,51 12 16 4,59 1 47,69

Mai f Matin

1. ( Soir

22 04 39,15

9 44 38,78
-0,25 1 1 39 59,63 11 39 59,75 11 38 5,07

0 4 Matin

l Soir

21 30 37,88

9 57 45,67
-0,35 12 27 7,79 12 27 7,97 12 25 6,57 12 23 16,67

r. 4 Matin

(Soir
22 10 49,41

9 56 47,86
-0,28 11 45 58,44 11 45 58,68 11 44 2,92 1 42,82m

A C Matin
4

- 1 Soir »||j||
-0,13 12 5 2,79 12 5 2,85 12 3 4,07

.

12 1 18,33 1 46,74

r 4 Matin
5

- J Soir HM|22 13 57,05

8 37 43,16
10 23 46,11 10 23 46,11 10 22 3,92 3 30,46

- f Matin
'•

X Soir mjm 23 39 21,22

11 57 27,28
+0,08 12 18 6,06 12 18 6,02 12 16 5,10 12 14 17,67 1 47,43 3 30,16

a ( Matin
”•

( Soir Wwm 0 31 34,09

12 44 38,39
+0,12 12 13 4,30 12 13 4,24 12 11 4,14 12 9 17,33 t 46,81

. A ( MatinJa
( Soir HI22 37 22,65

12 23 42.75
+0,12 13 46 20,03 13 44 4,66 2 0,66 3 30,66

La raarche diurne de l’horloge siderale a ete obtenue par les passages des

etoiles au meridien. Je me suis particulihrement attache k observer les pas-

sages de jour. La veille du jour oh l’on a commence les experiences du pendule,

le 26 avril, j’avais trouve par 4 etoiles le retard absolu de l’horloge siderale

sur le temps sideral. Je l’ai ensuite determine le 27 par 9 etoiles, le 28 par 8

etoiles, le 29 par 8 etoiles, le 30 par 2 etoilep, le l
er mai par 4 etoiles, le 2 par

8 etoiles, le 3 par 3 etoiles, le 4 par 6 6toiles. Des retards absolus obtenus

chaque jour j’ai conclu la marche diurne du 27 avril au 4 mai. Les petites

irregularites que l’on remarque dans les avances ou retards diurnes tiennent

aux changemens de temperature qui ont ete tres sensibles. Le ciel s’est

couvert le Samedi 5 mai, je n’ai pu revoir des etoiles que le 9
:
j’en ai observe

4 qui m’ont servi h conclure la marche diurne pour le 5, le 7, le 8, et le 10.

Les nombres que j’ai adoptes pour ces quatre jours sont d’ailleurs confirmes

par les passages du solcil au meridien.
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Table II.

Paris.—Coincidences observed with the Invariable Pendulum No. 8.

Exp. 1. April 28th A.M. Clock making 86189,55 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom.
{ Th! lf.’s Cent. }

759m" 20 - Th - 13°,35. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Matjiieu.

Times of

Coincidence.

h m •

7 57 38,5

8 08 11,5

8 18 43
8 29 14,5

8 39 45
8 50 16,5

9 00 48,5

9 11 20

Arc of
I Vibra-

tion.

9 32 22,5

9 42 56,5

9 53 28,5

10 04 08
10 14 38
10 25 08
10 35 40
10 46 13
10 56 44

Intervals between Coincidences.

Clock. Pendulum.

Correc- Corrected Vibra-
tion for tions in 24 Hours
Arc. Mean Solar Time.

Vibration*. Vibration*. +
1 — 16 632,1 630,1 0,72 85917,60

2—

17 632,1 630,1 0,64 85917,52

3—

18 632,07 630,07 0,56 85917,42

Mean; Vibrations at 54°,49 Fahr. 85917,51

Reduction to 58° Faiir. .

Correction for buoyancy
-1,47
+ 6,08

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Faiir. 85922,12

ExP. 2. April 28th Noon. Clock making 86189,55 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. {yg® jJJ] Th. 14 Cent}
758ram

»29 * Th * U°' 1 - Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, Captain Sabine.

O-a
Therm. ,<$.§

Times of

Disapp. Re-app. Coincidence.

25 11

35 43
46 14

07 17
31 26
42 00
52 29
03 00

Arc of
Vibra-
tion.

h tn •

11 25 09
11 35 39,5
11 46 10,5

12 07 11

13 31 20
13 41 51
13 52 24,5
14 02 54,5

Vibration*.

1— 14 630,92

2-

15 631,15

3—

16 631,08

Pendulum.

*+•

,65 85917,01
,57 85917,03
,51 85916,95

Mean ;
Vibrations at 56°,475 Fahr. 85916,99

Reduction to 68° Faiir

Correction for buoyancy

-0,64
+6,05

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Fahr. 85922,40
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Table II. (Continued.)

Exp. 3. April 28th P.M. Clock making 86189,55 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. Th’ lT’,

3

Cent! }
757m”»34 - Th * 14°>35 - Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Nicollet.

Times of

Rc*app. Coincidence.

Arc of Intervals between Coincidences. Correc- Corrected Vibra-
Vibra- tion for tions in 24 Hours
tion. Nos. Clock. Pendulum. Arc. Mean Solar Time.

Vibrations. Vibrations.

1— 16 630,6 628,6

2-

17 630,77 628,77

3—

18 631,0 629,0

85916,92
85916.94
85916.95

Mean; Vibrations at 56°,46 Faiih. 85916,94

Reduction to 58° Fahk.
Correction for buoyancy

— 0,65

+ 6,04

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Faiir. 85922,33

ExP. 4. April 29th A.M. Clock making 86189,58 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. £h! u°!o Cent!}
758n"“»92 - Th * 13°,65. Planes No. 8. Therm No. 4.

Observer, M. Matiiieu.

Times of

Coincidence.

6 18 05
6 28 34
6 39 06,5
6 49 37
7 00 08,5

21 09 1 21 15

24 20

5 26

7 21 12
7 31 42
7 42 14

7 52 45,5
8 03 16,5
8 13 51,5
8 24 23,5

Intervals between Coincidences.

Nos. Clock. Pendulum.

1— i

2— 1

3—]

16

17

18

Vibrations.

631,73
631,93
631,83

Vibrations.

629,73
629,93
629,83

tion for
Arc.

85917,48
85917,47
85917,37

Mean ; Vibrations at 55°,07 Fahr.I 85917,44

Reduction to 58° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy
— 1,23

+6,07

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Fahr. I 85922,28
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Table II. (Continued.)

Exp. 5. April 29th A.M. Clock making 86189,58 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. {759 *9 Cent* } 759mm,20. Tli. 14°,45. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Nicollet.

O-Q
Therm. 6 .2

57.6 20
21

57.7 22

Times of

Vibra-
Disapp. Re-app. Coincidence. tion.

Arc of Intervals between Coincidences. Correc-
Vibra- — tion for

tion. Nos. Clock. Pendulum. Arc.

9 37 12,5 1,05

9 47 41 1,00

9 58 09,5 0,92
10 08 39,5 0,86
10 19 09 0,81

10 40 10,5 0,70

ii oV 14* 0,60

1—20
2—21
3—22

Vibrations.

630,71
630,84
630,97

Vibrations.

628,71
628,84
628,97

+
0,66
0,57
0,48

85916,96
85916,93
85916,88

Mean

;

Vibrations at 57°,03 Faiir. 85916,92

Reduction to 58° Faiir
Correction for buoyancy

—0,41
+ 6,05

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Faiir. 86922,56

Exp. 6. April 29th P.M. Clock making 86189,58 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.
Barom. 758mm,84. Th. 14°,9 Cent. Planes No. 8. Therm No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

*o Times of

Therm. 6 .2 “ "

^ Cj Disapp. Rc-app. Coincidence.

37 54
48 23
58 52
09 23
19 53

30 10 I 30 23

01 38

54 12

55
51 25

12 28

33 31

1 37 52,5 1,02
1 48 21 0,94
1 58 49 0,88
2 09 17,5 0,82
2 19 46,5 0,78
2 30 16,5 0,71
2 40 47,5 0,67
2 51 16 0,62
3 01 47,5 0,58
3 12 18,5 i

• • t •

3 22 49 • • • •

3 33 21,5 , # % %

3 43 52 0,48
3 54 23,5 • . • •

1—16

2-

17

3—

18

Vibrations.
[ +

628,167
628,467
628,533

Reduction to 58° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Faiir.

4 15 25
4 25 56
4 36 27

85916.80
85916.81
85916,75

Mean ;
Vibrations at 57°,275 Fahr. 85916,79

-0,30
+ 6,05

85922,54
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Table II. (Continued.)

Exp. 7. April SOth A.M. Clock making 86189,01 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

T^lfjcent
1

;} 700"” 10 ' Th. I'lano, No. 8. Therm. No. 1.

Observer, M. Matiiieu.

Times of

1

Disapp.

m a

02 10
\2 40
23 09
33 39
44 07
54 35
05 06
15 36
26 07

36 47
47 20
57 51

18 54
29 26
39 58
50 30

Arc of Intervals between Coincidences.

Vibra- j

tion. Nos. Clock. Pendulum.

1-16
2—17
3— 18

Vibrations.
|

Vibrations. +
628,57 0,75

628,7 0,67

628,77 0,60

Mean ; Vibrations at 55®,83 Fahr.

Reduction to 58° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Fahr.

85916,37
85916,37
85916,32

85916,35

-0,91
+6,07

85921,51

Exp. 8. April 30th A.M. Clock making 86189,01 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom.
{ ifjl Cent } 76°m" 1 !• Th- 14°* 7 - Planes No- 8 - Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Nicollet.

Therm. d-|

Times of

Re-app. Coincidence.

26 33
37 02
47 29
57 57

5 08 27
6 18 56
7 29 25
8 39 55
9 50 24

11 22
21 55

42 57
53 26

16 I 03 56

Arc of Intervals between Coincidences. Correc-

Vibra- tion for

tion. Nos. Clock. Pendulum. Arc.

26 34,5

37 04
47 32,5
58 00,5

1— 16

2—

17

3-

18

Vibrations.

629,9
629,9
630,13

Vibrations.

627,9
627,9
628,13

Reduction to 58° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Fahr.

85916,01
85915,95
85915,94

Mean: Vibrations at 57°,5 Fahr. 85915,97

— 0,21

+ 6,05

85921,81
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Table II. (Continued.)

ExP. 9. April 30th P.M. Clock making 86189,01 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom.
j

""
J®’ J®°'* }

759 m,n
,54. Th. 1 4°,75. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

• Observer, Captain Sabine.

Corrected Vibra-
tions in 24 Hours
Mean Solar Time.

1 41 40 41 45 J) 41 42,5 0,90
2

|

52 08 52 13
02 37 02 42
13 04 13 12
23 32 23 42
19 00 19 18

29 31 29 50
40 02 40 22

0 52 10,5

1 02 39,5
1 13 08
1 23 37
3 19 09
3 29 40,5

3 40 12

0,59 85915,77
0,50 85915,88
0,44 85915,90

Mean; Vibrations at 58°,15 Fahr. 85915,85

Reduction to 58° Faiih.

Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Fahr.

+ 0,06

+ 6,04

85921,95

ExP. 10. May 1st A.M. Clock making 86188,94 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom.
| Tb it 8 Cent"}

760m,",00. Th. 14°,65. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Matiiieu.

Times of

Disapp. Re-app. Coincidence.

h m a

6 30 23,5
6 40 52,5

6 51 21

7 01 50,5

7 12 20,5

7 22 50,5

33 14 33 25 7 33 19,5

43 46 43 57 7 43 51,5

04 *47 04 *59 8
04* *53

8 15 24

36 36 8 36 27,5

47 09 8 47 00
57 39 8 57 30,5
08 11 9 08 02,5

9 18 34,5

9 29 06

22 46 22 55
33 14 33 25

Arc of
Vibra-

1

tion. I Nos. Clock. Pendulum.

Corrected Vibra-

tions in 24 Hours
Mean Solar Time.

Vibrations.

6 630,6

7 630,8
8 631,0

0,72 85916,30
0,61 85916,27
0,55 85916,29

Mean ;
Vibrations at 56°,89 Fahr. 85916,29

Reduction to 580 Fahr* • •

Correction for buoyancy
-0,47
+ 6,06

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Fahr* . 85921,88

MDCCCXXVI1I H
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Table II. (Continued.)

Exp. 11. May 1st A.M. Clock making 86188,91 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom.
Jf’j Cent! }

759 ’nm
’
68 * Th * 15°'05 - Planes No - 8 * Therm. No. 4.

Observers: 1—9, M. Nicollet; 12—18, M. Savary.

85915,82
85915.73
85915.74

Mean; Vibrations at 58°,24 Faiir. 85915,76

+ 0,10

+ 6,04

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Faiir. 85921,90

Exp. 12. May 1st P.M. Clock making 86188,94 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom.
{ }f 5 CcUti}

758mm
«92 * Th * 15M- Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Observers: 1— 15, M. Savary; 16—18, Captain Sabine.
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Exp. 13.

Barom.
^

Table II. (Continued.)

May 8th A.M. Clock making 86189,62 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.
7*1 mm fin 'TU l r.o 1

752 ^g'. Th. 15 Cent.}
752”™ 58 * Th* 15°- Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Nicollet.

Arc of

j |

Vibra-

.

Ile-app. Coincidence. tion. I Nos,

Vibrations. Vibrations. +
1 — 16 630,77 628,77 0,62 85916,96

2—

17 630,93 628,93 0,55 85916,95

3—

18 631,11 629,11 0,47 85916,95

Mean; Vibrations at 57°,

3

Faii r. 85916,93

Reduction to 58° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy
-0,29
+ 5,99

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Faiir. 85922,65

Table III.

Paris.—Coincidences observed with the Invariable Pendulum No. 7-

Exp. 1. May 2nd A.M. Clock making 86189,54 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom.
JJ°*®^ }

758mm,60. Th. 15°. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Vibra-

tion.

Observer, M. Mathieu.

|

Intervals between Coincidences.

N09. Clock. Pendulum.

1—16

2-

17

3—

18

Vibrations.

659,43
659,67
659,77

Vibrations.

657,43
657,67
657,77

tion for

Arc.

85928,84
85928,87
85928,83

Mean; Vibrations at 57°,45 Faiir. 85928,85

Reduction to 60° Faiir*

Correction for buoyancy
-1,07
+ 6,03

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Faiir. 85933,81
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Table III. (Continued.)

Exp. 2. May 2nd A.M. Clock making 86189,54 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. ^ Jf Th. 15°,4. Plane, No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Nicollet.

Times of Arc of

Therm. 8.5 1 T Vibra-.

A U Disapp. Itc-app. Coincidence. tion. I Nos. Clock. Pendulum.

Vibrations.

659,07

659,20

659,33

Vibrations.

657,07

657,20

657,33

85928,51

85928.49
85928.50

Mean; Vibrations at 59°,12 Fahr. 85928,50

Reduction to 60° Faiir

Correction for buoyancy
-0,37

+ 6,02

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Faiir. 85934,15

m a m t

04 41 04 44

15 36. 15 43
26 34 26 41

37 29 37 40

10 24 10 34
32 22 32 33
43 21 43 34
54 21 54 31

1 Intervals between Coincidences.

Nos. Clock. Pendulum.

1—
2-
3-

14

15

16

Vibrations.

658,58

658,81

658,89

Vibrations.

656,58

656,81

656,89

+
0,61 85928,41
0,53 85928,43
0,47 85928,41

0,59 Mean; Vibrations at 59°,17 Fahr. 85928,42
0,53

0>50 Reduction to 60° Fahr — 0,35
0*^7 Correction for buoyancy +6,02
0,42 t

J
_

0*36 Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Fahr. 85934,09
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Table III. (Continued.)

Exp. 4.

Barom. /

May 3rd A.M. Clock making 86189,71 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Itril: tiI; If;* £*,:} th. uw. pi.™ n.. «. Th<™. n.. a .

Observer, M. Matiiieu.

i

° 0
Therm. <5 .2

Times of Arc of Intervals between Coincidences.

. Vibra- j

Coincidence. tion. Nos. Clock. Pendulum.

Vibrations. Vibrations.

1 —16 658,6 656,6

2—

17 658,8 656,8

3—

18 658,97 656,97

85928,70
85928.67
85928.68

Mean; Vibrations at 58°,19 Faiir. 85928,68

_ Reduction to 60° Faiir.
0,b0

| correction for buoyancy

-0,76
+6,01

Exp. 5. May 3rd A.M. Clock making 86189,71 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. £h lf’l Cent’}
75(}mm

’72 - Th - 15°»8 * Planes No - 8 - ™erm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Matiiieu.

Times of

06 49
17 45
28 41

39 37
50 34
01 30
2 26

23 22

06 51

17 49
28 47
39 42 I

50 40
01 35
12 33
23 31

Arc of
• Vibra

-

Coincidence. lion.

9 06 50

9 17 47
9 28 44

9 39 39,5 0,84

9 50 37 0,80
10 01 32,5 0,74
10 12 29,5 0,69
10 23 26,5

~

45 28 10 45 24 0,56
56 27 10 56 21,5 0,52

07 26 11 07 21 0,48
18 26 11 18 20 0,47

40 24 11 40 1*7,5 0,38
1 08 51 25 11 51 16,5 0,36

2 09 02 25 12 02 17 0,34
13 08 13 24 12 13 16 0,32

85928,34
85928,38
85928,38

Mean ;
Vibrations at 59 °,44 Faiir. 85928,37

Reduction to 60° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy
— 0,23

+ 6,00

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Fahr. 85934,14
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Table III. (Continued.)

Mean ; Vibrations at 60°,05 Fahh. 85928,39

Reduction to 60° Faiir
Correction for buoyancy

+ 0,02

+ 5,99

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Fahr. 85934,40

Exp. 7 . May 4

f757mm,15.Barom.|
757 10

May 4th A.M. Clock making 86189,42 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.
m

’,10. Th. 15° 4 Cent }
757mm

>12 - Th - 15*35. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Mathieu.

*o ^2 Times of
y

Thcnn. 6.S i

"

^ Q Disapp. Ite-npp. Coincidence.

1 08 41 08 44 6 08 42,5

2 19 38 19 41 6 19 39,5

3 30 35 30 40 6 30 37,5
4 41 33 41 40 6 41 36,5

5 52 31 52 39 6 52 35
6 03 30 03 38 7 03 34
7 14 29 14 38 7 14 33,5
8 25 28 25 38 7 25 33
9
10
11 58 26 58 38 7 58 32
12 09 24

1

09 37 8 09 30,5
13 20 23

j

20 37 8 20 30
14 31 25 31 38 8 31 31
15 42 25 42 39 8 42 32
16 53 26 53 40 8 53 33
17 04 27 04 40 9 04 33,5
18 15 27 15 41 9 15 34

Arc of
Vibra-
tion.

1 — 16

2—

17
3

—

18

Vibration*. Vibration*. +
659,37 657,37 0,72
659,60 657,60 0,64

659,77 657,77 0,57

Reduction to 60° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Faiir.

85928.71
85928.72
85928,71

Mean ; Vibrations at 58° Fahr. . . 85928,71

— 0,84

+ 6,05

85933,92
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Table III. (Continued.)

Exp. 8. May 4th A.M. Clock making 86189,42 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom.
{ Th.‘ 16°|l Cent!}

756m™ 6C - Th. 15°,7- Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Nicollet.

Times of•S3
Therm, a .2 1

<j Disapp.
|

Re-npp. I Coincidence.

25 47 25 47 9 25 47
36 42 36 44 9 36 43
47 36 47 41 9 47 38
58 33 58 40 9 58 36,5

09 29 09 37 10 09 33
20
31 21 31 33 10 31 27
42
53 21 53 31 10 53 27

15 16 15 32 11 15 24
26 18 26 31 11 26 24,5

37 17 37 29 11 37 23

47 36 47 41

58 33 58 40

59 14 59 26 11 59 20
10 13 10 28 12 10 20,5
21 10 21 28 12 21 19
32 09 32 28 12 32 18,5

Corrcc-

I I

tion for

Clock. Pendulum. Arc.

1-16
2— 17
3—18

Vibration..

656,23
656,40
656,70

85928,26
85928.26
85928.27

Mean ; Vibrations at 59°,85 Faiir. 85928,26

Redaction to 60° Faiir.

0 58 I

^orrcc^on f°r buoyancy

0*50 I Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Fahr.

<M7
‘

0,44

ExP. 9. May 4th P.M. Clock making 86189,42 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. ££ Jg°’J
755™"\75. Th. 16°,3. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, Captain Freycinet.

Arc of Intervals between Coincidences. Correc-
Vibra-

j

tion for

tion. Nos. Clock. Pendulum. Arc.Nos. Clock. Pendulum.

1 — 17
2—18
3—19

Vibration*.

658,94
658,97
659,16

Vibration*.

656,94
656,97
657,16

85928,25
85928,23
85928,25

Mean; Vibrations at 59°,95 Faiir. 85928,24

Reduction to 60° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy
—0,02

+ 5,99

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Fahr. 85934,21
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Table III. (Continued.)

Exp. 10. May 5th A.M. Clock making 86189,54 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. {”*“ ^ |f'j g«.} 753”""-32' Th' Pl“» No' 8 ' T1,
f
rm' No'

Observer, M. Mathieu.

rS Times of Arc of

g Vibra-

y Disapp. Re-app. Coincidence. tion.

13 43
24 37
35 32
46 29

57 26
08 22

19 20

m s

13 44
24 39
35 35
46 33

57 31

08 29
19 27

13 43,5

24 38
35 33,5

46 31

57 28,5

08 25,5

19 23,5

36 08

47 06
58 05

09 03

20 02

36 18

47 17

58 17

09 15

20 14

8 36 13

8 47 11,5

8 58 11

9 09 09

9 20 08

41 15 41 24 7 41 19,5 0,59

52 13 52 24 7 52 18,5 0,56

03 11 03 22 8 03 16,5 0,52

14 10 14 21 8 14 15,5 0,49

1-16

2-

17

3

-

18

Clock. Pendulum

Vibrationa.

655,83

656,07
656,30

85928,23
85928,26
85928,25

Mean; Vibrations at 59°,37 Fahr. 85928,25

EXP. 1 1 . May 5th A.M. Clock making 86189,54 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

n m / 753
mm,SO. Th. 15°,9 Cent.l

75Smm os . Th. 16°,1. Planes No. 8 . Therm. No. 4.
15urom. ^750 go. Th. 16, 3 Cent./

Observer, M. Nicollet.

0
f

Jrime <i of

6 .5
56

<3 Disapp. Re-app. Coincidence.

m 8 m * h m !

1 34 05 34 06 9 34 05,5

2 45 02 45 05 9 45 03,5

3 55 54 56 01 9 55 57,5

4 06 51 06 58 10 06 54,5

7 39 39 39 49 10 39 44

8 50 36 50 47 10 50 41,5

9 01 33 01 45 11 01 39

10 12 31 12 43 n 12 37

11 23 29 23 41 n 23 35

16 18 21 18 35 12 18 28

17 29 20 29 34 12 29 27

18 40 19 40 34 12 40 26,5

Arc of

Vibra-

tion.

Intervals between Coincidences. Correc-
-— ~ tion for

Nos. Clock. Pendulum. Arc.

1-16

2-

17

3-

18

Vibrations. +
655,5 0,74

655,57 0,64

655,93 0,55

85928,10

85928,04

85928,09

Mean ;
Vibrations at 60°,61 Faiir. 85928,08

Reduction to 60° Fahr.

Correction for buoyancy
+ 0,26

+ 5,96

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Fahr. 85934,30
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Table III. (continued.)

Exp. 12. May 7th A.M. Clock making 86189,84 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

B*rom
- {.rtr*;<>0. Th! 16°,

0

as }
748"”,95. Tk. 15°,6. Plane, No. 7. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Mathieu.

Intervals between Coincidences.

Nos. Clock.

1-16
3—18

Vibrations.

659,43
659,74

Reduction to 60° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Faiir.

85929,13

— 0,31

+ 5,95

85934,77

Exp. 13. May 7th A.M. Clock making 86189,84 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom.
’ig’ Xh" 16 2 Cent.}

740mm,05. Th. 16°,1. Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 4.

Observer, M. Savary.

Them,.
||

Times of

Disapp. Re-app. Coincidence.

59,4 1

59,5 2
59,5 3
59,5 4

59,5 5

59,5 6
59,9 7
60,0 8

60,0 9
60,0
60,0

I 10
n

60,0 12

59,7 13

59,3 14

59,3 15

59,3 16
59,3 17

Reduction to 60° Faiir

Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Faiir. 85934,83

85928,95
85929,03
85929,06

85929,01

—0,11

+ 5,93

MDCCCXXV1II,
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Table IV.

Paris.—Rate of the Invariable Pendulum No. 7, obtained by the Counter.

Exp. 1. April 29th, 1827. Clock making 86189,58 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 3. Observer, M. Mathieu.

Comparisons.

Clock. Counter.

g Barometer,

u *3 Temp.

"i

h m h m a

11 07 3 50 01,536
11 37 4 19 56,218
12 07 4 49 50,709
12 37 5 19 45,277
13 07 5 49 39,700
13 37 6 19 34,282
14 07 6 49 28,791
15 07 7 49 17,891
16 07 8 49 06,973

Mean. . .

.

mm
759,30

759,25
759,25
759,25
759,25

759,2

5

759,00
758,80

758,80

1 —8

1—

9

2—

8

2—

9

3-

9

h m
4 0

5 0

3 30
4 30
4 0

Vibrations.

14356,355

17945,437
12561,673
16150,755
14356,264

Vibrationa.

0,70

0,62

0,49

0,45

0,37

85929,04
85928,94
85927,91
85928,01
85928,15

Mean ; Vibrations at 5 7°,71 Faiir. 85928,41

Reduction to 60° Fahr
Correction for buoyancy

-0,96
+ 6,04

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Fahr. . 85933,49

Mean
;
Vibrations at 57°,02 Fahr. 85927,81

Reduction to 60° Faiir

Correction for buoyancy
—1,00
+6,05

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Fahr. 85932,86
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Com-

parisons.
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Table IV. (Continued.)

Exp. 3. May 1st, 1827. Clock making 86188,94 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.
Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 3. Observers, MM. Matiueu and Sabine.

g g
Comparisons.

<

3

1

o 3 i

£ Clock. Counter.

g 3 Temp.

Barometer. Intervals between Comparisons.

Merc. Therm. Nos. Clock. Counter.

- 0,66

+ 6,04

85931,88

Exp. 4. May 8tli f 1827. Clock making 8G189,G2 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 3. Observer, M. Matiiieu.

Comparisons.

Clock. I Counter.

h m
1 7 53
2 8 53

9 53
10 53

5 11 53
6 12 53

I

*1

3

'

•
•

3s?
St

i m t

TV
f

Barometer. Intervals between Comparisons.
Corrcc . V^i^in
tion for Hours

Arc. Mean Solar

Nos. Clock. Counter. * Time.

h m
|

Vibration*. viunmo

14356,227 0,73

17945,309 0,63

10767,091 0.52

4 0 (14356,173

Q .

=

o g
Temp.

Fahr. mm Cent. I

57,5 751,60 15,0 I 1-
57.7

57.8
8 57,8
8 57,7

57,7 752,85 15,8
|

Mean ;
Vibrations at 57°,7 Faiir. (85927,99

57,7 (752,22
I

15,4
j
Reduction to 60° Fahr — 0,97
Correction for buoyancy + 5,99

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Fahr. 85933,01

2
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Table IV. (Continued.)

May 10th, 1827. Clock making 86189,36 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 3. Observer, M. Matiiieu.

Intervals between Comparisons.

Clock. Couuter.

Corrected
]

Vibrations in

tion for I
24 Hours
Mean Solar

h m
4 0

Vibrations.

14356,227
Vibrations.

0,66 85928,04
5 0 17945,182 0,52 85927,38
3 0 10767,155 0,47 85927,71
4 0 14356,110 0,36 85927,02

Mean; Vibrations at 58°,6 Fahr. 85927,54

Reduction to 60° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

-0,59
+ 6,97

Vibrations in vacuo at 60° Faiiu. 85932,92
J

Table V.

Paris.—Rate of the Invariable Pendulum No. 8, obtained by the Counter.

Exp. 1.

j*
Si

Cumparisons.

I s-

Clock. Counter.

h m h m s <

l 9 08 0 56 12,218 :

2 10 08 1 56 00,745 (

3 11 23 3 10 46,218 <

4 12 13 4 01 36,773 (

5 13 08 4 55 26,173 (

6 14 08 5 55 14,673 (

May 2nd, 1827. Clock making 861 89,54 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 8. Observer, M. Mathieu.

arometcr. I Intervals between Comparisons.

Merc. Therm. I Nos. Clock

Cent.

15,2 1-5
1-6
2—5
2-6

Mean. . .

.

15,8 I Mean; Vibrations at 59°,45 Fahr. 85914,25

15,5
|

Reduction to 58° Fahr +0,6
Correction for buoyancy + 6,0

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Fahr. 85920,87
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Exp. 2.

Table V. (Continued.)

May 3rd, 1827. Clock making 86189,71 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 3. Observer, M. Mathieu.

Comparisons.

Counter.

h m
9 33
10 33
11 33
12 33
13 33

Ont.

59,8 1757,00 | 15,5

Intervals between Comparisons.

Nos. Clock. Counter.

h m Vibrations.

1—5 4 0 14353,845

17942,6891-6 5 0
2— 5 3 0 10765,200
2— 6 4 0 14354,044

tion for

Arc.

Corrected
Vibrations in

84 Hours
Mean Solar

Time.

Mean ....

0,59 85914,02
0,50 85915,75
0,36 85912,33
0,29 85914,90

60,1 |755,65 | 16,1 Mean; Vibrations at 60°, 17 Fahr. 85914,25

15,8
I

Reduction to 58° Fahr +0,91
Correction for buoyancy +5,99

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Fahr. 85921,15

Exp. 3. May 4th, 1827. Clock making 86189,42 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 3. Observer, M. Mathieu.

Comparisons.

Clock. Counter.

8 46 0 41 57,873

9 46 1 41 46,363
10 48 2 43 34,364

11 46 3 41 23,589
12 46 4 41 11,809
14 16 6 10 54,745

^ d
•g .°

O Temp.

Barometer.

Mean • •

Intervals between Comparisons. QorreCm
tion for

Arc.
Counter.

Corrected
Vibrations in

24 Hours
Mean Solar

1757,30

Mean; Vibrations at 59°,85 Fahr. 85914,56

Reduction to 58° Fahr
Correction for buoyancy

+ 0,78

+ 6,00

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Fahr. 85921,34
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Table V. (Continued.)

Exp. 4. May 5th, 1827. Clock making 86189,54 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 3. Observer, M. Mathieu.

Intervals between Comparisons.

i

Nos. Clock. Counter.

h m Vibrations.

1 —

5

4 00 14354,145
1-6 5 00 17942,482
2-5 2 40 9569,618
2—6 3 40 13157,955

Mean ; Vibrations at 60°,7 Faiir. 85915,64

Reduction to 58° Faiir

Correction for buoyancy
+ 1,13

+ 5,96

Vibrations in vacuo at 5 8° Fahr. 85922,73

Exp. 5. May 7th, 1827. Clock making 86189,84 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 3. Observer, M. Mathieu.

Barometer. Intervals between Comparison*. Corrcc-
. lion for

Merc. Therm. I Nos. Clock, Counter.

Vibrations.

0,59

0,49

0,36

0,29

Mean ; Vibrations at 59°,88 Fahr. 85916,46

Reduction to 58° Faiir

Correction for buoyancy
+ 0,79

+ 5,93

Vibrations in vacuo at 58° Fahr. 85923,18
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Table VI.—Transits observed in London. -
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Table VII.

Rate of Molyneux deduced from the preceding Transits of Stars.

Stars. Dates.
Clock’s Loss

on
Sidereal Time.

Difference be-

tween Sidereal

and Solar Time.

Clock’s

Gain on
Solar Time.

Interval

of Days.

Clocks daily

Gain on
•Solar Time.

September. m i m s • i

y Aquilse 12 to 22 39 17,38 39 19,1
,

1,72
*

10 0,17

» 12 to 23 43 12,78 43 15,01 9,23 11 0,22

13 to 22 35 21,91 35 23,19 1,28 9 0,14

99 13 to 23 39 17,31
’

39 19,1 1,79 10 0,18

a Aquilse 12 to 22 39 17,32 39 19,1 1,78 10 0,18

» 12 to 23 43 13,18 43 15,01 1,83 11 0,17

99 13 to 22 35 22,08 35 23,19 1,11 9 0,12

99 13 to 23 39 17,93 39 19,1 1,17 10 0,12

a Cygn i 12 to 20 31 26,29 31 27,28 0,99 8 0,12

99 12 to 22 39 17,38 39 19,1 1,72 10 0,17

99 12 to 23 43 13,26 43 15,01 1,75 11 0,16

99 13 to 20 27 30,98 27 31,37 0,39 7 0,06

99 13 to 22 35 22,07 35 23,19 1,12 9 0,12

99 13 to 23 39 17,95 39 19,1 1,15 10 0,12

99 20 to 23 11 46,97 11 47,73 0,76 3 0,25

t Pegasi 12 to 22 39 17,08 39 19,1 2,02 10 0,20

99 12 to 23 43 12,77 43 15,01 2,34 n 0,21

Capella 12 to 18 23 34,17 23 35,46 1,29 6 0,21

Rigel 12 to 18 23 34,36 23 35,46 1,10 6 0,18

a Lyre 13 to 19 23 35,2 23 35,46 0,26 6 0,04

99 13 to 22 35 22,5 35 23,19 0,69 9 0,08

99 13 to 23 39 17,87 39 19,1 1,23 10 0,12

>9 19 to 23 15 42,67 15 43,64 0,97 4 0,24

y Draconis 15 to 19 15 43,03 15 43,64 0,61 4 0,15

99 15 to 23 31 25,66 31 27,28 1,62 8 0,20

99 19 to 23 15 42,63 15 43,64 1,01 4 0,25

a Orionis 18 to 22 15 43,73 15 43,64 —0,09 4 —0,02

Mean daily Gain 0,15
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Table VIII.

Rate of Molyneux deduced from Transits of the Sun.

1827.

•

Sun’s Transit by Mean Time
of Apparent

Noon.

Molyneux

Slow.

Rate of Molyneux deduced.

Molyneux. •

Dates. Inf Daily
Gain.

Dates. Inf Daily
Gain.

Dates. Inf Daily
Gain.

Sept.

14
h m •

23 55 29,92
h m •

23 55 40,2 SI
September.

14 to 15
Days

1 HI September.

15 to 17
Days

2 0,28
September.

16 to 22T 0,06
15 23 55 19,2 ,, 16 2 „ 18 3 0,22 17 to 18 1 -0,14
16 23 54 58,2 9,55 ,, 17 3 0,26 ,, 19 4 0,14 „ 19 2
17 23 54 37,2 9,50 ,, 18 4 0,16 „ 22 7 0,13 ,, 22 5 5X31
18 23 54 16,2 9,64 ,, 19 5 0,15 16 to 17 1 18 to 19 1 Baa
19 23 53 45,65 23 53 65,2 9,55 8 0,14 ,, 18 2 ,, 22 4 0,11

22 23 52 43,4 23 52 52,6 9,20 15 to 16 1 0,52 „ 19 3 19 to 22 3 0,12

Mean daily Rate.
•

Gaining 0,13.

Mean daily Rate of Molyneux finally concluded, gaining 0,15 from the 12th to the 23rd of Sept.

Table IX.

Comparisons of Molyneux and Cumming, Sept. 12th to Sept. 23rd.

Sept.

12; 7 P.M.
•

Cumming Fast of Molyneux 29,8
Sept.

18; 7 P.M.
f

Cumming Fast of Molyneux 29,8

13; 5 A.M. 19; 5 A.M.

7 P.M. 29,8 6 P.M.

14; 7 A.M. 20; 7 A.M.

8 P.M. 29,8 — 9 P.M.

15; 8 A.M. 29,8 21; 5 A.M.

6 P.M. 10 P.M.

16; 5 A.M. 22; 10 P.M.

6 P.M. 23; 5 A.M.

17; 6 P.M. 10 P.M.

{

Sept. 12th p.m. to Sept. 20th p.m. gaining 0,18 per diem.

Sept. 20th p.m. to Sept. 21st p.m. gaining 0,28 per diem.

Sept. 21st p.m. to Sept. 23d p.m. gaining 0,38 per diem.

MDCCCXXVI1I K
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Table X.

London.—Coincidences observed with the Invariable Pendulum No. 7-

Exp. 1. September 13th A.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 29°,06. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

*5

Therm. ,j ‘g
“ y Disapp. Re-app.

Times of

Coincidence.

Ii m s h ra •

6 44 31 *1

6 50 43,5 } 6 50 43,7
6 56 56,5J
10 03 47,5*1

10 10 02 VlO 10 02,0
10 16 16,5 /

Arc and Mean Corrected Vibra-

At 63°,85 Fahb.

85938,27373,7

Reduction to 63° Faiir

Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Faiir. 85944,61

Exp. 2. September 13th Noon. Clock making 86100,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 30°,00. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

Arc and Mean Corrected Vibra-

Corrcction. Interval. I*?
118 ** J%ur*

Mean Solar Time.

At 64°,2 Fahr.

86937,99

35 52 35 55
42 05 42 08
48 18
42 34
48 48
55 01

48 22
42 41

48 56
55 10

Coincidence.

h m a h m a

10 35 53,51
1

10 42 06,5 Uo 42 06,7

10 48 20 J[

1 42 37,5-
1

1 48 82
;y

i 48 51,7
1 55 05,5Jf

373,5

Reduction to 63° Fahr. .

Correction for Buoyancy

.

•j- 0,50

+ 6,99

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Faiir. 85944,48
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Table X. (Continued.)

Exp. 3. September 13th P.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations^in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 30°,05. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

*3
Therm, j .3

64,1
|
30

64,1

Ite-app.

Times of

Coincidence.

h m • h m •

2 16 22
‘

1

2 22 34,5
;

u 22 34,7
2 28 47,5 J[

5 16 53 1
I

5 23 05,5 r 23 06,7
5 29 21,5 Jr

Arc and Meat) Corrected Vibra-

Corrcction. Interval. il
on® *2 5?ursMean Solar Time.

373,52

Reduction to 63° Faiir. .

Correction for buoyancy

.

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Faiir.

At 64°,2 Faiir.

85938,05

+ 0,50

+ 6,00

85944,55

Exp. 4. September 14th A.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 80°,25. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

Times of
Arc and Mean Corrected Vibra-

Correction. Interval.
'f

,ons Hours
Mean Solar Time.Itc-app.

ms in s h ra •

1 10 42 10 44 7 10 43

2 16 55 16 58 7 16 56

3 23 08 23 12 7 23 10

Coincidence.

s b m
43 1
56.5 V 7 16 56,5

10 J
10,

5
-l

25.5 >*10 11 25,

£

40 J

63.3 29 05 06 05 15 10 05 10,5

30 11 21 11 30 10 11 25,5

63.4 31 17 37 17 43 10 17 40

373,89

Reduction to 63° Fahr
Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Faiir.

At 63°,25 Fahr.

85938,49

+ 0,10

+ 6,05

85944,64
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Table X. (Continued.)

Exp. 5. September 14th Noon. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 30°,22. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

Coincidence.

Arc and Mean Corrected Vibra-

Corrcction. Interval: ?f
ons fMean Solar Time.

63,4 1 28 45 28 48 10 28 46,5

2 34 58 35 02 10 35 00

63.7 3 41 12 41 15 10 41 13,5

63.8 29 23 04 23 11 1 23 07,5

30 29 19 29 24 1 29 21,5

64,0 31 35 30 35 40 1 35 35

0,53 373,62

Reduction to 63° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr.

At 63°,725 Fahr.

85938,21

+ 0,30

+ 6,04

85944,55

ExP. 6. September 14th P.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 30°,20. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

Times of

o m 8 m • h m 8

64,0 1 44 22 44 25 i 44 23,5
O 50 35 50 37 1 50 36

64,1 3 56 47 56 50 i 56 48,5

63,9 28 32 24 32 31 4 32 27,5

29 38 36 38 45 4 38 40,5

63,9 30 44 50 44 59 4 44 54,5

Coincidence.

s h m g

'3»5*|

16 >1 50 36

Corrected Vibra-

Corrcction. Interval. *2 ^ ^°urs
Mean Solar lime.

At 63°,975 Fahr.

373,51

Reduction to 63° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

85938,19

+ 0,41

+ 6,03

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr. 85944,63
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ExP. 7. September 15th A.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Baaom. 30°,30. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

h m • °

10 56 38,5 0,83

in. mi h m • hmi °

50 24 50 26 10 50 25 ~)

56 37 56 40 10 56 38,5 M0 56 38,5 0,83

02 50 02 54 11 02 52 J
30 50 54 50 59 1 50 56,5

"J

31 57 05 57 12 1 57 08,5 V 1 57 08,63 0,30

32 03 18 03 24 2 03 21 j

Arc and Mean Corrected Vibra-

Corrcction. Interval. *lon* ^ \!,?
ars

Mean Solar 1 line.

At 64°,025 Famh.

0,47 373,45 B5937,93

Reduction to 63° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Faiir.

+ 0,43

+ 6,05

85944,41

ExP. 8. September 19th P.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 30°, 19. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

Therm.
O *Q Times of

Disapp. Re-app. Coincidence.

o m a m s h m s h m s

64,1 i 18 12 18 16 1 18 14 -)

2 24 25 24 29 1 24 27 >1 24 27,17
64,1 3 30 39 30 42 1 30 40,5 J
64,0 21 22 40 22 45 3 22 42,5*1

22 28 53 28 58 3 28 55,5 V3 28 55,83

64,0 23 35 06 35 13 3 35 09,5 J

Arc and
Correction.

Mean
Interval.

Reduction to 63° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy <

Corrected Vibra-
tions in 24 Hours
Mean Solar Time.

* At 64°,05 Fahk.

373,433 85938,25

+ 0,44

+ 6,03

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Faiir. 85944,72
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Table X. (Continued.)

Exp. 9. September 20th A.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 29°,79. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, M. Quetelct.

Times of

Disapp. Re-app.

ra s

16 42
22 56
29 09

Coincidence.

Arc and
Correction.

7 16 39,5*

7 22 52,5

7 29 05,5
11 23 50

*

11 30 03,5
11 36 17,5

> 7 22 52,5

.11 30 03,67

Reduction to 63° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy

Mean * Corrected Vibra-

Intcrval.
tion* in 94 Hours
Mean Solar Time.

At 61°,95 Faiir.

374,37 85939,26

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr.

— 0,44

+ 5,97

85944,79

ExP. 10. September 20th P.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 29°,78. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabins.

rs!o u
Therm, d .3

Times of

Disapp, Re-app. Coincidence.

m a

2 29
8 42
14 56
19 35
25 50
32 04

m s

2 32
8 46
15 00
19 43
25 57
32 13

h m 8 h m ft

1 02 30,5-)

1 08 44 VI 08 44,17
1 14 58 J
3 19 39 J
3 25 53,573 25 53,67
3 32 08,5J

Arc and
Correction.

Mean Corrected Vibra-SKI
At 62°,25 Famb.

374,08 85938,95

Reduction to 63° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy

—0,31
+ 5,96

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr.
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EXP. 11. September 22nd A.M. Clock making 80400,33 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Bftrom. 29°,58. Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 4. Observer, M. Quetelet.

Times of

Therm. 6 .2

*8 Coincidence.

• h m •

7 25 42,5

Arc and
Correction

.

14 00 14 08 10 14 04"j

20 12 20 22 10 20 17 >10 20 17,67

26 27 26 37 10 26 32 1

Mean
Interval.

Corrected Vibra-
tions in 24 Hours
Mean Solar Time.

•

374,113

At 61°,95 Fahr.

85939,22

(* Particulars mislaid.)
Reduction to 63° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr. 85944,71

Exp. 12. September 22nd P.M. Clock making 80400,38 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 29°,57. Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

61,8 1

62,1 26

Times of

Coincidence.

Are and Mean Corrected Vibra-

Correction. Interval. “?n* in 24 Hour.

h m s

12 01 41,5

2 37 25

Mean Solar Time.

At 61°,95 Fahr.

85939,01

Reduction to 63° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr. 85944,50
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Table XI.

London.—Coincidences observed with the Invariable Pendulum No. 8.

Exp. 1. September 16th Noon. Clock making 86100,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 30°,84. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

83
Therm, o •§

Times of

! Rc-app. Coincidence.

m *

16 27
22 29
28 33
30 19
36 23
42 28

h m • h ra s

11 16 25 “|

11 22 27,5 >11 22 28
11 28 31,5J
2 30 15,51
2 36 19 > 2 36 19,33

2 42 23,5J

Arc and Mean prrmedVibra-

Correction. Interval.
**ons *5 ** Hour.
Mean Solar Time.

At 64°,9 Fahh.

2 I 363,48

Reduction to 63° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

85925,20

+ 0,80

+6,05

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr. 85932,05

Exp. 2. September 17th A.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 30°,36. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

’s-g
Therm, o •§

*6

Times of
Arc and Mean w>rreciea v.ora.

Correction. Interval.
in 24 Hoorn

Mean Solar Time.

Corrected Vibra-

At 64",65 Fahh.

85925,36

Reduction to 63° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

+ 0,69

+6,04

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr.
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Table XI. (Continued.)

Exp. 3. September 17th P.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barpm. 30°,34. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

Therm.
No.

of

Coincid.

o

65,0 1

2
65,0 3

65,2 30
31

65,2 32

• Times of

Coincidence.

m s m s h m-• li in s

56 48 56 51 12 56 49,5*1

02 50 02 53 1 02 51,5 y 1 02 51,67
08 52 08 56 1 08 54 J
52 21 52 28 3 52 24,5*1

58 24 58 32 3 58 28 J>
3 58 28

04 28 04 35 4 04 31,5

J

Arc and
Correction.

Mean
Interval.

Reduction to 63° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

Corrected Vibra-
tions in 24 Hours
Mean Solar Time.

at 65°, 1 Fahr.

,56 363,33 85925,12

+ 0,88

+ 6,04

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr. 85932,04

ExP. 4. September 18th A.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 30°,27. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

Times of

Disapp. Re-app. Coincidence.

Arc and
Correction.

00 31 00 36 8 00 33,5

06 34 06 39 8 06 36,5

12 38 12 42 8 12 40
02 14 02 19 02 16,5

08 17 08 23 IP 08 20
14 21 14 26 11 14 23,5

Mean
Interval.

363,44

Corrected Vibnu
tioas in 24 Hours
Mean Solar Time.

at 64°,715 Fahr.

85925,22

Reduction to 63° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

.

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr.

+ 0,74

+ 6,04

85932,00
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Table XI. (Continued.)

Exp. 5. September 18th P.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 30°,24. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, M. Quetelet.

Therm. 6 .3

'rimes of

Coincidence,

Arc and
Correction,

Mean*
Interval,

Corrected Vibra-
tions in 24 Hours
Mean Solar Time.

+ 1,22

+ 6,03

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr. 85932,17

ExP. 6. September 19th A.M. Clock making 86400,18 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 80°,20. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, M. Quetelet.

Mean Corrected Vibra-
tions in 24 Hours

Interval.
Meftn So]ar xime>

At 64°, 17 Fahr.

363,91 85923,78

Reduction to 68° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

+ 0,49

+ 6,02

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr. 85932,29
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Table XI. (Continued.)

Exp. 7. September 21st A.M. Clock making 86400,28 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 29°,84. Planes No. 8. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

Therm.

Times of
•

Disapp. Re-app. Coincidence.

m
35 51

41 55
47 57
49 18
55 23
01 27

m s

35 52
41 56
48 00
49 25
55 28
01 33

h m s h m •

10 35 51,5*1

10 41 55,5 M0 41 55,17
10 47 58,5J
12 49 21,5*1

12 55 25,5 >12 55 25,67
13 01 30 J

Arc and Mean Corrected Vibra-

Correction. Interval.
*on* “ Hour.
Mean Solar lime.

At 61°,85 Fahr.

364,11 85926,62

Reduction to 63° Fahr.
Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr.

—0,48
+ 5,99

85932,13

ExP. 8. September 23rd A.M. Clock making 86400,38 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 29°,55. Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

60,4 34

Times of

Coincidence*

Arc and Mean Corrected Vibra-

Correction. Interval.
«ons ««ura

Mean Solar lime.

ms h m •

59 50 5 59 47,5
20 20 9 20 15,5

,86 364,485

Reduction to 63° Faiir.

Correction for buoyancy

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr.

At 60°,3 Kaiia.

85927,12

— 1,13

+ 5,94

85931,93

Exp. 9. September 23rd A.M. Clock making 86400,38 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 29°,55. Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Sabine.

rg
o .3y ©

Disapp. Re-app.

m • m •

1 28 37 28 40
29 18 40 18 47

Times of
Arc and Mean 'T""?”" ir’™'*

Correction. Interval. £on* ** ?*
Mean Solar Time.

Corrected Vibra-

Coincidcnce.

LOO 1

0,37/
0,71 364,464

Reduction to 6S° Fahr. .

Correction for buoyancy

.

At GO°,5 Paha.

85926,95

— 1,05

+ 5,94

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr. 85931,84
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Table XI. (Continued.)

EXP. 10. September 23rd P.M. Clock making 86400,38 Vibrations in a Mean Solar Day.

Barom. 29°,57. Planes No. 7. Therm. No. 4. Observer, Captain Chapman, R.A.
—- -— ... 1

Therm.

Times of
Arc and

Correction.
Mean

f

Interval.

Corrected Vibra-
tions in 24 Hours
Mean Solar Time.Re-app. Coincidence.

§0,9

61,4

61,4

61,4

1

2
3

35
36
37

m i

44 04
50 07
56 11

10 24
16 31
22 32

in s

44 10

50 13
56 17
10 41

16 42
22 43

h m a h ms
1 44 07 *1

1 50 10 >1 50 10,5

1 56 14 J
5 10 32,5")

5 16 36,5 >5 16 35,5
5 22 37,5J

mm
s

364,265

At 61°,37 Fahr.

85926,60

Reduction to G3° Faiir
Correction for buoyancy

—0,68
+ 5,93

Vibrations in vacuo at 63° Fahr. 85931,85

POSTSCRIPT.

The expenses attendant on the conveyance of the pendulums and apparatus

from London to Paris, and from Paris back to London, amounting to 26/. 15s.

were defrayed by the Board of Longitude ; with whom the papers have been

deposited, containing the original entries of the several observations recorded

in this paper.

In the account of my pendulum experiments made within the tropics and in

the arctic circle, printed at the expense of the Board of Longitude, the rate of

the clock with which the pendulums were compared was obtained at five

stations, viz. at Bahia, Maranham, Trinidad, Jamaica, and New York, by

means of a small repeating circle of six inches diameter, belonging to the

Board of Longitude. The correct value of the divisions of the level of this

instrument having been ascertained by Captain Kater since the publication

of that volume, see Phil. Trans. 1 827, Art. IX., the observations made with it

at the stations above mentioned have been recomputed : whence it appears

that at Bahia the astronomical clock was losing less by 0*,09 per diem,—at

Maranham more by 0*,01 per diem,—at Trinidad less by 0*,04 per diem,—at

Jamaica more by 0s
,08 per diem,—and at New York more by 0*,05 per diem,

—
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during the coincidences at each station, than was previously supposed. The

length of the seconds pendulum at those stations requires consequently the fol-

lowing corrections, viz.

Bahia;....+ *00008

Maranham ; . . — *00001

Trinidad ; . . . + *00004

Jamaica *00007

New York ; . .
— *00004

I am also indebted to Captain Kater for the discovery of the two following

inaccuracies, which I gladly avail myself of the present opportunity to correct.

“ In the Table of results with the detached pendulums, the mean of the vibra-

tions of pendulums 3 and 4 at New York should be 86117,98 instead of

861 18,48 ; and at Hammerfest 86220,96 instead of 86221,46 ; and the resulting

seconds pendulums, respectively, 39,10109 instead of 39,10153, and 39,19468

instead of 39,19512.”

None of these corrections are of sufficient magnitude to be sensible in the

deductions by any of the modes in which the observed pendulums are combined

or applied in the volume alluded to ; but, for the convenience of those persons

who may have occasion to employ the results as data in other deductions, the

following corrected Table is subjoined :

St. Thomas

;

Latitude 6 24,7 N
Maranham

;

... 2 31,6 S

Ascension ; . ... 7 55,2 S

Sierra Leone

;

... 8 29,6 N
Trinidad

;

... 10 38,9 N
Bahia ; . . ... 12 59,3 S

Jamaica

;

... 17 56,1 N
New York ; . ... 40 42,7 N
London

;

... 51 31,1 N
Drontheim

;

... 63 26,0 N
Hammerfest

;

... 70 40,1 N
Greenland

;

... 74 32,3 N
Spitzbergen

;

... 79 49,9 N

Pendulum 39,02074 inches.

.... 39,01213 . . .

.... 39,02410 . . .

.... 39,01997 . . .

. . . .39,01888. . .

.... 39,02433 . . .

.... 39,03503 . . .

.... 39,10120 . . .

.... 39,13929 . . .

.... 39,17456 . . .

.... 39,19475 . . .

.... 39,20336 . . .

.... 39,21469 . . .
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V. On the measurement of high temperatures. By James Prinsep, Esq. Assay

Master of the Mint at Benares. Communicated by Peter Mark Roget, M.I).

Secretary of the Royal Society.

Read December 13, 1827.

If all the experiments had been recorded, which at different times must

undoubtedly have been made on the subject of Pyrometry, by those engaged in

operations requiring the accurate management of fire, the catalogue would

consist principally of abortive attempts, if not of decided failures. The efforts

to obtain exact measurements of high temperatures have probably been aban-

doned, partly from the occurrence of unforeseen difficulties, partly from the

uncertainty of the results obtained : such, at least, appears to be the only way

of accounting for the blank presented in this interesting and practically

important branch of chemical knowledge.

In the admeasurement of the lower portions of the scale of temperature, and

the determination of the proper methods of graduation, and the laws of expan-

sion, gaseous tension, &c. a great degree of accuracy has been introduced. To

the extent of the boiling point of mercury, indeed, we have tolerably exact

values of the dilatation of metals and fluids ; and by Messrs. Dulong and

Petit’s experiments, the table has been extended to the irregularities of the

thermometric indications of several substances, compared with the supposed

uniform expansion of air, or of any other gas in a dry state.

But with respect to the measure of heat produced by furnaces, until Mr.

Daniell recently took up the subject, we only find upon record the invention

of Mr. Wedgwood’s pyrometer ; an instrument the indications of which are

assumed in every chemical work as authority for some doctrines relative to

the scale of temperature, which savour of the marvellous ; and for others, which

a slight practical acquaintance with metals and crucibles must at all times

have proved to be fallacious. As an example of the latter, I will only adduce

the instance eft the fusing point of copper, which, in Mr. Wedgwood's table, is
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placed, on the authority of Mr. Alchorne, considerably below that of silver

;

whereas if a crucible containing the two nietals in a state of purity be care-

fully heated, the silver may be seen to flow round the copper some little time

before the latter yields to the fire. •

When I assert that so little progress has been made in pyrometry, however,

I must be understood to refer only to the absolute measurement of high tem-

peratures ; for which purpose Mr. Wedgwood himself never considered his

instrument qualified, although it was well adapted to the practical purpose of

ascertaining deviations from a regulated heat required in any process of the

arts. In this branch of the subject we may no doubt find numerous con-

trivances on record, which the ingenuity of different artists has at different

times suggested. Most igneous operations, however, such as enamelling,

assaying, foundiy, &c. furnish tests of themselves on which the workman can

generally place all the confidence he requires.

It is needless to describe the devices invented to indicate the mere compa-

rative heat of fires : the principle of most of them consists in making a bar of

some metal traverse the middle of the furnace, and act, by its elongation or

otherwise, upon a convenient piece of mechanism outside. I have myself long

made use of such a bar, carrying at one extremity an index on the compensa-

tion principle, made of silver and gold : and I only advert to it here that I

may take the opportunity of noticing a curious circumstance brought to light

by its constant use during five years.

The heat communicated to this compound index can never have much ex-

ceeded the melting point of lead, or about 700° Fahr., and yet the surface of

the gold has gradually become perfectly discoloured, and apparently pene-

trated by the silver, in the same manner as would have been produced by

mercury at a common temperature. This effect commenced on the edges of

the slip of metal, and has now advanced nearly over the whole surface of the

gold, giving it the appearance, under the microscope, of being studded over

with hard tubercles of a leaden colour. The golden yellow, where it is not

yet thoroughly changed, has become green like that of an alloy of gold and

silver. The impregnation has extended to a considerable depth in the gold,

and consequently the index has become less and less sensible to changes of

temperature. But I should remark, that at the fixed end of tHt plate, where
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a piece of plating foil had been joined, to strengthen and support the index, no

discoloration has taken effect, the- platina covering seeming to shelter the

gold £rom the argentine vapours. I should also remark, that the two metals

were originally quite pure,:and were united without any alloy, by simply laying

an ingot of silyer over one of gold, and heating the two until the former just

began to melt ji the compoimd ingot was then laminated.

Mr. 1?arapay has shown that mercury emits vapour capable of amalgamating

with gold at very low temperatures. The circumstance just described tends to

prove that silver does the same while yet in a solid' state, and below the lowest

red heat visible in the dark. I unfortunately omitted to keep any note of the

original weight of the bar, and am therefore unable to say whether any sen-*

sible diminution has taken place.

To return from this digression.—In the Journal of the Royal Institution,

vol. xi. Mr. Daniell has described an ingenious instrument, with which he

measured the fusing points of many metals, and which has served to remove

many of the anomalies of our so long undisputed catalogues. It may, however,

be urged against his pyrometer, that platina has a smaller dilatation than

every other metal, which is again diminished by the expansibility of the in-

closing case of black-lead ; and, moreover, that plumbago is acknowledged

to be a very bad conductor of heat, and is liable to lose its shape. There

does not appear by Mr. Daniell’b account, to have been a desirable accord-

ance in the result of different trials, excepting in the two experiments upon the

fusing point of silver.

In the present day such a. laudable jealousy of invention exists among

scientific men, that it would be dangerous, even in this remote part of the

world, to pass over any thing connected with my subject, lest I should be

Suspected of plagiarism in what I may hereafter offer as my own. I should

therefore notice that Dr. Ueb has recommended an air thermometer made of

platina ; but I cannot learn whether his plan has ever been carried into effect*.

Sir Jambs Hall has also announced that he has found a means of measuring

forn&ce.he&t and the world will no doubt receive it with the confidence due

to th$ ingemdty of the iUustiious inventor.

* I And since, diet the instruments have been made for sale; but I have seen no statements ofex-

perimenta madegfith them.
'

MDOCCXXVIII. M
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The mind often speculates upon such subjects without bringing its crude

ideas into practical form. I have at one time thought that the light/and con-

sequently heat, of a .fire might be admirably measured by.the eye, with the

intervention of a series of thin plates of coloured glass or talc ^ *the number

necessary to obscure the light being the indication of the heat, j ; j

It would be difiicult, without actual trial* to estimate the objections to a

photometer of this kind, from which,doubtless some useful observations might

arise : the intense heat of the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, the : fusion of platina,

and other refractory metals, might thus be roughly estimated. : The dark

brown mica is well adapted,for the construction of such axt instrument, which

might be made of one or two hundred thin laminae pasted on card frames.

The eye should be protected from extraneous light by means > of a dark tube

during observation. « i
«'•••.

After trying various plans, I have at last faced upon one which appears to

have’superior claims to abcufacy ; and possesses the gveat advantage of being

identifiable at any time and in any part of the world. *

The fusing points of pure metals are determinate and unchangeable; they

also comprehend nearly the whole scale of temperature s the unoxidable,

or noble metals, alone embrace a range from the low melting point of silver to

the :high .ignition <of < platina. There are, it is true* only three fixed points in

this scale ; but as many intermediate links may be made ns are required, by

alloying the three metals together in differentproportions. When such a series

has been once prepared, the heat of any furnace may be expressed by the alloy

of least fusibility which it is capable' of melting. Besidesthe Unity ef determi-

nations which such' a pyrometer.would give, several otheradvantages might be

numerated :<-^the smallness ^ of the apparatus ; nothing, morebeiag necessary

than as little cupidy.containing in separate'cells eight orlcn^yi^metrio ail^y^

eachof the siae of a pin^ headi^~4he indestructibiHtyo&iheapectesns ’ since

those melted in one experiment would need only-to be ftattened under ’the

hammerto be again ready for action t—and thefacilityof notation ; since three

letters with the decimal of the alloy(would express the maximumheat: thus,

pyrom. S.3G might be used for an alloy of..G.7- rili^uwith<d^^g(^t and

G .23 P would-express gold containing 93 per cent ofplatina* y .•?

.

Having thus explained the principles of my proposed pyromefor,*! proceed
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to describe; the circumstances worthy of notice which occurred in the prepa-

ration of the aUoyS.; '
: s\ ? ;*•* .»; -

Asgqldmelta at a heat not very much above silver, I assumed only ten

degreesbetweenthem, measuring each by a successive addition in the alloy of

10
:

per cent of gold to the spura silver y the tenth degree being, of -course,

measured by pure gokL> These alloys are. easily made; and require > no ebim

ment: in accurate, researches they may be further subdivided, using always

the decimal notation. » v , ^ r .»

From the fusion of pure gold to that of pure platina* I assumed 100 degrees,

addingone per cent of the latter metal to the alloy which measured each suc-

cessive degree, Now, it is hardly to be supposed that the progress of these

hypothetical degrees represent equable increments of heat ; they will however,

as I before observed, always indicate the same intensity; and their absolute

value, as a matter rathercf speculative than ofpractical interest, is to be sought

by other expedients; such as the .expansion of a platina bar, &c. in co-operation

with the pyrometric cupel. X shall hereafter have to show how this has been

practised in measuring the melting point of silver.

It was as long ago as the year 1821 when I made up the first twenty alloys

of platina and gold f the metals wore in a state of purity, and the preportions

were adjusted to less than the thousandth part- of the unit. of
. each specimen,

which weighed precisely 15 grains troy. The metals were fused in a powerful

forge, supported on a small boneash< cupel, and inclosed in an earthem cru-

cible. - The access of air was prevented as far as possible, and in some cases

the metal was wrapped in paper to prevent the separation of small particles.

I am thus particular in describing minutely the process of fusion, because some

unexpected circumstances presented' themselves in the fused buttons, which I

believe have not hitherto been observed. Upon examining the specimens on

their return from the fine, some were found to have gained copsiderahly in

weight ; these were-always more or less brittle under the hammer : others re-,

turned of the same weight as at first ; and some few had even lost slightly in

weight, and these, especially the latter, proved perfectly malleable. They were

also of a brighter colour, and more deeply crystallized on the surface with the

curiously knotted;retiform indentations so peculiar, to the alloys of platina.

I cannot hare refrain from indulging in a few remarks upon the cause of

m 2
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this phenomenon. Neither gold nor.platina, alette, were known to have the

faculty of-absorbing oxygen at high temperatures ; andyet-Ieould-attribute

the increase to nothing else, as carbon in many caseswasnot present, and the

cupel exhibited no trace ; of being acted upon ; excepting now and then where a

paper covering had been employed, when the phosphate of liine had assumed,

under the metallic button, a beautiful bright blue colour, resembling that of

phosphate of iron. I soon satfefied myself that no carbon had been absorbed

by submitting a portion of the suspected metal to solution in nitro-muriati?

acid. Neither could I obtain traces of silex,' nor of any other earth ; although

M. Boussingault has observed that platina may even be readily fused by comf

bining it with silex, which is effected by heating the metal in q crucible lined

with wood charcoal : the metal in such ease becomes brittle, and gains about

one per cent in weight ; but the silex is regularly discoverable by its forming

a jelly on solution in aqua regia, which was by no means the case in my expef

riments. I am rather inclined therefore to believe, although unable to confirm

the supposition for want of due examination, that the increase of weight must

be attributed to oxygen, as has been proved by Mr. Lucas to be the case with

regard to silver and copper. But the former of these metals gives out, at the

moment of its becoming solid, the oxygen absorbed while it was in a liquid

state: and copper, when quite brittle from the presence (as is supposed) of

Oxygen, may be restored to its malleable state by; what is technically called

poling ; that is, by bringing carbon in contact with the melted metal : whereas

when I remelted one of the platina alloys in an envelope of leather, it gained

additional weight, and' became’ more brittle than before.~The subject must

be left for future examination. :

The. following Table will explain more fully the effect to which I have

alluded. I have continued the series of alloys up, to 70 per.eent pf platina,

but that an<| the previous specimen were not fiised in the highest forge heat.

G .55 P. was only half melted by the intense heat capable of fusing the. cupel

of Gualior clay in which it was supported.
: /
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Alloys of Platinaand Gold.

No.
Proportions of

Heat employed. Colour ofUm Specific
Malleability.

Gold. Plathuu
Alloy. Gravity.

0 .100 O') a ira 19*86 BEH5B Perfectly malleable.

Rather brittle.1 99 H hottest part of fj 9 a 18*4 1001*4

* 98 2f assay furnace. 19*0 1001 Ditto.

3 97 3J s «*a

i.r§

iH

19*0 JOOO Ditto.

4 96 4 ditto remelted. 19*8 1004 Not very perfectly fused.

5 95 5 forge. 19*1 Brittle.

6 94 6 99 18*6 Rather so on edges.

7 93 7 99 18*7 1014*5 Very brittle.

8 92 8 99 TS'i 19*5 1000 Quite malleable.

9 91 9 19*4 1000 Quite malleable.

10 90 10 *9
,

18*7 1005 Brittle,

'll 89 11 •Hi 19;0 1003 Brittle.

IS 88 12 Slii 19*4 .1000 Quite malleable.

13 87 13 99 18-8 1013 Very brittle.

Malleable.14 86 14 99 18*6 1000

15 85 15 | Ss £

•s||i

20*0 1000 Quite malleable.

16 84 16 99 19*1 1004 Brittle on edges.

17 83 17 19*2 1003 Ditto.

18 , 82 18 20*5 990? Perfectly malleable.

19
20
21

81

80
75

19
20
25

bone-ash cupel
melted.

ln|
20*9

18*9

20*9

996
1000*2

992

Ditto.

Not entirely.

Mallefible.

22 70 30 >» 20*0 994 Not quite malleable.

23 65 35
-• fid

19*9 990 Perfectly malleable.

24 60 40 19*0 1000*2 Cracks on edges and blisters.

25 55 45 |Uf 18*9 1000*3 Ditto, ditto, and brittle.

26 50 50 >» 20*0 1000 Rather brittle.

27 45 55 Gualior day. B.W" • e 1000*3 Brittle, but not fused.

28 40 60 crucible melted. A 1 S*J • • 991 Not fused.

29 30 70 e e 1000 Platina wires only aggluti.

m nated or soldered together
by the gold.

Note 1.—The first four specimens were melted under an assay muffle: they

were wrapped in paper, and the bone ash cupels, were all stained under the

metallic beads of a fine azure blue (query, phosphate of iron ?).

2.

—The beads melted in a forge, when suffered to cool gradually, were all

crystallized deeply : the colour of the brittle beads was duller than that of the

malleable ones.

3.

—No. 7 was remelted inclosed in leather: it gained,an additional six-

tenths per cent, and was more brittle than before. This is unfavourable to the

oxygen hypothesis.

4.

—The specific gravities were taken after hammering and annealing; but
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they cannot be depended upon, on account of the small bulk of the specimens,

and the cracks on their edges: they are, however, the mean of two separate

experiments made at distant periods; and proVe,- in a general way, that the

brittle were of less specific weight than the malleable beads. •
v

I shall now proceed to mention a few trials made with my pyrometric alloys

in different furnaces and in different parts of the same furnace. The disparity

of heat is greater than might have been supposed : and where, as in assaying

the precious metals, so much depends upon the temperature at which the

operation is performed, it would be useful to know every difference in this

respect obtaining in yarious countries, and its effect upon the quality or stand-

ard of bullion.
,

.

Maximum alloy melted.

Muffle of an assay furnace ; front;. . . S.OG
Muffle of an assay furnace ; middle ; average S .3 G
Muffle of an assay furnace ; behind ; average . . . . . % S .5 G
The Calcutta charcoal is better than that of Benares, and fre-

quently heats the muffle to . . . . . ...... G.04P
Calcutta silver-melting furnaces of the IJnglish construction

(specimens inclosed in an iron melting-pot) G .075 P
Calcutta open native furnace . ... . . . . . . * G.06P
Calcutta blast furnace for melting musters ... ... . . C. G .20 P
Black lead table furnace without chimney ... . ... . G .08 P

*
’

Apex of condensed air blowpipe flame . . . ..... G.20 P
Melting point of copper by two trials under a muffle . . . G .03 P
Melting of cast iron, about . . .

. . . G .30 P
Highest heat of a forge with the charcoal of Benares . . . , G .55 P

The above examples are sufficient to show the us^ of this simple instrument

as an indicator of heat. I lay no stress upon the melting pcints of copper or iron,

because I have no opportunity of trying them on a large scale. The instrument

is well adapted for measuring the relative force of different fuel,;-ro£ pit-coal,

charcoal, wood, &c. ; a point, in tins country especially, where woods varyaSO

much in texture, of no inconsiderable interest. In conclusion,! may notice

that some ingenuity is necessary in the contrivance of a box to hold and pre-
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serve the specimens separate'; and that the alloys of silver' and gold lose in

weight by long exposure to heat : they are however easily replaced ; and the

little musters need never be thrown away* as the gold may always be again

purified. The platina alloys are very durable. * -

Having explained the .means which I had provided for ascertaining the

relative heat of. a furnace, Wturn to the more interesting portion of my
experiments on pyrometric subjects ; namely, the determination by means of

an air thermometer of the absolute temperature at which pure silver enters

into fusion. And here I pass over many fruitless endeavours made with cast

iron retorts *, filled with azote to prevent oxidation, and proceed at once to

the description of the apparatus which at last satisfied my expectations, and

furnished the results presently to be enumerated.

In Plate Il.fig* 1. the complete apparatus is displayed at the moment of an

experiment, A, represents a retort or bulb of pure gold, weighing about 6500

grains troy, and containing nearly ten cubic inches of air. B, is a tube also

of pure gold, which at its outer end is firgply united by a small gold collar to a

similar tube, C, of pure silver ; the bore of the latter tube is larger than that

of the gpld; but to prevent any undue influence from the unequal heating of

the air contained in them both, and to confine the operation entirely to the

gold bulb, the two tubes are plugged by wires of the same metals, so as to

leave a very minute creyice for the air to pass. The outer part of the tube C
is kept cool with a wet towel, to protect the stopcocks and flexible tube D.

The tube D completes the communication of the air bulb with the glass

reservoir £, which is intended as a substitute for an inconvenient length of

* These experiments only furnished me with one fact new to myself; namely, that cast iron acquires

a permanent increase of bulk by each successive heating : for the cubic contents of the retort used,

as determined by the weight of pure mercury contained at the temperature of 80°, were as follows

:

’Before the first experiment..... 9.18 Cubic inches.

After the first fire 9.64

After 'throe fires 10.16

And the augmentation, which is more remarkable, exceeds the dilatation due to the temperature to

which it was exposed; for as iron.expands .0105 in 180 degrees, the increase of bulk upon 1C cubic

inches should be .105 X 8 am .815 at1800° Farau, or near the.melting point of silver: whence it

may be concluded that the dilatation of iron is not. equable, as has been also proved by Messrs.

BuiAXO-and Pam. . .(
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graduated tube. This reservoir is nearly filled with olive oil, and is furnished

with a safety tube and bulb F into which the oil rises when the air of A
begins to flow, and a stopcock below, for the purpose of restoring the equili-

brium of pressure by drawing out a portion of the oil. In the collar of the

reservoir E, however, there is another stopcock aperture, leading into a gra-

duated glass tube, G, in which a small bubble of oil is made to traverse. As

this tube was very accurately divided into two-hundredths of a cubic inch, and

may be read off to a tenth of that quantity, the equilibrium is capable of very

delicate adjustment.

The furnace, as the figure exhibits, was situated in an adjoining apartment,

so as to screen the exterior apparatus entirely from the heat. A small ther-

mometer in F, however, serves to note any small change of temperature in the

reservoir.

The furnace and muffle need no description, being of the ordinary assay

construction, p, p, p, are little pyrometer cupels containing alloys of silver

and gold, as mentioned in the former part of this paper.

Fig. 2. represents one of these pyrometer cupels with the li(braised, showing

three of the alloys melted, and the rest retaining their form.

Every part of the instrument was ultimately rendered perfectly air-tight. But

the first twelve experiments were rejected on account of minute leakage, which

was at length entirely overcome ; and several more were excluded on the sus-

picion of the air within the bulb not being thoroughly deprived of moisture,

which desideratum was at last considered to be attained after frequently reple-

nishing it with fresh air from a mercurial gasometer, where it had been exposed

tor days and even weeks to the drying action of concentrated sulphuric acid.

The absolute temperature, as must be evident from the construction of the

instrument, is to be deduced from the measured volume of air expelled from

the heated gold bulb ; which volume again is to be found by the weight of

the oil drawn from the reservoir, together with the adjustment of the bubble

of oil in the graduated glass tube. The necessary calculation, however, em-

braces geveral corrections: some of them of minor effect and of known and

certain influence,—as the formulae for barometric and thermometric change ;

specific gravity of the oil, &c. others, which affect materially the results, and

are by no means so certain in their power : these are the dilatation of gold at

high temperatures, and the absolute law of gaseous expansion. The close
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agreement of M. Gay-Lussac’s and Mr. Dalton’s expressiohs for the expansion

of gas between the fusing and the boiling point of water (0.375 and 0.376 in

180° Fahr.) leaves, it is true, but little room for hesitation in the adoption of

the term 0.675 for 180 degrees. But as the tables of the dilatation of metals

only give that .of gold up to the boiling point of water, I may be wrong in as-

suming an equable rate of increase for greater heat : and it is therefore as much

to provide against alterations in these points by future experimentalists, as from

an earnest desire to conceal nothing which may affect my general conclusions,

that I venture to trouble the Society with a detail of the data on which the

several calculations are made. By this means, too, the following tables will

speak for themselves, without the necessity of continual explanation.

First Series.

1. The tubes of silver and gold not plugged.

2. The contents, or interior volume of thie gold bulb and tube, were found equal to 9.989 cubic inches,

at the rate of 252.897 grains of pure water to the cubic inch at 80° Fahr. : but as the minus

expansion of the portion of air in the gold tube, due to its not being heated to the foil heat of

the bulb, was father more than balanced by the plus expansion of the air in the silver tube, the

volume is estimated at 10 cubic inches. *

8. The specific gravity of the oil found to be .91 at 80° Fahr.

Date.
Oil ex-

Barometer Thermometer
Adjustment *1

O M
fcw

•

Notes made at the time.
pelled.

before. after. before. after.
of the Index.

May29
troy on.
1744‘1

in. dec.

29*55
dec.

•48
deg.

90*
deg.

97*
cub. in.

+*005 1 Small square muffle furnace.—Silver not melted.

30 29*40 •40 95- 93*6 + •028 2 Ditto. About the same heat, or rather hotter

;

—silver not melted.

June 1 1611*0 29*36 •35 94*5 100*3 —•043 3 Black's table furnace with muffle ; bright-red
heat, or orange.—Silver not at all affected.

4 1757*5 29*43 •40 93-3 94*5 + •010 4 Ditto.—Could not raise sufficient heat to fuse
silver with the large muffle in.

5 1786*2 29*46 •43 87* 87* —•011 5 Same ftirnace with narrower muffle.—A silver

wire held over the bulb barely melted.

6 1753*5 29*31 •33 91* 94*8 —023 6 Same furnace—heat not full.

(Several subsequent experiments were rendered
imperfect by a minute leakage where the gold
ana silver tubes were joined : this was remedied

96*
by adding solder.)

10 1810*0 29*315 •31 94*2 + •025 7 Large assay furnace. Heat * S .4 G.
(The next experiments were faulty from leak-

age, and it became necessary to cut off* and re-
place the tip of the gold tube. The contents
were now 10062 ; or, allowing roughly for the
portion less influenced by the heat, 1003.)

F

July l 1814*^ 29*36 *43 90* 90* +•040 8 Large assay furnace ; bright orange heat : ex-
pansion continuing,—doubtful whether mois-
ture was not present.

9 518*5 29*29 •29 84*1 86* 9 In boiling water.

10
i

1829*5

1

i

29*275 •27 86-5 84*5 10 Large ftimace. Full melting best

MDCCCXXVIII. N
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Second Series.

1. The silver tube was now plugged with a wire whose cubic measure was 0*611 inch. This, pro-

jecting a little way into the gold tube, diminished the latter about 0*03 inch.

2. The volume of the gold tube being 0*415 inch, requires, now that there is no counterbalancing

effect produced by the air of the silver tube, a correction to be introduced for its pot sharing the

full heat of the bulb itself in the furnace. I have thus experimentally estimated this correction,

dividing the tube into four compartments
: #

the first containing 0*185
; heated, say to 1200°, yields expansion 0*647

the second — *120 — — 1100 — — *894

the third — *080 —- — 1000 — — *246

the fourth — *030 — — 900 — — *086

Sum. . . .1*973
•415 heated all to 1600° would yield. ... 1*785

The quantity of cold air expelled from the tube proportionate to 1*785 is 0*319

and for 1*373 is 0*290

leaving a difference 0*029

which is to be deducted from the residual gas in every experiment ; or, as it comes to the same
thing, may be deducted from the contents of the bulb and tube at once. 10*062 — *03 + *029

=10*003. Therefore 10,000 may be safely used as the volume of air during the present series.

3.

The specific gravity at the beginning and end of these experiments was
24th of September at 88°. ... *911 1. 11th ofJuly at 82°. . . . *9125

And the latter estimation is used for the temperature of 80°
; to which, in the following scries, the

weight of the oil expelled is always reduced.

Oil ex-
1 Barometer Thermometer

Adjustment

No.

of

Exper.Date. Notes made at the time.
pelled. 0 before. after.

of the Index

troy gw. in. dec. dec. deg. deg. cub. in.

Large furnace always used. Full melting heat.

—•Apparatus placed in the cold muffle the pre-
July 14

15
1789* 29*25 •35 83*3 89- +•012 11
•

87* 12
ceding evening.

nuns 29*25 •35 83*8 • • • • Same experiment. At a full red heat.

16 1738*2 29*28 •38 91* 89*7 -•030 13 Oil allowed to remain in the safety tube under
a pressure of three inches during me night ; so

that a small portion of air might have been ab-
sorbed by it.

17m 29*38 •375 89*8 92*5 +•068 14 Good experiment. When cooled down, the index

.
returned almost precisely to the original point.

19tESM 29*28 •39 90* 89*9 + •033 15 Fresh air from the gasometer. Hot Are.

489* 29*37 •37 90* 91* —•021 16 In boiling water—whole tube submerged.

21 1808*7 29*32 •34 88*5 88* +•035 17 Hot fire. Henceforward the instrument was put
suddenly into the muffle when heated to the
necessary pitch.

24 29*27 *282 91* 88*2 + •005 18 Moderate fire.

24 1816*2 29*28 •27 91*8 94*9 + •018 19 Second fire—rather hotter than the last.

25 1821*9 29*28 •32 88*2 90*9 -•060 20

27 1814* 29*24 •27 85*4 88*2 —•012 21

28 1836*2 29*29 •285 85*7 88*8 + *019 22 Hot fire.

29 1843*4 29*26 •28 83*8 83*9 + •069 23 Before this experiment the gold bulb had been
inadvertently filled with the damp air of the
roonu—bygr. 91°.

29 1787-2 29*29 •27 86*6 91* 24

31 1813*4 29*20 •21 82*9 83*6 MB 25 Silver-melting heat.

Aug. 2 1816-7 29*436 •442 82* 85* 26 Full heat.

3 1795*7 29*405 •43 83*7 86*5 R >
iH 27 Silver not melted close to the bfllb.

5 29*41 •44 83- 85*5 IBjlE
7

‘ 28 A hotter fire.

7 1823*3 29*45 •455 83* 84*3 29 Ditto.

9 1821*6 29*475 •474 89* 91*4 30 Fully the melting point of silvern-air fresh from
the gasometer.
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Although the foregoing series of experiments exhibits as much uniformity as

could possibly be expected in a subject so liable to unavoidable irregularities,

still 1 felt anxious to get rid altogether of the small correction allowed for the

imperfect heating of the tube. With this view I re-opened the tubes, and fitted

in the thick gpld wire mentioned on a former occasion. The interior volume

was now reduced to 9.7615 cubic inches: and by the trial in boiling water,

this appears to be most correctly the influential volume.

Third Series.

Oil ex-
Barometer Thermometer

Adjustment
Notes made at the time.Date. pelled.

before. after. before. after.
of the Index.

55W

Aug. troy grs. in. dec. dec. deg. deg. cub. in.

17 455-9 29*40 •402 87*8 87-5 31 In boiling water. Instrument in a very perfect

state.

18 1736-3 29-43 *451 84-3 85*1 +•025 32 Large furnace ; a little hotter than silver fusion.

SO 1735-6 29-472 •480 83- 86*1 + •051 33 A minute portion of atmospheric air had pre-

viously been admitted to the dry air of the oil

reservoir. Good experiment.

21 1786-8 29-486 •500 81-9 86- -•170 34 Full muffle heat.

23 1695*5 29*43 •44 82- 86*3 -•012 35 Small furnace. Bright orange heat; silver toot

melted.

25 • • • • • • • . • » • * 36 Back of the gold bulb melted at a temperature
of about S .9 G. There had been a little silver

solder applied to the part which gave way.

After this accident I endeavoured to render the bulb again serviceable by

patching on a new bottom with as little solder as possible. In effecting the

junction, I had reason to fear that a small portion of borax got into the interior

of the instrument, and injured the subsequent experiments; and, as accidents

seldom come singly, I was also perplexed by a few drops of oil having oozed

down the tubes into the bulb, and, being suddenly converted into permanent

gas, producing an excess in the quantity of oil driven from the reservoir. In

four experiments the excess was about 150 grains, and the cause was evident

during the process of cooling ; but it was difficult to estimate the exact amount

of new gas generated.

The contents* of the repaired bulb were 7-666.
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Fourth Series .

Date.
Oil ex-

Barometer Thermometer
Adjustment
of the Index. Note. mad. at the time.

•polled.
before. after. before. after.

O M
fcW

troy gn. in. dec. dec. deg.

86*3
deg. cub, in.

1 Sept. 6 1841*1 29*575 •580 88*7 —•002 37 A hot fire.
*

1813*5 29*55 •56 ’ 86*9 91*1 + •035 38 Moderate and regular.

7 1923*3 29*592 •58 91 * 94*8 +*072 39 Very hot fire. The solderon the bottom of the
bulb had evidently run, but no leakage ensued.

8 1848*4 29*54 •54 88 * 91*6 +•028 40 A regular fire.

9 1842*7 29*58 •59 87 * 89*7 + •037 41 Below the ordinary heat

11 1900*8 29*49 •49 87* 91 * + •040 42 Hot fire—Quere, any air generated.

13 1867*8 29*38 •398 87* 88*5 •000 43 Solder had partially fused. No leakage.

14 1859*5 29*47 •47 88*2 91*1 + •015 44 A good experiment

14 1852*5 29*48 •48 89*2 92*9 + •065 45 Fresh air from the gasometer. No leakage ; fire

rather hot.

17 859*2 29*41 •40 87* 89* +•024 ? 46 In boiling water.—This extraordinary anomaly
seemed to be caused by an exceedingly minute

appear any leakage. The longer the bulb remained in the water, the more gas came over ; and when the instrument
was again submitted to the furnace, the oil expelled amounted only to 1200 and 1300 grains, proving that some leak-

age existed which was not perceptible at a low temperature. With this experiment the whole series was brought to a
conclusion.

It now remains to convert the data afforded by the foregoing table into

degrees of the common thermometer. A single example will suffice to explain

the process of this simple though somewhat lengthy calculation : and the table

No. II. which follows, will set forth the fundamental data whence the results

of each experiment are deduced.

One or two corrections,—for the expansion of the glass reservoir, and for

the minute quantity of air contained in the exterior part of the apparatus,—are

omitted in the calculation, as hardly appreciable : the temperature of the air

in E (fig. 1.) may not always have been given with accuracy, as the thermometer

was unavoidably suspended in F. No error on this head could exceed a single

degree, as the screen wall effectually kept off the influence of the furnace, or

equalized it on all objects connected with the apparatus outside.
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cubic inch.

7*472
7*559
7*106

7*643

7*775
7*620
7*901

7*978
2*300

8*057

7*717
6*876
7*566

7*859
7*851

2*100

7*911

7*915
7*830
7*810

7*836

7*936
8*094

7*712
7*864

7*838

7*769
7*863

7*923
7*866

1*979
7*518

7*538
7*524

7*819
8*360

7*989
7*993
8*218

8*088

8*037

8*042

cubic inch.

10*410

10*430

10*370
10*442

10*465

10*440
10*480

10*470
10*032

10*499
10*460

10*350
10*430

10*475

10*475

10*030

10*480

10*480

10*470
10*470
10*470
10*490
10*500
10*460

10*475

10*470
10*465

10*475

10*490
10*475

9*792
10*190
10*190
10*190
10*121

10*172

10-lff)

10*150

10*170
10*158

10*154
10*156

el Heat of

|o the fur-

§ s nace.
H 3

deg.

1492
1578
1239
1644
1771
1627
1917
2011
144

2112
1727
1110
1579
1863
1863
128

1930
1934
1835
1812
1845
1959
2166
1713
1875
1792
1773
1875
1945
1877
124*3

1701
1721
1708
2015
2993
2261
2268
2674
2426
2339
2348

deg.

1582
1673
1334
1738
1861

1718
2011
2101
228

2198
1811
1194
1670
1953
1953
216
2018
2024
1927
1900
1930
2045
2250
1800
1958
1874
1857
1958
2028
1966
212
1789
1807
1794
2104
3088
2352
2358
2765
2514
2427
2437

none
none
none
none
S
S

S.4G
none ?

• • » •

S.2G
S

• • • •

S.1G
S.2G?
S.SG
t « • i

S.2G?
S.2G
S.l G?
S.l G?
S.l G
S.SG
S.2G
S
S

S.l G
S

S.2G
S.2G
S.1G
• • • •

s
s

none
S
S
S
S

S.4 6
I S .7 G
S .2G
S.25G

Orange heat.

Bright orange.

Bright red heat, rather orange. *

Bright orange—not quite melting silver.

Silver wire melted.

Perhaps a little less.

Damp air

Ditto
1

Ditto 1

(These three rejected.)

Full red heat

Rejected.—Some air oosed out in night?

Pyrometer cupel not employed, but put down
Fresh air. [by estimation.

Doubtful to what the excess can be attributed.

Pyrometer cupel at back of bulb S .3 G.

Pyrometer ; behind S .4 G, in front S .2 G.

Damp air.—Rejected.

Dry air. Fire proved dull.

Behind, SO.15 G.

Hardly so high.

[water.
The whole bulb and tube submerged In boiling
Perhaps thes$ three are all a little too low; for the
part ofthe bulb next the tube must havebeen less

heated than the rest, and no allowance is made

:

the difference however must be very small.

From the uncertainty attending this series of ex-
periments, it is better at once to reject the re-

sulting temperatures. In Nos. 39 and 42 gas
was evidently generated: and upon breaking
up the instrument the interior of the tubes was
found coated with oil, and the glass of borax.
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The average results may be thus expressed

:

Full red heat . . .

Orange heat . . .

Silver melts ....
Silver with -fo gold .

Silver with $ gold, say

1200

1650
i qqa f Danieix . . 2233°. •
loou

\ Wedgwood 4717°.

1920

2050

Example of the calculation of temperaturefrom Table I.

On the 27th July 1826—twenty-first experiment.

Weight of oil at temperature 80°, 1814*0 grains .log. '8*2586873
qOi J ^

29 *27 I
* * * • difference of logarithms + *0004453

Correction for thermometer
{ J

log- vo1 - air ’^763879

j
diff _ .Q026836

Constant for specific gravity of oil = *9125

Constant for grains of waterper cubic inch =
......... 1 *9602329 "1

9 *<tA9 qi 71
252*397.. 2*4020842/

•••"“* 3^23171

Results, Correct volume of air expelled at 85°*4 = 7*8358 cub. in. 0*8940819

Volume of bulb. . . . 10*0000

Residual gas in the heated bulb ...... 2*1642 0*3352974

Correction for change of barometric pressure ......... — *0004453

Correct residual gas 2*1620 0*3348521

Expansion of gold at 1950° on 10 cub. in. = *470 1*0199467

1 *

Therefore as 2*1620 : 10*47 : t 10 : *1 ie.iog
volume of gas, if all were heated /

deduct 10*000

Results, Quantity of expansion, cubic inches 38*428

Constant for gaseous expansion 0*375 1*57408131
Constant for 180° Fahr .2*2552725 /

1*6850946

1*5846478

1*6812412

1844*6 3*2658890

+ 85*4

Temperature of the furnace in degrees of Fahe. 1930*0°
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I have now brought these experiments to a conclusion, and believe that they

are sufficiently trustworthy to warrant a reduction in the tabular melting point

of pure silver of at least 400 degrees below the determination of Mr. Daniell,

while they ihdisputably prove the superiority of that gentleman’s thermometric

table as contrasted with that of Mr. Wedgwood.
That the air thermometer cannot be expected to give indications perfectly

accordant, those who have kept registers of the manometer of the sympieso-

meter will be ready to grant. At high temperatures, also, a very small differ-

ence in the quantity of air ejected produces a considerable change in the cor-

responding heat ; and the air thermometer has the disadvantage of becoming

less sensible with every increase of heat ; for the portion which is expelled

from the hot bulb must necessarily be cooled to a known point before it can

be measured. The substitution of a reservoir of oil or mercury in the place of

a mere graduated tube is essential, where the instrument 'is to be suddenly

thrust into the fire, as the rapid motion of a bubble of liquid in a tube would

either, if oil, leave it as a film lining the tube, or if mercury, break a passage

for the air by the side of it. The reservoir employed by me was equal to a

tube fifty feet long, and of the same bore as the adjusting tube G.

To obviate the uncertainty of the increase of the bulb A, I constructed an

apparatus for submitting the dilatation of gold and other metals to actual

measurement : but as I .have not yet concluded my experiments, I shall re-

serve them for a separate communication.
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VI. On Captain Parry’s and Lieutenant Foster’s experiments on the velocity of

sound. By Dr. Gerard Moll, Professor of Natural Philosophy in the Uni-

versity of Utrecht. Communicated by Captain IIenry Kater, U.P.H.S.

Read January 17, 1828.

During Captain Parry’s winter residence at Port Bowen, in 1824—1825,

experiments were instituted on the velocity of sound. As, probably, inves-

tigations of that sort will not frequently be made at such low temperatures, it

appears not uninteresting to compare the results obtained, with the theoretical

formula of the late lamented Laplace, and also with other experiments made
under different circumstances. With this view I caused my assistant M. Simons

to make the calculations of which I am about to render an account.

Captain Parry’s and Lieut. Foster’s experiments were made at Port Bowen,

in 7$° 13' 39" N. and 88° 54' 55" W. of Greenwich. The distance of the brass

six-pounder from the station of the observers was trigonometrically determined

by Captain Parry to be 12892,96 English feet, and by Lieut. Foster 12892,82

feet ; the mean being 12892,89 feet. Time was measured by pocket chro-

nometers held close to the observers’ cars. The direction of the gun was

S. 71° 48' E. The table of the experiments is repeated, to avoid the neces-

sity of reference.

Date. Barom. Therm.
Wind.

Weather.

No.
of

guns
tired.

Interval in Seconds between
the Flash and Report.

Rate of
travelling

per 1" in

feet.Direction. Force. Parry. Foster. Mean.

1824.

Novemb. 24
December 8

1825.

January 10

February 7
17
21

March 2
22

June 3
4

Engl. inch.

29,841
29,561

30,268
29,647
2!),598
29,735
30,398
30,258
30,118
30,102

i
i

i
1i
1
1

1

++

E.S.F.

N.N.E.

E.8.E.

N.E.

easterly

westerly

easterly

S.E.

light

squally

light

light

calm
calm
light

light

light

strong

overcast

very clear

clear

very clear

overcast

overcast

overcast

clear, and fine

very clear

clear

5
6

4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

n

12,3525
12,331

12.5889
12.639
12,372
12,8167
12.640
12,400
11,7333
11.5889

n

12,430
12,5266

12,4700
12,6167
12,440
12,7067
12,780
12,7167
11,744
11,4733

n

12,3912
12,4288

12,5290
12,6278
12,406
12,7617
12,710
12,5583
11.7387
11,5311

1040,49
1037,34

1029,01
1020,99
1039,25
1010,28
1014,39
1026,64
1098,32
1118,10

MDCCCXXVllI. o
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As it is suggested by the observers themselves, that the experiment of

the 4th of June was influenced by a strong wind, blowing in the direction of

the base, I shall not take the result of that day into the account. From the

mean of all the other observations, we have the velocity of sound in one

second equal to 1035,19 English feet, at a barometric pressure of 29,930

English inches, the temperature being — 17°,72 Fahr.

Laplace’s theoretical formula, for the computation of the velocity of

sound, is

V = \Z^xv/£.
V being that velocity.

p the barometric pressure.

D the density of the air.

c
' — the ratio between the specific heat of air, at a constant pressure and at

a constant volume.

Taking the French metre equal to 39,38255 English inches
-f-,

as results

from English and French comparisons, we have 1035,19 feet = 315,4597826

metres ; 29,936 inches = 0,76013 metres ;
— 17°,72 Fahr. as — 27°, 1 Centig.

According to Biot’s and Arago’s experiments, and taking the dilatation of

mercury by heat as determined by Dulong and Petit, we have the weight of

a cube centimetre of mercury at 0° Centig. 13,596152 grammes. The same

philosophers found the weight of a cube centimetre of dry atmospheric air,

under a pressure of 700 millimetres, and at a temperature of 0° Centig., at

Paris, in latitude 48° 50' 14", equal to 0,001299541 grammes. To compute

from these data the weight of a cube centimetre of atmospheric air at Port

Bowen at the temperature of 0° Centig., and the pressure of 700 millimetres,

we must multiply the number 0,001299541 by the ratio of the intensity of gra^

vity at Paris and at Port Bowen.

Let the intensity of gravity at Port Bowen be g, the latitude l = 73° 13' 39"

;

* Laplace, Annales de Chimie et de Physique T. III. p. 238. Poisson sur la vitesse du son,

Annales de Chimie et de Physique Mai 1823, p. 5.

f I found afterwards that it had been better to have adopted Captain Katw’s comparison of the

metre with English inches, as given in the Phil. Trans, for 1818, p. 103.
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at Paris g', the latitude l = 48° 50' 14"
; and in latitude 45° (g) ; gf being equal

to 9,8088 metres : We have then

g = (g) (1—0,002837 cos 2 l) ; and#' = (g) (1—0,002837 cos 2 /'):

g _ 1 —0,002837 cos 2 1 ___ 1,002364503

g
~

1-0,002837 cos 2 T ~ 1,000378864 ’

and g = g'
{

1,002364503

1,000378864
9,8088

1,002364503 }

1,000378864 J
*

Thus the weight of a cube centimetre of dry air, at a pressure of 760 milli-

metres, and at the temperature 0° Centig., is at Port Bowen

0T
,00 129.0541 x 1,002364503

1,000378864
= 0,0013021206 grammes;

and the density of the air at Port Bowen, under a pressure of 760 millimetres,

and in temperature 0°,0, is

0,0013021206 __ 1

13,596152 “ 10441,545

Consequently at an atmospheric pressure p, and temperature t, the density of

air, at Port Bowen, is

® 10441,545 X 0,760 ( 1 +0,00375 1

)

*
aS ^ >

62 >

10441,545 X 0,760 (1 —0,00375 x 27,62)
'

According to the experiments of Messrs. Gay-Lussac and Welter, the ratio

between the specific heat of air, under a constant pressure, and that under a

c
'

constant volume, —* = 1,3748.

Substituting the above values in the formula

V = \/ X V

/

wc haveV D V c

V = 9,82827 X 10441,55 X 0,760 X 0,896425 X *J 1,3748

= <110,0305696 metr. = 1017,72 English feet.

o 2
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The general result of Captain Parry’s and Lieut. Foster’s experiments gives

for the velocity of sound 315,426 metr. = 1035,19 feet.

The theoretical calculation gives 310,031 metr. = 1017,72 feet.

Difference between calculation and ex-

periment 1
5,395 metr. = 17,47 feet.

Now, if we take the mean of the experiments made at Port Bowen the 1 7tli

and 21st February 1825, when the weather was calm, we have the velocity by

experiment, 1024,765 feet = 312,249446 metr., at a barometric pressure of

0,75328 metr., and a temperature of —27°,75 Fahr., or — 33°,2 Centig.

u
Thus we have D = —————

;

which being substituted in
0,760 x 0,8755 X 10441,55 °

the foregoing expression, we have the velocity of sound,

V = ^/o,82827 X 10441,55 x 0,8755 x 0,76 X J 1,3748 = 306,39072 metr.

The velocity by experiment = 312,249446 metr.

Difference between computation and experiment,
on the 17th and 21st February 1825 :}

= 5,858726 metr.

Again, comparing the experiments of the 22nd March and 3d June with

theoiy, we may hope to have some compensation for the effect of wind. On
the 22nd March the wind was westerly, and on the 3d June easterly. Both

experiments were made at a temperature comparatively high. The velocity of

sound was, by the mean of the experiments of these two days, 1062,48 English

feet, or 323,741284 metr. The barometric pressure was 30,188 inches, or

0,76653 metr. The temperature was +6° Fahr., or — 14°,4 Centig.

Calculating with these data, we have the velocity of sound, on the 22nd March

and 3d June, by theory 318,488009 metr.

By the experiments 323,741284 metr.

Difference by the experiments of 3d June and 1

22nd March J

Difference by the experiments of 17th and 22nd 1

February J

Difference by all the experiments but the last . .

5,253275 metr.

5,858726 metr.

5,395 m^r. or 17>47 feet.
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In the experiments which I made with Dr. Van Beek, and which are re-

corded in the Phil. Trans, for 1824, we had the following differences between

calculation and experiment.

By the e'xperiments of 27th June, 1823, difference 4,92 metr. = 16,147 feet.

By the experiments of 28th June, 1823, difference 4,24 metr. = 13,916 feet.

The final inference to be drawn appears, that in those high latitudes, the un-

certainty of the data on which the calculations are founded, is somewhat greater

than at higher temperatures. Laplace himself says of these differences, “ qu-

ellcs paraissent etre dans les limites des petites erreurs dont cette experience,

et les oilmens de calcul, dont j’ai fait usage, sont encore susceptibles.”

Perhaps it might occur to some, that Captain Parry and Lieut. Foster

ought to have observed the hygrometer ; but I think the objection unfounded.

I believe it may be shown, that even supposing the air saturated with aqueous

vapour, it could, at those low temperatures, have no influence on the velocity

of sound.

Let the tension of aqueous vapour in the atmosphere be T. According to

M. Gay-Lussac’s experiments, the density of aqueous vapour is -f# of the

density of dry air. Thus we have

D = pjz3 T
10441,55X0,76 (1+0,00375 t)

which being substituted in the theoretical formula, it becomes

, /g.p. 10441,55X0,76 (1+0,00375 t)
.

/"?
v = V p-J T X V c

We calculated Captain Parry’s and Lieut. Foster’s experiments by the

formula
V rs J 10441,55 . g . 0,76 (l +0,003757)' X \/

~

thus we have

V' = V • \/—4-r •V p-f 1

Now supposing the degrees of the centesimal thermometer under 100° or the

boiling point to ^e N, and Tn the tension of aqueous vapour at that tempera-
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ture, in a space saturated with moisture ; we have, by a formula deduced by

M. Biot from M. Dalton’s experiments*

Log. Tn = 1.8819*93 -0,01537271116 N -0,0000673241 N 9 +0,00000003377 N*
•

Captain Parry’s experiments were made at the temperatures of —27°, —33°,

and — 14° Centig. Thus we must successively take N equal to 127, 133, and

114; and calculating on those several suppositions, we have the tension of

aqueous vapour, at

-27° C 0,000816121 = T
-33° C 0,000542991 = T'

-14° C 0,002010982 s T"

The general result of all Captain Parry’s experiments, at a temperature of

— 27° Centig. and barometric pressure of 0,76013 metr., was V=310,0305696

metres.

we have T = 0,00081621
; g

T= 0,000306045375; p — $ T = 0,759823954625 metr.

and thus V' = 310,0304696 metr. X \/ = 310,0929624 metr.

Thus, even supposing that the air in Captain Parry’s and Lieut. Foster’s

experiments was as moist as possible, the difference in the velocity of sound at

such low temperatures could be only 0,0623921 metr., or about 2 inches T
*
0

.

Calculating on the same supposition, the experiments of the 17th and 21st

February, and of the 22nd March and the 3d of June 1825 ; and supposing the

air as moist as can be : we have, for the 17th and 21st of February 1825,

V' = 306,43213 metr.

and thus the velocity altered by 0,04141 metr. or about l-ft inch in 1".

For the experiments of the 22nd March and the 3d June 1825, the difference

is somewhat greater. For we have then

V' ss 318,64481 metr.

and the velocity is altered by 0,156801 metr. or 6A inches.

* Biot, Traitc de Physique, T. I. p. 277.
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At all events, the effect produced by moisture, under the circumstances in

which the experiments at Port Bowen were made, is so trifling, that it may

safely be neglected altogether.

I shall now proceed to compare the experiments of the northern navigators

with those of Dr. Van Beek and myself, and shall reduce for that purpose the

Port Bowen experiments to what they would have been at the temperature

of 0° C. or 32° F.

Taking V” as the velocity of sound at 0° C., and D the density of air at that

temperature, we have

v" = v/¥*Vt
Let V be the velocity at a temperature /, we have again

V

wherefore

= ^12 (l+0»00375 0 x

V" =
1+0,00375/

The mean of Captain Parry’s and Lieut. Foster’s experiments, excepting

those of the 4tli of June 1825, give

V = 315,42597826 metr. ; the temperature t = —27°,62 Centig.

Whence = 333,15 metr.

In the same manner, calculating V" for the experiments

of the 17th and 21st of February 1825, we have .... 333,71

And for those of the 22nd of March and 3d of June . . . 332,85

Dr. Van Beek’s and my experiments give 332,05

Messrs. Stampfer and Von Myrbach in 1822 in Germany . 333,25

Messrs. Arago, Mathieu and Biot, in France 331,05

Mr. Benzenberg in Germany 333,70

Messrs. Epinoza and Bauza in Chili 356,14

Dr. Olinthus Gregory in England 335,14

The French Academicians in 1738 332,93
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Thus the differences between Captain Parry’s experiments and ours, when

both are reduced to the same temperature of 0° is l
m*l, l

m:
7» and 0m,8. These

differences will be deemed very small, if we consider, that between our own

experiments the difference was 0,66 metr., and that between those of the

members of the French Board of Longitude, there were still more con-

siderable differences.

These results on the whole appear very satisfactory ; and the near agree-

ment of experiments, made under circumstances so widely different, must lead

us to suspect that whatever difference still remains between the results of

computation and observation, must be ascribed, in a great measure, to some

imperfection of the theoretical formula, and not to any fault or neglect of the

observers.

Another conclusion may be fairly drawn from the coincidence of the results

obtained by Captain Parry and his friend, with those of many other observers.

I mean the great accuracy with which Captain Parry’s proceedings were con-

ducted. Our own experiments were made under eveiy favourable circumstance ;

in the middle of summer, in a place where nothing was wanted which could

give case and comfort to the observers. Captain Parry and Lieut. Foster

operated in a dreary climate, partly in a polar winter, far from every thing

which could make their task easy, and above all at a temperature of which it

is frightful to think. Besides this. Captain Parry had many other important

matters at the time committed to his care. Our observations, and those of

many other observers, were a party of pleasure ; theirs, a painful drudgery.

And still with every thing thus in our favour, provided with all the means

which we could think of, we could do no better than he did in the most inhos-

pitable climate of the globe. It appears that Captain Parry’s experiments

are as accurate as those of any other observer. This equality I should

consider as a proof of superiority, considering the peculiar circumstances

under which the experiments at Port Bowen were made.
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VII. An account of a series of experiments made with a view to the construction

ofan achrontatic telescope with afluid concave lens, instead of the usual lens of

flint glass. In a letter addressed to Davies Gilbert, Esq. M.P. President of

the Royal Society. By Peter Barlow, Esq. F.R.S. fyc.

Read January 17, 1828.

You are aware that I have been for some time engaged in a set of experi-

ments directed to the construction of achromatic fluid telescopes, and that I

have succeeded in constructing, by the aid of Messrs. Gilbert, two instruments

of that description, the one of 3 inches aperture and the other of 6 inches. You
are aware also that it was my intention to have laid these before the members
of the Board of Longitude ; and if the construction had met with their appro-

bation, I hoped they might have been disposed to have ordered a like instru-

ment (but upon a scale much exceeding anything yet attempted), the construc-

tion of which it would have given me great pleasure to have superintended.

It is, however, doubtful whether I shall be able at present to pursue the

experiments* ; and I wish therefore to place on record the progress I have made,

the results which have been obtained, and the ultimate object I had in view

;

and I am in hopes this communication may not be thought undeserving a place

in the Philosophical Transactions.

These experimeifts may perhaps date their origin from an attempt on the

part of the opticians above referred to, to submit to actual practice the rules

and principles laid down by Mr. Herschel, in the Phil. Trans, for 1821,

Art. XVII., for the construction of aplanatic object-glasses. These experiments

led to others, which I have described in the Phil. Trans, for 1827, Art. XV. In

following out the latter, I saw a strong practical instance of the great difficulty

of obtaining flint glass of sufficient size and purity for astronomical telescopes

;

and this led me to consider the practicability of substituting a fluid for the

* Since this paper was read, my letter has been presented to the Board of Longitude, and the

experiments are in progress.

MDCCCXXVIII. P
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flint lens. Dr. Blair many years back had projected the construction of fluid

object-glasses, and is said to have succeeded in making very perfect telescopes

of that description. His view, however, in these constructions was not the same

as mine; because with him it was still necessary to retain the flint lens; his only

object being to destroy what has been named the secondary spectrum,.due to a

want of proportionality between the coloured spaces of the spectrums of flint

and plate, or crown glass, as compared with their respective refractive indices

;

whereas my design was to dispense altogether with the flint glass, by substitu-

ting in its place a fluid medium of the requisite refractive and dispersive power.

A great number of fluids may be thus employed ; and the first business was

to determine amongst the many, that which seemed best suited for the pur-

pose. With this view I undertook the examination of the properties of various

oils, acids, &c. and was ultimately led to try the sulphuret of carbon, which

at once appeared to claim a preference, and to possess nearly every requisite I

could desire ; having a refractive index about equal to that of the best flint

glass, with a dispersive power more than double, perfectly colourless, beauti-

fully transparent, and, although very expansible, possessing the same, or very

nearly indeed the same, optical properties*, when hermetically sealed, under

all temperatures to which it is likely to be exposed for astronomical purposes,

—unless indeed it should be found that direct observations on the solar disc

in some extreme cases are inadmissible. Its high dispersive power also gives

it an advantage which no glass ever made, or likely to be made, can possess

;

although the fixed nature of the latter material may probably always give it a

preference in the construction of telescopes : and I wish clearly to be under-

stood, not as proposing to supplant the use of flint glass in these instruments,

but simply to supply its place by a valuable substitute, in dtses where it cannot

be obtained sufficiently large and pure ; or!where it can only be obtained at an

expense which must always limit the possession , of a powerful astronomical

telescope, to a small number of individuals and to public bodies.

Having, as above stated, selected my fluid, my next object was to determine

* It may be proper to state that, between the temperature of 31° in February and 84° in August,

and again at 31° in December or November* I found no appreciable difference in the index or in the

focal length of the telescope. The fluid has even been put in a state of ebullition by the application

of red hot iron ; and in a very few minutes has become transparent, and the focus remained either

exactly or very nearly the same. "
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the best means of confining it, which after several trials was satisfactorily

accomplished ; and I now at once attempted a telescope of 6 inches aperture

and 7 feet in length: H^ after several unsuccessful experiments, arising from

unforeseen ^difficulties, I laid it by, and undertook one of 3 inches aperture.

I was here more fortunate, having with this instrument in its rude experi-

mental form, without any adaptation or selection, of glasses, separated a great

number of double stars of that class which Sir W. Hbrschel has pointed

out as tests of a good 3^-irich refractor. I can see with it the smallstar in

Polaris with a power of 46 ; and with the higher powers several stars which

are said to require a good telescope ; as for example, 70 p Ophiuchi, 39 Bootis,

the quadruple star e Lyrae, £ Aquarii, a Herculis, &c. Encouraged by my
success on this instrument, I again attempted the 6-inch object-glass,' with a

different manner of adjusting and securing the lenses ; and the result of my
endeavours I consider to be perfectly demonstrable of the practicability of the

construction, allowance being made for the imperfections of a first attempt, at

a novel construction, on a considerable scale, and which professes only to

prove the applicability of the principle, and not the completion of the experi-

ment. With this instrument the smallstar in Polaris is so distinct and brilliant

with a power of 143, that its transit might be taken with the utmost certainty.

The small stars in a Lyree, Aldebaran, Rigel, < Bootis, &c. are very distinctly

exhibited ; amongst the larger close double stars. Castor and y Lconis are

well defined with a power of 300 ; and amongst the smaller double stars I may
mention u Aurigae, 52 Orionis, £ Orionis, and a variety of others of the same

class. The belts and double ring of Saturn are well exhibited with a power of

150 ; and the belts and satellites of Jupiter are very tolerably defined with the

same power, but \fill not bear a higher power than about 200, in his present

situation, which is Certainly not favourable: in both cases the discs of the

planets are satisfactorily white, and belts and shadows well marked ; but in

Jupiter, and perhaps in both, there is some uncorrected colour round the edge

of the disc. Of this- however I shall speak again after describing the principle

of the construction.

In the usual construction of achromatic telescopes, the two or three lenses

composing the object-glass, are brought into immediate contact ; and in the

fluid telescope proposed by Dr. Blair the construction was the same, the fluid

having been inclosed in the object-glass itself. Nor could any change in this

p 2
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arrangement in either case be introduced with advantage, because the dispersive

ratio between the glasses in the former instance, and, between the glass and

fluid in the latter, is too close to admit 'of bringingHfche concave correcting

medium far enough back to be of any sensible advantage. The case, however,

is very different with the sulphuret of carbon. The dispersive ratio here varies

(according to the glass employed) between the limits 299 and 334 ; which cir-

cumstance has enabled me to place the fluid correcting lens at a distance from

the plate lens equal to half its focal length ; and I might carry it still further

back, and yet possess sufficient dispersive power to render the object-glass

achromatic. Moreover, by this means the fluid lens, which is the most difficult

part of the construction, is reduced to one-half, or to less than one-half, of the

size of the plate lens ; consequently, to construct a telescope of ten or twelve

inches aperture involves no greater difficulty in the manipulation, than in

making a telescope of the usual description of five or six inches aperture, except

in the simple plate lens itself : and, what will be thought perhaps of greater

importance, a telescope of this kind of ten or twelve feet length will be equi-

valent in its focal power to one of sixteen or twenty feet. We may therefore,

by this means, shorten the tube several feet, and yet possess a focal power more

considerable than could be conveniently given to it on the usual principle of

construction. This will be better understood from the annexed diagram.

In this figure, A, B, C, D represent the tube of the 6-inch telescope, C, D
the plate object-glass, F the first focus of rays, d e the fluid concave lens,

distant from the former 24 inches. The focal length M F being 48 inches,

the diameter of the fluid lens is consequently as 48 : 6 : : 24 r3 inches. The

resulting compound focus is 62*5 inches : it is obvious, therefore, that the rays

dft ef arrive at the focus under the same convergency and with the same light,

as if they proceeded from a lens of 6 inches diameter placed at a distance be-

yond the object glass C, D, (as C' D') determined by producing these rays till

they meet the sides of the tube produced in C viz. at 62*5 inches beyond

the fluid lens. Hence, it is obvious, the rays will converge as they would do

from an object-glass C' D* of the usual kind with a focus of 10 feet 5 inches.
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We have thus, therefore, shortened the tube 38*5 inches, or have at least the

advantage of a focus 38*5 inches longer than our tube ; and the same principle

may be carried much further, so as to reduce the usual length of refracting

telescopes nearly one-third without increasing the aberration in the first glass,

beyond the least that can possibly belong to a telescope of the usual kind of

the whole length. It should moreover be observed, that the adjustment for

focus may be made either in the usual way, or by a slight movement of the

fluid lens, as in the Gregorian reflector by means of the small speculum ; in the

latter case the eye-piece is -fixed, which may probably be convenient for astro-

nomical purposes, in consequence of the great delicacy of the adjustment.

Besides the above advantages attending this principle of construction, I am
willing to hope that another very important one (which I have not however

been able at present practically to demonstrate) may still be effected ; namely,

the reduction of what has been termed the secondary spectrum, either to zero

or to a very inconsiderable amount. In order to examine the practicability of

this object, let us first, consider the two lenses in contact, and inquire into the

conditions requisite for uniting the violet, the red, and the mean ray, which

latter may be accounted that on the confine of the violet and red sides of the

spectrum. Let the focal length of the mean ray in the plate lens bef, and the

length of the focus beyondf, viz. the red side of the spectrum, be r, its whole

focus beingf+ r ; let f, v* and of course denote the same in the

correcting fluid lens : then, in order that the red ray may coincide with the

mean ray, we must have

l l __ l I

f f ~~ J + r~ TTr

Now 1 1 r

V+r-f"7(f+r)

and
1 I r1

TT7 -f ~ TWWi
therefore, when

11 11
?~r~/+r - >'+r'

we must have
r . t*

7UT7] " 7TF+7)

and therefore, f f J=Tr 7T7
That is, the mean focal lengths must be to each other as the red part of the
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focus divided by the whole focal length of the ted ray, or, as the dispersive

powers for this side of the spectrum, in each lens.

In the same way, if we denote by v dhd if the .length of the violet part of

each focus ; then to have the violet and the mean ray coincide, we must have
l l _ l l

and as before, we shall find that this can only take place when

/(/-»)
=
/'(/-*') : or when^ :f ' : JZTi : jrZTtf J

Hence, in order to unite these three colours, the conditions must be that

r v r
1 d

f+ r
: /-v :: /rT? : /, -vr

But asf, r and v, in one case, andf\ r3 and if, in the other, are dependent and

proportional in each respective focus, if these proportions do not arise from the

natural properties of the two media, they cannot be produced by art, while the

lenses are in contact ; but in any case where the violet side of the correcting or

concave lens exceeds that of the red in a greater proportion than the violet ex-

ceeds the red in the convex lens, and if the dispersive ratio be so great as to ad-

mit of the lenses being sufficiently opened from each other, then such a distance

may be found as shall produce the above proportion ; and hence unite these

three rays in one common focus, or at least approximate towards this result.

Let the distance of the lenses be d, and let the plate focus remain as before

f, then the negative focus must be reduced till " = dispersion*.

Conceive this length to be found, which may still be denoted by f, and

?
J and if may also denote the same as before, the ratio -jj to will

likewise still remain the same.

But the coloured focus of the plate lens remaining the same as before, while

the mean focus is changed fromf tof—d ; we must now, in order to unite

the three rays, have m
r v if d

f—d + r ' J — d — + —

The two latter terms remaining in the same ratio; while the two former may be

varied at pleasure by changing the value of d ; which will have no effect on

the ratio of the latter terms, although the actual value of t* and if, must

necessarily vary for every change in the value of d.

• Phil. Trans. 1827, Art. XV.
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Let the constant ratio of the latter terms be m : n ; then*we have to find d,

such that, ..7 V V it T mV=__— . .
: : tn : n ; or, ,— == .> ,

—— ;f-d + r f-v-v >f-d+r J-d-v

which reduced*gives
j mvf+mvr'—nrf+nvr
d nn - — *

—

*- 1 1
~ - ;

—

*

mv — nr

If now a", a'" be taken to denote the refractive indices of the red, green,

and violet ray in the front lens, we shall find f, r and v, to be to each other as
ai a<"-a"

1,
— —, and a,„ ; and substituting these proportional values for the above

letters, our expression becomes

d f a f m (aw— (aff— af

)

J a
a' (aw>— an)—n am (a,f— a*) J

In like manner, if a', a", ur" be taken to denote the refractive indices of the

red, green, and violet ray in the correcting lens, then we shall find

“d d a i m ii

jr+p ; jill
'

P cd'—ot : a"—

a

Which latter may therefore be substituted for m and n.

The formula then becomes

J _ S „ ( (*"- «') (a'"- a") - a") (a"- a') 1d — J a
j(a

«_ a') (a'"- a") a'- a") (a"- aO a'"/

an expi*ession for the distance in terms of the indices and focus only.

In plate glass, according to Fraunhofer, a! = *515, a!' = *525, and a!" = *535.

Which values being substituted, give

, C («»-«')-(«'"-*") >a — J (-981 (a"— «')— 1*0:19

In flint glass, from the same authority, a' = *602, a" = *620, = *640.
*

Which numbers .being substituted, give d = *734 /*. An impracticable distance

in this case, because the dispersive power of flint glass is not great enough to

correct the plate lens when so far removed.

If these indices had been *602, *621, and *640, then we should find d = 0, or

the lenses ought then to be in contact. A change therefore of *001 in the

index of the green ray, changes the distances of the lenses from nothing to nearly

three-fourths of the whole focus of the plate ; consequently, the determination

of the proper distance to combine the three colours, when the media are such

as to admit of it, depends upon the most delicate determination of the indices

of the red, green, and violet rays ; but these being so determined, and the di-
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spersive power of the medium being great enough, the most complete union

may be effected.

Whether the sulphuret of carbon fall within this limit or not, I am not at

present able to say. I have attempted to find the indices of the different

colours by means of a prism ; but it is extremely difficult to determine the limits

of the different shades, and perhaps after all the best way is by actual experi-

ment on the telescope itself. Fearful in the beginning of advancing too far in

opening the lenses, the first experiment was made with the fluid at a very

inconsiderable distance behind the plate, and the quantity of uncorrected

colour was very great. I next tried a distance of 18 inches, and the uncor-

rected colour was considerably less than before, but still too great. With this

• distance the experiment was witnessed by Captain Kater. I next opened the

lenses 24 inches, and at this distance the experiment was witnessed by Professor

Airy, who still detected some uncorrected colour, which, however, is not sen-

sible to my eye till the telescope is applied with a high power to Jupiter, Venus,

or some bright star; neither was this defect felt in any sensible degree by

Mr. South or Captain Beaufort, who were also present.

From the gradual diminution of the outstanding purple by opening the lenses

from contact to 24 inches, 1 suspect with a distance of 32 inches, (which is

perhaps the most I can venture upon with a focus of 48 inches for my plate,)

that the red would be outstanding, and if so the proper point must be between

these limits.

This, however, remains to be verified by experiment ; should it be effected,

we may enumerate the advantages of this telescope as follow

:

1. It render? us independent of flint glass.

2. It enables us to increase the aperture of the telescope to a very consi-

derable extent.

3. It gives us all the light, field, and focal power of a telescope of one and

a half times at least, probably of twice the length of the tube.

4. It is presumed that further experiments may enable us to find such a

distance for the lenses as shall reduce what has been termed the se-

condary spectrum, (inseparable from the usual construction,) either to

zero or to an inconsiderable amount.
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VIII. A catalogue of nebulae and clusters of stars in the southern hemisphere,

observed at 'Paramatta in New South /Vales, by James Dunlop, Esq. In a

letter addressed to Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane, Bart. K.C.B. late

Governor of New South /Vales. Presented to the Royal Society by John

Frederick William Herschel, Esq. Vice President.

Head December 20, 1827.

XHE following nebulae and clusters of stars in the southern hemisphere were

observed by me at my hoijse in Paramatta,* situated about 6" of a degree south

and about 1*78 of time east of the Brisbane Observatory. The observations

were made in the open air, with an excellent 9-feet reflecting telescope, the

clear aperture of the large mirror being nine inches. . This telescope was occa-

sionally fitted up as a meridian telescope, with a strong iron axis firmly

attached to the lower side of the tube nearly opposite the cell of the large

mirror, and the ends of the axis rested in brass Y*s, which were screwed to

blocks of wood let into the ground about 18 inches, and projecting about 4

inches above the ground ; one end of the axis carried a brass semicircle divided

into half degrees and read off by a vernier to minutes. The position and index

error of the instrument were ascertained by the passage of known stars. The

eye end of the telescope was raised or lowered by a cord over a pulley attached

to a strong wooden post let into the ground about two feet : with this apparatus

I have observed a sweep of eight or ten degrees in breadth with very little

deviation of the instrument from the plane of the meridian, and the tremor

was very little even with a considerable magnifying power. I made drawings

or representations of a great number of the nebulae and clusters at the time of

observation, several of which are annexed to this paper; and also very correct

drawings of the Nebulae major and minor, together* with a representation of

the milky nebulosity surrounding the star n Robur Caroii. The places of the

QMDCCCXXVIII
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small stars in the Nebulae major and minor, and also those accompanying the

n Robur Caroli, I ascertained by the mural circle in the year 1825, at which

time I was preparing to commence a general survey of the southern hemi-

sphere. These stars being laid down upon the chart, enabled me to delineate

the nebulosity very accurately.

The nebulae are arranged in the order of their south polar distances to the

nearest minute for 1827, and in zones for. each degree in the order of their

right ascension. The column on the right hand shows the number of times the

object has been observed.

The reductions and arrangement have been principally made since my return

to Europe; and 1 trust this catalogue of the nebulae will be found an acceptable

addition to that knowledge which the Brisbane observatory has been the means

of putting the world in possession of, respecting that important and hitherto

but little known portion of the heavens.

No. JR
h m ft

S.P.D. Descriptionof the Nebulae and Stars.
:Sfo.of

O
1 4 13.0

O - t

12 14 A very small faint round nebula, about 12" diameter, with a very minute

star south following (list. l
f ..... 1

s’ 0 S3 6 15 41
.

A
.
faint nebula, about 1 long, irregular figure, rather branched. This

is involved in the margin of the Nebula minor . ................. 1

3 0 41 8 15 59 A small round nebula, about 12" diameter ...... . . ..... . . . ...
. ,<•

,

1

4 0 42 19 15 56 A faint round nebula, about 30" diameter ... 1

5 0 47 12 15 46 A small faint nebula* about 10" or 13" diameter. ..... ....... .. , ... }

m 0 47 89 15 36 A fiunt nebula, about 20" diameter . .. .... ... .......... ... .. . . ..

.

1

H 1 9 82 15 46 A faint round nebula, 35" diameter, with a small star near the south

‘margin, but not involved. . . . . . .. . . ..... . .....' ...» 1

• 1 10 23 15 48 A small oval ri0bula,about 10" diameter*.-.... ...... ... ......... 1

1 12 37 15 44 A faint nebula,' abottt 1|' diameter, ofan irregular round figure ii

Q 1 13 43 15 51 An elliptical nebula, about i'long and 40" broad, with three minutem |

It e va #.«•• • t a-e a,a a a a.tr eat •‘fa y a a •,?..• a. a a ,a-a a • a a p e a a a a f i
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No, JR
' " h in s

11 1 15 57

1 16 SO

1 16 38

14 .1 17 0

15 .1 19 53

16 1 22 35

17 1 26 18

18 .0 16 28

19 0 39 9

20 0 39 53

21 0 40 16

22 0 42 49

23 0 50 22

&p.D. Description 'Of Jhe Nebulae and Stars.

15 55 A very small round nebula, with a bright point in; the centre, which I
suspect to be a star .......... .............

;

. , . . 1

15 52 A small round nebula, about 8" diameter 1

15 49 A small round nebula, with a bright point in the centre. This is the
following of a group of oe^uls.. 1

15 43 A small star in a faint nebula, about 10" or 12" diameter l

15 50 A group of very minute stars, in a faint Undefined rather extended
nebula 1

15 43 A very feint nebula of a round figure, about 2\ diameter, with a small
star in the north margin 1

15 32 A feint’ round nebula, about 2 f diameter, a very little brighter in the
middle, with some minute stars in it.-. 1

16 59 (47 Toucan, Bode.)- This is a beaUtifltl large round nebula, about 8'

diameter, very gradually condensed to the centre. This beautiful
globe of light is easily resolvable into stars of a dusky colour. The
compression to the centre is very great, and the stars we consider,
ably scattered south preceding and north following.—Figure 1. is a
good representation 8

16 2 A small feint elliptical nebula.—This is the preceding in a line of small
faint nebulae 1

16 8 A faint nebula, 25" or 30" diameter. Round figure 1

16 0 A small round faint nebula i

16 12 A small faint round nebula.—Rather ill defined 1

16 38 A small, but very bright nebula, exceedingly condensed. This is the
brightest nebula in the small cloud. I think I perceive two bright
nuclei |n this. body ............ 8

24 0 52 20 \
16 33 A small faint nebula

25
|

0 53 25

0 54 17

0 54 37

0 55 23

0 57 0

0 57 42

31 05813

32 0 59 0

33 0 59 3

34 0 59 40

35 1 0 42

16 54 A pretty large pretty bright nebula, about 2^ diameter, irregular round
figure, resolvable, very slight condensation, not well defined at the
edges. 7

16 38 A small double nebula
; the following is very feint. 2

16 25 A faint elliptical nebula, 2§' long, and nearly 2' broad 2

16 58 A faint ill-defined small nebula' 1

16 33 A small round nebula, 10" diameter, bright at the centre 1

16 35 A small round nebula, about 8" diameter 1

16. 53 A pretty large.unequally bright nebula, about 5' diameter, round figure,
resolvable into stars of mixt magnitudes 5

16 42 A small faint nebula ...... .T. 1

61 A small feint ill-defihed nebula . . ;. ...... 1

16 58 A-feint elliptical nebula. .. l

16 55 A very small faint nebula, with a small star in the south margin 2

2
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s.p.D. Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

1 0 43 1°6 18 A faint ill-defined nebula, about 1^' diameter 1

1 2 30 16 57 A small faint nebula, about 20" diameter, round. 1

1 3 40 16 5 A very small oval nebula, a little brighter in the centre ; a star of the
8th magnitude south 2

1 3 50 16 15 A rather faint nebula, about 2 r long, extended in the direction of the
meridian, easily resolvable 2

1 4 10 16 81 A small round nebula, with a star in the north side 1

1 4 28 16 26 A small faint nebula; many small nebulae in this place 1

1 5 0 16 35 A round well-defined nebula, about 30" diameter 1

» , - ' o— r
the centre 1

1 26 28 16 9 A faint ill-defined small nebula 1

1 5 19

1 6 22

1 7 50

1 20 0

1 25 11

1 26 28

2 00c* 25

0 49 30

0 50 37

0 51 0

0 54 30

0 57 46

0 58 28

1 3 15

1 6 0

1 7 49

1 8 36

1 12 32

7 0 9

small nebulae

1 31517 2 A small faint nebula 1

25" diameter 1

17 0 9 17 3 A rather large faint nebula, of an irregular figure, easily resolvable

into very small stars, rich 2

057 32 1815A beautiful bright round nebula, about 4' diameter, exceedingly con-

densed. This is a good representation of the 2nd ofthe Connaissance

des Terns in figure, colour, and distance ; it is but a very' little

easier resolved, rather a brighter white, and perhaps more compact
and globular. This is' a beautiful globe of white light ;

resolvable

:

the stars are very little scattered.—Figure 8 11
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No.

63

JR
h m s

.1 7 24

S.P.D.

O /

18 49

64 2 20 §5 18 20

65 4 34 37 18 20

66 6 3 52 18 3

67 12 11 4 18 24

68 16 5 14 18 13 -

69 19 7 —

,

:

18 12

70 4 4 15 19 57 -

71 4 6 35 19 55

72 4 52 25 19 44 <

73 4 52 42 19 49 <

74 4 $8 8 19 58 i

75 4 58 30 19 51 i

76 4 54 0. 19 41 j

;

77 4 57 35 19 37 -

‘ 78 4 57 50 19 53 .

;

79 4 59 25 19 55 i

j

80 5 0 8 19 57 i

Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

point in the centre. . , . . 1

n extremely faint nebula, about 15" diameter 1

' proceeding from it south following ; the ray is conical, and the star

appears in the point of the cone, and the broad or south following

extremity is circular, or rounded off. The ray is about V in length,

and nearly 2' in breadth at the broadest part, near the southern ex-
tremity. With the sweeping power this appears like a star with a
very faint milky ray south following, the ray gradually spreading in

breadth from die star, and rounded off at the broader end. But
with a higher power it is not a star with a ray, but a very faint

nebula, and the star » not involved or connected with it: I should
• call it a very faint nebula of a long oval shape, the smaller end
towards the star; this is easily resolvable into extremely minute
points or stars, but I cannot discover the slightest indications of
attraction or condensation towards any part of it. I certainly had
not the least suspicion of this object being resolvable when I dis-

covered it with the sweeping power, nor even when I examined it a
second time ; it is a beautiful object, of a uniform faint light.

Figure 2 3

L pretty large rather faint round nebula, about 3$' or 4' diameter, a
little brighter in the middle. There is a very small nebula on the

north preceding side joining the margin of the large nebula 3
*

43 Pavonis, Bode’s Catalogue.) I cannot find the nebula answering to

this place
:
perhaps there may be a mistake in the right ascension. .

L small faint nebula, about 25" long, with a minute star in the southern
extremity ; a double nebula follows 2

i double nebula, about 85" diameter ; there are two small stars in the

preceding of the two 2

19 51 A small round well-defined nebula

involved in the south side, 1
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ifa m s.p.d. Description of the Nebulce and Stars.
li m /

SI 5 1 10 19 59 A feint nebula, 35" diameter, a small star preceding 2

82 5 2 10 19 51 A small faint nebula, preceding three stars in form of a triangle 1

88 5 10 48 19 40 A pretty large extremely faint nebula, about 5' long, and %' broad, ex-
tended north preceding, and south following, resolvablb into stars of
mixt magnitudes 2

84 5 11 83 19 49 A pretty well-defined small nebula, about 15" diameter, with a small

star rather preceding the centre 2

85 5 16 18 19 48 A very small round nebula, with a bright point exactly in the centre,

forming a triangle, with very small stars on the north side 2

86 5 17 10 19 42 An extremely small nebula, 8" diameter, bright at the centre 2

87 5 21 22 19 49 An extremely faint ray of nebula, about 3' or 4' long, and 1' broad;

position south preceding, and north following 2

88 5 21 38 19 59 A small faint nebula, 25" or 80" diameter, with two small stars near

the south side of it ...» 1

89 5 23 40 19 58 A pretty well-defined round nebula, about 20" diameter 2

90 5 25 0 19 45 A small round faint nebula, north of a small star 2

91 5 26 23 19 35 A small round nebula, 12" or 15" diameter. 1

92 5 28 37 19 52 Two very faint round nebulae ; distant 1 diameter, or 30" 1

93 '5 28 55 19 58 A very faint nebula, about 30" diameter 1

94 5 29 29. 19 47 An extremely faint small nebula 1

95 5 30 33 19 53 A faint nebula, 30" diameter : a small star north of the centre 2

96 5 31 38 19 50 A faint round nebula, about l£ diameter, slightly bright to the centre 2
97 5 S3 5 19 47 A. round faint nebula, about 15" diameter 2

98 '5 83 22 19 44 A pretty well-defined round nebula, about 30" diameter 2

99 5 36 30 19 35 A pretty well-defined nebula, 20" diameter 2

100 5 35 12 19 58 A small round nebula, about 2 ' north of a small star 1
*

101 5 37 5 19 33 A very small ill-defined nebula 1

102 5 38 10 19 47 A faint ill-defined nebula, perhaps S' diameter 1

103 5 40 35 19 42 A round well-defined nebula, 80" diameter', bright at the centre. The
preceding of three nebulae forming a triangle 2

104 5 40 38 19 32 A very small faint nebula, 8" or 10" diameter 1

105 5 41 3 1 9 36 A round well-defined nebula, 25" diameter .-. .......... 2

106 5 51 10 19 55 A faint elliptical nebula, about 2 ' diameter ; slightly condensed to the

centre , 2
-•

107 5 52 20 19 46 A very pretty double nebula, with a star in the preceding side of the

largest, and a very small star in die south margin of 'th,e smallest !

nebula 2

108 5 52 32 19 43 A small round faint nebula ........... ... ....... ............. 1,
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No. JR

|
h m s

5 52 50

4 53
#
5

111 4 53 50

112 454 2

113 4 54 17

114 4 54 18*

115 4 59 51

116 5 6 50

117 5 11 30

118 5 11 45

5 12 25

5 13 22

5 14 5

&p.0. Description of the Nebulae and Stem
19 40 A small faint nebula 1

20 3 A smallfemt nebula 1 2

20 11 A small round nebula. The preceding of three nebulae in the form of
• atriangle.,.. ............. 2

20 16 A verv pretty small double nebula; very nearly equal
; distance about

12" or 15" 2

1
122 5 14 17

123 5 16 3

124 5 17 15

125 5 18 21

126 5 18 25

127 5 18 42

128 5 19 25

129 5 19 44

130 5 22 3

131 5 22 15

132 5 22 45

133 5 25 57

lsl 5 27 9

135 5 27 36

136 5 29 24

137 3 33 40

138 5 34 6

139 5 35 38

140 5 36 13

20 5 A small faint nebula* 12" or 15" diameter 1

>20 36 A small round nebula, about. 20" diameter, bright at the centre 2

20 6 A small round faint nebula, about 10" diameter ........
|

1

20 8 A small-round pretty well-defined nebula, bright at the centre 1

20 1 A very small nebula, with a small star near the north margin ...... 1
i

20 41 A pretty well-defined small nebula, w|th a small star south of it 1

20 54 A small'round pretty well-defined nebula i 1

20 51 A small round nebula, about 30" diameter ; 1

20 15 A small round nebula 1

20 13 A small nebula, about 20" diameter, with three smaller nebulae fol-

lowing, and three pretty bright small stars on the north side ...... 1

20 40 A faint ill-defined nebula, 2' diameter 1

20 7 A very small rotmd nebula, about 12" diameter 2

20 19 A small rather well-defined round nebula 1

;

1

20, 1 A very small round nebula, 6" or 8" diameter , . 1

20 24 A faint extended nebula, 'ill defined ' 2

20 0 A small faintnebula, 1' north of a pretty bright star j 1

20 37 A pretty large and very ill-defined nebula, of an irregular round figure*

with severtd small stars in it. 2

20 49 A small round nebula 2

20 20 A very faint ill-defined small nebula 1

20 56 A smaUfeint confused nebula, rather long 1

20 16 A small feint nebula 1
*

20 21 A small feint nebula ... 1

20 25 A small faint round nebula 1

20 55 A faint confused pretty large nebula. There are a multitude of small

nebulae in this place 2

20 56 A very email faint nebula, about 10" diameter 1

20 4 A small round faint nebula 1

20 53 A small faint round nebula 1

20 56 A small fiunt round nebula 1
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S.P.D. I Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

141 5 37 41 20 0 A faint extended nebula, about 4' long, very faint toward* the extre-
mities, brightest and broadest in the middle. This is in the south
following side of a faint cluster of very minute stars . . .

.

* 1

142 5 39 30 20 45 (30 Doradfis, Bode) is a pretty large ill-defined nebula, qf an irregular
branched figure, with a pretty bright small star in the south side of
the centre, which gives it the appearance of a nucleus. This is re-

solvable into very minute stars.—Figure 4. is a very good repre-
sentation of the nebula resolved. (N.B. The 30 Doradus is sur-
rounded by a number of nebulae of considerable magnitudes, nine or
ten in number, with the SO Doradfis iti the centre. Fig&e 5.) .... 8

143 5 39 44 20 57 A pretty large faint ill-defined nebula, elongated in the direction of the

meridian

144 5 40 30 20 51 A very small round nebula, bright in the centre

145 5 40 55 20 IS This is the <ymtre of a large cluster of extremely minute stars, with
many very small nebulae in it

146 5 41 12 20 25 A small faint nebula

147 5 41 53 20 41 A pretty bright round or rather oval nebula, 30" diameter

148 5 42 25 20 53 A small faint nebula, 25" diameter .......

149 5 42 25 20 11 A faint round nebula, about l r diameter
- • •

150 5 43 0 20 6 A well-defined round nebula, small. This precedes a group of nebulae 2

151 5 43 8 20 45 A faint ill-defined small nebula .. . . . . . ..............

152 5 43 50 20 1 A cluster of six or seven small nebulae, forming a square figure S' or 6'

diameter, with Several minute stars mixt. This is a very pretty

group of nebulae.—Figured. ...... 3....... ...........

153 5 44 10 20 50 A faint small round nebula, 15" diameter .

154 5 44 28 20 42 A pretty bright round or rather elliptical nebula,' 25" diameter . 1

155 5 46 20 20 5 A very faint elliptical nebula, about 50" diameter, slightly bright to the

centre . 1

156 5 48 50 20 4 A .very feint ill-defined' nebula, 15" or 20" diameter ]

157 5 50 10 20 54 A small round nebula, 8" or 10" diameter. . This is the preceding of
three nebulae forming a triangle !. . 1

158 5 50 46 20 51 A small round well-defined nebula.-. ....... . . . . ....... ......... ]
'

x •
<

, t
. ,

|159 5 51 20 20 55 A small round faint nebula. .V . ...............
r

.. . • ]

1.60 5 52 54 20 26 A small iround.pretty well-defined nebula . ... .
.'

. . .
.*

. . ; .

.

3

161 5 58 12 20 42 A small faint nebula, 15" diameter ; a small star near the north pre-

ceding edge * ....... ... .. 1

162 5 58 33 20 37 A very Hunt small* nebula. i « % » — . , )

163 12 47 40 20 15 A very small round or rather eUiptkal.nebula< $'' diameter%,

;

g

164 12 49 0 20 6 (12 Muscae, Bode.) This is a pr'etty bright round nebula, about 4r dia-

meter, moderately dohdensed to mb' centre. ''This, with the sweeping
power, has the appearance ofaglobe.of.nehpldusn^ter^ithvery .....
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No. A S.P.D.

•

h m i

•

165 4 8 34 21 27 i

166 4 10 0 £1 15 i

167 4 54 25 21 32 i

168 4 57 3 21 28 i

169 4 57 40 21 18 i

170 5 8 35 21 8 i

171 5 10 0 21 56 l

172 5 11 27 21 2 l

173 5 14 40 21 7 i

174 5 16 18 21 41

175 5 22 7 21 50 t

f

A

l

w

176 5 23 40 21 45 i

177 5 27 50 21 1 i

178 5 32 7 21 10 i

179 5 34 37 21 47 ^

180 5 36 27 21 48 'i

181 5 36 50 21 4 i

182
|

5 38 2 21 46 /

183 5 38 20 21 5 l

184 5 41 13 21 0 J

185 5 45 37 21 40 l

186 5 49 12 21 48 /

Description of the Nebulae and Stars. *§{£.
t

small stars in the north following margin. But with a power suffi-

cient to resolve it, the globular appearance vanishes in a very con-
siderable degree ; and the brightest and most condensed part is to

the preceding side of the centre, with the stars considerably scattered

on the north following side. Resolvable into stars of mixt small
magnitudes. A small nebula precedes this 5

n exceedingly faint ill-defined nebula, with several exceedingly mi-
nute stars in it.... 1

.
pretty bright pretty large nebula, of an irregular round figure, 5'

diameter ; a little brighter in the middle 2

brightest of three nebulse in a line 2

. small faint nebula, 12" diameter 1

W Q r w w w J

partly resolvable into stars of mixt magnitudes. The nebulous mat-
ter has several seats of attraction, or rather it is a cluster of small
nebulse with strong nebulosity common to all 2

a small star is involved in the preceding extremity of the ray

group of very.small' stars of mixt magnitudes, with several small

mint nebulse, in strong nebulosity, common to all

taint round nebula, preceding a minute aoume star oi tne izta

itude. Another similar small nebula foDows, about 20" in A,

MDCCCXXVIII R
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Vo. JR
h m a

. S.P.D. Description of the Nebulae and Stars. *§{£*

187 5 50 4 21 46 Two very small faint nebulae following a small star 1

1885 51 7 21 29 A curved line of five or six faint small nebulae, with small stars mixt.
This is rich in small stars and nebulae *. 1

189 5 52 49 21 46 A very faint round nebula, 30" diameter. Exceedingly faint. ...... 1

IBE 5 54 17 21 48 Two very small faint nebulae 1

191 5 54 29 21 45 A pretty bright round nebula, 40" diameter 1

192 5 56 37 21 28 A minute cluster of very small stars in strong nebulosity, 1

193 5 59 0 21 19 A pretty bright round well-defined nebula, 12" diameter 1

194 5 59 37 21 26 A pretty large faint ill-defined nebula 1

195 6 0 5 21 51 A small pretty bright round nebula, 10" or 12" diameter 1

196 6 0 14

.

21 31 A small round pretty well-defined nebula, 25" diameter, with a small

star north following 1

197 6 2 7 21 33 A small faint round nebula 1

198 6 6 27 21 42 A pretty strong ray of nebula following a small star ; but the small

star is not involved. The ray is about 2' long and 50" broad, with
a bright point or nucleus near the preceding extremity.—Figure 6. . 2

199 6 8 2 21 52 A faint confused nebula, with two or three bright points in it, which I

suspect to be stars 1

6 11 34 21 34 A faint nebula, following a pretty bright star 1

201 21 46 A round well-defined small nebula, 20" diameter, bright at the centre 3 •

P 21 37 A small faint nebula, about 15" diameter 1

203 6 21 17 21 53 A small round nebula, 20" diameter, slightly ; a little brighter towards
the centre . 1

204 12 3 11 21 0 A very faint nebula, about 40" diameter, with a pretty bright star

south following 1

205 3 2 19 22 41 A very faint small nebula, north following, a pretty bright small star j

a very minute star is between the bright star and the nebula 1

206 3 15 50 22 50 .A faint ill-defined nebula, rather extended in the direction of the me-
ridian, with several exceedingly minute stars in it 1

207 3 18 20 22 25 iA faint ill-defined nebula, probably 2' diameter, of a round figure
; a

very minute star involved in it. 1

208 4 33 7 22 45 iA very faint small nebula 1

209 6 6 30 22 14 iA very faint round nebula, 45" diameter, preceding a bright star in the

same parallel. > JL

210 5 14 43 22 25 tA small round nebula, rather faint. This is the preceding in a line of
nebulae and small stars, with a star of the 7th magnitude at the north

extremity.—Figure 7 9

211 - 5 26 .42 22 21 iA small faint elliptical nebula, about 20" diameter. This is the pre-

ceding in a curved line of six or .seven small nebulae, of unequal
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N6.HIIBS Description of the Nebulae and Stars k

No.ofi
Obs. I

212 5 27 SO 22 41 A small faint ill-defined nebula 2 I

21S 5 28 46 22 28 A faint elliptical nebula, about SO" diameter. This is the following in

a curved line of nebula • 8 I

214 . 5 29 48 22 57 A round small nebula, 12" or 15" diameter 2 I

215 5 30 3 22 34 A round well-defined nebula, about 20" diameter, bright at the centre 3 I

216 5 31 12 22 40 A small faint nebula, about 40" diameter 3 I

217 5 32 50 22 6 A rather well-defined nebula, 40" or 50" diameter. 3 I

218 • 5 34 22 22 14 A pretty bright round nebula, SO" diameter, with a minute star slightly

involved in the margin 2 I

219 5 35 40 22 21 A pretty bright round nebula; -about 1^' diameter, bright towards the

centre T . T T t

t

. f . 2 I

220 5 36 17 22 24 A round faint nebula, about 40" diameter, . . 1 1

221 5 40 0 22 50 A faint extended nebula, with a few small stars in it 2 I

222 5 58 37 22 3 A small round nebula preceding a small star 1 I

223 6 0 9 22 5 A pretty bright and well-defined small round nebula 1 I

224 12 26 0 22 32 An exceedingly faint nebula, extended in the direction of the meridian,

about 4' or 5' in length, with a line or group of very small stars in it 2 I

225 17 12 50 22 59 A pretty large rather bright round nebula, S' or 4' in diameter, very

moderately condensed to the centre, resolvable into extremely minute
stars

;
the stars are more scattered on the south side 3 I

226 4 39 30 23 14 An extremely small round nebula, pretty well defined ; a small star pre-

ceding in the same parallel 1 I

227 4 51 .7

4 52 40

4 53 6

23 42

23 37

23 41

A smnll faint nebula, 12" diameter , , . s , 2 I

228 A very faint round nebula, 12" or 15" diameter, * 1 I

229 A small round pretty well-defined nebula, 12" diameter. This is the

following of a triangle of very small nebulee 1 I

230 4 56 0 23 8 A very faint rather elliptical nebula, about 2' diameter. This is the

preceding and largest of three nebulae forming a triangle 2 1

231 4 56 16 23 0 A faint round nebula, 1' diameter 2 I

232 4 56 47 23 6 A faint round nebula, about l£' diameter 2 I

233 5 1 40 23 33 A small round well-defined nebula, 10" or 12" diameter ........... 1 I

234 5 3 33 23 12 .A round well-defined nebula, about 30" diameter 1 I

235 5 3 36 23 25 iA small round, pretty well-defined nebula 1 I

236 5 4 33 23 21 <A small nebula, 20" diameter, with a very bright point in the centre .

.

2 1

237 5 25 7 28 30 iV rather large faint nebula, S' or 4' diameter, of an irregular round
- figure; no central .attraction. . . 1 I

238 5 27 30 23 31 aA fiunt round nebula, about 50" diameter . 1 I

239 5 32 46 23 23 lA pretty large faint nebula, about 2' diameter, round figure. A number
of very, small stars on the north side, very faint jit the njargin 1 1

r 2
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h m * „ ,

240 , 5 35 8 28 49 A faint round nebula, 25" or 80" diameter . . . .

.

1

241 5 86 0 28 0 A large cluster of small stars of mixt magnitudes in strong,nebula

;

Irregular extended figure 1

242 5 87 12 28 89 A very fyiilt nebula, 1 ' diameter ; round figure .• 1

8.P.D. Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

248 6 9 56

244 18 A 0

245 4 12 6

246 5 4 38

23 34 A very small round well-defined nebula, 10' diameter 1

23 50 A very faint nebula extended north preceding and south follpwing,
about S' in length, with a minute line of five extremely small stars

involved in the nebula, and two minute stars near the north ex-
tremity, but not involved 2

24 54 A very small faint nebula, 10" diameter, about 14' south of a pretty

bright small star 1

24 51 A pretty well-defined round feint nebula, 25" diameter; a little brighter

at the centre 2

247 .
5 11 35 24 25 A pretty bright round nebula, 40" diameter

,

248 5 14 30 24 19 A pretty bright round well-defined nebula, about SO" diameter, gra-

dually bright to the centre 8

249 6 40 5 24 34 A very small faint ill-defined nebula . . 1

250 11 43 9 24 20 A very faint small round nebula, about 10" diameter, with a bright

point exactly in the centre. Magnifying power 170 2

251 13 8 0 24 24 An extremely faint small nebula, about 15" diameter, pretty well de-
fined. A very small star is north preceding, and a very minute
south preceding ; both very near the nebula, but not involved in it . 2

252 13 20 1 1 24 44 A yery faint nebdla, about 25" diameter. It is very near a star of the

8th magnitude, and near the north following extremity of a crescent

of very snudl stars ............. ....;.. 2

1

253 14 35 —• 24 10 (3 Circini, Bode) is a line of stars of the 8-9th magnitudes, oblique

to the equator, about 1° in length joining a circular fine of small stars

at the north extremity, with a might star of the 7th magnitude in the

south following extremity.—Figure 8. 3

254 22 28 14 24 57 A very small nebula, 10" diameter, with a very minute star in the pre-

cedipg side ofit 1

255 22 38 4 24 1 A small faint elliptical nebula in the parallel of the equator, about 25"

long* and 12" or 15" broad. 1

256 4 46 30 25 39 A small round nebula bright af the centre, lo" diameter 1

257 9 54 10 25 13 A very small and yery faint nebula, about 8" or 10" diameter ; very
feeble at the mai^n >.. . ............................ ...... 1

258 10 32 — 25 46 A cluster of extremely small stars, resembling a faint nebula, about 6*

diameter ; round “fi||ur4. .*.«..*.*. »«. ..«««,* . 1

259 15 3 8 25 5 A small faint round nebula, 25" or 80" diameter, sensibly brighter in the

middle.’.A sta? ofr
the9th magnitude, 4' or ,5' south...). 1

260 1 15 7 17125 46 An extremely feint ill-defined nebula,
'

1$ or 2', diameter, irregular

round figure, a TO? little brighter towards the middle.
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&p.». Description of the Nebulae and Stars. 1^f

261 .18 49 25

•

|5“35 A very minute double: nebula, the distance between them about 15" of

a degree; the. largest pr following of the two is not more than 10"

ditaaeter ; each ofthem has a small bright point or nucleus 2

262 18 51 30 £5 53 A pretty large very faint nebula, about 5' or 6' diameter, slightly bright

towards uie centre
;
a minute star is north of the nebula, and two

stars of the 7th magnitude preceding . 3

263 21 19 0 25 23 A small faint round nebula, 20" diameter, a little brighter in the middle,

following a group of pretty bright stars . 1

264 4 15 13 26 30 A faint round'nebula, about 40" diameter, slightly bright to the centre

;

this is north preceding 9 Rhoraboidis 2

265 9 5 48 26 1 A very bright round nebula, about S' or 4' diameter, very gradually

bright to the centre. This has a fine globular appearance 1

266 11 40 9 26 8 A very small nebula, yery bright immediately at the centre ; the bright
' point is nearly equal in brightness to one of the minute stars north

of the nebula. I do not think the bright point is a star, but a very
highly condensed nucleus, surrounded by a faint chevelure, not more
than 10" diameter. Another very minute nebula precedes this ... 2

267 11 39 35 26 11 An extremely small round nebula, not more than 5" diameter, equally

and uniformly bright, .with a.small well-defined planetary disc, with

no blight point or condensation to the centre. This is not a small

star; the appearance is very difierent from any of the small stars

near it, and it is also very unlike the general appearance of small

nebulae; both of these objects are very singular 2

268 15 36 8 26 7 A very faint nebula, about l
f diameter, with a very minute star pre-

ceding, and another following; both are involved 1

269 16 43 0

• :

26 39 A small round faint nebula, , about 15" diameter, with a minute star

near the south side, and four small stars following. The nebula is

in the point ofa cone formed by the four small stars and itself .... 2

270 23 41 16 26 59 A faint ray of nebula, about 25" or 30" long, with a small star in the

centre of it.—Figure 9, 1

271 11 11 36

„

* -
j

27 28
>

.• 1

c

,
’)

\

A rather bright nebula, about 2$' or 3' long and 1' broad, in the form
of a crescent, the convex side ^preceding ; no condensation of the ne-

' bulous matter towards any point. This is easily resolvable into many
stara of some- considerable magnitude, arranged in pretty regular

lines, with the nebula remaining, which is also resolvable into ex-

.
tremely minute, stars. This is probably two clusters in the same
line.-—Figure 10. 7

272 12 31 — 27 55 A group of five, stars of the' 8th or 9th magnitude, with a great number

. v .!,

of extremely small stars resembling faint nebulae, 3' or 4' diameter. 1
j

273

-

13 34 48
'i

27 57

. , H O-JF.

(201 .Centauri, Bode.) , This is a curved line of small stars, about Iff

long, with a star of the 7th magnitude in the north extremity ; a
grdup bf 1 exfiemely minute start on the preceding aide of the cres-

< cent, tads mfdtStude of very minute stars extended preceding and

|

1

j
'

’
i

'

;
•
'l it i i ‘j •j&.-i'b- v •«»,» * • • • *j* ................ 7

274 14 19 3^ 27 39 Ah’ exceedingly small veky faint round nebula,' about 8" diameter, north
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275 14 18 10

276 15 14 0

277 15 28 9

278 16 19 7

279 17 26 0

280 19 14 21

281 11 10 16

282 13 42 —

283 14 47 0

284 15 52 8

285 .15 59 4

286 16 81 12
s

287 16 35 3

288 21 20 12

s.p.d. Description of the Nebulae and Stars, ^bt

rather following a star of the 12th magnitude, with a smaller star on
the other side 1

O / •

i 27 13 A very small round well-defined nebula, about 15" diameter, with a
bright point in the centre «... 1

i 27 50 A very small nebula, with a very minute star involved in the north
side of it : the star is not central ; another small star is distant about
4' from the nebula 1

27 51 A faint extended nebula, about 4' long and 2' broad, with a group of
seven or eight extremely small star's in it 1

27 18 A pretty well-defined small nebula, extended in the parallel of the
eauator, rather a little south preceding, and north following, about
1$' long, and 25" broad, with a star of the 11th or 12th magnitude
in the centre. The nebula is nearly equally bright, and the star is

in the centre.—Figure 12 2

27 35 A pretty large faint nebula, round figure, about 3' diameter ; very faint

at the margin ;... 1

27 24 An extremely faint ill-defined nebula, of an irregular figure, rather
elongated following : there are two minute stars involved in the pre-

ceding side of it. 1
%

28 20 A cluster of very small stars, a little elongated preceding and following,

about 10' diameter ; the stars are congregated towards the centre, a
pretty bright star south, and a double star south following this .... 4

28 57 A group of ten or twelve stars about the 10th magnitude, with a mul-
titude of very small stars, forming an irregular branched figure, 8'

or 10' long and 6' broad 1

28 59 A group of small stars forming a semicircle, with a line of minute
stars joining the extremities 2

28 4 A group of twelve or fourteen stars, round figure, 2' diameter 1

28 40 A very faint small round nebula, about 8" or 10" diameter; a little

brighter in the centro 1

28 29 An exceedingly faint very small round nebula, about 12" diameter,

with a minute bright point in the centre. This is south of a star of
the 7-8th magnitude, and a nebula follows in the field ........... l

28 32 A faint elliptical nebula, about 25" diameter, not bright at the centre,

and nearly uniform in its light 1

28 28 A pretty bright smallelliptical^nebula, about 20" long
; the brightest

part is near the south following extremity. This precedes a small

289 11 29 20 29 16

part is near the south following extremity. This precedes a small

star

pretty large cluster of stars of mixt magnitudes, about 10' diameter.

The greater number of the stars are of. a pale white colour. There
is a red star near the preceding side.; another of the same size and
colour near the following side ; another small red star near the centre

j

and a yellow1 star near the south' following extremity, all in the

.
cluster • ... .... ... • i'.i • • • * » .vv« •*

.
' i . V.
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s. P.D. Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

2!) 46 A very faint nebula, round figure, about l£' diameter, with two or three

very small stars involved in it. There are many similar small stars

scattered in
a
the field with a power of 170 ; the nebulosity is extremely

faint. This precedes the 49 Centauri, Bode, which is a star of the

• 4th or 5th magnitude, and not of the 6th as given in Bode’s catalogue 2

29 45 A cluster of small stars of mixt magnitudes, irregular figure, about 6'

long and 4' broad 3

29 2 A pretty cluster of extremely small stars, resembling a pretty large

faint nebula, about 6' or 7' diameter : the compression is very gradual

to the centre
; a pretty bright star is in the following side of the

cluster, round figure 4

29 3 A very faint small nebula, about 10" diameter, with a small star near
the south margin, but not involved 1

29 4 A very small round nebula, with a small star at the north edge, not
involved 1

29 45 A pretty large and very bright nebula, 5' or 6' diameter, irregular

round figure, easily resolved into.a cluster of small stars, exceedingly

compressed at the centre. The bright part at the centre is occasioned

by a group of stars of some considerable magnitude when compared
with those of the nebula. I am inclined to think that this may be
two clusters in the same line ; the bright part is a little south of the

centre of the large nebula 5

30 40 A faint ill-defined nebula, with a small bright point in the preceding

side, which I suspect to be a star ; there are several similar small stars

in the field * 1

30 50 A beautiful cluster of stars, arranged in curvilinear lines intersecting

each other, about 40' diameter, extended south preceding, and north

following 1

30 10 A very faint nebula, of an oblong rectangular figure, extended in the

direction of the meridian 1

30 14 An extremely faint ray of nebula, about 2' in length, with a very small

star at the following extremity ; three pretty bright small stars distant

about 1', and a star of the 7th magnitude south preceding

30 51 A triangular group of very small stars, about S' long, resembling faint

nebulae. A star of the 9th magnitude near the north following ex-
30 51 A triangular group of very small stars, about S' long, resembling faint

nebulae. A star of the 9th magnitude near the north following ex-

tremity.

80 85 (% Crucis, Bode) is five stars of the 7th magnitude, forming a triangular

figure, and a star ofthe 9th magnitude between the second and third,

with a multitude of very small stars on the south side.—Figure 13.

is a very correct representation

30 3 A duster of small stars of mixt magnitudes, considerably congregated

towrardS'the centre, 4' or 5' diameter

30 32 A very small fkint nebula, 10" or 12" diameter, a little brighter in the

... middle, A star precedes this, and a star of the 7th magnitude

following
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&P.D. Description of the Nebulse and. Scars.

90 0 (A Circini, Bode) Lacaille describes this as three small stars in a
line with nebula. No particular nebula exists in this place. A
group of about twenty stars of mixt magnitudes, forming an irregular

figure, about 5' or, 6' long, answer to the<place of the A. This is in

the milky way ; and there is no nebula in the group of stars except
what is common in the neighbourhood ............. 5

30 27 A very small round nebula, with a minute bright point near the fol-

lowing side. The bright point is not in the centre of the nebula, a
pretty bright small star following distance V of arc 1

f
*

31 38 A small round pretty well defined nebula, IQ" or 12" diameter, slightly

bright to the centre, a bright star in the field south following 1

31 37 An extremely faint round nebula, 30" or 40" diameter 1

31 10 A Very small round nebula, about 2S" diameter, bright at the centre,

nearly in a line between two very small stars. A, star of the 6-7th
magnitude is south following. . . . . ........................... 1

31 13 (tj Roboris Caroli, Bode) is a bright star of the 3rd magnitude, sur-
rounded by a multitude of small stars, and pretty strong nebulosity

;

very similar in its nature to that in Orion, but not so bright.

Figure 14. is a very ,correct representation of it ; the circle A B is

about 1° and 87 r diameter, with the star t) in the centre. I can count
twelve or fourteen extremely minute stars surrounding tj in the
space ofabout 1' ; several of them appear dose to the disk : there is

a pretty bright small star about the lQth magnitude north following
the jj, and distantabout 1

r
. The nebulosity is pretty strongly marked

;

that on the south side is very Unequal in brightness, and the different

portions of the nebulosity are completely detached, as represented in
the figure. There is much nebulosity in this place, ana very much
extensive nebulosity throughout the Robnr Caroli, which is also
very rich in small stars 13

31 42 A faint nebula, about l§r or 2' diameter, with a small bright star
near the preceding side ; this is resolvable into exceedingly minute
stars .. . . . i . . . . . . , . . ... I i 2

81 13 A very, faint pretty large 'nebula, about 6' or 8' diameter; round figur
resolvable into verv minute stare. Several stars nf smv>
able magnitude appear scattered among .die minute stars of the
nebula, but they are only the continuation ofa branch of small stars

which run over the place where the nebula is; the Stars in the
nebula are yery gradually, but not much,’compressed to the centre.

;

31 38 A pretty large fmht nebula, about 9' diameter, irregular branched figure,

resolvable, m^ copsiderable comprcssion of-the stars towards the;

central point. Tfiif
t
.precedes. aetarpf the 7th magnitude, and a’

group Of small stirs follow, about 1

0

r north of the nebula ........group OfsmaO stars follow, about 1O' north of the nebula ........

31 5 A very inmute^ small long, extended in ihe
parallel of the equatp^1

^ j
. • * • ^ • »»•*••!.•»»»»«•«!

31 29 (18-Circini, Bode) described irt the Gonphii^nice cfes Terns as nebula, with
two small Stars M it.'

41 ThOre ard'ithliie ' stars pf the 8th
j
magnitude

very near each other,-forming s'
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315 15 21 90 31 55

816
i>

16 29 6 31 45

317 17 43 28 31 11

318 17 53 — 31 43

319 22 7 20 31 58

320 4 5 7 32 23

321 10 27 13 32 37

322 10 30 7

ft

32 17

323 10 59 — 82 16

/ s

324 11 17 0 32 43

,325 11 32 — 32 19

326 16 5 21 32 28

;327 17 48 16 02 26

jS28 19 15 46 32 41

i

u« n '

329

1

21 19 — an n

•830

#

f i

9 22 30
:'i\ • 'iv v.

i : r .

W 46
f.

i;

1—

. ;
>; l'(

<3 ; • - .ni
?

i ti.tj-'.’'** i

v D$scrif>fck>n. of&e;Nebulee and Stars.

of 16 Circuufbutthereis no nebulqaccompanying them, neither :

is there any nebula accompanying any of the stats in this place .... 6

. small rather&int nebula, 20" or $5” diameter, at the preceding ex-
tremity of prime of four of five very small stars ...... ...

.y ...... 1

. very faint ray of nebula* about IV long, ahd 15'' or 20" broad, ex-
tended north preceding and south following, with rather a conden-
sation of the nebulous' matter near the south following extremity.

Thereto a minute star near the north preceding extremity, but I do
not think it is involved in' the ray. . i’. 1

..
,

.

•

... < r, »/. I ;;

'

. faint ill-defined round nebula, very faint at the margin, perhaps 1#
or 2* diameter . .1

. group of eighteen or twenty small stars of nearly equal magnitudes,
extended 8' long, ahd'4' broad. . V.'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .V. . . . . . . . 1

• very small cluster of very minute stars, ' resembling a small faint

nebula, 2' diameter .... .,. 1

. small fiunt nebula, about IS'.' diameter, with three very small stars

'

north of it ......... ... .... .. *
r 3

. very small cluster of very small bright stars j
' round figure, about 4'

'

diameter j rich in extremely small stars resembling faint nebula . . 4

star of the -7th magnitude, involved in fiunt nebula .............. 1

tuae, with a rea starol the 7—8th magnitude, north tallowing the
centre ofthe cluster. Elliptical figure,: the stars are pretty regularly

scattered^. . ... . I 8

group of very small stars ofan irregular branched figure, 15' or 20'

diameter. The central part is very thin of stars ... . . . L .......

.

can fiqd no nebula in this place ;* but there are three small stars

forming an obtuse triangle, which answers to .the place of 47.1ndi,

Aawi^iir''-'llhel"ci ':f
i

e)fV minute 'stars, about l' in

telescope

Sters init. This' to.480. Argfis (Bode), and is

icnbM ai a sinaU star sUiToundeaby'iicbiila. This precedes 492
' “ and 5' or4'nortbofthe star, and is probably * : :

lthe cluster is; :shout 5' diameter, irregular ;

^msmsms
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33 37 A rather,bright nebula about V diameter, very , fiunt at the margin,

gradually bright tp the centre : $ small
1

star north, and another

south, both involved in the margin.of the nebula. A group of very
' small start ftorth i..V.. /i. 2

S3 57 A very faint ray of nebula, about 2' broad, and 6' or 7**long, joining

two small stars at the south following extremity, which are very
slightly involved, but their lustre is not diminished from that of

’ similar small stars in the field. The north extremity also joins a
group of small stars, but they are not involved.—Figure 15 S

'

S3 10 A group of small stars with fiunt nebula. There is rather a gathering

of the nebulous matter, about 10" diameter, near the north side ... 2 ;

S3 1 A faint round nebula, about l§f diameter, very slightly bright towards
the centre. A small star is south, rather preceding the nebula, and
i Nprmee is south following 3;

S3 31 A cluster of small stars of inixt magnitudes, congregated into several

groups or patches, with a pretty bright star near the centre " 1

S3 54 A small faint nebula,' about 10" or 12" diameter, with a small star

involved in the north extremity.
: This follows a pretty bright small

star ..-A... *,..>•«.«

-

2*

84 5 A very bright round nebula, about l4f diameter, pretty well defined

< .and gradually bright to the.cenjtrq. A small star north following. . Si

34 28 pretty large ftound^ nebula* about diameter, moderately and gra*

dually condensed to the centre.. A very small star near the following

edge, not involved. ..... ... , .-
f

*

84 52 A small round pretty -well defined nebula, bright in the centre, north •

preceding a Doradds ... . . . . . . . .. i . .'.
. , .; ........... <1 ll

34 43 A very faint round nebula, about 2r
- diameter.' There are seven <4

eight very minute stars in the nebula iti > ......... . . . . . . . . . ! . 1;

34 38 A very small nebula, about 12" or< 15" diameter, witb a very minult?
*

atar involved' in the- south : This nebula is near the preceding

extremity of a small.creseent of very, minute stars: the crescent if j

not conspicuous ^ . . .. , . . ........r. , .... ....

.

2

84 13 A group of small stars of the 11th and 12th magnitude, with a multi* ‘

}
tude of minute stars mixt, extended Booth preceding |uid north fi>14 1

tf » •
.

y

* v '
i .. j

34 1 A pretty large faint nebula, with severalminute s&rsm it ; roimd figure,
j

4' or 5' diameter, resolvable.

.

J

34 40 An ex^ess^y]fiunt’ pr^ty large.nepa^)^

scattered in it . .

.

> . .

.

. . * *. . . » i .. . . .
.-w .

*j
.

.

34 SO A Trfry ftasaRfim‘shlipad nnlnflaj pjiiiiHil ft** oil 1 fjtilonm/with abrigbt|ah
point at the ,*v*udl or south exft^hy^tyHth otf a double star of the f

.. . .
10th magnitude •, ..... *> . . . .. ...J.. .......... 8v » IT* .r_. v; **t>

. i • -'? r > i * J
34 41 A amallround tttjbsila^th^A brig^;^^^^ cehtr^j diameter I

i . .

.

;

.

j . about 15? Am*'****> f » • * » \ * 0 • # • • • •>. • * |
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347

M
b m s

23 25 36

348 4 l
f 8,

349 11 42 18

350 ' 14 20 30

351 14 58 36

352 14 59 30

353 15 38 30

354 [22 29 42

855 10 32 8

856 14 35 40

857

1 .

14 15 —

358 15 47 37

859
>,

•
.

15 54’ 10
;

v
;

. l]

360
r

15 &9 if
W- > ;

-
r:h.

361

i .ijfi'i.-:

b •••‘'• a'. * i

16; .2 T-
i s.-t : ?<>'f

562
o>

869

364;

365
.
?'>!

17
(

4
;
27;

* * m % . . J.
' «

.
%. *.

mm# V'i

' Description of the Nebulfle and Stars. oj£

A faifit round nebula, about 20“* diameter. i. ........... 1

A very faint nebulaj about precedes a group of

small stars .. .f ...... .. ..»*..*• .... . * ............... 1

A pretty large faint nebula, 6' or 7' diameter, easily resolvable with

slight compression of the stare to the centre, or rather towards the

following side of the.centre ............ .......# 4

A curved line Qf; small itars, south preceding a star of the 7th magni- *

tude.. .... . .. * 2

A;pretty large clusterof small stars resembling faint nebula, general

ngure round, South preceding 2 Pyxidis ...................... 2

A. small rpund.nebi4l», about 297 diameter, a little brighter in the centre 1

;

A rather fauit
;

easily resolvable nebula, of art irregular figure, 2' dia-

meter .

.

i. ....H .. v; ;. l

A small fidntWund nebula, about 15“ diameter, south following a pretty

• bright email star- ... . , . » . . . , ^ k . . . . * . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1

,

A triangular group ofenisll stars resembling faint nebula, with several

stars in it ofsome considerable magnitude 4;

A group of' eight or ten pretty bright small’ stars, in the form of a *•<

\ (the letter Y^about'S'lorijfrj-pmi&el to the- equator, with small stars

in; it ; resembling faibt nebula. . <lw.

A very exteniivd
1

cluster of Stars ofmixed, small magnitudes ; the stars

appear to 'be either congregating* together in different parts of the

clusters or breaking up ; there are several crpups already formed,

.

.the wbple cjuster is , composed; of
_

lines of. stars, but no. general

attraction towards any particular point . , . . . ..................

A pretty Iqrge faint nebula, of an irregular figure,. about fit diameter,

very faint, s «, * . . . ^ • . , . . . .,. ............. . ........

.

Three !very; minute stars forming a triangle* vrith a faint round nebula,

about disxneter in dm wp^re, bp^none of die stars are involved

mtbe nebula .•Mr;#; •• • * • * * te • • • ••••••

A pretty large' Cluster of small stars of mixed magnitudes, about 12'

"diameter; the. |tfris Sice considerably, congregated towards the centre,

.extended south precediog-andnorth following.;.

A "eivurter of stars ,expended soufii preceding and north following, iof

various 'milted rimgnitades, considerably'compressed to the centre ;

.

ii -—n '

*

AhA«^
;
|thin%mb^^^«bb^^diameto»>-with.th^ea'small stars init ffc.

bfrhe nebula • a lv»t» i, ........ <j.

«

’dibmeCn,

» j
witfc" a bright

dradualcondensatWof
vdrenebuIousmatteTrtheBiiBute point may bie a star! ....... i.

.
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Ho. a Desoription of the N^bulee and Stars. • %
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1

366 17 37 10 36 25 A pretty large' nebula, extended marly& the parallel of the equator,*
v

brightest and broadest in the middle; a.gtpvypef.veryampll star# in

die imd^a ^ve it ihe appiei^^^ tt iau^^Stbnt they are not coil*

ritlcted with the nebula, but are '^ranl^r to othei* small stars in this

jflace whichare arranged in groups. The nebula is resolvable intq

^1 1 < 'stars « • • . 4 . « i • • • . % . * w rf* 1 . t . .‘.v .-<-4 1 1 4 .'.4 « v • • i‘i . • * • 4

367 18 43 11 36' 19 Aii itxtreniely feint ' nebula, of an irregular figure, -S' or 4r
‘diameter, a

• > little brighter in the middle; south jbliowing^X'TeieticbpS. . . .’.. . / 1

368 19 21* Id 33 33 An extremely feint small roundnebula, very difficult to be 'seen, eboqt
9;

:north of'fl star ofthe 6*7th ltiagnitude . . .’* ................... 1

369 3 48 13 37 10 A feint nebula, elliptical intheparaflelof theequaitor, about SO" long

r ;
and l^f. broad

•

»«,«».• ^
•?•'«» . .............. . 1

An ejci^p^ly^iptxo^ with a email star

in the njennre.^ .The famt
.
pehnis, reaemb^ng an atmosphere or che-

ydure ; the staris m the centre^a spall star souUi of it has nothing
! ofthis nebulous gppe^rance .. •r

t f f . . • ^ ^

1

A spall faint, elliptical nebula, with , three ;minute .•stare initf,This i
,ie . ,

neair'the north fo}IpWiiig extrpim^ ofa ^o^ked'lihe ofpretty bright
j

.<j < .
*, J,f £*, »,t t «f 4 . 4 4 4 4 4 4 . 1

A very ifaint nebula, v>fi an iriegular- roimd about if diameter,

!

very alight condensation to the centre .»•* . .1. i 1

A very small rbund aebula*hort& preceding e Aree, another nebula ;

: follows this . 4' a s’* ee ^Uoejt «•••*••«••#•#• ’ 1

A very faint nhbida^of an irregular round figure/about 2 diameter, -

. . slightly .bright towards,the centre, etady resolvable into v sry minute
•Aw •; ^

A very faint aroall nebula* about *5^diameter, round figure, south fol- ;

Aprettybright round nebula,»bo«t 1i'diaineteri-tnoderatelyjcondensed
j

• -to. the centre t ’ three- very small -irtars iavdVed! in the preceding
j

,
'WFMt* a'? wavtatvaAt *W* *6*1

\
I

A very smallifinnt bebitfe,10" ol* iti? diameter,' nOrth following a small i

• groups or dustei“ofstar»;; Jdw?l r/&*- 4V * ....]. . ...... \
1

18 4 6
..,* 41 . » *

r> ;*/ ' i(.j .. >f

15 6 33
... - . group. orcluscer orsttve v

i

m+WKl Vl'mvw,* *v. . ... . . ......
j

1

16 ^£ 31 -38< 13 A smldl fifirtsound *ebula; about lb'^diariU>^;nbrth i

:
'

pretty. b^htetars.^i^.; l«

*

4 . % jl

16 11 <3oi88i.iM wlM* MJ<M .^r.i i£
{'

!7 13,16.

17 »7>1£

«- oaatre y ,p..>.a»^44rmv i/4 ;M .§ r|

. . P°!nt.“»*Il«We ?;/.*.• .• . ? ? Whaf • *•••••• jl

i
:

1 1 to

A <smah -fifinit’nebdag 'ibou Asaall juts r slightly
j

. < involved in-tlm.ywc<diiigvtliu^ .. il
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17 86 23

1‘SjM •}..*!'!<>•

;;Cli

IS 17 SO

i Ul^oHptionoftheNibulee and Stars.
• f ,

, ;

1
: i -

.

) A ,very faint Undefinednebula very small, j.Vi. i .'»•* . »U '

1

t A &int ray pf nebula, About'I^ long, and 15" or 20,f bro^d, extended
in } a amaU siar precddes it, but is not inf

;

’ yolyi^. “YTne' following extypnuity oftheray.ia idle brighter
j

i

Ml Roboris Carol! (Bode). . A groupof eight-or ted pretty bright small

89 Si \A very small round nebula, about; 10" diaiheter, bright immediately at

the centre. A star of the 7th magnitude, about 4' north of it ... ; 1
; 1

•
.* 5 • i .

:• ;
t ? piyu.fi WUm V i

-y\ Vi".! •>
| t; i \ .. >

|

-M Centaim.^I have' strong suspicion that this is {resolvable into stars 6

A very fete
1

rodfld
1

,' fe'b'tty'ljri^ht
f

ttehnli^‘ about S1 diameter,
i

graduklly
brighter toWards fee Centre; and Wefl defined at the margin : this ia

reswvAbte®.
1, With a pdwet 6fAftO It has a beautiful globular ap-i

pearance. - The stars are considerably scattered on the south side. .

;

imcTetu, or else a very' minute star in a smaft nebula. I think the
' brightpoint faffetht# to the north' side ofthe centre; There is a small

star jfeeceding, <and;another fbUowing, < forming an « obtuse* triingle

, . with tbe nebula .1 ;• v w 4* 4*. ^ .. . , . . ... .

J

Ayeryfeintsmall nebuli, aboufc30^diameter,'withtwo brightith pbintfe

.

. . in it, wbich.1 suspeot.to be exceedingly urinate stars . ..l ! S

A small fiunt nebula, about 2J* diameter. These two nebulas are :
-

' nearly mthe same parallflh

.

wi . *„*!,*.
1

| ]

A sfeliH fet&VViibdbi/t!^ or 15* 'diameter, with two small stars slightly i

javolvedmitbefbttowing sfcte^ihv*. vvV; *. .V*
r
v'tf. t ?. i 1

;

1

A’very SUndl'foiiftiKebtda, Well ’defined, about 18" diameter, a star of!

> ; . ^ ompguitwd* a»waai^ tfela. ipremedui^ cOTbe atari* :
:s

An-extremely faint small -round nebula, abbiit l5" diameter! with two !

[ KY,flymmufc point* hi it, ,*thkh Isuspect to be stars* ;> Tenebulais
i

, e^tr^mpiy faipkbut pretty welldefined. .**,*'.
. j

»
j

l

A 1
«n^jTOnndfem^a^)^ Witb ftibrightpolntin the Oentret a star Of

j

. .fee 7.th.magpidwlp.fafe»wg v. ak>»i .«:»*<.> i

yefytwnattfewt.refaad »^wla» about diameter; with two or fere©
j v

mimm wmm** m

Es?;asi.i|il

t fjr. *i K*J*1

•i'lIjBl nil

I >) a*: V* f

7*TiT i”. " ST.Y »'r.raTOi «
i

\ twTftfo»l

towararany

15 *42 *47

HiittBB
4jT*fe»* Vfcj»b<rrANartl»r4>roeetIapgtae4etiof t ^fe denote/.! Th>*

. fci»



MR. ; DUNLOP’S; CATALOGUE OP NEBULAE AND

Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

A pretty large fiunt nebula, about 6< diameter, easily resolvable, round
figure, with two rows of small stars following . 2

A very feint cluster of small stars, with a branch extended; the head
of the cluster is rich in small stars S

A very fine round cluster of very small stars, slightly compressed to

the centre, about 8' diameter ......... .

.

9

A small round faint nebula, about 25" diameter, very slightly bright

towards the centre
; a very small star is near- the north edge, but is

not involved, and a star of the 6th magnitude preceding 1

A very feint round nebula, about 1' diameter, following a pretty bright

small star 1

A small feint nebula, about 25" diameter, with a small star preceding it 1

A small round nebula, about 12" or 15" diameter, very bright imme-
diately at the centre, resembling a Small star surrounded by an at-

mosphere. This is north following a star of the 6th magnitude . .. , 1

A very small feint round nebula, with a bright point in the centre ... 1

A pretty large rather ill-defined nebula, of around figure, with a bright

point, or small nucleus near the centre ; the nebula is extremely feint

almost to the very centre. There is a star of the 8th or 9th mag-
nitude near the south preceding side, but not involved 1

A very small and very feint round nebula, about 20" diameter ...... 2

A curiously arranged group of pretty bright
. small . stars pf mixt

magnitudes. This answers to the place ofsio Argus (Bode), and is

described by LaoAlsus as nebula With five small stars forming the

letter T in it. There is no nebulosity in this place. The diameter
of the duster-may be about 12'.—-Figure 16. is a very good repre-

sentation of the group 2

A beautiful long nebula,, about 10' long, and 2' broad, forming an angle

with the meridian, about 90q .south preceding and north following;

the brightest and broadest part is rather nearer the south preceding
extremity than the centre, and it gradually diminishes in breadth and

, brightness, towards the extremities, but the breadth is much better
'

degncd than the length. A small star near the north, and a smaller

star near the south extremity, but nei.ther.of diem is involved in the
‘ nebula. ' I have sthing suspicions that this nebula is resolvable into

stars, wjth veryslight compression towards the centre, I have no
doubt but it. is resolvable. X can see the stars, they arebierely points.

This is north/oUewjfJg the 1st | .Geptamij^-^igure 17^ ...

.

fij

A pretty largeround&bula, abput4Tdlameter, gradually a little
!

brighter towards .the centre. Xherpfe a small Star ontha.north,and
another oh the south side, both involved* This is easily resolved

. into •tan,.wrth.slightcompre8Biontd'theeentre i i it it -'4

A cluster of email' stars, with a bright" star in thejprecedmg side. A
j

very considerable branch or tailproieeds fifOnS the doHh !
sidfe;- Which 1

|

joins a Very large Cluster .*> . . .. .. . 9|



CLUSTERS OF STARS IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE.

No. JR 8.P.D.
h m 8 O t

414 18 45 27 41 32 ,

415 17 8 3 41 10 i

4l6 17 10 15

•

41 25 j

417 17 14 0 41 42 ^

418 17 S3 56 41 38 ,

419 17 41 8 41 1 i

420 17 45 11 41 57 i

421 17 45 23 41 50 -

422 18 10 20 41 47

423 18 11 25 41 59 -

424 18 16 50 41 23 ,

425 19 54 13 42 12

426 3 88 18 42 8

427 3 46 45 42 7

428 3 47 87 42 0

429 4 3 43 42 34

430 8 54 20 42 3

431 W 56 — 42 35

432 16

•(

15 42 52

433 17 26. 30 42 48

434 17 31 0 4«: 2t>

Description .of the Nebulae and Stars!

, very faint ill-defined nebula, about 1|' or 2' diameter, with two smal

stars.in it ; easily resolvable, with slight compression to the centre.

. small nebula, of a long oval figure, with a very small star in the centre

and three stars in a line following. . .

or Sf m length, with two veryminute stars in it t this is 1

, very feeble

-and Undefined. • A nebula precedes this 1

l rather faint nebula, of an irregular round figure, 4' diameter, slightly

branched ; easily resolvable into stars, with slight compression of

the stars to the centre * ;.. 6

In exceedingly faint nebula, about 2' long, and 1' broad, of an irre-

gular figure, with two or three very minute points in it, which I sus-

pect to be small stars. . * ft 1

41 1 A very faint and very ill-defined small nebula.

41 57 A very small round nebula, with a minute star

volvedr A nebula follows this. ...... t ..

.

north following this

,

pretty large nebula

with stars of some considerable magnitude in it; irregular figure,
•4' or 5' long. *

very faint small round nebula, with two very minute stars involved
in it. This is north following £ Telescopii, a dusky greenish star

of the 5th magnitude

^ .

— * .. x. x

of the equator ; with-a brightish point or condensation of the ne-
bulous; matter, a little to the preceding side of the centre 2

precedes this

A group of very small stturs of mixed magnitudes, irregular figure,

. .about S' diameter 1

42 35 A curiously curved Ijne of small stars, of nearly equal magnitudes;
two^tars of 7th magnitude following * 3

42 51 A cluster ofjery smlQl stars following; 47 Norms* 1

42 43 A rOUnd*fiiin^ pretty -well-defined nebula, 10" or 12" diameter, south

- preceding a star of die 7th magnitude it 1

42* 29 A^starofthe 7th magnitude, accompanied by several small stars. This
•

. answers to the plaoe of 38 -Arse (Bode), but there is no nebula .... 2
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Description of the Nebulae and Stars. o|£

A very faint small round nebula, very equally faint. A pretty bright

small star following, distant about 1'. A star of the 7th magnitude
about T south ....... 1

A large faint nebula, of an irregular figure, 4' or S' long
j

resolvable

;

mixed magnitudes 2

43 4 An extremely faint small nebula ; round, with a very minute bright

point in the centre . 1

43 18 A very faint nebula, about 1' diameter; round figure 1

43 2$ A faint small nebula, about 20" diameter, with a very small star in the

north preceding side ; the nebula is surrounded by six or seven small
stars in the form of a circle, about 6’ diameter 1

43 26 « Centauri (Bode) is a beautiful large bright round nebula, about 10'

or 12' diameter, easily resolvable to the very centre ; it is a beautiful

globe of stars very gradually and moderately compressed to the

centre ; the stars are rather scattered preceding ana following, and
the greatest condensation is rather north of the centre : the stars

are of slightly mixed magnitudes, of- a white colour. This is the
largest bright nebula in the southern hemisphere 8

All exceedingly small faint nebula, 6" or 8" diameter, with a very mi-
nute star in the following margin, very much resembling a minute
double nebula ; but the following is a small star 1

43 24 Seven or eight small stars in a group, about 1' diameter, with a minute
line of stars on the north side 2

16 25 43 32 A faint ill-defined small nebula, following a small star 1

32 20 43 4 A very small ill-defined nebula, with a very small star involved in the
south preceding side 1

9 17 44 29 A pretty large pretty bright round nebula, 4' or S' diameter, very gra-
dually condensed towards the centre, easily resolved into stars

; the
figure is rather irregular, and the stars are considerably scattered

on the south preceding side : the stars are also of slightly mixed mag-
nitudes 5

3 55 44 21 A very minute star in the centre of a small round nebula, about 15"

diameter ; this has very much the appearance of a small star sur-

rodfided by ah atmosphere. There is a similar small star near the
following margin, not involved -. . 2

8 12 44 52 A very small nebula, with a very minute.star involved in the north side {

the nebula is about 1' north ofa staroftbe9-^l0th magnitude.. . . 1

7
]

A very small round fiunt nebula, about- diameter, very bright im-
mediately at the centre ; no stiir of any. considerable magnitude in

the field; this is in the milky way,andis very rich in small stars .

.

A small faint round nebula, about 15" diameter, north following a star

of the 10th magnitude ; two bright stars in the field south

A very faint round nebula, about 25''

diameter, south, preceding a star

of the 6th magnitude. . . . ....... . . « . . .......... . . .

.
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S.P.D. Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

44 37 An extremely small faint elliptical nebula, about 1£" long and 8" broad,

with a small bright point in the following extremity, which may be
a star 1

45 14 A very faint small ill-defined nebula, with a very minute double star

in it 1

8 44 0 45 10 A group of ten or twelve pretty bright small stars, south following 409
Argus . 1

16 37 23 45 33 A faint nebula, about 4' or 5' diameter, irregular round figure, easily

resolvable into stars ; with stars of larger magnitudes scattered in

the preceding side of it 6

16 41 20 45 23 An extremely faint ill-defined nebula, easily resolvable into stars;

this is in the milky way 1

6 49 — 45 31 A very large patch of strong nebula, about 20' long, and 10' broad, rich

in small and extremely minute stars 2

45 22 A beautiful round nebula, about 5' diameter, with a bright round well-

defined disk or nucleus, about 15" diameter, exactly in the centre ;

this has the appearance of a planet surrounded by an extremely faint

diluted atmosphere ; there is a small star involved in the faint atmo-

sphere: the atmosphere is at least 6' diameter.—Figure 18 7

45 57 A very faint nebula of some considerable extent; extended in the pa-

rallel of the equator ;
resolvable into extremely minute stars 2

45 2 A very extremely faint ill-defined nebula, south—following a star of the

7th magnitude

45 54 A very faint nebula, extended about 2^' in length, oblique to the equator,

with a bright point in each extremity : the northern, I think, is a

very small star
; but the southern of the two, or the one at the south

following extremity, is a small nucleus or condensation ofthe nebulous

matter. This follows 16 Telescopii.—-Figure 19 7

45 55 A faint round nebula, about 40" diameter, gradually a little brighter in

the middle 1

45 21 A very small faint round nebula, about 12" diameter; a large nebula

north preceding this 1

45 47 A small round pretty well-defined nebula, about 8" or 10" diameter : a
very small star near the following edge, but not involved—preceding

0* Telescopii 1

45 45 A very fine double nebula, very nearly equal, about 10" diameter; di-

stance about 17"; position in the parallel of the meridian: a small

star follows 1

45 7 An extremely faint nebula, rather of a fan shape, with the small end
preceding ; it may be 3' broad at the following extremity : there is

a very minute bright point (or star) near the small end involved in

the nebula 1

S 59 5 46 5 A small faint round nebula, about 25" diameter, a little brighter in the

centre : a star of the 10th or 12th magnitude preceding the nebula. 1

MDCCCXXVIII.
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^

jr s.p.d. Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

5 9 25 46 38 An extremely faint nebula, about 50" diameter, round figure 1

9 34 30 46 44 A very faint easily resolvable nebula, extended about 10' long, and 4'

or a broad : no central condensation. 1

14 22 15 46 36 An exceedingly faint extended nebula, about 10' long
; rather ill-defined 1

16 29 53 46 59 A round nebula, about 3' diameter, slightly bright to the centre
;

easily

resolvable; gradual central condensation evident 1

16 35 35 46 32 Avery faint small nebula, about 15" diameter ;
another small nebula

north of this 2

17 11 30 46 45 A faint nebula, about 2' diameter, rather elongated, slightly bright

towards the centre. I suspect this is resolvable : a line of small

stars south 1

17 55 14 46 22 A very bright round highly condensed nebula, about 3' diameter. I

can resolve a considerable portion round the margin, but the com-
pression is so great near the centre, that it would require a very high
power, as well as light, to separate the stars

;
the stars arc rather

dusky 5

17 58 7 46 31 A small faint elliptical nebula, about 20" diameter 1

23 7 9 46 28 A small faint nebula, rather elongated in the parallel of the equator,

about 30" broad, and 40" long
;
there is a pretty bright point situated

near the centre of the nebula : a small star precedes it , 4

23 10 58 46 45 A small faint round nebula, about 30" diameter: a double nebula
follows this 2

23 12 40 46 53 Two very small round nebulae, nearly the same yR, and differing about
l
f
in polar distances 1

0 36 23 47 23 A faint ray of nebula, with two very small stars in it 1

14 22 15 46 36

16 29 53 46 59

16 35 35 46 32

17 11 30 46 45

17 55 14 46 22

17 58 7 46 31
i

23 7 9 46 28

23 10 58

23 12 40 46 53

1 28 15 47 40

3 51 18 47 6

11 18 0 47 36

13 14 44 47 45

16 28 7 47 3

16 36 3 47 2

A very faint nebula, of a round figure, with two or three minute stars

in it near the margin 1

A very faint ill-defined nebula, with two or three very small stars in it,

and a small star following 1

A cluster of stars, about 10' diameter, mixt magnitude. This precedes

25 Centauri (Bode.) 4

A very singular double nebula, about 2$ long, and T broad, a little

unequal : there is a pretty bright small star in the south extremity

of the southernmost of the two, resembling a bright nucleus : the

northern and rather smaller nebula is faint in the middle, and has
the appearance of a condensation of the nebulous matter near each
extremity. These two nebulae are completely distinct from each
other, and no connection of the nebulous matters between them.

There is a very minute star in the dark space between the preceding

extremities of the nebula : they are extended in the parallel of the

equator nearly.—Figure 20. is a good representation 7

A cluster of very minute stars, of a round figure, about 4' diameter,

following v Norm® ...» 3

A very small feeble nebula 1
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/R
h m
17 59

18 39

S.F.D.

O /

17 37

47 44

48 14

48 21

48 43

48 28

Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

A round pretty well-defined faint nebula, about 45" diameter, north of

a triangle of small stars . 1

A very singular body resembling a star, with a very faint diluted at-

mosphere, 8" or 1 0" diameter ; it is paler than a star of the same
magnitude, and precedes a pretty bright star 2

A pretty bright round nebula, about 1^' diameter, very bright and con-

densed to the centre, and very faint at the margin ;
with a very

small star about 1' north, but not involved 1

An extremely faint small round nebula 1

A very faint nebula, about 6' diameter, with small stars scattered in it

—in the milky way . 2

A very large cluster of pretty bright stars, coarsely scattered, about 1°

diameter, following a star 5th magnitude, 396 Argus (Bode.) ..... 2

10 24

13 35

14 8

15 14

10 28

16 28

16 29

16 42

17 3

17 37

17 38

17 40

18 9

48 43

48 35

48 29

48 22

I

48 35

|

48 39

48 25

A very small faint elliptical nebula, about 15" diameter; a very small

star involved in the north extremity 1

A pretty large faint nebula, of an irregular figure, easily resolvable,

n. preceding 55 7 Argus 1

A very small faint round nebula, about 10" diameter, gradually a little

brighter in the middle ; a star of tlic 7th magnitude north of the

nebula 1

A very small faint nebula, south preceding a star of the lOtli mag-
nitude 1

An exceedingly faint ray of nebula, about T long, extended in the di-

rection of the meridian: a group of small stars south of the nebula. 1

An extremely small feeble nebula. 1

A very small round nebula, about 10" diameter 1

A very small round nebula, about 12" or 15" diameter. These three

nebulae are in the field together, and another small nebula follows,

north

48 25

48 55

48 41

48 26

48 13

48 36

A cluster of pretty bright stars of mixt small magnitudes, considerably

congregated to the centre, about 10' diameter, with a large branch of

very small stars extended on the north side; this is 150 Scorpii

(Bode.) 3

A small nebula, about 20" diameter, round, or rather elliptical, pretty

well defined, with a bright point in the centre 1

Two very small stars, with a small nebula between them; both the

stars are involved in the nebula, but the nebula is not in a line be-

tween the stars 1

A group of small bright stars of nearly equal magnitude* 2

A very small faint elliptical nebula, about 10" diameter, preceding a
very small star, and following a group of stars 1

A small round rather well-defined nebula, about 20" diameter : a very

2
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No. I ill

505 18 33 8

506 18 33 13

507 0 6 50

508 570

509 12 15 0

510 12 38 10

511 12 40 4

312 14 18 8

513 15 51 0

514 1G 13 20

515 16 33 29

516 18 0 55

517 18 40 48

s.p.d Description of the Nebulae and Stars. ou
small star is involved in the northern margin, and a small star precedes
it, distant 1'

. . . . . ...... 1

O / .

i 48 85 A small rather elliptical nebula, about 15" long, with a small bright

point preceding the centre * 1

I 48 SO A very faint nebula, about 25" diameter. I suspect a very feeble ray
proceeding towards the other nebula, but not connected. This ne-

bula is rather confused and ill-defined . . 1

> 49 50 A beautiful long nebula, about 25" in length
;

position north preceding,

and south following, a little brighter towards the middle, but ex-
tremely faint and diluted to the extremities. I see several minute
points or stars in it, as it were through the nebula : the nebulous
matter of the south extremity is extremely rare, and of a delicate

bluish hue. This is a beautiful object.—Figure 21 4

49 45 An exceedingly bright, round, well-defined nebula, about diameter,

exceedingly condensed, almost to the very margin. This is the

brightest small nebula that I have seen. I tried several magnifying
powers on this beautiful globe

; a considerable portion round the

margin is resolvable, but the compression to the centre is so great,

that I cannot reasonably expect to separate the stars. I compared
this with the 68 Conn, des Terns, and this nebula greatly exceeds
the (58 in condensation and brightness ........ 5

49 32 A very curiously branched group of small stars in the form of an in-

verted F, about 1° in length : a bright star of the 7th magnitude in

the preceding extremity of the figure . 1

49 44 A faint nebula, about 1 2" or 1
5” diameter, a little brighter to the centre,

very faint at the margin 2

49 30 A pretty large faint nebula 1

49 16 A very small round nebula, about 14" diameter, a little brighter in the

middle, with a very small star involved in the margin of the nebula 1

49 28 A very singular body ;
it is not larger than a star of the 12th magni-

tude. With a higher power it has a considerable hairy appearance
;

it is very different from a star of the same magnitude, and is not
dusky, but rather pale

;
preceding w Lupi about 6% in&

9 and 6' or 7'

north of the star 2

49 46 A round cluster of small stars of nearly equal magnitudes, about 12'

diameter, considerably congregated to the centre, not rich in small
stars. This answers to the place of 44 Normoc (Bode), but there is

no nebula ......... 5

49 SO A small faint round nebula, about 1 0" diameter, with a bright point or

nucleus in the centre .......... 1

49 4 A very faint small ill-defined nebula, with two very minute stars in it

:

they are not near the centre, but involved in the north and south

sides : this is north preceding two stars of the 6th magnitude .... 1

49 19 A small faint nebula, rather elongated in the direction of the meridian.

The south extremity is brightest and broadest, and about 15" in length 1
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No. ;r s.p.d. Description of the Nebulae and Stars.
Ii m s o /

518 22 46 8 49 24 A very faint nebula extended preceding and following, about 1% long,

and 20" or 25" broad ; a little brighter in the middle, or rather nearer
• the north preceding extremity

;
the south following extremity is

very ill defined 2

519 2 27 7 50 4 A faint nebula, of an irregular round figure, about 30" diameter, north of
a bright small star 1

520 16 43 16 50 50 A cluster or group of small stars, about 4
' diameter, with branches ex-

tending south preceding, and north following, with considerable com-
pression of the stars towards the centre of the group. This answers

to the place of 155 Scorpii (Bode), but there is no nebula 3

521 16 50 0 50 34 Two rows or lines of pretty bright small stars in the parallel of the

equator, with a multitude of minute stars resembling faint nebula,
5' diameter 2

522 17 5 44 50 44 An exceedingly faint nebula, about 1 $ long, and 1' broad, elliptical in

the direction of the meridian, with two or three very small stars in it 4

523 17 40 18 50 58 A small round pretty well-defined nebula, about 10" diameter 1

524 17 43 4 50 21 An extremely faint nebula, about 40" diameter, following a pretty bright

small star 1

525 17 50 30 50 13 A very small, very faint round nebula, with a pretty bright point, im-
mediately at the centre 1

526 18 8 58 50 52 A small elliptical nebula, about 25" long, and 15" broad, preceding a
small star 1

527 18 9 SO 50 11 A faint round nebula, about l' diameter 1

528 18 50 56 50 9 A very small round nebula, about 10" or 12" diameter 2

529 22 6 30 50 56 An extremely faint small nebula, 8" or 10" diameter. I think there is

rather a brightisli point in the preceding side
;
the nebula is south

following a pretty bright small star 1

530 0 47 23 51 24 A pretty large faint nebula, irregular round figure, 6' or 7
'

diameter,

easily resolvable into exceedingly minute stars, with four or five

stars of more considerable magnitude ;
slight compression of the stars

to the centre 3

531 5 0 23 51 55 A long or rather elliptical nebula, about 2' long, and 50" broad, a little

brighter in the middle, and w ell defined. There is a group of small

stars on the north side 2

532 5 2 50 51 37 An elliptical nebula, about l£' long, brightest and broadest in the middle,

well defined. The preceding nebula and this, are very similar in

appearance and brightness 1

533 5 13 17 51 54 An extremely small faint nebula, with a brightisli point near the centre 1

534 5 52 50 51 59 A very small extremely faint nebula, 10" diameter 1

535 7 45 4 51 59 A pretty large faint nebula, easily resolvable into small stars, or rather

a cluster of very small stars, with a small faint nebula near the north

preceding side, which is rather difficult to resolve into exceedingly
•small stars. This is probably two clusters or nebula in the same line

;

the small nebula is probably three times the distance ofthe large nebula 5
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No. jr s.p.1). Description of the Nebula; and Stars. obf

58G 16 17 55 51 33 Around nebula, about V diameter, bright immediately at the centre,

and very faint from the bright nucleus to the margin. Another obser-
vation makes the figure rather elliptical, with a bright nucleus .... 2

537 17 13 25 51 3 An extremely faint ill-defined nebula, extended in the direction of the
meridian, about 4/ or 5 ' long, and 35" broad ; the brightest part is

near the south following extremity. There are two small stars near
the south extremity in a line parallel with the nebula 1

538 17 21 30 51 23 An extremely faint nebula, about 3' or 4' diameter, with three minute
stars in it . . 1

539 17 45 20 51 21 A small faint nebula, about 15'' diameter, round, pretty well defined,

two bright stars south 1

538 17 21 30 51 23

53D 17 45 20 51 21

540 17 54 7 51 36

541 18 3 53 51 57

542
j

18 12 43 51 54

543 18 42 56 51 6

544 19 15 0 51 24

54.5 22 22 0 51 5

54G 23 26 12 51 46

547 3 17 24 52 13

548 3 17 57 52 3

549 5 2 27 52 17

550 6 40 5G 52 46

551 15 31 12 52 2

552 15 35 3 52 50

553 1G 20 7 52 23

554 1G 35 16 52 44

centre

in the centre, resembling a very small star surrounded by an atmo-
sphere or burr 2

small round or rather elliptical nebula, preceding a small star of the

10th magnitude 2

very small round nebula, 10" or 12" diameter, pretty well defined,

and sensibly brighter in the centre; in a line between two small stars 3

4' long.—Figure 22 2

546 23 26 12 51 46 An extremely feeble nebula, ill defined ; it appears rather elongated
oblique to the equator; it is north following a star of the 7th mag-
nitude, and also north of the small stars 1

547 3 17 24 52 13 A small faint round nebula, about 15" diameter 1

Q A rather bright round nebula, about l£' diameter, gradually condensed
to the centre. . 2

A faint nebula, about 2% long, and fully 1' broad, extended south pre-

ceding and north following; a very minute star near each extremity,

not involved 2

The star is not exactly in the centre 1

hrec or four small stars involved in faint nebula. I think there is

rather a condensation of the nebulous matter near the following ex-
tremity 1

beautiful round pretty bright nebula, about 2' diameter, pretty well

defined 3

very faint nebula of a round figure, about 2% diameter, with two
small stars in it • • • 1

very fine bright round nebula, 50" diameter, gradually condensed
to the centre 1
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No.

555

JR
h m s

16 53 20

S.P.D.

O /

52 17

556 16 54 3*5 52 18

557 17 38 30

•

52 59

558 17 48 0 52 12

550 18 53 0 52 2

560 19 12 28 52 51

561 21 27 22 52 45

562 3 37 39 53 11

563 8 6 — 53 12

564 9 8 17 53 53

565 13 0 17 53 15

566 13 4 0 53 10

567 17 7 40 53 27

568 17 28 30 53 6

569 17 54 14 53 45 ,

570 18 24 20 53 9 ,

571 18 38 40 53 16 i

572 18 45 53 53 23 t

573 18 49 15 53 10 i

Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

Two very minute stars involved in a small faint nebula. This precedes

a very curious line of small stars 1

A curiously curved line of pretty bright small stars, with many very

small stars mixt • . 3

A small well-defined rather bright nebula, about 20" diameter ; a very

small star precedes it, but is not involved; following y Telescopii 5

A faint nebula, of an irregular round figure, about 2' diameter, with

several extremely small stars in it 1

A singular dark space in the heavens, of an irregular figure, about

long, and 1|° broad; no stars except exceedingly minute stars in the

greatest portion of this space. There is a bright star in each side. . 1

A very small star surrounded with faint nebula like an atmosphere

;

other stars in the field are not accompanied with this appearance

;

the nebula is very faint, and the star is very near the centre 1

A small faint round nebula, 10" or 12" diameter 1

A pretty large faint round nebula, about 3~ diameter, gradual slight

condensation to the centre, very faint at the margin 2

A large cluster of stars of mixt magnitude, rather extended figure, not

rich in very small stars 2

A pretty large faint nebula of a round figure, G' or 8' diameter; the ne-

bulosity is faintly diffused to a considerable extent. There is a small

nebula in the north preceding side, which is probably a condensation

of the faint diffused nebulous matter ;
the large nebula is resolvable

into stars with nebula remaining 2

A very small and very faint elliptical nebula, north preceding in Cen-
tauri (Bode)

;
the nebula is in a line between two small stars, and is

rather nearer the northern star of the two 1

A very extensive cluster of stars of the 8th and 9th magnitudes, with

several stars of the 7th magnitude in it; not rich in very small stars 1

A very faint small ill-defined nebula, with a small star in it, with two
small stars south of it, but not involved 1

A very faint cluster of very small stars, resembling faint nebula ; the

stars are considerably congregated to the centre, irregular round

figure 3

into very minute stars, with nebula remaining

proceeding from it soutli rather following ;
there are two very small

stars slightly involved in the head, and also two very minute stars

involved near the central line of the ray or tail.—Figure 23 1

\ pretty large faint nebula, ill defined, with a number of stars of small

magnitude scattered in it 1
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No. JR S.P.D. Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

gradually condensed to the centre. This is resolvable. The mo-
derate condensation, and the blueish colour of the stars which com-
pose it, give it a very soft and pleasant appearance. Thi& is rather

difficult to resolve, although the condensation is not very great ....

574 3 31 20 5
<

4
_
23 A rather faint, pretty well-defined elliptical nebula, about 1' long, and

50" broad, a little brighter to the centre

575 5 19 20 54 24 A very small extremely faint nebula, with a bright point or nucleus in

the centre

576 5 24 19 54 40 A faint small nebula, n. preceding s Columbae

577 6 35 9 54 29 A very small elliptical nebula, about 15* or 20" diameter

578 6 12 22 54 11 A pretty bright round nebula, & or 4' diameter, moderately condensed

to the centre. This is resolvable into stars

579 16 55 23 54 3 An extremely feeble small nebula, ill defined

580 17 39 30 54 49 A very faint small nebula, rather extended

581 17 43 35 54 32 A small round nebula, 10" diameter, bright at the centre

582 18 11 40 54 2 A very minute group of small stars, about l' diameter, with a bright

star in the centre, and extremely minute stars mixt, resembling faint

nebula? ••••••••

583 18 17 23 54 43 A very small exceedingly faint nebula, with a bright point a little on
one side of the centre. The nebula is a very few seconds in di-

ameter

584 18 20 0 54 30 A very small nebula, 8'' or 10" diameter, pretty well defined, bright

at the centre

585 18 26 52 54 53 A round well-defined nebula, about 45" diameter, moderately con-

densed very gradually to the centre

586 19 2 47 54 58 A very small nebula, with a bright point near the centre, rather on the

south side. I cannot say whether this be a star or not

587 19 20 25 54 25 An extremely faint nebula, about 25" long and 8" or 10" broad, elon-

gated in the parallel of the equator

588 19 58 30 54 7 A very curious nebula, very faint and well defined, with an exceedingly

bright point in the centre, resembling a small star surrounded by an
atmosphere about 30" diameter ; the bright point is exactly in the

centre, a bright star 12' or 15' south

589 20 3 7 54 29 A faint ray of nebula, about 30" or 40" long, with two very small stars

in it ; the stars are not in the centre, but nearer the south side ....

590 0 23 7 55 41 A faint round nebula, about 2' diameter

591 3 25 4 55 36 A very faint small ill-defined nebula • • •

592 5 3 1 32 55 24 A small round pretty well-defined nebula ;
another similar small nebula

north

593 5 34 39 55 27 A small round rather well-defined nebula .

594 5 10 ‘10 55 38 A small faint nebula, with a ray shooting out on the north side. .....

595 17 32 12 55 11 A round faint nebula, about 1' diameter

No.of|

Obs.

6

1

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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No. m s.p.d. Description of the Nebulae and Stars.
h ra s © / .

596 17 33 34 55 5 A faint ray of nebula, about 5 f long and 30" broad, with three stars in

it.—Figure 24 2

597 17 40* 0 55 8 A pretty large faint nebula, easily resolvable. This precedes a cluster

of stars 1

598 18 30 14 55 46 A very small nebula, with a minute star in the preceding side, a bright

star preceding 1

599 0 21 € 50 8 A very faint nebula, about 25" diameter, rather elliptical. North of

jj Cadm sculptoris. There are four small stars south of the nebula in

the form of a lozenge 2

GOO 4 5 56 56 38 An extremely faint ill-defined nebula, rather elongated in the direction

of the meridian, gradually a little brighter towards the centre 1

601 5 17 11 56 17A small round faint nebula, about 12" diameter, with a bright point in

the centre 1

602 14 0 4 56 15 An exceedingly small faint nebula, a very few seconds in diameter,
n. preceding 248 Centauri 1

603 15 44 23 56 56 A very small round nebula, north preceding £ Lupi, which is a very
fine double star 1

604 16 42 56 56 33 A very small oval nebula, the north end is rather the brightest and
broadest 1

605 17 35 — 56 0 The milky way for several degrees in this place is very beautiful; as

seen through the telescope, the small patches of the nebulosity and
the alternate dark spaces of the sky very much resemble small cir-

rocumuli clouds 1

606 18 2 37 56 32 A faint nebula, about l£' long and 30" or 40" broad, with a consider-
able brightness near each end, and faint in the middle, resembling
two small nebulse joined 1

607 18 27 3 56 55 A rather bright well-defined round nebula, about 12" or 14" diameter,
following a star of the 6th magnitude 2

608 23 50 0 56 29 A faint round nebula, about 2' diameter, with very slight condensation
towards the centre

;
a double star is north preceding 2

609 8 36 20 57 55 A small round faint nebula. N. of L. Pyxidis 1

equal to that of a star of the 7th and 8th magnitude, and the diameter
is not sensibly larger, with various magnifying powers. This has the
appearance ofa bright nucleus, surrounded by a strong brush of light

;

and the nebulosity surrounding the bright point has not that soft-

ness which nebulae in general possess. I consider this different
from nebulas in general 4

l cluster of small stars of mixt magnitudes, about 15' diameter, irre-

gular figure 2

l pretty bright round well-defined nebula, about l£' diameter, gra-
dually condensed to the centre

; there is a small star about 1' south
of the nebula 4

.
pretty bright round nebula, about l£' diameter, very much con-
densed to the centre 5

U

CIO 11 12 — 57 0

Cll 14 51 8 57 39

612 17 30 — 57 47

CIS 18 22 10 00e*
i'-

614 18 33 24 57 34

MDCCCXXVIII.
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JR .

li m s

19 8 9

&P.D.
O /

57 28

Description of the Nebulae and Stars.

A very small feeble ill-defined nebula

6 25 30 58 40

II 10 35 58 12

1G 9 0 58 25

18 3 30 58 9

19 30 54 58 35

1 29 6 59 40

9 39 0 59 45

13 29 54 59 15

18 46 7 59 18

3 13 — GO —

.7 47 0 60 27

16 51 0 60 11

13 15 3 Cl 2

17 8 25

An ill-defined faint nebulosity of some considerable extent, with several

small stars scattered in it . . . 1

A very fiiint pretty large nebula, about 2' broad and 4' long, very faint

at the edges. The brightest and most Condensed part is near the

south following extremity ; a small star is involved in the north pre-

ceding extremity, and there are two small stars near the south ex-

tremity, but not involved • 2

A very small star of the 14th magnitude, surrounded by a considerable

atmosphere or nebulous appearance, about 8" diameter. The star

is perfectly in the centre. There are two small stars of rather larger

magnitude, south following 1

A pretty well-defined round nebula, about 2' diameter, slight conden-
sation to the centre 2

A beautiful large round bright nebula, about 6' or 7' diameter, gra-

dually condensed to the centre, easily resolvable 2

A very small round nebula, about 15" diameter, pretty well defined,

bright at the centre 1

A faint elliptical nebula, 2£' long and 1^' broad, with a small star in-

volved in the preceding margin 1

A very small and very bright nebula, very much resembling a small

star, surrounded by a very strong burr
;

this is a singular body . . 2

A very beautiful nebula, with a very bright round well-defined disk or

nuclei, about 15" diameter, surrounded by a gradually decreasing

light or chevelure, about diameter; this is exceedingly bright

immediately at the centre 4

(This is the place nearly), a round nebula, about 2' diameter, very

bright at the centre, and very faint from the centre to the margin,

almost equally faint from the bright nucleus to the margin. There
are two pretty bright small stars following the nebula father north . 1

A cluster of small stars, of an irregular round figure, with faint nebula,

easily resolvable. The 257 Argils is south following 1

160 Scorpii (Bode) is a pretty bright round nebula, considerably con-

densed, and rather suddenly bright at the centre, pretty well defined

at the margin 2

185 Centauri (Bode) is a very beautiful round nebula, with an exceed-

ingly bright well-defined planetary disk or nucleus, about T or 8* di-

ameter, surrounded by a luminous atmosphere or chevelure, about

6' diameter. The nebulous matter is rather a little brighter towards

the edge of the planetary disk, but very slightly so. I can see seve-

ral extremely minute points or stars in the chevelure, but I do not

consider them as indications of its being resolvable, although I have

no doubt it is composed of stars 5

A very small faint round nebula, $bout 8" or 10" diameter, bright in

the centre. There is a very small star south of the nebula, distant

about 10" from it, but is not involved or connected with the nebula 1
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The Nebula Minor, to the naked eye, has veiy much the appearance of a

small cirrus-cloud; and through the telescope, it has very much the appear-

ance of one of the brighter portions of the milky way, although it is not so rich

in stars of, all the variety of small magnitudes, with which the brighter parts

of the milky way in general abound, and therefore it is probably a beautiful

specimen of the nebulosity of which the remote portion of that magnificent

zone is composed.

Plate IV. is a very correct drawing of the nebula, which if faithfully repre-

sented by the engraver, will convey a better idea of it than I could possibly

hope to do by words.

Its situation in the heavens is between 0h 27' and l
h 6' or 7

'

in right

ascension, and between 74° 30' and 72° 53' in south declination. Its position

is oblique to the equator, south preceding and north following ; and its form is

nearly that of a parallelogram about two degrees long and fully one degree

broad, and may be arranged according to its natural general appearance, into

bright, faint, and very faint nebulosity. The bright nebula forms the south

extremity and the preceding side, and is equal to the breadth of the nebula at

the south end, aUd gradually diminishing in breadth and brightness till it ter-

minates in an accumulation :of the nebulous matter in the north extremity. The

bright portion of the nebulous matter is not uniformly bright, butdias some-

thing the appearance of small cumular clouds, although not very decidedly

marked, and which I cannot well delineate. The faint nebula which is on the

following side, is broad at the north extremity and gradually diminishing in

breadth to where, with the other faint shade, it joins the following side of the

brighter portion of the nebula, near the south extremity. The very faint shade

is also on the following side, and extends from the northern to the southern

extremity of the nebula, and is rather more strongly marked at what I would

call its terminating border, than where it joins or blends with the faint shade

;

and I suspect it is faintly connected with a patch of faint nebula which follows

at a little distance, and is represented in the figure.

There are two pretty bright small nebulae situated in the following margin

of the bright shade, and a considerable number of faint nebulae and accumu-

lations of. the nebulous matter variously situated throughout, and also in the

patch which follows ; but they are described in the general catalogue.

u 2
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The figure of the Nebula Major is so irregular, and divided into so many

parcels, that without the assistance of letters of reference it will be impossible

for me to attempt a description. However, the appearance and construction

of the different nebulae which compose it, are more minutely described in the

general catalogue. I will here only attempt to describe the apparent connec-

tion of one portion or branch of the nebulous matter with another. I find the

existence of extensively diffused faint nebulosity throughout a great portion of

this quarter of the heavens, from the Robur Caroli to the Nebula Major, and

I can even trace its existence in the vicinity of Nebula Minor.

The Nebula Major is situated between 4h 46' and 6h 3' in right ascension,

and between 66° 30' and 71° 30' of south declination ; but the body or prin-

cipal portion of the nebula is situated between 5h
7

' and 5h 40' in right ascen-

sion, and between 69° and 71° of south declination, and is composed of very

strong bright nebula, very rich in small nebulae and clustering stars of all

the variety of small magnitudes : I compared this portion of the nebula with

Sobieski’s Shield, which in this latitude is near the zenith. The observation

says, “ The Nebula Major very much resembles the brightness in Sobieski’s

Shield ; it is scarcely so large, but I think it is equally bright.” Another obser-

vation says, “The ridge or brighter portion ofNebula Major is more condensed

than the Shield.” Plate V. is a correct representation of Nebula Major.

The bright ridge or body of the nebula is extended obliquely to the equator,

north preceding and south following, and the following extremity breaks off

rather suddenly, faint, decreasing in brightness in a south following direction

to the distance of fully a degree and a half towards the star /3, which is slightly

involved in the narrow extremity
:
preceding the star marked y, a consider-

able increase of the brightness of the nebulous matter takes place ; another

accumulation takes place at i about 15' diameter. There is a small star north

with a small nebula preceding, but neither of them are involved in the accu-

mulation of the nebulous matter. 3 and s are connected by streams of unequal

brightness, s is pretty large and is rich in small stars and nebulae : opposite d

and e, towards the principal body of the nebula, the nebulous matter is very

faint and of unequal brightness ; s is south following a beautiful group of

nebulae of various forms and magnitudes, on a ground of strong nebulosity

common to all, with the 30 Doradfis (Bode) in the centre.
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South of the 30X>oradfis a pretty bright accumulation of the nebulous matter

takes place, extended, preceding and following, and is joined by pretty strong

nebula to the arm *, which proceeds in a northerly direction from the body of

the nebula ; the bright star near the north extremity of the arm if not involved

in the bright nebula. Between the arms * and X the nebula is very faint, and

the bright accumulations of the nebulous matter on the north side are all

connected together by nebulosity of various brightness, and are connected to

the main body by the arms k and X ; and 1 strongly suspect the nebula at <p is

connected by very faint nebula with the group surrounding the 30 Doradfts.

The accumulation of the nebulous matter at g is connected with the preceding

extremity of the body of the nebula, by nebula increasing in brightness towards

the neck of the body, but I cannot say that the \p is connected with the g.

Two arms proceed from the neck towards the south, which are connected by

faint nebula between them, which gradually increases in brightness towards

the junction of the arms ; between the arm m and the body the nebulosity is

faint, of various shades of brightness, and from the arms n and v, to the head g,

the nebulosity is of various degrees of brightness.

I have made a very good general representation of the various appearances of

the milky way, from the Robur Caroli to where it crosses the zenith in Scorpio.

Plates VI. VII. and VIII. This was generally made by the naked eye, except

in particular places where I suspected an opening or separation of the nebulous

matter, when I applied the telescope. However, the dark space on the east

side of the Cross, or the black cloud as it is called, is very accurately laid down

by the telescope : the darkness in this space is occasioned by a vacancy or want

of stars ; it contains only two or three of the 7th magnitude, and very few of

the 8th or 9th magnitude. I may here remark that the Nebula Minor is not

so bright as the Nebula Major.

Neither of the two nebulae. Major and Minor, are at present in the place

assigned to them by Lacaille ; and it has been suspected that nebulous

appearances change their form and also their situation. Yet, although the

situation of these nebulae, as given by Lacaille and compared with their pre-

sent situation, would be favourable to such a surmise, still we must consider

the dimensions of the instruments with which he made his observations, and

make a reasonable allowance.
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However, the 30 Doradfts is at present involved in pretty strong and pretty

bright nebula, and is also situated very near the brightest part of the Nebula

Major; and it would be singular if its relative situation was the same when
Lacaille obfbrved it as it at present is ; that he should have assigned to it

a place in the Dorado and not in the Nebula Major, to which, from its nature,

it was not only nearly allied, but in which it was actually involved. This cir-

cumstance, it must be confessed, is favourable to the conjecture ; and the

47 Toucani is similarly situated, with respect to distance, from the Nebula

Minor, although it is not involved in nebulosity or connected with the nebula.

When reflecting on these circumstances, I was led to examine the present

state of these nebulae, apd find that; scarcely any nebulae exist in a high state

of condensation, and very few in a state of moderate condensation towards the

centre. A considerable number appear a little brighter towards the centre,

and several have minute bright points immediately at the centre. Others have

small or very minute stars variously situated in them, but many of those bright

points in, or tu^Sr, the centre may be stars, for the Nebula Major in particular

is very rich in small stars. But the greater number of the nebulse appear only

like condensations of the general nebulous matter, into faint nebulae of various

forms and magnitudes, generally not well defined; and many of the larger

nebulous appearances are resolvable into stars of mixed small magnitudes

;

and a great portion of the large cloud is resolvable into innumerable stars of

all the variety of small magnitudes with strong nebula remaining, very similar

to the brighter parts of the milky way. And whether the remaining nebulous

appearance may not he occasioned by millions of stars disguised by their

distance, is what I cannot say;

But a critical examination of these nebulse would not only be a valuable

treasure for the present generation to possess, but an invaluable inheritance for

them to transmit to posterity. For it must be by the comparison of observa-

tions, made at distant periods of time, that we can draw any satisfactory con-

clusions concerning the. breaking up or the greater condensation of the nebu-

lous matter. It seems beyond a doubt that stars must assume a nebulous

appearance when Situated at immense distances; but whether all nebulous

appearances are occasioned by Starts, is a problem apparently beyond the reach

of man to resolve, without the assistance of analogy, Which 'ought not to be
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trusted too freely, especially with objects almost equally beyond the reach of

our hands and telescopes. Several of the very faint and delicate nebulae can

be resolved into stars, and also many of the brighter nebulae are composed of

stars : but, there are a greater number which have not yet been resolved or

shown to consist of stars ; and it is not improbable, that “ shining matter may
exist in a state different from that of the starry.”

James Dunlop.

P.S. Plate IX. has been added, at the suggestion of Mr. Herschel, to illus-

trate the distribution of the Southern Nebulae. The nebulae are laid down

without any regard to their form, magnitude, brightness, or nature ; and

but little to their strict places, only so far as to cause every rectangular

space on the map, which occupies one degree in Polar distance and one hour

in Right ascension, to contain the same number of nebulae as actually occur

in the heavens, according to the observations detailed in this paper ; the

object of the plate being solely to give an idea of their arrangement generally

in the heavens.
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IX. An account of trigonometrical operations in the years 1821, 1822 and 1823,

for determining the difference of longitude between the Royal Observatories of

Paris and Greenwich. By Captain Henry Kater, P'.P.R.S.

Read January 31, and February 7, 1828.

Section 1

.

In the year 1790, a series of trigonometrical operations was carried on by

General Roy, in co-operation with Messrs. De Cassini, Mechain, and Le-

gendre, for the purpose of connecting the meridians of Paris and Greenwich.

In England, the work commenced with a base measured on Hounslow Heath,

whence triangles were carried through Hanger Hill Tower and Severndroog

Castle on Shooter’s Hill, to Fairlight Down, Folkstone Turnpike, and Dover

Castle on the English coast; which last stations were connected with \he

church of Notre Dame at Calais, and with Blancnez and Montlambert upon

the coast of France. An account of these operations will be found in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1790.

In the year 1821, the Royal Academy of Sciences and the Board of Longi-

tude at Paris communicated to the Royal Society of London their desire, that

the operations for connecting the meridians of Paris and Greenwich should be

repeated jointly by both countries, and that commissioners should be nominated

by the Royal Academy of Sciences and by the Royal Society of London for

that purpose. This proposal having been readily acceded to, Messrs. Arago

and Matthieu were chosen on the part of the Royal Academy of Sciences, and

Lieut.-Colonel (then Captain) Colby and myself were appointed by the Royal

Society to co-operate with them. •

The instrument employed on this occasion was, Ramsden’s great theodolite,

the property of the Royal Society, the same which had been used by General

Roy. A party of the Royal Artillery and a sufficient number of tents were

supplied by his Grace the Duke of Wellington, then Master General of the
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Ordnance, and every means were afforded which could tend to facilitate the

work.

It was at first proposed to adopt some one of the distances given by the

Trigonometrical Survey of Gfeat Britain, as a base, and to connect this with

General Roy’s stations upon Fairlight Down and near Folkstone Turnpike.

But the attempt to discover General Roy’s stations upon Fairlight and at

Folkstone proved, in the first instance, fruitless ; and unfortunately, the gun

which had marked the important station of the trigonometrical survey on

Beachey Head, was not to be found. It is to be feared that, in consequence

of some misapprehension, it had been removed along with some old guns

which were formerly near that place, and thus one of the most valuable points

of the survey of Great Britain was irrecoverably lost.

Colonel Colby was so good as to allow Mr. Gardner (then one of the

assistants on the trigonometrical survey, and now agent for the sale of the

Ordnance maps,) to accompany us ; and to the talents, zeal, and exertion of •

that gentleman, on various occasions of difficulty, we were much indebted.

The signals used for connecting the stations upon the coasts of England and

Frhnce were lamps with compound lenses, constructed under the direction of

M. Fresnel, and of which he has published an account. It will be sufficient

here to mention, that the lens, composed of numerous pieces, was three feet in

diameter, and that the light far exceeded that of any of our light-houses, ap-

pearing at the distance of forty-eight miles like a star of the first magnitude.

Staffs were also erected near the lamps, but these were only occasionally visible.

Having selected convenient stations upon Fairlight Down and near Folk-

stone Turnpike, and placed the lamps there with steady men to attend them,

the party crossed the Channel on the 24th of September 1821, and proceeded

to Cape Blancnez, a station to the south-west of Calais. Here we found an old

guard-house, the roof of which was partially destroyed, but of which we never-

theless took possession, as it promised a less comfortless abode than our tents

at that season would have afforded. At Blancnez we experienced very tem-

pestuous weather ; and on the night of the 4th of October it blew so violently

that the men’s tents were carried away, and we were obliged to take down the

theodolite to preserve it from injury.

The observations at Blancnez having been concluded on the 7th of October,
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we proceeded to Montlambert (or as it is commonly called Boulambert), a small

fort situated on a height near Boulogne ; and by the 9th of October the instru-

ment was ready for observing. In the course of our work at this station some

delay waS experienced in consequence of the lamp at Fairlight not being

lighted, and *M. Matthieu and Mr. Gardner were dispatched to know the

cause of this omission. On their arrival at Calais, finding no packet ready to

depart, their anxiety led them to cross in an open boat, at night, in weather so

tempestuous that they were nearly lost. They found that the glass chimneys

of the lamp at Fairlight were all broken ; but their ingenuity remedied this by

joining the remaining pieces together ; and on the evening of the 13th the light

was seen, and satisfactory angles obtained between it and the other stations.

On the 14th of October, the observations at Montlambert being completed, we
left that station for Calais. On the 17th we re-crossed the Channel, and on the

19th proceeded to Fairlight. Here I endeavoured to find General Roy’s station,

and discovered the cause of the failure of the former attempt. In the account

of General Roy’s operations, his station is stated to be 347 feet southward from

the Mill ; and the angle at his station between the Mill and Fairlight Church

is given. Now it happens that the mill which stood in General Roy’s time has

been destroyed, and another built upon the Down in a different situation. A
circular tracd'however of the old mill was at length discovered; and the distance

from its centre to the station having been carefully measured nearly in the

proper direction, a small theodolite placed at the end of this radius was shifted

until the centre of Roy’s Mill and Fairlight Church subtended the given angle.

On digging under the theodolite, the wooden pipe by which General Roy had

marked his station was found at the depth of four feet. In order to preserve

this point, a millstone having the words “Roy’s Station” cut. upon it, was

placed level with the surface of the ground, its centre*being precisely over the

centre of the pipe.

The observations at Fairlight were completed by the 22nd of October, and

the party proceeded on the 24th to a station chosen near Folkstone Turnpike*

In order to carry on the series towards; London, stations had been selected

on Stedie Hill and Wrotham Hill ; but as thesewere not visible from Folkstone,

it became necessary to employ an intermediate point; on Tolsford HiH. <

•; A staff 1had been erected .on General Roy’s station upon Dover Castle, in

x 2
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order to connect this with the Church of Ndtre Dame at Calais. But as it

would have been peculiarly inconvenient, and would have been attended with

some risk to have got the great theodolite upon the Castle, the angle there was

not taken; but the distance between Dover station and N6tre Dame‘has been

detennined by means of two sides and the included angle, in a manner which

will probably appear to be sufficiently satisfactory, as no other station is de-

pendent upon this distance.

The observations at Folkstone were completed on the 27th of October ; and

with great regret we now bade adieu to our much-esteemed companion

M. Arago, who left us for Paris ; and as the season was too far advanced to

admit of any further proceedings, the party returned to London.

It was now our intention to connect our triangles with the base measured

by General Roy upon Hounslow Heath ; but though upon examination it was

found that the guns marking the termination of this base still existed, it was

not thought advisable to attempt to avail ourselves of it, from the many build-

ings which intervened, and which prevented one end of the base being seen

from the other. We were therefore under the necessity of employing the

distance from Sevemdroog Castle to Hanger Hill Tower, as these were the

nearest stations to General Roy’s base that could be identified with sufficient

precision. 0

During the operations of 1821, 1 was strongly impressed with the inconveni-

ence of changing the zero point of the theodolite, in order to obtain the angle

upon different arcs, so as to do away errors of division ; and on my return to

London I caused four additional microscopes to be adapted to the instrument,

by Mr. Cabby. On this important alteration I shall have further to remark in

the Appendix.

The summer of 1822 *was employed in the choice of stations, one of which

was the temporary meridian mark erected near Chingford for the Royal Obser-

vatory. This station was chosen, in order that a side of one of our triangles

might coincide with the meridian of Greenwich, and that the azimuths of the

different stations, with respect to that meridian, might thence be deduced with

greater accuracy than might have resulted from observations of the pole star.

Stations were also selected upon Leith Hill, Wrotham Hill, Stede Hill, and

Crowborough. We anxiously sought a station to the south of Chingford, for
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the purpose of joining it with Sevemdroog Castle, in order to connect these

points with the Royal Observatory ; but our endeavours were without success,

and we were obliged to content ourselves with accomplishing this object by

intersecting the north-west pinnacle of Westminster Abbey, and also the Cross

of St. Paul’s. • The different methods, however, by which the distance from

Chingford to Sevemdroog has been obtained, and the small difference in the

results, leave little reasoh to fear any error of importance.

On the 12th of August 1822, the party proceeded to Hanger Hill Tower.

This station is very unfavourable for observations, in consequence of the un-

steadiness of the building. Here we felt the great advantage of the additional
V

microscopes with which the theodolite had been furnished, as by their aid we

were enabled to accomplish that in a week which it would otherwise have

required a much longer period to have completed satisfactorily.

On the 17th of October, our observations being concluded at Hanger Hill,

the party left that station for Fairlight Down. . Lamps were employed at the

stations on Wrotham Hill and Tolsford, and the observations at Fairlight

were completed by the 28th.

From Fairlight we proceeded to Folkstone Turnpike. Here, as most of the

required angles had been obtained the preceding autumn, little remained to

be done, and we were enabled to quit this station on the 5th of September.

Before the party left Folkstone, an attempt was made to discover General

Roy’s station ; and at length the pipe which marked it was found in a state of

complete decay, at the distance of three feet to the North-west. The angle

between Roy’s station and Fairlight being 80° 13'.

The party now proceeded to Tolsford Hill, a commanding eminence, from

which the stations on the French coast are visible. Here we saw Fiennes,

and succeeded in obtaining the angle between it and Montlambert.

From Tolsford we proceeded on the 9th of September to Stede Hill, a station

in the grounds of William Baldwin, Esq. To this gentlelhan we were in-

debted for the most kind and friendly attentions, and it.would be difficult to

do justice to the warm hospitality which we experienced from him. Not only

was every thing that 1 could facilitate our objects instantly supplied ; but the

personal comfort of ’the whole party, including that of the private soldiers,

proyided for with the kindest solicitude.
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Our observations at Stede Hill being completed on the 14th of September,

we left that station on the 16th for Crowborough, and on the 25th proceeded

to Leith Hill, a remarkably line commanding station.

We left Leith Hill on the 5th of October for Wrotham Hill, wheYe, having

completed our observations, the party proceeded to Sevemdroog Castle upon

Shooter’s Hill. We had here to erect a shed upon the summit of the tower to

cover the instrument : this was speedily accomplished by the kind assistance

afforded by Lieut. Colonel Jones of the Royal Engineers, who supplied us

with carpenters and all that was necessary from Woolwich.

On the 24t.h of October the theodolite was safely hoisted by proper tackle

to the summit of the tower, and the flagstaff having been removed, the in-

strument was placed with its centre precisely over the spot which the flagstaff

had occupied. A platfonn of boards was attached to the brickwork, so as to

be clear of the leads upon which the instrument rested : so unsteady, however,

was this building, that we thought it advisable ultimately to reject the angles

which had been taken by reading off the five microscopes, in consequence of

the disturbance which was found to be occasioned by any person moving upon

the platform. We therefore resolved to content ourselves with reading the

two opposite microscopes, which might be done without any change of po-

sition in the observers. The angles, however, which were deduced from the

observations with the five microscopes are given in the Appendix, but are

separated by a line from the results furnished by the two microscopes, from

which they differ but little, and which have been employed in preference.

At this station we experienced considerable difficulty in obtaining the re-

quisite angles with Hanger Hill, as the signal erected upon that tower was

seen only once, in consequence of the intervening smoke of London* At length

Colonel Colby thought of a method by which this difficulty was overcome*

Tin plates were nailed <to the staff upon Hanger Hill Tower, the plates being

disposed above eSch other in certain angles, so as to reflect the sun’s rays to

Sevemdroog. This contrivance, which answers the purpose in a certain de-

gree of the heliostat of Professor Gauss, was perfectly successful ; each plate

gave in succession a neat image of the suh resembling a fixed star, which was

seen through a smoke so thick that even the hill was invisible*

From Sevemdroog the party proceeded to the station at Chingford, and by
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the 10th of November the instrument was ready for observation. The season,

however, was so far advanced that it was found impossible to obtain the requi-

site angles with the Royal Observatory or with Westminster Abbey. The

health of the men too began to suffer from their being encamped upon a wet

clayey soil ; we therefore thought it prudent to strike our tents on the 18th,

and return to London.

Colonel Colby intending to use Chingford as one of the stations of the Tri-

gonometrical Survey of Great Britain, the theodolite belonging to the Ordnance

was placed at Chingford in July 1823, and with it the angles were obtained

which we were not able to observe the preceding autumn. This instrument is

in every respect similar to that belonging to the Royal Society, excepting that

Colonel Colby had recently caused three equidistant microscopes to be adapted

to it, which may be used instead of the two microscopes formerly employed.

The transit-room not being visible from Sevemdroog Castle, the staff erected

upon the Royal Observatory was placed upon the centre of the octagonal room

of that building; and the angle at Chingford between the staff and the centre

of the transit instrument, as well as their distance from each other, is cal-

culated from data furnished by the Astronomer Royal.

As the preservation of the stations was felt to be an object of considerable

importance, a stone was procured for each about one foot square and four or

five feet long. This was sunk endways until it was level with the ground, and

had the word <c Station” and the date of the year cut upon it We did not

however rely wholly upon the stone, though its great weight would render its

removal a task of some difficulty ; each station, wherever practicable, is also

fixed by angles formed by steeples or other permanent objects in the vicinity,

and by means of which, should the stone be removed, the station may be

readily recovered within a very few inches.

Section 2.—Of the method of computation employed.

A triangle upon the surface of the earth, the sides of which are small in pro-

portion to the radius, may be considered as a spherical triangle, and the sides

may be computed by means of spherical trigonometry. Or, the angles formed

by the chords may be calculated, and the spherical triangle be thus reduced
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to a plane triangle, of which one of the sides and the angles being known,

the other sides or chords may be readily determined. This is the method

which has hitherto been employed in the English and Indian geodesical

operations.

A third method, which is due to Legendre, is as follows : If from each of the

observed angles of a small spherical triangle, one third of the spherical excess

be deducted, the sines of the angles thus diminished will be proportional to

the lengths of the opposite sides, so that the triangle may be resolved as if

perfectly rectilineal. This method, which is beautifully simple and accurate,

is usually employed on the continent, and is that of which I shall avail myself

on the present occasion.

The excess of the sum of the three angles of a spherical triangle above two

right angles, termed the spherical excess, is useful to indicate the degree of

reliance which may be placed upon the observed angles. I have therefore

given it in a separate column, from which the sum of the errors of the observed

angles of any one of the triangles may readily be inferred. It is also necessary,

when only two angles of a triangle have been observed, that the spherical

excess should be known, in order that one third of it may be deducted from

each of these angles to prepare them for calculation. The spherical excess of

a triangle may be found in seconds, by adding together the logarithm of any

two sides, the logarithmic sine of the contained angle, and the constant loga-

rithm 0.3733260.

Section 3 .—Triangles and distances.

The distance given by General Roy from his station upon Sevemdroog

Castle to that upon Hanger Hill Tower, is 84376.68 feet ; but the distance

from the station of 1822 upon Sevemdroog Castle to General Roy’s station

was 10i inches ; and tlK angle between General Roy’s station and Hanger Hill

being about 47° 23', we have 0.62 of a foot to be added in order to obtain

84377*3 feet, the distance from the station of 1822 to Hanger Hill.

By the comparison of various British standards of linear measure, published

in the Phil. Trans, for 1821, it appears that the standard employed by General

Roy for the measurement of the base upon Hounslow Heath differed from the

Imperial standard yard ; and in consequence it becomes necessary to multiply
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General Roy’s distance by .0000691 to obtain 6.82, the correction to be adflbd

to such distance, in order to convert the feet of fyis survey into Imperial feet *.

Applying this correction, we have 84383.12 for the distance in Imperial feet

from Severndroog Castle to Hanger Hill Tower.

Hanger Hill from Severndroog Castle, 84383.12 feet.

Leith Hill Station

Hanger Hill

Severndroog Castle

Observed Angles*

o >

35 22

83 2(

61 1<

1 13.87

> 23.60
) 24.18

180 () 1.65

Distance*.

Feet.

Severndroog Castle from Leith Hill Station, 144760.96 feet.

Wrotham Station .

Severndroog Castle

Leith Hill Station .

65 26 47.68
86 25 58.40

28 7 16.42

65 26 46.85

86 25 57.57 75014.27
28 7 15.58 158844.37

|

180 0 2.50 2.56

Wrotham Station from Severndroog Castle, 75014.27 feet.

Chingford Station. .

Severndroog Castle

Wrotham Station .

16 35 1.77

149 26 13.36

13 58 44.20

179 59 59.33

1% 35 2.00

149 26 13.58 63488.87
’

13 58 44.42 133640.58

Hanger Hill from Leith Hill Station, 127668.21 feet.

Westminster Abbey
Hanger Hill

Leith Hill Station .

.

84 59 56.81

17 42 36.62

77 1*7 27-37
84 56 56.41 39809.02
17 42 36.22 130366.27

* The sides,of the trianglesof die Trigonometrical Survey of Great Britain are, I believe, derived

from bases measured by,General Rqy’s standard, and they will therefore require the same correction

as that employed above, should it be necessary to convert them into Imperial feet.
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Westminster Abbey from Leith Hill Station, 130366.27 feet.

Severndroog Castle

Westminster Abbey
Leith Hill Station .

.

62 33 57.67

Angles for Calcu-
lation. Feet.

62 33 57.22

99 45 26.38

17 40 36.40

•

44601.10
144759.97

Westminster Abbey from Severndroog Castle, 44601.10 feet.

Cbingford Station .

Severndroog Castle.

Westminster Abbey

42 52 10.16

61 33 50.93

O In
42 52 9-9

6

61 33 50.75 63488.87
75 33 59-29 57648.50

Leith Hill Station from Severndroog Castle, 144760.96 feet.

Westminster Abbey
Leith Hill Station .

.

Severndroog Castle.

.

O / //

17 40 36.85

62 33 57.67

99 45 26.38

17 40 36.40
62 33 57.22

130367.18
44601.41

Westminster Abbey from Severndroog Castle, 44601.41 feet.

Chingford Station .

.

Westminster Abbey
Severndroog Castle ,

42 52 10.16

57648.90
63489.30

Hanger Hill from Leith Hill Station, 127658.21 feet.

St. Paul’s

Hanger Hill

Leith Hill Station
93 13 3.10

19 21 59.50

$7 24 58.34

93 13 2.63 45848.20
19 21 59.03 138042.29
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St. Paul’s from Leith Hill Station, 138042.29 feet.

Severndroog Castle

St. Paul’s

Leith Hill Station. .

.

72 24 29.57

16 1 15.75

Angles for Calcu-
lation.

Distances.

Feet.

72 24 29.14

91 34 15.54

16 1 15.32
39967-20
144760.30

Severndroog Castle from St. Paul’s, 39967.20 feet.

Chingford Station.

.

Severndroog Castle

St. Paul’s . . 1

39 6 3&.11

51 43 19.05
39 0 35.95

51 43 18.89

89 16 5.16

. 63489-66
49844.30

Leith Hill Station from Severndroog Castle, 144760.96 feet.

St. Paul’s

Leith Hill Station

Severndroog Castle.

16 1 15.75

72 24 29.57

91 34 15.54

16 1 15.32 138042.86

72 24 29.14 39967.36

Severndroog Castle from St. Paul’s, 39967-36 feet.

Chingford Station 39 0 3^.11

Severndroog Castle 51 43 19.05

St. Paul’s

O i

0
n

39 35.95
51 43 18.89 63489-91

89 16 5.16 49844.50

By the preceding triangles we have the following distances from Chingford

to Severndroog Castle.
63488 87

. 63488.87
63489.30
63489.(56

63489.91

Mean 63489.32

y 2
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Mean distance of Severndroog Castle- from Chingford Station, 63489.32 feet.

Observed Angles* Sp. Excess.
Angles for Calcu-

lation.

Distances.

,
Feet.

Royal Observatory
Severndroog Castle ^

.

Chingford Station

© i a

60 55 21.23
12 51 25.22

10$ 13 13.67
60 55 21.17
12 51 25.16

«

14713.21
57787.63

0.19

To connect the centre of the transit instrument at the Royal Observatory

with the preceding triangle, the Astronomer Royal favoured me with the data

given in Plate X. fig. 1. It may there be seen that the distance from the

centre of the octagon room to the ’centre of the transit is 105.89 feet, the angle

at the transit between the octagon room and 'the meridian of Greenwich
55° 25' 33".6, and that the length of a perpendicular let fall from the centre of

the octagon room upon the meridian of Greenwich is 87.19 feet. By means of

these dato iOnd the distance from the centre of the octagon room to Chingford

Station, the angle at Chingford Station between the centre of the octagon room
and the centre of the transit, is found to be 5' ll^Al .

If any proof were necessary of the accuracy of fhe preceding data, I might

observe that in the account of General Roy’s survey, a plan is given of the

Royal Observatory at Greenwich, in which I find the distance from the octagon

room to the centre of the transit, and the angle it forms with the meridian, to

agree as nearly as possible with the measurements given to me by the Astrono-

mer Royal.

Chid|^Nl Station from the Royal Observatory, 57787.63 feet.

Observed Angles. Sp. Excm*.
Aagkt for Galcu.

Udon.
DblneH.
Fwt.

| i /

Centre of Transit;1

Chingford Station

Royal Observatoty

.* :

... . . LK:

;*i> • • *
.

& 25 33.6
06 li:21

124 29 15*19
- - •

!
- .x-

57847*66
105,89

4 :
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With the distance 63489.32 feet, of Chingford Station from Sevemdroog

Castle, the distance 57847.66 feet, from Chingford Station to the centre of the

transit, and the contained angle 12° 46' 13".95, we obtain the angles and

distance given in the following triangle.

Observed Angles. Sp. Excess.
Angles for Calcu*

lfttion.

Distances.

Feet

Sevemdroog Cattle 61 3 9*66
106 10 36.48

12 46 13.96

14612.73Centre of Transit

Chingford Station

The distance given by General Roy from the centre of the

transit to his station on Sevemdroog, is 14610.58 feet.

Add for difference of stations 0.62

Add to convert into Imperial feet . . .
• 1.01

General Roy’s distance in Imperial feet 14612.21

Distance above given * 14612.73

Difference .... 0.52

Leith Hill Station from Wrotham Station, 158844.37 feet.

Observed Angles.
Angle* for Calcu*

latfon.

Distances.

Feet

Crowborough Station

Leith Hill Station

Wrotham Station

87 5 15.01

38 56 55.95
53 57 51.13

o'/ H
87 5 14.32

38 56 55.25
53 67 50.43

128615.26
99982.65

180 0 2.09 . 3.03

Wrotham Station from Crowborough Station, 99982.55 feet.

Stede Hill Station

Crowborough Station .... .

.

Wrotham Station. . .... .

^

'

v;

44 44 52.83
. 41 68 20.94

ft 9* 16 49.64

44 44 81.73
’ 41 58 19.84

93 16 48.43
141790.75
94980.96

Hi HU 2.24
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Stede Hill Station from Crowborough Station, 141790.75 feet.

Fairlight Station §5 2 35.83

Stede Hill Station . . .

Crowborough Station.

53 13 24.33

61 44 3.69

Angles for Calcu*
lation.

Distances.
1 Feet

£5 2 34.54

53 13 23.05

61 44 2.41

(•

137745.52

125267-46
j

3.85 3.70

Stede Hill Station from Fairlight Station, 137745.52 feet.

Tolsford Station .

.

Fairlight Station .

.

Stede Hill Station

$9 '7 58.69
45 27 54.39
65 24 11.67

89 7 57-10

45 27 52.81 134038.00
65 24 10.09 105080.02

180 0 4.75

Wrotham Station from Crowborough Station, 99982.55 feet.

Fairlight Station

Wrotham Station . .

.

Crowborough Station.

33 6 31.28

43 11 8.83

103 42 24.66 .

O / _ // _
33 6 29.69
43 11 7.27 177831.03
103 42 23.04 125267.87

Crowborough Station from Fairlight Station, 125267-87 feet.

Stede Hill Station . .

.

Crowborough Station.

Fairlight Station

53 13 24.33

61 44 3.69

65 2 35.83

'

e
13

H

53 23.05

61 44 2.41 141791.20

65 • 2 34.54 137745.95
!

Stede Hill Station from Fairlight Station, 137745.95 feet.

Tolsford Station .

.

Stede Hill Station

Fairlight Station .

.

£9 7 58.69
65 24 11.67

45 27 54.39

(?9 7 57-10

65 24 10.09

45 27 52.81

105080.36
134038.43
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Wrotham Station from Stede Hill Station, 94980.95 feet.

,

Observed Angles. Sp. Excess.
Angles for Calcu-

lation.

Distances.

Feet.

Fairlight Station. ........

.

Wrotham Station

Stede Hill Station

31 66 2.49

50 5 40.62

97 68. 17-13 BB
O /_ //

31 56 2.41

50 5 40.54

- 97 58 17.05
177832.66
137747.27

3.06

Stede Hill Station from Fairlight Station, 137747-27 feet.

Tolsford Station

Stede Hill Station

Fairlight Station

(>9 7 58.69
65 24 11.67

45 27 54.39

& 7 57-10
65 24 10.09
45 27 52.81

105081.36
134039.68

180 0 4.75 3.11

The preceding triangles give three distances from Tolsford to Fairlight,

derived from -the three sides of the triangle; Stede Hill, Wrotham, Crow-

borough,—viz. 134038.00 feet.

134038.43
134039.68

Mean .... 134038-70

Mean distance Tolsford Station from Fairlight Station, 134038.70 feet.

Crowborough Station.

Tolsford Station

Fairlight Station

36 5 24.01

33 24 6.89
110 30 29.88

Angles for Calcu-
lation.

Distances.

Feet.

36 5 23.75
33 24 6.63
110 30 29.62

213125.73
125267.7?

Mean distance Stede Hill Station from Tolsford Station, 105080.58 feet.

Crowborough Station.

.

25 38 39.85
Stede Hill Station . . 1

.

118 37 36.34
Tolsford Station 35 43 50.48

O / **

25 38 37.62
118 37 34.12 141791.16
35 43 48.26 213127.05

3.09
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Mean distance Tolsford Station from Fairlight Station, 134038.70 feet.

Observed Angle*. Sp. Excess.
Angl^r

np
a,CU‘

Folkstone Station

Tolsford Station .

.

Fairlight Station .

.

36 17 67-06

136 51 46.61

6 50 16.94

36 17 56.85
136 51 46.41

6 50 16.74
*6957-63
154811.39

Folkstone Station from Fairlight Station, 154811.39 feet.

Dungeness Light-House .

.

Folkstone Station I *1 14 49.48
Fairlight Station .1 21 50 5.80

136 55 5.46

21 14 49.11 84298.42
21 50 5.43 82135.35

The following triangles connect our work with the stations on the French coast.

Tolsford Station from Fairlight Station, 134038.70 feet.

Montlambert Station

,

Tolsford Station

Fairlight Station

Observed Angles*

32 53
95 48
51 19

£05
2.05
1.68

180
E

5.78

Angles for Calcu-
lation.

Distances.

Feet.

32 53 0.13

95 48 0.12
51 18 59.75

192717.35
245616.17

Fairlight Station from Montlambert Station, 245616.17 feet.

Blancnez Station. . .

.

Fairlight Station ....
Montlambert Station

75 56 *4.49

17 39 *6.36
86 *4 11.91

180 0 2.76

h 56 23.57

17 39 25.44 252702.93
86 24 10.99 76800.92

Tolsford Station from Montlambert Station, 192717.35 feet.

Blancnez Station. . .

.

Tolsford Station . . .

.

Montlambert Station

103 42 5.81

22 46 47.48
53 31 9.25

103 42 4.96
22 46 46.64 159493.81
53 31 8.40 76803.37
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Tolsford Station from Fairliglit Station, 134038.70 feet.

Angles for Calcu-
lation,

Blancnez Station

Tolsford Station.

Fairlight Station.

Observed Angles.

O /

27 41

118 34

33 3<

> 39-99
1 48.97

) 35.99

180 <) 4.95

Distances.

Feet.

27 45 38.34
118 34 47.32
33 39 34.34

159500.18
252708.40

Tolsford Station from Blancnez Station, 159500.18 feet.

Montlambert Station

Tolsford Station . . .

.

Blancnez Station . .

,

53 31 9.25

22 46 47.48
103 42 5.81

Fairlight from Blancnez Station, 252708.40 feet.

Montlambert Station

,

Fairlight Station. . .

.

Blancnez Station .

.

86 24 11.91

17 39 26.36

75 56 24.49

0_ / //

86 24 10.99

17 39 25.44 245621.50
75 56 23.57 76802.60

180 0 2.76

Folkstone Station from Fairlight Station, 154811.39 feet.

Montlambert Station

,

Folkstone Station . .

.

Fairlight Station . . .

.

38 44 53.42

96 46 26.32
44 28 44.74

180 0 4.48

Fairlight Station from Montlambert Station, 245618.40 feet.

38 44 51.92
96 46 24.83 173300.64
44 28 43.25 245618.40

Blancnez Station . .

,

Fairlight Station. . . .

,

Montlambert Station

75 56 24.49

17 39 26.36

86 24 11.91

180 0 2.76

O / . //

76 56 23.57

17 39 25.44 252705.23
86 24 10.99 76801.62
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Folkstone Station from Montlambert Station, 173300.64 feet.

Observed Angles, Sp. Excess.
Angles for Calcu-

lation.

Distances.
* Feet.

Blancnez Station

Folkstone Station

Montlambert Station

107 18 55.90
25 1 46.69

47 39 18.49

107 18 55.54

25 1 46.33

47 39 18.13

C'

134167.37
76801.57

180 0 1.08 2.32

Folkstone Station from Fairlight Station, 154811.39 feet.

Blancnez Station

Folkstone Station

Fairlight Station

31 22 31.13

121 48 13.55

26 49 18.67

31 22 30.02

121 48 12.43

26 49 17.55

134168.12

252705.93

180 0 3.35 4.17

Folkstone Station from Blancnez Station, 134168.12 feet.

Montlambert Station

Folkstone Station

Blancnez Station

47 39 18.49

25 1 46.69

107 18 55.90

47 39 18.13

25 1 46.33

107 18 55.54

173301.60
76802.00

180 0 1.08 2.32

Fairlight Station from Blancnez Station, 252705.93 feet.

Montlambert Station

Fairlight Station

Blancnez Station

86 24 11.91

17 39 26.36
75 56 24.49 EBB

86 24 10.99

17 39 25.44

75 56 23.57
245619.11
76801.82

180 0 2.76 4.45

To show the degree of reliance that may be placed upon the triangles con-

necting the coasts of England and France, I shall here give the distances

resulting from different triangles, derived respectively from the distance Tols-

ford from Fairlight, and the distance Folkstone from Fairlight.
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By Tolsforil from B
Fairlight.

Feet.

Fairlight from Montlambert .... 245616.17 . . . .

245621.50 . . . .

Mean 245618.88 . . . .

Fairlight from Blancncz 252702.93 . . . .

252708.40 . . . .

Mean 252705.66 . . . .

Tolsford from Montlambert .... 192717-35

192725.04

Mean 192721.19

Tolsford from Blancnez 159493.81

159500.18

Mean 159496.99

Folkstone from Montlambert

Mean

Folkstone from Blancnez

Mean

Blancnez from Montlambert . . . 76800.92 . . . .

76803.37

76806.43

76802.60

Mean 76803.33 . . . .

sassssssssssr

z 2

r Folkstone from
Fairlight.

Feet.

245618.40

245619.11

245618.75

252705.23

252705.93

252705.58

173300.64

173301.60

173301.12

134167-37

134168.12

134167-74

76801.62

76801.57

76802.00

76801.82

76801.75
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Mean distance Folkstone Station from Blancnez Station, 134167.74 feet.

Dover Station. . .

.

Folkstone Station

Blancnez Station

50 37 50.23

12 3 53.88

Angles for Calcu*
lation.

Distances,

Feet.

117 18 lfc.41

50 37 49-97
12 3 53.62

31560.06
116*726.89

Mean distance Folkstone Station from Blancnez Station, 134167.74 feet.

Notre Dame, Calais

Folkstone Station .

Blancnez Station. .

.

9 21 18.50

131 56 40.50

O in
38 42 1.54

9 21 18.23 159605.30
131 56 40.23 34880.94

With the sides “ Folkstone to Notre Dame, Calais,” “ Folkstone to Dover,”

and the included angle 41° 16' 30".7, the remaining angles and the distance

of Dover Station from Notre Dame, Calais, were computed. Also by means of

the sides “ Blancnez to Dover,” “ Blancnez to Calais,” and the included angle

119° 52' 50".32, we obtain another distance from Dover to Notre Dame, Calais.

These results are contained in the two following triangles :

Folkstone Station from Notre Dame, Calais, 169605.30 feet.

Notre Dame, Calais

Folkstone Station .

.

Dover Station

Angles for Calcu-
lation.

Distances.

Feet.

8 42 38.35
41 16 30.44
130 0 51.21 137471.95

Dover Station from Blancnez Station, 116726.89 feet.

Ndtre Dame, Calais

Blancnez Station. . .

,

Dover Station
119 52 50.32

4} 24 37.27

119 52 50.04

12 42 32.69 137472.03
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r—As two of the angles were observed in the triangle “ Fiennes, Montlambert,

and Blancnez,” and as an opportunity occurred at Tolsford of obtaining the

angle between Fiennes and Montlambert, I have added the following triangles

connecting these stations

:

Mean distance Montlambert from Blancnez, 76802.54 feet.

Observed Angles. Sp. Excess.
Angles for Calcu-

lation.

Distances.

Feet.

Fiennes

m
O t o

94 10 48.60

34 27 39-62

51 21 31.78

60148.31

43574.27

Montlambert
Blancnez

34 27 39.83
51 21 31.99

0.62

Mean distance Montlambert from Tolsford 192721.19 feet.

Fiennes .

.

O to
74 30 57.26

87 58 47-90

17 30 14.84

60148.74
199855.18

Montlambert
Tolsford

87 58 48.81

17 30 15.75 H
2.72

With the sides “ Blancnez from N6tre Dame, Calais,” “ Blancnez from

Fiennes,” and the contained angle, we obtain the distance from Fiennes to

Notre Dame, Calais. *

Fiennes from Blancnez, 43574.27 feet.

Observed Angles. Sp. EXC68S.
Angles for Calcu-

lation.

Distances.

Feet

Ndtre Dame, Calais

Fiennes

0 / //

64 24 14.39

46 12 52.27

69 22 53.34
45221.01

Blancnez 69 22 53.45

0.34

As we thought it desirable to compare General Roy’s operations with our

own, staffs were erected upon his stations on Tenterden, Frant, Goudhurst and
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Lydd steeples ; but of these we were able to connect only Frant and Tenterden

with our work. The results are as follow

:

Tolsford from Fairlight, 134038.70 feet.

•

Observed Angles. Sp. Excess.
Angles for Calcu*

latlon.

Distances.

Feet.

Tenterden Church
Tolsford

Fairlight

O to
29 58 10.86

39 19 32.64 A 110 42 17.46

29 58 10.38

39 19 32.16
90809-26
71580.75

1.44

Fairlight from Crowborough, 125267-72 feet.

Frant Church
Fairlight

Crowborough

Otn
13 44 20.24

61 31 22.38

104 44 17.92
13 44 19.97

61 31 22.11
113857.34
30762.92

0.80

In a former part of this paper I have mentioned that General Roy’s station

at Folkstone was discovered at the distance of three feet to the North-west of

the new station ; the angle between his station at Folkstone and our station

at Fairlight being 80° 13'.
^

At Fairlight, General Roy’s station was 87.69 feet to the South-east ; the angle

between his station and Folkstone being 89° 14' 31". The relative positions

of the several stations will be better understood from the following diagram.

in which R and R designate General Roy’s stations, and S and S those of the

present operations. From these data the computed distance between General

Roy’s stations at Fairlight and Folkstone is 154807.00 feet.

We have now several distances which we may compare with those given by

General Roy.
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The distance from Frant Church to Fairlight is stated by General Roy to he

1 13928.20 feet. Now if we suppose the distance from Frant to Fairlight 18 be

prolonged, we have the angle between this prolongation and General Roy’s

station 12® 50' 56"; and multiplying 87.69 feet, the distance from the new

station to thafrof General Roy, by the cosine of this angle, we obtain 85.48 feet

to be subtracted from General Roy’s distance, to reduce it to the new station.

The distance thus obtained is 113842.72 feet.

In like manner, multiplying 87-69 feet by the cosine of 44° 35' 4l".75, (the

angle between General Roy’s station and the prolongation of the distance

from Tenterden Church,) we obtain 62.44 feet ; which being subtracted from

71634.73 feet, the distance from General Roy’s station to Tenterden, will give

71572.29 feet, according to General Roy, for the distance from Tenterden to

the new station, without sensible error. The following diagram may serve to

render this more intelligible.

General Roy did not obtain directly the distance between his stations at

Folkstone and Fairlight ; but by using the distances Paddlesworth to Folk-

stone, Paddlesworth to Fairlight, and the included angle 117° 45' 42".65,

we are enabled to supply this omission ; and we thus obtain 154792.00 feet
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for General Roy’s distance from Fairlight to Folkstone.—We have also the

distance from Dover Castle station to Ndtre Dame, Calais, according to

General Roy, 137449.90 feet.

Lastly, The distance from N6tre Dame, Calais, to Fiennes is given t>y General

Roy, using his own observations, and the angles observed by the French : this

distance is stated to be 45219.60 feet.

Converting General Roy’s distances into Imperial feet in the manner formerly

stated, we have the following results

:

From By
General Rot,

By the present

Operations.
Difference.

Fairlight to Frant
FairJight to Tenterden
Fairlight to Folkstone. .

Dover to N6tre Dame, Calais.

.

Ndtre Dame, Calais, to Fiennes

Feet.

113850.59
71577-24

154802.70
137459.40
45222.72

Feet.

113857-34
71580.75

154807.00
137471.99
45221.01

Feet.

6.76
3.51

4.30

12.59

1.71

Section 4.—Of the distances from the meridian, andfrom the perpendicular to

the meridian, of Greenwich.

It has been mentioned that the station at Chingford was the spot where the

temporary meridian mark was erected. This being removed, a staff was put

up in its place, having a triangular board fastened to it, the base of which was

parallel to the horizon, and the vertex coinciding with the staff.

As it was highly important to ascertain with the greatest precision the

situation of this staff with respect to the meridian of Greenwich, Mr. Gardner

went to the Royal Observatory, in order to observe it with the transit instru-

ment. He found that the middle wire of the transit appeared to touch one of

the angles at the base of the triangular board, and that the vertex was to the

West of the meridian. The angular distance from the meridian to the staff

was then measured by means of the micrometer of the transit instrument, and

found to be thirty-seven divisions of the micrometer, or 6". 16, &c.

By means of the roughly computed distance from the Royal Observatory to

Chingford, and its angle with the meridian, the distance of the station from

the meridian of Greenwich was found to be 20 inches ; and the base of the

triangular board proved on measurement to be exactly double that quantity.
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When the theodolite was put up at Chingford, the distance of twenty inches

was measured to the eastward from the line joining the Station and the Royal

Observatory, and an Argand’s lamp was placed upon this spot, the position of

which I requested the Astronomer Royal to observe. In the Greenwich obser-

vations for 1822 I find accordingly, under November 15tli, the following

remark :—“ Observed Captain Kater’s light apparently about the thickness

of the wire to the west of the meridian.” This affords, it is presumed, a

sufficient proof that the direction of the station at Chingford, with respect

to the meridian of Greenwich, has been accurately determined.

If we suppose a parallel to the meridian of Greenwich and to its perpen-

dicular to be drawn through each station contained in the left-hand column
of the following Tabic, we have the bearings and the distances of the other

stations from such parallels, calculated by means of a right-angled plane

triangle, the hypothenuse and one of the angles of which are given to find the

two other sides : or, let K be the distance between the given stations ; M, the

distance from the parallel to the perpendicular ; P, the distance from the

parallel to the meridian ; and 0, the bearing or angle with the parallel to the

meridian. Then, M = K . cos 0, and P — K . sin 0 .

Table I.

Stations. Objects. Bearings.

Distance from a pa-
rallel to the meridian
of Greenwich.

P.

Feet.

Distance from a pa-
rallel to the perpen-
dicular to the meri-
dian of Greenwich.

M.
Feet.

Transit Royal Obs. Chingford
o
0 6 6.17 N.W. 1.73 W. 57847.66 N.

Severndroog 73 49 29-69 S.E. 14034.28 E. 4070.72 S.

Chingford Transit Royal Obs...

.

0 0 6.17 S.E. 1.73 E. 57847-66 S.

St. Paul’s 26 14 15.83 S.W. 22036.04 W. 44708.80 S.

Westminster Abbey 30 5 49-84 s.w. 28908.97 W. 49876.27 S.

Severndroog 12 46 20.12 S.W. 14035.98 E. 61918.36 S.

Wrotham. .'I 29 21 22.12 S.E. 65515.51 E. 116479.69 s.

Severndroog .... Chingford 12 46 20.12 N.W. 14035.98 W. 61918.36 N.
Wrotnam 43 20 6.54 S.E. 51479.66 E. 54561.77 s.

Leith Hill 43 5 51.03 S.W. 98906.80 W. 105703.32 s.

Hanger. Hill 75 43 45.34 N.W. 81779.19 W. 20800.79 N.
Westminster Abbey 74 20 11.75 N.W. 42944.95 W. 12041.68 N.
St. Paul’s 64 29 39.83 N.W. 36072.20 W. . 17209-88 N.

Leith Hill Severndroog 43 5 51.03 N.E. 98906.80 E. 105703.32 N.
Wrotham 71 13 6.61 N.E. 150386.41 E. 51 141412 N.
Crowborough 69 49 58.14 S.E. 120729.94 B.

1 44341.48 s.

7 42 37.81 N.E. L 17127.63 E. 1 126504.06 N.
Westminster Abbey 25 25 14.03 N.E. 55961.13 E.

|

117744.81 N.
St. Paul’s 27 4 36.84 N.E. 62835.06

*

E. 1 122912.60 N.

2 AMDCCCXXVIII.
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Table I. (Continued.)

Stations. Objects. Bearings.

Distance from a pa
rallel to tlie mondial

of Greenwich.
r.

Feet.

Distance from a pa-
rallel to the perpen-
dicular to the meri-
dian of Greenwich.

• M.
Feet.

Wrotham, _ T t . T . . Leith Ilill 7°l 13 6.6

1

S.W.
43 20 6.54 N.W.

150386.41 W. 51141.52 s.

Scverndroog 51479-66 W. 54561.77 N.
Chingford 29 21 22.12 N.W. 65515.51 W. 116479.69 N.
Stede Hill 76 1 32.25 S.E. 92169.87 E. 22936.75 S.

Crowborougli 17 15 16.18 S.W. 29656.47 W. 95483.00 s.

Crowborougli . . .

.

Wrotham 17 15 16.18 N.E. 29656.47 E. 95483.00 N.
Stede Hill 59 13 36.02 N.E. 121826.34 E. 72546.24 N.
Frant 59 26 16.32 N.E. 26489-28 E. 15642.10 N.
Tolsford 84 52 13.64 N.E. 212272.83 E. 19055.17 N.
Fairlight 59 2 21.57 S.E. 107419-64 E. 64443.95 S.

Leith Hill 69 49 58.14 N.W. 120729.94 W. 44341.48 N.
Stcde Ilill Crowborough 59 13 36.02 S.W.

76 1 32.25 N.W.
121826.34 W. 72546.24 s.

Wrotham 92169-87 W. 22936.75 N.
Tolsford 59 23 57-12 S.E. 90446.52 E. 53491.64 S.

Fairlight 6 0 12.97 S.W. 14407-05 W. 136991.06 S.

Fairlight Stede Hill 6 0 12.97 N.E.
12 8 33.62 N.E.

14407.05 E.
15056.77 E.

136991.06
69979-29

N.
Tenterden N.
Tolsford 51 28 5.78 N.E. 104853.53 E. 83499.12 N.
Folkstone 58 18 22.52 N.E. 131724.15 E. 81334.62 N.
DungenessLt. House 80 8 28.69 N.E. 80922.34 E. 14063.10 N.
Blancnez 85 7 40.07 N.E. 251/92.52 E. 21463.18 N.
Montlambert 77 12 54.49 S.E. 239529-39 E. 54353.08 S.

Crowborough 59 2 21.57 N.W. 107419.64 W. 64443.95 N.
Frant 45 18 1.60 N.W. 80930.37 W. 80086.04 N.

Tolsforil Fairlight 51 28 5.78 S.W.
81 26 16.16 S.W.

104853.53 W. 83499-12
13519-92

S.

s.Tenterden 89797.20 W.
Crowborough 84 52 12.41 S.W. 212272.68 W. 19056.45 s.

Stede Hill 59 23 57-12 N.W. 90446.52 W. 53491.64 N.
Folkstone 85 23 40.63 S.E.

! 26870.59 E. 2164.49 s.

Blancnez 67 6 41.54 S.E. 146938.81 E. 62034.50 s.

Fiennes 61 50 9-18 S.E. 176192.20 E. 94331.42 s.

Montlambert 44 19 54.34 S.E. 134672.78 E. 137854.54 s.

Folkstone Tolsford . . 85 23 40.63 N.W. 26870.59 W.
28802.86 E.

2164.49 N.
Dover 65 52 20.12 N.E. 12900.88 N.
Notre Dame, Calais 72 51 8.14 S.E. 152510.49 E. 47057.49 S.

Blancnez 63 29 49-91 S.E. 120068.38 E. 59871.23 s.

Montlambert 38 28 2.31 S.E. 107805.05 E. 135688.40 s.

Dungeness Lt. House 37 3 33.04 S.W. 50801.68 W. 67271.43 s.

Fairlight 58 18 22.52 S.W. 131724.15 W. 81334.62 s.

Montlambert . . . . iFairlight 77 12 54.49 N.W. 239529.39 W. 54353.08 N.
Tolsford 44 19 54.34 N.W. 134672.78 W. 137854.54 N.
]Folkstone 38 28 2.57 N.W. 107805.22 W. 135688.28 N. •

1Blancnez . . . . 9 11 15.56 N.E. 12262.95 E. 75817-22 N. •

1Fiennes 43 38 55.18 N.E. 41516.43 E. 43522.48 N.
Blancnez 1Montlambert .... . 9 11 16.50 S.W. 12263.29 W.

251792.52 W.
75817-15
21463.18

S.

;

1Fairlight 85 7 40.07 S.W. S.

roUford 67 6 41.59 N.W. 146938.81 W. 62034.50 N.
-

1Folkstone 63 29 49.91 N.W. 120068.38 W. 59871-23 N.
'

’

1Dover 51 25 56.29 N.W. 91265.50 W. 72772.10 N.
]NAtro Dame, Calais 68 26 50.32 N.E. 32442.07 E. 12813.75 N.

:

1Fiennes 42 10 16.34 S.E. 29253.50 E. 32294.72 s.
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From the preceding Table the following is derived, containing the distances

from the meridian of Greenwich and from its perpendicular.

Table II.

•

Stations.
Distance from the me-
ridian of Greenwich.

Feet.

Distance from the per-
pendicular to the meri-
dian of Greenwich.

Feet.

Chingford. . 1.73 W. 57847.66 N.
Severndroog Castle 14034.38 E. 4070.72 S.

Severndroog Castle 14034.35 E. 4070.70 S.

St. Paul’s * 23037-77 W. 13138.86 N.
Westminster Abbey. * 28910.70 W. 7971.39 N.
Wrotham 65513.78 E. 58632.03 S.

Wrotham 65513.92 E. 58632.48 S.

Hanger Hill Tower 67744.93 W. 16730.08 N.
Westminster Abbey 28910.69 W. 7970.97 N.
St. Paul’s 22037-94 VV. 13139.17 N.
Leith Ilill 84872.54 W. 109774.03 S.

Severndroog Tower 14034.26 E. 4070.71 S.

Crowborough 35857.40 E. 154115.51 S.

Hanger Hill Tower. 67744.91 W. 16730.03 N.
Westminster Abbey 28911.41 W. 7970.78 N.
St. Paul’s 22037.48 W. 13138.57 N.
Leith Hill 84872.56 w. 109773.77 S.

Stcde Hill 157683.72 E. 81569-00 s.

Crowborough 35857-38 E. 154115.25 s.

Wrotham 65513.86 E. 58632.38 s.

Stede Hill 157683.73 E. 81569-14 s.

Frant Church 62346.67 E. 138473.28 s.

Tolsford 248130.22 E. 135060.21 s.

Fairlight 143277-03 E. 218559.33 s.

Leith Hill 84872.55 W. 109773.90 s.

Crowborough 35857.39 E. 154115.31 s.

Wrotham 65513.86 E. 58632.32 s.

Tolsford 248130.25 E. 135060.71 s.

Fairlight 143276.68 E. 218560.13 s.

Stede Hill 157684.40 E. 81568.67 s.

Tentcrden Church 158334.12 E. 148580.44 s.

Tolsford 248130.88 E. 135060.61 s.

Folkstone . . . . 275001.50 E. 137225.11 s.

Dungeness Light House. . .

.

224199.23 E. 204496.55 s.

Blancnez 395069.87 E. 197096.55 s.

Montlambert 382806.74 E. 2729 12.81 s.

Crowborough 35857-71 E. 154115.78 s.

Frant Church 62346.98 E. 138473.69 s.

Fairlight 143276.92 E. 218559.63 s.
Tenterden Church 158333.25 E. 148580.43 s.
Crowborough 35857-77 E. 154116.96 s.
Stede Hill 157683.93 E. 81568.87 s.
Folkstone 275001.04 E. 137225.00 s.
Blanchcz 395069.26 E. 197095.01 s.
Fiennes 424322.65 E. 229391.93 s.
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Table II. (Continued.)

Stations.

Distance from the me-
ridian of Greenwich.

Feet.

Distance from the per-
pendicular to the meri-

dian of Greenwich.

Feet.

Montlambert 382803.23 E. 272915.05 s.
Tolsford 248130.68 E. 135060.56 s.
Dover Castle 303804.13 E. 124324.17 s.
N6tre Dame, Calais 427511.76 E. 184282.54 s.
Blancnez 395069.65 E. 197096.28 s.
Montlambert 382806,32 E. 272913.45 s.
Dungeness Light House .... 224199.06 E. 204496.69 s.
Fairlight * 143277-12 E. 218559.67 s.
Fairlight 143276.04 E. 218560.69 s.
Tolsford 248132.65 E. 135059.23 s.
Folkstone 275000.21 E. 137225.49 s.
Blancnez 395068.38 E. 197096.55 s.
Fiennes 424321.86 E. 229391.29 s.
Montlambert 382805.75 E. 272913.25 s.
Fairlight 143276.52 E. 218559.28 s.
Tolsford 248130.48 E. 135061.60 s.
Folkstone 275000.91 E. 137224.87 s.
Dover Castle 303803.54 E. 124324.00 s.
Notre Dame, Calais 427511.11 E. 184282.35 s.
Fiennes 424322.54 E. 229390.82 s.

The following1 Table contains the distance of each Station from the meridian
and from the perpendicular to the meridian of Greenwich, obtained by
taking the mean of the distances given in the preceding Table.

Table III.

Stations.
Distance from the me-
ridian of Greenwich.

Feet.

Distance from the per-
pendicular to the meri-
dian of Greenwich.

Feet.

Westminster Abbey 28910.93 W. 7971.05 N.
St. Paul’s 22037.73 W. 13138.87 N.
Hanger Hill Tower 67744.92 w. 16730.05 N.
Chingford I .73 w. 57847.66 N.
Centre ofTransit, Royal Obs«
Severndroog Castle 14034.26 E. 4070.71 S.
Wrotham 65513.85 E. 58632.80 s.
Stede Hill 157683.94 E. 81568.92 s.
Leith Hill 84872.55 W. 109773.90 s.
Dover Castle 303803.83 E. 124324.08 s.
Tolsford 248130.86 E. 135060.49 s.
Folkstone 275000.91 E. 137225.12 s.
Frant Church 62346i83 E. 138473.48 s.
Tenterden Church 158333.68 E. 148580.43 s.
Crowborough 35857.53 E. 154115.76 s.
N6tre Dame, Calais 427511.43 E. 184282.44 s.
Blancnez T 395069.29 E. 197096.10 s.
Dungeness Light House .... 224199-14 E. 204496.62 s.
Fairlight .... r ... t . . T r . . 143276.72 E. 218559.79 s.
Fiennes 424322.35 E. 229391.35 s.
Montlambert 32805.518 E. 272913.64 s.
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Section 5.

—

Of the latitudes and longitudes of the Stations.

If the earth were a sphere of known diameter, the latitude and longitude of

any point upon its surface might readily be calculated by spherical trigo-

nometry. Bjit the earth being an ellipsoid, other methods of computation

involving the eccentricity become necessary. This subject has engaged the

attention of the most eminent mathematicians, and various formulae have been

given for the purpose of facilitating such computations. These, though equal

in accuracy, differ much in practical convenience ; and by far the most manage-

able that I have met with, and of which I shall avail myself on the present

occasion, are to be found in a memoir by Oriani, but little known I believe in

England, which he published at Milan in 1826, under the title of “ Opusculi

Astronomici

Let a, be the semi-major axis of the earth, = 3962.439 miles.

h, the semi-minor axis.

e, the eccentricity of the earth = \J ~~c~-

M, the distance in feet from the perpendicular to the meridian at Green-

wich.

P, the distance in feet from the meridian of Greenwich.

M
m>

b sin 1"’

_ P
isin 1"’

L, the latitude of Greenwich.

A, the latitude of the foot of the perpendicular let fall from the given

station on the meridian of Greenwich.

<p, the required latitude of the given station.

w, the required longitude of the given station.

Then I) A = L ± m
[

1 - e
8 + f e* cos* ( L ± f- )]

II) <«//=/) (1 — e* sin
8
A)

III) sin <p = sin A cos 4-

IV) tan “ =S {
1 — T cos ’X

)

* I am indebted fox my knowledge of this work to the valuable journal of Baron Zach.
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In computing- the eccentricity I have supposed the compression to be

and I have assumed this (which perhaps for our portion of the meridian may
not be very far from the truth), because it is nearly the mean between 7-f<j and

jyy, the limits between which I believe the ellipticity is generally supposed to

be comprised.

Table of Latitudes and Longitudes.

Stations. Latitude. Longitude.
Longitude in

Time.

ChinoTord Station .. ..

O / II

51 38 9.59
51 31 22.65

° 1 »000 w.
0 17 51.28 W.

m s

Hunger Hill Tower 1 11.42

St. Paul’s (Cross) 51 30 48.42 0 5 48.42 W. 0 23.24

Westminster Abbey (north- "1

west Pinnacle) /
51 29 67.34 0 7 36.95 W. 0 30.46

Centre ofTransit, Royal Ob-

1

servatory /
Severndroog Castle

51 28 38.96

51 27 58.74 0 3 41.64 E. 0 14.77

Wrotliam Station 51 18 59.35 0 17 11.33 E. 1 8.75

Stede Hill Station 51 15 7.00 0 41 18.86 E. 2 45.26

Leith Hill Station 51 10 34.00 0 22 12.01 W. 1 28.80

Dover Castle Station 51 7 45.59 1 19 23.45 E. 5 17.55

Tolsford Station 51 6 8.65 1 4 48.19 E. 4 23.21

Frant Church 51 5 51.82 0 16 16.84 E. 1 5.12

Folkstone Station 51 5 43.18 1 11 48.61 E. 4 47.24

Tenterden Church 51 4 5.95 0 41 19.20 E. 2 45.27
Crowborough Station 51 3 18.30 0 9 21.45 E. 0 37.43

Church ofNOtre Dame, Calais 50 57 27-95 1 51 18.73 E. 7 25.24

Blancnez Station 50 55 29.36 1 42 47.45 E. 6 51.16

Dungeness Light House. . .

.

50 54 47.00 0 58 18.89 E. 3 53.26

Fairlight Station 50 52 36.88 0 37 14.23 E. 2 28.94
Fiennes Station 50 50 4.00 1 50 11.41 E. 7 20.76

Montlambert Station 50 43 4.41 1 39 9.62 E. 6 36.64

Section 6.—Observations of the pole star for determining the direction of the

meridian.

The following is the manner in which observations of the pole star have

been usually conducted. The greatest elongation of the star and the time of

its greatest elongation being computed, the theodolite was carefully levelled,

so that the bubble of the level remained stationary during a whole revolution

of the instrument. Then, at the time of the greatest elongation, General Roy

states “the angle which the star made with the” (referring) “ lamp being noted,

the telescope removed, and the plane of the instrument being turned 180° or half
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round, the telescope replaced and directed again to the star, the difference on

the circle was found to be only 1£". The same method was universally ad-

hered to, in all places where observations of the star were obtained.”

General Mudge, in his account of the Trigonometrical Survey of Great Bri-

tain, says : .“’At the time of the greatest elongation, when the observer was

satisfied of the star being properly bisected, another person at the microscope

bisected the dot.” “The transit was then taken off, and the instrument being

turned half round and the telescope replaced, the star was observed again.

This precaution was taken to obviate the errors which might arise from the

arms of the instrument being out of the parallel with the plane of the circle,

owing to any imperfections in the positions of the Y’s on which the transit

rested. It was however seldom found that a greater difference subsisted

between the readings of the opposite microscopes than what might be sup-

posed to be the consequence of a shake in the centre, or errors in division.”

A little consideration will show that the method above described, of ob-

viating an eiTor which might arise from the arms of the telescope not being

parallel to the plane of the circle, would not be successful except in the case

of the vertical axis being strictly perpendicular to the horizon ; but then, the

error of the arms of the telescope or axis of the transit, (instantly detected by

reversing the level,) could not well escape notice. There is however another

source of inaccuracy to which azimuths by the pole star are liable, and which

seems to have been wholly disregarded ; I allude to an error of the line of col-

limation. The effect of this upon the azimuth in our latitude would be equal

to about six tenths of the error of the line of collimation. This error may

however be destroyed by inverting the telescope, or placing that end of the

axis which was to the east, to the west ; and taking a mean of the obser-

vations of the star in both positions.

It must be evident that in taking the greatest elongation of the pole star,

the observer is most inconveniently pressed for time ; for the azimuth then

varies about 1'- in four minutes ; and besides this, should a passing cloud

obscure the star, the observation for that day is lost ; consequently by this

method of proceeding, a long period is necessary before the direction of the

meridian can be obtained.

At Blancnez the weather was so tempestuous that the attempt to deduce
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the direction of the meridian in the usual way appeared hopeless, , and it

occurred to me that it would be a far preferable method to note the time at

the moment of observing the star, and thence to calculate the azimuth. I

was thus enabled to obtain as many observations as I thought convenient,

choosing the time when the star was near its greatest elongation, and when

consequently its motion in azimuth was the slowest.

The method pursued was the following :—The instrument being very care-

fully levelled, some terrestrial object was observed. The telescope was then

directed to the pole star, and- the star being bisected and the time noted, the

microscopes were read off. Several observations of the star having been thus

made, the telescope was taken out of the Y’s and inverted, the end of the axis

which was to the east being now turned towards the west, and sometimes, but

not always, the circle was turned 180° or half round. Similar observations of

the star were then made with the telescope in this position, and lastly the ter-

restrial object was again observed.

To lessen the labour of computation, the mean of each two successive obser-

vations was taken, and from the calculated azimuth of the star the reading at

the meridian was deduced. The mean of such readings for each position of

the telescope, compared with the reading of the observed terrestrial object,

gave the apparent angle of this object with the meridian ; and lastly, the mean

of the bearing thus obtained in each position of the telescope gave the true

bearing.

On the morning of the 2nd October, 1821, the first observations of the pole

star were made at Blancnez ; but it blew so violently, that from this, or from

some other cause which I cannot discover, these observations, though agree-

ing well among themselves, differ so widely from those made on the evening

of the 3rd, under more favourable circumstances, that I have declined employ-

ing them.

The object proposed, in observing the direction of the meridian at Crow-

borough, Fairlight, Tolsford, and Blancnez, was to obtain the longitude of

Blancnez independently of any assumed ellipticity of the earth. Crow-

borough and Tolsford, and Fairlight and Blancnez are also respectively well

situated for obtaining the length of a degree perpendicular to the meridian. It

is well known, however, that a very small error in the observed direction of the
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meridian will produce an error of considerable magnitude in the length of the

perpendicular degree;—and we shall ultimately perceive that deductions of

this kind from observations of the pole star* appear to be little, if at all,

worthy of confidence.

It has beeh demonstrated that the sum of the three angles upon a sphere

and spheroid is so nearly equal, that the difference when the- stations are

nearly east and west is absolutely insensible. Having, then, the co-latitudes

of two stations, with the observed angle at each, between the meridian and

the other station, and consequently the sum of these angles, the difference, of

longitude or the angle at the pole is obtained by the following method

:

As the tangent of half the sum of the co-latitudes is to the tangent of half

their difference ; so is the tangent of half the sum of the observed angles, to

the.tangent of half their difference.

The triangle is thus reduced to a spherical triangle, in which two angles

and two sides are given to find the third angle.

The deductions from the observations detailed in the Appendix are as

follow

:

Crowborougli and Fairlight : distance 1 25267*72 feet.

At Crowborough, the observed angle between the

meridian and Fairlight

At Fairlight, the observed angle between the me-
ridian and Crowborough

The deduced spherical angle at Crowborough ....
The deduced spherical angle at Fairlight

The resulting difference of lqpgitudc

121° 4'58".36

58 33 26 .14

121 13 52 .60

58 24 31 .90

0 27 46 .67

Crowborough and Tolsford : distance 213116.39 feet.

At Crowborough, the observed angle between the
meridian and Tolsford

At Tolsford, the observed angle between the me-
ridian and Crowborough

The deduced spherical angle at Crowborough ....
The deduced spherical angle at Tolsford

The resulting difference of longitude

84° 59' 34".35

94 17 21 .56

84 58 27 .84

94 18 28 .06

0 55 21 .39

MDCCCXXVIII. *\ 2 B
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Fairlight and Blancnez : distance 252705.62 feet.

At Fairlight, the observed angle between the me-
ridian and Blancnez . . . ... ... . . . . . . .

At Blancnez, (3rd October,) the observed angle be-
tween the meridian and Fairlight ........

The deduced spherical angle at Fairlight ......
The deduced spherical angle at Blancnez

The resulting difference of longitude

J
85° 36' 39".73

|
93 32 31.11

85 35 43 .07

93 33 27 -77

1 5 29

Adding together the longitude of Crowborough and the differences of lon-

gitude obtained by means of the azimuths, we have between

Greenwich and Crowborough 0° 9' 21 ".45

Crowborough and Fairlight 0 27 46 .67

Fairlight and Blancnez 1 5 29

Longitude of Blancnez 1 42 37 .12

Differing 10".33 in defect, from the longitude found by employing as the

compression.

Section 7.—-Of the length of the degree upon a circle perpendicular to the

meridian.

I have already remarked that Crowborough and Tolsford, and Fairlight

and Blancnez, were respectively very favourably situated for the determi-

nation of the length of degrees perpendicular to the meridian at each of

these stations : 1 shall now proceed to state shortly the manner in which the

computation was made.

Having obtained by means of the azimuths the difference of longitude, we

have a right-angled spherical triangle, the base of which (the co-latitude of

the given station,) and the angle at the pole, (the difference of longitude,) are

given, to find the perpendicular. Having obtained this arc, we have next to

compute the corresponding terrestrial perpendicular. This is effected by

means of a small triangle considered as spherical, in which we have the ter-

restrial distance between the two stations given; and by means of the azi-

muths two of the angles are deduced. The spherical excess being then com-

puted, and one third subtracted from each of the two angles, the remaining
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angle is obtained, and the length of the perpendicular arc in feet is calculated

by plane trigonometry.

Lastly, having the perpendicular in arc and also in feet, the number of feet

(or fathoms) due to the degree is found by simple proportion.

I shall givb the angles of the small triangles used for obtaining the ter-

restrial perpendicular, in order to facilitate any examination of the work.

At Crowborough.

Crowborough 4 0 25.65

Tolsford 85 42 38.44

Remaining/ 0.74

At Tolsford.

Tolsford .... 4 17 21.56 4 17 21.3
Crowborough 84 59 34.35 „ 84 59 34.1

Remaining/ 0.80 90 43 4.6

At Fairlight. At Blancnez.

Remaining/

4 23 20.27

86 27 28.89
4!

1.15

Blancnez .... 3 32 31.11 3 32 30.80

Fairlight .... 85 36 39.73 85 36 39-42
Remaining/ 0.93 90 50 49.78

In the manner before explained, we obtain

The perpendicular arc at Crowborough 34' 47".84 equal to 212532.00 feet.

The perpendicular arc at Tolsford . . . 34 45 .71 equal to 212329.66 feet.

The perpendicular arc at Fairlight ... 41 19 .32 equal to 252250.29 feet.

The perpendicular arc at Blancnez . . 41 16 .77 equal to 251991.98 feet.

The iength\>f the degree perpendicular to the meridian )
at Crowborough J

6,077 fethoms'

at Tolsford 61081.3 fathoms.

...... at Fairlight . . . . 61045 fathoms.

...... at Blancnez. 61045.3 fathoms.
. ,

' •• v

And taking the means of the latitudes of Crowborough and Tolsford, and of

Fairlight and Blancnez, and the means of the respective perpendicular degrees,

we have

The perpendicular degree in lat. 51p 4' 43".47 = 61079.17 fathoms.

and in lat. 50 54 3 .12 s= 61045.15 fathoms.

2 b 2
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A moment’s examination is sufficient to show that these results are totally

unworthy of credit; and that the length of the perpendicular degree above

given, must be erroneous about one hundred fathoms.

As very great care was bestowed in making the observations, it is important

to determine the degree of error in the azimuth, which would produce an error

so considerable, as that which is here indicated.

If 2" be added to the azimuth at Crowborough and to that at Tolsford, the

resulting difference of longitude would be diminished 5". 14, and the length

of the perpendicular degree would be increased 95 fathoms.

Now an error of two seconds in azimuth may proceed from such a variety

of sources, that it is scarcely possible to detect it. I think no one acquainted

with the great theodolite would venture to assert that the level and its adjust-

ment comprising that of the Vs, can be depended upon to within two seconds

of the truth, and an error of 2
"
in the level would affect the azimuth to the

amount of about 2".3. This error arising from the level, I have before ex-

plained is not to be destroyed by turning the instrument half round ; and were

there no other source of inaccuracy, I should consider this alone, as an insur-

mountable objection to.the determination of azimuths by means of observations

of the pole star.

But in addition to this, the level may be affected by irregular local density.

At Arbury Hill (one of the stations of the Trigonometrical Survey Great

Britain), it is known that the plumb-line of the zenith sector was defected, so

as to occasion an anomaly of 5£ seconds in latitude. The same ctftise of dis-

turbance would equally affect the level, and this admits of no remedy.

To the sources of inaccuracy, before enumerated, may be added a small un-

certainty, (the fraction of a second for example,) in the polar distance of the pole

star, which would influence the azimuth nearly double that quantity. The

possibility, and I might perhaps venture to say the probability, of horizontal

refraction, affecting the situation of the terrestrial objec|/to which the star is

referred, may also be considered ; but this last is common to every method of

obtaining the direction of the meridian.

From what has been advanced, it should seem that observations of the pole

star, for the purpose of determining the length of the perpendicular degree in
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our latitude, are wholly unworthy, of credit, and that some other method less

liable to error should be employed.

Of these, the best which has occurred to me, is the well known method of

observing a star when near the east or west point of the horizon, and from the

time and the calculated azimuth to deduce the place of the meridian. Here

the alteration of the azimuth from a variation in the refraction, must be care-

fully taken into account, and the altitude of the star must therefore be ob-

tained.

It will not, however, be necessary to observe the star when very near the

horizon, as the error in the azimuth arising from the level decreases as the

tangent of the altitude, and at an elevation of 12° is scarcely more than two

tenths of the error in the horizontality of the axis of the telescope.

Section 8.—Of the heights of the stations above the level of the sea, and of the

terrestrial refraction.

Let the arc between the two stations be A. The depressions reciprocally

observed at the two stations reduced to the height of the axis of the theodolite

beD and d ; and let R be the mean terrestrial refraction.

Then R = Arr.(^
+d

)
. and should one of the stations appear elevated from

the otlm* station, calling the elevation E, we have R =

The are of the instrument was about feet above the ground, and the

angle subsided by this, at the distance between the stations being computed

and subtracted from the observed depression, the apparent depression of a

point at the height of the axis was obtained. The distance between the stations

was converted into arc, by allowing 101.7 feet for each second, and with the

arc and the apparent depression, the refraction was computed. The refraction

being added to tre depression, the difference between thi6 and half the con-

tained arc, gave the'angle subtended by the difference in the height of the two

stations above the level of the sea ; the height of that station being in excess,

at which the true depression exceeded one half of the contained arc. Lastly,

the angle thus obtained, and the distance between the stations, gave the differ-

ence of their heights in feel
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At Folkstone Pier, there is a flag-staff, the height of which was carefully

measured, and found to be 37 feet above the Pier. From the pier to the mark

on the tide gauge indicating XXI feet, was 5 feet. The harbour master

informed me that the highest spring tides rose 20 feet. We have* therefore

43 feet from the top of the flag-staff to high water mark, and 63 feet to low

water mark.

By means of the side Tolsford from Folkstone in the following triangle, the

distances from Folkstone to the flag staff, and from Tolsford to the flag staff

were obtained.

Folkstone Pier Flag-staff .... 1 —

—

Folkstone station 84 37 49 6152.0 feet.

Tolsford station . 13 414 27083.6 feet.

With the depression of the summit of the flag-staff, observed at Folkstone

and the above data, we obtain the height of the axis of the instrument at Folk-

stone station above low water mark 559.1 feet.

Similar observations were made at Tolsford, and the resulting height of that

station above low water mark differed only 3 feet in defect from that obtained

by means of Folkstone. The refraction employed in these computations jjpas

153 of the contained arc.

In the following Table, are given in one view the data and the computed

results.

Observed
Depression

or Elevation.

Contained
Arc
A.

Angle
subten-

ded by
feet.

Mean
Refrac-
tion

R

l

A
R

Angle of
Difference ofj

Height $

w—
differ-
' ence of
Height.

Feet.

Above
low

Water.
Feet.

o 1 It t It t a i It

w
o | u

Folkstone

Horizon of sea

0 23 37 25 33.1 i 56.1
576.9

Folkstone
Fairlight

0
0

10
11

44.6

13
25 21.85 0 7.3 i 49.42 I

T* +0M 14.2 10.5

559.

1

;

569.6

Folkstone

Dover Castle

0 13 50
5 10 0 35.6 o 23-5

.

+fn 2.9

»v

101.4 559.1

457.7

Folkstone
Blancncz

0 12 30
21 59 0 8.4 i 39-»

t
0

$

+ 0 3 2.0 118.4 559.1
:

440.7

Folkstone
Pier Flag Staff. .

.

4 40 5
1 0.38 3 4.4 0 4.6 y * +.4 36 35 496.1 569<1

63.0

. /, •
•

,
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Folkstone E
Tolsford • .... D
Tolsford
Horizon of sea..

Tolsford

Stede Hill

Tolsford
Folkstone Pier FI. Staff

Tolsford

Observed
Depression

or Elevation.

o i u i n i a i a

0 6 45
75 4 36 0 43,0 0 33,9

Angle
subten-

Mean
Refrac-g

Anglo of
Difference of

ded by

5i feet

tion

R.
Height.

0 23 39-7
25 36.7 1 57-0

0 8 12 17 13 0 10,8 1 36,3

1 8 22r 4 26.25 0 42.0 0 20.2

J |
3
6 *1 58 0 8.5 2 1.25

0 23 48.5 25 46>gHorizon of sea.

Fairlight

Crowborough .

Fairlight

Stede Hill ...

Fairlight

Wrotham .....

Skede Hill ...

Horizon of sea.

0 6 10
0 8 12

0 9 5
0 9 7-5

0 2 22
0 15 29

0 8 43.5

0 10 34

0 8 56.5

0 16 35 J *

0 23 56 g5 63ig

1 57-1

20 30 0 9.0 1 28.5
j

22 34 0 8.2 1 46.45

29 8 0 6.3 l 54.55|

1 57.6

Crowbortfagh ....
Horizon oSea. . .

.

Crowborough . . .

.

Leith Hill A...
Crowborough \.

.

Wrotham ....A

.

Wrotham 1,

Leith Hill

Leith Hill

Horizon of sea. . .

.

Leith Hill .. ....
Severndroog ....

Blancnez
Horizon of sea. . .

.

0 10
0 12 57

0 5 24
0 14 49

0 27 58

15 34 0 11.9

23 14
j

0 8.0 1 38.5 +0 4 &

30 15.4 2 17.4

21 4 0 8.8 1 37 tV +0 4 16.8
J

159-6 972.4

a ,w , oc ,+0 0 54.7 I 26.7 812.8
16 23 0 11.4 1 8.6

26 1 0 7«1 1 51.2 yt

33 12.9 2 30.9

23.43 0 7.8 1 48

22 14.4 1 41.1

Tf +0 3 49.25

T3- +0 5 58.5

At every station fromww the sea was visible, the depression of the horizon
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was carefully observed, and the resulting heights will be found in the prece-

ding table. These serve to verify to a certain degree the conclusions otherwise

obtained.

The mean of the proportion of the refraction to the contained arc,*is ^5, and

this has been employed on every occasion where the refraction wds not deduced

from reciprocal observations.

I shall now give the elevation of the ground at each station, above the level

of the sea at low water, the point chosen by other observers.

Above low water.

Feet.

By depression of
horizon.

Difference^

Feet.

Folkstone Station .

.

553.6 571.4 + 17.8

Tolsford Station .

.

579-0 576.3 - 2.7 *

Mancnez 435.2 432.7 — 2.5

Fairlight 572.0 581.2 + 9-2

Dover Castle Battle-

1

ments J
452.2 465.8

Stede Hill Station .

.

609.5 . 586.1 —23.4
Crowborough Station 807.3 807.5 + 0.2

Leith Hill Station .

.

Wrotham Station .

.

Severndroog Castle 1

960.5

775.0

472.1

972.8 + 123

Battlements . . .
. j Mean.

.

+ 1.5

The mean of the differences is so small that we are authorized to c</IUQC

that no error of consequence exists in the heights above given ; but as^

pressions of the horizon were taken probably in various states of thf

mean result should perhaps have differed in defect about 10 feet. A18* how-

ever, may be fairly attributed to uncertainty in the refraction empf e<^‘

In the course of the operations which have been detailed?'^
pains were

taken to identify the stations, by the bearipgs of such obje
were conve_

niently situated for the purpose ;—these are given in the Ac

It is to be regretted that our excellent associate JVf
111460 bas no^ 7®*

published the results of his operations in France ; ay
therefore, in

the absence of higher authority, take the longituc^
.

a a 8> 88 given in

the Connaissance des Terns, to be 0° 28' 59" we?. J
an

f’
to

1
° 51' 18".73 the east longitude of Calais from Gr_

,
'

.

gIvan by the Present

work, we obtain 2° 30' 17".73 for the differer
°f °ngltude between Pans
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andTCreenwich. This converted into time is 9m 21 *.18, differing only 0\28 in

'defect from the admirable results obtained by the operations with fire signals,

reported in the Philosophical Transactions for 1826, by Mr. Herschel.

The truth of the preceding work wholly depends upon the degree of reliance

that may be placed upon the base on Hounslow Heath ; and as the accuracy of

this is in some measure questionable*, it is certainly desirable that a new base

should be measured, to connect in the most unexceptionable manner the sta-

tions at Leith Hill and Wrotham. The measurement of a base has hitherto

not kept pace with the progress of other parts of geodetical operations ; but

the elegant arrangement which Lieut.-Colonel Colby has recently imagined for

compensating expansion, and which has already been tried in Ireland with

perfect success, leaves no doubt of the future accuracy of this jjpst important

part of trigonometrical operations.

APPENDIX.

I
ppendix such remarks as could not have been intro-

rork, without interrupting the regular connection of

is are deposited with the Royal Society, and may be

on may require. It has not been thought necessary

angles employed in this work have been carefully

re given at the end of the present communication,

angle indicates the name of the observer ; and where

are repeated, it is to be understood that the instru-

Ld the readings for the angle taken upon different
'

l originally only two opposite microscopes, and until

to describe was made, the observations were con-

inner.

mrefully levelled, the objects were intersected, and

off ; but it is evident the truth of the angle thus

on the accuracy of the divisions of the circle from

* Sep Phil Trane, for 182jf

MDCCCXXVIJI.

On the Comparison of various British Standards,” &c.

^ 2 C
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which it was deduced. In order to do away any error of this kind, the

instrument was shifted by turning it horizontally a few degrees ; and being
1

again levelled, the observations were repeated, and the angle was obtained on

different parts of the circle. This operation was repeated seldom fewer than

eight times, which it was supposed would be sufficient to do away errors of

division. Now as at each observation the angle is deduced from readings

taken on four different parts of the circle, eight repetitions of this kind would

give a mean angle deduced from thirty-two different points.of the instrument.

The time, however, required for this was so considerable as to constitute a

very serious objection ; in addition to which, when the instrument had been

recently shifted, it was feared the spring of the parts might introduce error.

These inconveniences led me to have four additional microscopes fixed to the

theodolite, at such distances as with one of the original microscopes to divide

the circle into five equal parts. This arrangement of any number of micro-

scopes or verniers which form a prime number, and the manner of using them,

is due to Mr. Pond the Astronomer Royal, but was never published by him.

By means of five microscopes, raising the telescope from the Y’s, turning tfir

circle 180° in azimuth, and repeating the observations, the angle is obtair ~d

upon twenty different parts of the circle, without shifting the instrument/, find

consequently any error of division may be supposed to be reduced toy i very

small quantity. Employing in like manner three equidistant microsct^js, the

angle is obtained by readings upon twelve different parts of the circle

The second original microscope was not removed, and this afforded an

opportunity of comparing the angles obtained by two opposite j .mroscopes,

with those deduced by means of five. .

In the course of this work I remarked a curious fact, new me, and for

which I was at a loss to account. In hazy weather when the/aitaff was so faint

as to be only just visible, it disappeared upon bringing it to/n(^e intersection of

the cross wires, so that the angle could not be observed.

A remedy for this inconvenience was suggested and wf ^ jn practice by Mr.

Gardner. The horizontal spider’s web of the micromejf being moved above

the centre, Mr. Gardner succeeded in lodging upon/jp^ a very minute particle

of dust. When the image of the staff was broug^jq^ to this, it appeared as if

planted upon a mole-hill, and we were thus en^f j^e(j to observe with great
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^pi^fracy. I consider this as a very important improvement in the theodolite,

and we availed ourselves of it upon all occasions excepting in the observations

of the pole star.

As I wds desirous of knowing the degree of precision with which an object

could be observed with the telescope of the great theodolite magnifying about

fifty times, and also the accuracy with which the microscopes could be read

off, as well as the comparative merits of cross wires and Mr. Gardner’s dot,

we resolved to make some experiments on the subject. A staff upon a steeple

was taken which was faintly seen ; Colonel Colby marked the time occupied

by the observations, and Mr. Gardner read off a certain microscope. The

position of the telescope and of the micrometer of the microscope were of

course altered between each observation. The following were ^e results :

—

With the Cross Wires.

Observations.

1.

Time at the commencement
Readings.

35"f

35 f

35 2

35 §

. 0h 43m .

. 35 £

Mean . .

it the end

Observations.

6 . .

7. •

8 . .

9. .

10 . .

. 36".03

. . . 0h 45m 15s
.

Readings.

36"i

35 2

36 f

36 2

36 2

With Mr. Gardner’s Dot.

Time at the commencement . . . 0h 47m .

Observations.

l.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

Readings.

. i"£

. l 2

. l 2

. 2

. 2

Mean .

Time at the end

Observations.

6 .

7 . ... 2

8. ...If
9. ... 2

10 . . . . 2 i

l".9

. 0h 48ra 27s
.

Readings.

. i"f

Tiint

The tiWj occupied in making ten observations with the cross wires was

2m 1

5

s
, ancLhe greatest difference from the mean 0".72.

The time inquired for ten observations with Mr. Gardner’s dot was l
m 27s

,

and the greatest difference from the mean only 0".4.

These experiments appear to be important ; they seem to show that in any

single observatiA the combined errors of the telescope and microscopes can-

not exceed, when cross wires are employed, three quarters of a second, and

when Mr. GARDNER%Hot is used, they amount only to four-tenths of a second.

The time, too, required for the latter observations is little more than half of

that which is requisiteV. the former.

Much error has been sW>osed to arise both in astronomical and geodetical

observations, from unequal^pansion of the limb of the instrument. In order

2 c 2
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to bring this to the test of experiment, the index of one of the microscopy

was placed at zero, and a certain division on the circle brought to its wire.

The other microscopes were then read off, the divisions under them having

been carefully bisected, and the mean was registered. A piece of lead was

placed in boiling water until it acquired the same temperature 5 and it was

then laid upon the limb of the instrument, between two of the microscopes.

Having allowed some time to elapse, the first division was again brought to

the zero microscope, and the other divisions bisected hy their respective

micrometers; when the readings were found to be very different, but the mean

varied little from the mean first taken. These experiments were repeated with

the same results, and satisfactorily proved that no error of consequence is to

be feared from unequal expansion of the circle when severaTmicroscopes are

employed.

Very different, however, was the consequence of applying the hand to any

one of the radii to which the microscopes were attached. Then, the expansion

which took place immediately and to a very considerable degree, affected the

mean of the readings, by altering the position of the microscope to the suppoy

of which the hand had been applied. /

From these experiments we may infer the very great importance of sec/ting

the permanent respective positions of the microscopes. Perhaps this mi/ht be

best effected by imitating the principle of the mural circle. In this instalment

the microscopes are firmly attached to a wall, and any sensible chang/111 their

relative positions can scarcely be imagined to take place. In like dinner the

microscopes of portable instruments might be fixed to a solid pint of metal

;

and this being a good conductor of heat, should any partial change of tem-

perature take place it is probably to be expected that it woulf be so rapidly

diffused throughout the whole mass as to occasion no perc/^tible change in

the relative distances of the microscopes from each other *. /

During our stay at Fairlight, a source of error was rem^ ked which it may

* In instruments constructed in the usual manner, where the micro&^pes are attached to arms or

radii, these may be covered to some thickness by strips of flannel oBlather, and thus the ill con-

sequences to be apprehended from currents of air of different tempe’ftures may, perhaps, be avoided.

The great theodolite was treated in this manner ; but as this wayrfone at Chingford, the last station

we visited, no opportunity was afforded of remarking the effect/
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Jjp^Sportant to mention. An object having been carefully bisected by

moving the tangent screw slowly in one direction, and the microscopes read

off, the result was found to differ three seconds from that obtained when the

tangent serew was moved slowly in the opposite direction. This could arise only

from faction‘upon the axis, and the yielding of the radii of the circle, when

drawn by the tangent screw clamped to its circumference. Numerous ex-

periments were made with similar results ; so that the force thus applied to

the circumference.of the circle, occasioned an error of one second and a half,

plus or minus, according to the direction in which the tangent screw was

made to act.

On shaking the screw, if I may so express myself, backwards and forwards

with little jerks,’ before the object was finally bisected, the error just described

was obviated. It would perhaps, however, be preferable, instead of giving

motion to the instrument by means of a tangent screw acting on the circum-

ference of the circle, to have a bar, connected at one end with a tangent

screw, and a collar at the other end passing round the axis, to which it might

I
ie axis would then be the first part moved, and

om dragging the instrument round by the limb

rangeinent seems to be particularly called for in

se from lateral refraction have often been sus-

rtained. In the course of our work, however, we

as to leave no doubt of its existence. The angle

ould differ under the most favourable circum-

i different days, and perhaps a second and a half

iidered as the error which may affect an angle

ordinary state of the atmosphere. During the

le fine day, the telescope being directed to the

rapidly approached from the left, and the staff

cross wires until it was obscured by the inter-

after unfavourable weather, it cleared up in the

as no wind, very extraordinary differences were

vhich it would have been difficult to assign any

action, varying considerably at short intervals.
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Wrotham and Severndroog. Severndroog and St. Paul's.

Observers. Five Mean. Two Mi* Mean.
Microscopes, Five, croscopcs. Two.

Observers.

K. 16 34 60.25
G. 58.90
U. ,6 34 60.30 60,0

16 34 61.20

63.55
|

'A~

16 34 61.80 g. 0q
60.60

D1,~u

16 34 60.10
61.85

60,97

16 34 62.70 62
62.40

Mean . . .

.

6 1.57

Five Mean.
Microscopes. Five.

K. 39 6 37-05
j (

.

36.20
36,62

61.99

60.75

64.81

60.81

63.62

62.40

C. & G. 36.33

34.75
K. 38.00 r

37.60
‘

G. 39 0 34.70 .

35.10
34.50 r

36.90
"

35.54

37.80

34.90

35.70

Mean .... 36.

35.13
35.13

34.94
34.00
23.13

37.00
34.00
34.62
33.25

36.25

35.13

34.47

30.06

34.31

34.75

With the Ordnance Theodolite, July 1823.

.83

Mean 161.9

1

Severndroog, and Greenwich Observatory.

Observers.
Three

Microscopes.
Mean.
Three.

r

K. 12 51 23.92
27-34
24.50
24.66

26.00
23.83

26.17
24.58

12 51 27-59
23.67

25.63

24.58

24.91

25.37

25.63

/

/

Mean ....
7~

7
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Chingford (Continued).

With the Ordnance Theodolite, July 1823.

Severndroog and St. Paul’s. Wrotham, and Centre of Observatory.

Observers. Mean.
Three.

Observers. Three
Microscopes.

Mean.
Three.

K. 39 6 36.92
35.50

n

36.21
K.

a • n
29 26 25.96

29-09
27 33
27.41
28.91
26.50
28.67

2775
28.75
24.92

29 26 23.42
24.50

//

27-52

27-37

2770

28.21

26.82

23.96

Westminster Abbey and Severndroog.

Observers. Three
Microscopes.

42 52 09.42
09-50
09.42

42 52 12.12
42 52 10.35 Mean .... 26.93

Mean 10.16

Observations for identifying the Station.

Readings.

St. Pauls 32 49 89.37

Holloway Cliapel 43 36 31.87

Chingford Church Tower ..... . 41 44 15.75

Readings.

Hadleigh Church Beacon 108 33 59.37

Barnet Church Vane 104 25 22.59

At Wrotham.

Crowborough, and. Leith Hill. Fairlight and Severndroog.

Observers.
‘Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two. Observers. Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

K. (p.m.) 53 57 50.00
49 95

44

49.97
50.00
51.25

//

50.62 K. 162 35 4^.45
50.35

4i

48.40

a
45-87
50.75

/#

48.31

K. (a.m.) 4970
4995

'49.82
50.25
50.37

50.31 K. 47.40
45.65

46.52
4675
46.38

46.56

G. (p.m.) 53 57 52.45
53.40

52.92
5175
51.37

51.56
K. 48.75

45.40
47.07

48-75
46.88 4781

C. (p.m.) 53.70
51.25

52.47
51.75
50.75

51.25 G. 47.40
44.06

45.72
46.63
43.75

45.19

C. (p.m.) 51.25
4925 50.25,

50.75
4737

49.06
G. 48.50

46.65
47.57

49.25
47-12

48.18

G. (p.m.) 51.05
51.80

51.42 49.75
50.50

50.12
G. 47.90

48.15
48.02

48.75
48.50

48.62

G. 51.45 50.88 G. 162 35 49.75
48.25

48.00
46.43K. 53 57 51.30

50.80
52.70

51.05 51.87
51.13
52.75\

46.75 44.87

G. Mean .... 47.36 4730
2

Mean .... 51.13SB
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Wrotham (Continued).

Severndroog and Chingford.

I Observers.
Five Mean.

Microscopes. Five.

13 58 44.55
47.20

45.87

13 58 41.00
45.30 1

43.15

Crowborough and Cllingford.

Observers.
Fivo

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two 'Mi-
croscopes.
•

Mean.
Two.

42.12
45.25
45.60
45.60
42.50
42.85
42.65
42.50

G. 13 58 46.40
45.30
44.85
44.40
44.50
43.05

43.68

45.60

42.67

42.57

45.85

44.62

43.77

42.38
47-37
38.62
39.88
38.75
42.38
43.38
41.37
38.87
39.75
39-63
39-63
45.75
44.37
44.50
44.00
44.25
45.88

Mean .... 44.20

44.87

39.25

40.56

42.37

39-31

39.63

45.06

44.25

45.06

42.26

G. 133 23 26.65 2700
22.75

//

24.87

24.87

Stede Hill and Crowboroiiffh.O

Observers.

K. (a.m.)

Leith Hill and Severndroog.

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

|
Two Mi-

i
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

K. (p.m.) 65 26 47.65
48.80

48.22 I
46.62
47.63

47.12

K. (p.m.) 47 80
46 50

4715
46.00
44.63

45 31

C. (r.M.) 48 65
46.60

47-62
48.12
45.38

46.75

K. (a.m.) 4925
46.40

47-82
,i 4787
j

45.88
46.87

G. (p.m. ) 65 26 48 55
44.65

46.60
47.25
45.50

46.37

C. (p.m. )
44.80
49 10

46.95
47-13

'! 4850 47-81

G. (p.m. ;jv
•

l

i

47.10
49 50

48.30
4775
48.12

4793

G. (p.m.
1

52.00
45.58

48.79
51.00
46 87

48.93

K 65 26 45.40 47 13
1

Mean .... 47 68
J47.14

C. (a.m.)

G. (p.m.)

C. (P.M.)

G. (r.M.)

G. (p.m.)

C. (p.m.)

G. (p.m.)

G. (p.m.)

Fivo Mean. Two Mi- Mean.
Microscopes. Five, croscopes. Two.

93 l6 51.65
51.30
51.95
49.45
4970
4765
4755
4755
48.10
50.30
48.05

93 16 48 30
50.50
50-90
49-20
52.85
48.60

93 16 51.65
52.00

. 5055
mot,on

tf|.05

51 90
49-50
51.25
54.30

93 16 53-00

Mean .... 49.54
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Wrotham (Continued).

Stede Hill and Fairlight.

Observers.* Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

Fairlight and Crowborougli

Observers.
Five

Microscopes.
Mean.

J|

Five. I

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

K. (P.M.)

K. (p.M.)

K. (a.m.)

K.(a.m.)

C. (a.m.)

G. (P.M.)

C. (p.M.)

G. (P.M.)

C. (p.M.)

G. (p.M.)

C. (p.M.)

G. (p.M.)

50 T5 42.35
38.55
39.85
40.50
37.67
37-75
37.75
39-05
39-95
38.95

50 5 41.90
44.50
40.90
42.90
43.10
41.75

50 5 40.15
40.25
41.10
44.40

supposed 38.70
motion. 40.65

40.55
41.70

40.45

40.17

37.71

38.40

39.45

43.20

41.90

42.42

40.20

42.75

39.67

41.12

42.13
38.00
40.12
38.25
36.44
37.25
37.25
37.12
38.62
38.00
41.87
45.00
40.88
43.13
42.50
41.37
41.75
42.88
42.75
46.63
41.00
43.13
43.12
44.38

40.06

39. 18

36.84

37.18

38.31

43.43

42.00

41.93

42.31

|44.69

42.06

43.75

K. (p.m.)

K. (a.m.)

K. (a.m.)

C. (a.m.)

G. (p.m.)!

C. (P.M.)j

G. (p.m.)

G. (p.m.)

C. (p.m.)

G. (p.m.)I

43 11

o / // ^
43 11 9.60

9 20
9.98
9.80
9.80

9 05
10.35
9.10
6.40
6.00

10 00
6.30

9 75
6.85

43 11 10.55
7.60

supponed 1 1 .85
motion. 14.40

1 1 .35

780

9.40

i

9 89
;

I

9.42
j

973

6.20

8.15

8.30

9.07

13.12

957

Mean ....

Reject* 13.12

928

8.86

1075
10.50
10.62
10.63
10.63
10.63
10.75
10.13

7.63

6 88
10.37

7.87
1 1 .25

9 88
913
7 00
10.63
12.87
8.88

7 25

10.62

10.62

10 63

10.44

7 35

913

10.56

8.06

11.25

8.06

9.66

9-48

Mean . . .

,

40.62 40.98

Observations for identifying the Station.

Readings.

o / n
23 47 47.00ASpire

A Tower near 23 51 18.25

Readings.

° / u
A Tower about 2 miles distant . . 94 34 46.62

|
Wadliurst Spire 88 12 1.00

The Station is in the north-west corner of a field upon Wrotham Hill, called 41 The Plains.**

At Leith Hill.

Hanger Hill and St. Paul’s.
V

St. Paul’s and Severndroog.

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

Observers.
Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

I Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

G. 19 31 59.65
61.70

it

60.67
61.25
63.00

H

62.12
G. 1! 1 17.00

14.70
15.85m It

15.87

K. 60.85
59.30

61.12
K. 15.80

15.05
15.42 14.81

G. 19 21 58.90
56.25

57.57
58.18
54.25

56.21
G. 16 1 14.60

17-65
16.12

15.13
19.38

17-35

K. . 60.70
58.70

59.70
59-56
58.75

59.15
K. 13.32

17-90
15.61

14.50
19.00

16.75

Mean .... 59.50 59-65 Mean .... 15.75 16.17
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Leith Hill (Continued).

Hanger Hill and Severndroog. Wrotham and Crowborough.

Observers.
Five Mean. Two Mi- Mean. Observers.

Five Mean. Two Mi- Mean.
Microscopes. Five. croscopes. Two. Microscopes. Five. croscopes. Two.

G. 35 23 14.80
12.35

//

13.57
l'6.50

14.87
15.68

G. 38 56 57.45
56.32

II

56.88

r

59.87
56.62

a

58.24

12.75
14.85

13.80
15.00

15.38
15.19

G. 56.00
53.30

54.65
55.38
57-38

56.38

K. 11.75 13.75 G. 54.50 mMM 58.15
G. 35 23 12.60

12.25
12.88

12.94
59.30 59.31

11.90 13.00 G. 57.60 IHZUia
K. 13.88

12.95
13.41

14.69
12.75

13.72
G. 56.61

54.70
55.65

56.36
56.25

G. 10.97
10.60

10.78
10.75

11.87
11.31

K. 55.65
55.55

57.31

K. 14.40 16.62 G. 55.85
54.87

m Vm
55.87

G. 35 23 16.65
16.52

18.87
18.00

53.90 56.75
16.40 17.13 K. 38 56 56.75 56.75

K. 16.65
15.50

16.75
15.93

57-05 57.37
14.35 15.12 C. 56.85

56.85
56.13

57.19
G. 35 23 13.50

13.70
13.31

13.47
56.85 58.25

13.90 13.63 G.
56.22 56.87

55.81
K. 14.02

15.31

|

14.06
15.90

55.55 54.75
16.60 17.75 G. 38 56 55.00

55.00
55.25
53.88

54.56

Mean .... 13.87 14.68

Mean .... 55.95 56.69

Sevemdrooir and Wrotham.
1 1-1 nn nrp»r Hill nnrl Wpctminctnr

Observers. Five Mean.
j

Two Mi- Mean.
Microscopes. Five.

j

croscopes. Two.
1

Observers.
Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.

mm Two.

G. 28 7 17.57
19.0591

WBESm
1

;/

18.21 G. 17 42 36.70
u

37.20
38.87

38.81
K. 28 7 17.60

17.61

16.87

18.75
18.19

17.25

3^0 38.75

C.

17.63

1735
17.63

17.50

G. 17 42 39.39
29.93

34.66
39.88
31.31

35.59

G. 17 42 33.10
34.22

35.25
35.43

16.35H 17.38
16.78

35.35 35.62
15.05 16.19 K. 35.67

34.78
35.99

35.80K. 28 7 17-75
15.57

16.25
13.94

13.40 11.63 G. 37.85 39.75
40.19

K. 18.60
17.62

16.63
16.00

40.75
16.65 15.37 K. 36.45

38.31
G. 28 7 15.50

15.47 14.18
37.75 39.12

15.45 14.37 G. 17 42 37.65
36.82

35.18
35.15

K. 13.75 14.13 !

13.75
35.13

14.30 13.38 K. 37.97
38.86

37-31
37-78

G. 28 7 18.15

15.00
16.57

17-25
14.87

39.75 38.25
'

|

Mean .... 36.62 37.13
Mean .... 16.42 16.04
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Leith Hill (Continued).

Westminster Abbey and Severndroog.

Observers. • Five Mean. Two Mi- Mean.
Microscopes. Five. croscopes. Two.

G.
O #• //

17 40 38.10
34.65

//

36.37
3 *

7.63
36.12

n

36.87

G. 31.58
40.67

36.12
30.87
40.56

35.71

G.
37.42

39.12
36.50

37.81

K. 39.25
36.00

37.62

G.
36.87

38.13
38.50

38.31

K. 36.05
36.85

36.45 36.75
39-50

38.12

Mean .... 36.85 BBSS37.41

Observations for identifying the

Station.

Readings.

Vane of a Church about 2 miles

beyond Box Hill on high ground 6 50.12

Cupola Vane of Ewherst Church 90 17 1.12

Abinger Church Spire .......

.

168 20 57.50

Severndroog Castle Flag-staff . . 71 15 51.25

Left Edge of Leith Tower .... 158 8 0.00

Right Edge of Leith Tower. . . . 174 1 48.50

Apex of a White Tower Church

about 2 miles, (possibly Okeley) 175 13 59.00

The North-west Angle of Leith Tower is distant from the Station 66 feet 10 inches.

At Stede Ilill.

Fairlight and Crowborough. Tolsford and Crowborough.

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi.
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

G.

G.

G.

K.

G.

53 13 24.15
24.25

53 13 23.35
25.30

53 13
without clamping
63 13 25.65

alight clamping
25.00
2395

24.20

24.33

24.47
1

w
25.15
26.38
23.62
25.25
22.38

«

25.76

24.44

G.

G.

G.

K.

G.

118 37 37 00
3692

118 37 35.55

8739
118 37
without clamping

35.80
•light clamping

'

34.85
1

36.35
.

44

36.96

36.47

• • • •

35.60

3702
39.44
37.12
41.00
36.50

44

38.23

39.06

Mean . . .

.

24.33 25.10 Mean .... 36.34 38.22 38.64

2 £MDCCCXXVIII
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Stede Hill (Continued).

Fairlight and Wrothfcm. Tolsford and Fairlight.

Observers Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Fire.

IVo Mi-
croscopes.

Mean
Two.

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.
**

Mean.
Two.

G.

G.

G.
witl]

K.

G.

K.

97 58 15.72
1702

97 58 15.60

1780
97 58 14.38

out clamping. I
Wrotham fronr

21.20
slight clamping

16.80
20.10

without clamping

18.20
15.85

//

16.37

16.70

! eavy sfa

Crowb

18.45

1702

15.56

1756
13.62
15.50

ower appre
orough.

//

16.56

14.56

aching

G.

G.

G.
K.

G.

K.

G.

C.

65 24 12.85
12.67

65 24 12.20
12.09

65 24
65 24 10.15
slight clamping

9.85
12.40

without clamping
11.15
12.10

slight clamping
65 24 11.15

10.30

u

12.76

12.14

• • •

11.12

11.62

10.72

• • • •

0
11.87
13.06
13.50
16.12
14.12

11.32

a

12.46

14.81

Mean .... 17-13 15.56

Tolslord and Wrotham.
Mean .... 11.67 mi

Observers.
Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

Crowborough and Wrotham.
|

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

G.

G-

G.
G.

G.

K.

163 22 28.57
2967

163 22 27 80
29-89

163 22
29.85

slight clamping
26.65
32.50

without damping

2795

a

29.12

28.84

2957

28.65

2743
30.62
2712
31.25
28.50

//

29.02

29. 18

m
G.

G.

G.

G.

0 1 u
44 44 51.57

52.75
44 44 52.25

52.50
44 44
slight clamping

51.80
56.15

a

52.16

52.36

• • • «

53.97

50.41
51.18
50.00
50.25
52.00

a

50.79

50 12

Mean .... i32.83 1>0.45:

Mean .... 2952 MM 29.10 ~~3

Observations for identifying the Station.

Readings.
‘

o i //•

Bottom of the Spindle of the Vane of Charing Church 92 10 5.00

Bottom of the Spindle of the Vane of Lenham Church 05 % 32.12

Bottom of the Spindle of the Vane of Harrictsham Church 128 24 59.57

Bottom of die Spindle of the Vane of Hollingbourn Church, ....... 5115 6.12
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At Crowborough.

Tolsford and Fairlight.

Observers'

G. 3§
/ U •

5 24 53
26.00

K. 28.48
25.60

G. 36 6 20.75
23.40

G. 36 5 22.83
20.50

Mean ....

Mean.
.Five.

//

25.26

2704

22.07

21.66

Wrotham and Tolsford.

Mean .... 60.46

Frant Church and Tolsford

Observers, Five
Microscopes*

Mean,
Five.

O I II

25 25 57-75
59.57
56.25
55.52
58.15

25 25 59.47
67.67

25 25 63.02

a

67.91

56.83

58.57

Mean. . 58.42 57-77

Leith Hill and Wrotham.

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

K. 87

87

G. 87

G. 87

G. 87

G.
W

G. 87

87

6 14.55
15.65

15 97
14.00
14.83
16.05
15.40
14.30

5 14.48

16.00

5 15.05

13.65

5 13.90
12.30

5 ....
5 ....

16.90
14.60

5 1790
15.20

5 16.15
13.60

//

15.10

14.98

15.44

14.85

15.24

14.35

13.10

15.75

16.46

14.87

Mean

Observers.

1734

14.38
12.87
1725
1725
17-63
15.63

13.25
12.00

1725

16.63

12.62

_____ i

15.96

Frant Church and Fairlight.

2 E 2
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Crowborough (Continued).

Leith Hill and Stede Hill. Wrotham and Fairlight.

Observers. Five Mean. Two Mi- Mean.
Observers. Five Mean. Two Mi- Mean.

Microscopes. Five. croseopes. Two. Microscopes* Five. Aroscopes. Two.

K.
O / it tt // // 0 / // a a a

129 4 34.40 K. 103 42 25.60
K. 36.85

35.00
35.92

38.62
38.25

38.43
K. 23.63

24.35
23.99

23.06
23.44

23.25

G. 35.91
36.35

36.13
G. 24.95

24.35
24.65

K. 3575
35.55

35.65
K. 26.25

25.35
25.80

C. 129 4 36 78
39-10

3794 C. 103 42 24.90
28.15

26.52

G. 129 4 33.30
35 58

34.44
G. 103 42 21.42

23.60
22.51

G. 129 4 32 70
35.42

G. 103 42 24.85
25.00

24.92

G . 129 4 37*25
33.35

35.30
33.38
32.00

32.69
G. 103 42 23.80

24.30
24.05 23.00

23.62
23.31

35.63 35.56 Mean .... 24.63 23.28

Wrotham, and Stede Hill. Stede Hill and Fairlight.

Observers.
Five Mean. Two Mi- Mean. Observers. Five Mean. Two Mi- Mean.

Microscopes. Five. croscopes. Two. Microscopes* Five. croscopes. Two.

K.
0 / //

41 58 19*85
// // //

K.
0 / //

61 44 5.75
// n a

K. 20.88
. 21.00

20.94
20.43
21.75

21.09
K. 2.75

3.35
3.05

2.63
1.69

2.16

G. 21.08
20.30

20.69
G. 3.87

4.05
3.96

K. 20.35
21.25

20.80
K. 5.90

4.10
5.00

C. 41 58 22.30
23.10

22.70
61 44 2.60

5.05
3.82

G. 41 58 18.25
21.93

20.09
61 44 3.17

1.67
2.42

G. 41 58 18.80
23.12

20.96
61 44 6.05

1.88
3.96

41 58 21.10
19.75

20.42

HjlJ
61 44 2.70

4.55
3.62

2.87
3.62 .

3.24

Mean .... 20.94 20.57
mmmmm

Mean .... 3.6$ 2.701 *
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Crowborough (Continued).

Frant Church and Stede Hill.
•

Stede Hill and Tolsford.

Observers.
Five

Microscopes,
•Mean.
Five,

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

Observers.
Fire

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

O 1 II

0 12 43.00

42.90

41.70
41.25

39-77.

41.80

41.90
40.35

0 12 40.45

40.30

//

42.30

40i28

41.12

40.37

tt

41.75

41.00

/y

41.37

G.
Ga

K,

G.

G.
i

25 38 39.00

39.57
38.05

37.42
38.50

25 38 42.42

38.27
25 38 43.22

41.38

tt

38.81

37.96

40.34

42.30

Mean .... 39.85
Mean. . 41.34 41.02

Hartfield Spire

Wadhurst Spire

Observations for identifying the Station.

Headings.

o i )l

70 39 3.00

7 4 48.75

Crowborough Chapel Spire

Rotherfield Spire

Hartfield Spire

Wadhurst Spire

Observations repeated.

Readings.

o I II

4 38 5.00 Crowborough Chapel Spire

120 53 48.00 Rotherfield Spire .........

Readings.

o I ll

11 31 19.00

23 52 44.25

Readings.

o I II

125 20 25.50

137 41 46.50

At Tolsford.

Blancnez and Fairlight. Fiennes* and Montlambert Station.

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Observers.

.

Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

G. if8 34 4^.95
48.65

u

47.80 ;

K.C.&G 1°7 30 15.40

14.70

H

15.05

// _

1746
16.41

•

;

M

16.93

G# 118 34 48.55 K. 15.80
16.46

16.38
1710Ea 118 34 51.72

. .. _
K.C.&G. 1713 1783

Mean. . 48.97 Mean .... 15.75 1701II
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Tolsford (Continued).

1
Folkstone and Fairlight* Fiennes and Fairlight.

Observers.
Five Mean.

Observers,
Five Mean. Two Mi- Mean.

Microscopes. Fit.. Microscopes. Five. croscopes* Two.

G. 136 51 43.40
46.05

//

44.72

*

K. 113 18 17'08

16.72
16.90

»

1982
18.87
m

X.

G.

45.20
46.83

136 51 46,8$

46.01
K.C.&G 1750

18.53
18.01

20.34

22.17
M

46.40 Mean . . .

.

17.45
*

|20.29
1

45.95
46.45
45.53

136 51 48.85

K.

G.

45.99

48.00

48.55

Fairlight hnd Crowborough.

K.
4715
50.45

46.65

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

.

Mean m G. 33 24 10A6
6.40

6.40

5960

//

8.48

it

Fairlight, and Stede Hill.
G.

Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

5.12 2.28
Observers. m 33 24 10.00

8.38
919

9.62

8.31 E
G. (?9 7 60.65

60.15

u

60.40
Mean . . 6.64 6.89 6.74

mmm

K. 61.76
58.75

60.25 Crowborough, and Stede Hilh

G. 69 7 67.50
6060 5905 Observers. Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

K« 59.33
6951

G.
5970

//

69 7 $4.50
54.72

G. •

54.95 G.
51.72

K. 56.10
60.35

58.22

, Mean. . 50.48
Mean . ...

.

58.69 wmw
•

Folkstone and Notre Dame.
flinrrli nnrl PnltafonA Sfatmn t

Observers.
Five

Microscopes.
^Observers.

! .Five Mean,
Five.lu icroscopes.

o » n G. 10 44 15.90

G. 14 49 43.70
13.32

G. 10 44 16.20

43.95 K. 1720

Mean .... -13.33 Mean. . 1Q.43
||1
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Tolsford (Continued).

Folkstone and Blancnez.

«

Ndtre Dame and Fairlight.

Observer!.
Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

'

Observers.
Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two;

G.

G.

o / //’

18 16 56.46

5740
18 16 57.13

fi

56.92
G.
G.
K.

K.C.&G.

O „ t tf

126 7 27 50
126 7 29 75

30.30

32.68

33.88

//

33.28

ft

35.00

3759
38.42 1Mean . . 56.99

Notre Dame and Fiennes.
Mean 30.82in'MM

Stede Hill and Folkstone.
Observers. Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

Observers.
Five

Microscopes#
Mean.
Five.

.

K.

K.C.&G.

Of //

12 49 1215
13.22

15.18

15.35

tf

12.68

15.26

12.50

15.18

1725
16.25

ft

13.84

16.75
G.

K.

K.

Ga

K.
K.

G.

K.

O i a
154 0 15.95

13.80

13.92
15.16

13.05

14.42

154 0 15.65

13.45

13.70

14 22
14.77

154 0 16.65

1790
13.45

13.00

ft

14.87

14.54

13.73

14.55

14.49

17.27

13.22

>

Mean .... 13.97 15.29

Notre Dame, and Montlambert Staff.

Observers.
Five

Microscopes
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

ss n

30.51
33.63
34.08

ft

33.85s Mean .... 30.51 33.85

Mean .... 14.67

Fairlight, and Montlambert Staff.

Folkstone, and Tenterden Church.

Observers.
Fivo

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

4-

Mean.
Two.

Observer»,
Five

Microscopes. m
C.K.&G.

O / if

95 48 1.32

2.80

2.80

2.73

ft

2.06

2.76

ft

241
396
3.96

4.34

3.18

4.15

K.
K.
K.

1&6 49 58.53
55.58

166 49 60.40
•

Mean .... 2.41 HI 3.66 Mean 58.17
(1J
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Tolsford (Continued).

Folkstone Pier Flag-staff, and Folkstone

Station.

Folkstone and Crowborough.

Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

e

•Observers.
Five

Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

170 15 55.25

46.75

u

51.00
G.

o / //

13 4 14.75

13.40

//

14.07

Mean .... 51.00
Mean ....

jjgj
Notre Dame and Blancnez.

Fairlight and Tenterden Church.

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

K.
o / //

29 58 8.75 G.
Q / //

7 32 40.55

Angles derived at Tolsford.

Fiennes and Fairlight 113 18 17.45

Fiennes and Montlambert 17 30 15.75

Folkstone and Fairlight 136 51 46.61

Blancnez and Fairlight (observed) 118 34 48.97

Montlambert and Fairlight . 95 48 1.70

Montlambert and Fairlight

(observed) 95 48 2.41

Folkstone and Blancnez.... 18 16 57.64

Folkstone and Blancnez (ob-

served) 18 16 56.99

Mean. . . Montlambert and Fair-

liffht 95 48 2.05

Mean. . .Folkstone and Blanc-

nez 18 16 57.31

Folkstone and Fairlight 136 51 46.61

Montlambert and Fairlight ..... 95 48 2.05
Folkstone and Montlambert .... 41 3 45.35

Folkstone and Blancnez 18 16 57.31Folkstone and Montlambert. 41 3 44.36

Folkstone and N6tre Dame, Calais 10 44 16.43

Ndtre Dame, Calais, and Fiennes . 12 49 13.97

Fiennes and Montlambert ...... 17 30 15.75

* Blancnez and Montlambert . 22 46 48.04

Blancnez and Fairlight (observed) 118 34 48.97

Montlambert and Fairlight 95 48 - 2.05

Folkstone and Montlambert. 41 3 46.15

41 3 44.56
Blancnez and Montlambert . 22 46 46.92

22 46 48.04

Mean. . .Folkstone and Mont-

lambert, . .

«

t . « « . f . t . . 41 3 45.35

Mean. . .Blancnez and. Mont-

lambert 22 46 47.48
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O t . II

Tenterden Church and Folkstone 166 49 68.17

Folkstone and Fairliglit 186 51 46.61

Tenter,den Church and Fair*

hgjit 29 58 11.56

Tenterden tJhurch and Fair-

light (observed) 29 58 8.75

O I II

And taking the value of these an-

gles according to the number of

the different parts of the circle

from which they were obtained,

that is as 80 to 10, we have,

—

Mean. . . .Tenterden Church and

Fairliglit 29 58 10.86

Observations for identifying the Station.

Reading*.

Beachborougli Summer-house .

.

0

55
i

50
ii

3.00

Stanford Church 28 10 11.62

Ashford Church 48 41 6.37

Left-hand Edge of the Summit of

Lyme Castle 166 49 5.00

Readings,

o i il

Right-hand Edge of the Summit

ofLyme Castle 166 56 25.87

Left-hand Edge of the summit of

Saltwood Castle 107 14 4.50

At Folkstone Station.

Montlambert, and Dungeness Light-House. Dover Flag-staff and Blancnez.

Observers.
Two

Microscopes.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Observers.
Two

Microscopes. B Two Mi-
croscopes. HI

E
o /

76 31

75 31

75 31

75 31

4T5 31

75 31

75 31

75 31

//

42.75
41.00

3976
41.13
40.01

43.50

41.75

38.87

1821.
A.
K.
K.
K.
A.
K.

o /

50 26
50 26
50 26
50 26
50 26
50 26 |

43.27

47-94
46.94

47.00

47.35
51.06

I
. MG&n . . .

.

47.28 s
Maun 41.10

me
mean .... • s * .

Ndtre Dame and Blancnez.

Folkstone Church Vane, and Tolsford.
Observers.

Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean*
Two.

Observers.
Two

Microscopes.
Two Mi-
croscopes.

G.

C.

0 * "
9 21 19.85

17.15

9 21

it

18.50
18.76

16.25

21.12

//

17.50

K. <?9 13 61.62

Mean ....— 51.69 Mean . . .

,

18.50 16.71 HHi
2 FMDCCCXXVIJI
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Folkstone Station (Continued).

Fairlight and Tolsford. Blancnez and Montlamhert Lamps.

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

Observers.
Two

Microscopes.
Two Mi-
croscopes.

•

1821.

c.
1822.

G.
G.

C.
G.
G.

o t //

36 17

36 17
61.30

55.95

36 17
36 17
36 17 56.35

54.65

//

58.62

55.50

58.13

59-25
60.87
56.63

54.75
54.56
55.13

54.25

58.75

54.69

1

0 /

25 1

25 1

25 1

25' 1 much
25 1

25 1

25 1

25 1

25 1

25 1

25 1

25 1

25 1

25 1

25 1

25 1

motion

•

44.75
48.31

47.81

41.88

48.37

48.94
60.00
46.81
'46.25

4594
45.13

47-18
46.31

4793
46.00
45.41

Mean .... 57.06 56.70 56.72

Dover Station and Notre Dame, Calais.

Observers.
Five

Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two. Mean ....mm 46.69 jS

G.
G.

C.

o / ft

41 16
29-10
32.30

41 16

30.70

25.81

29.88
32.13
32.00

//

31.00
Dover Station and Dovei Flag-sta

Observers. Two
Microscopes.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean .... 30.70 29-95

A.
K.
K.
A.
K.

0 4

0 11

0 11

0 11

0 11

0 n

//

4.75
0.25
6.00

3.12
3.56

Dover Station and Blancnez.

Observers.
Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes*

Mean.
Two.

1821.
A.
K.
K.
A.
C.
A.
K.
K.

1822.
G.

C.

o / //

50 37
50 37
50 37
50 37
50 37
50 37
50 37
50 37

50 37 48.95
49.45

50 37

tt

49.20

48.12

47.19
53.00

50.37
51.69
48.69
48.75
54.62

48.63
48.38

53.12

Mean ....— 3.54
iHH1

Blancnez, and Dungeness Light-House.

Observers. Two
Microscopes.

Two Mi.
croscopes.

48.50

A.
K.
C.
A.
K.

100 33
100 33
100 33
100 33
100 33 1

27 50
2931
27 56
28.56
23.12 1

50.23 ! Mean mm 27.21 -JHHl
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Folkstone Station (Continued).

Blancnez and Fairlight. Folkstone Pier Flag-staffand Tolsford.

•

Observers.
•

Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

Observers. Two
Microscopes.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

1821.
A.
C.
A.
K.

1822.
G.

C.

•

o 4 00

121 48
121 48
121 48
121 48

121 48 12.55

16.75
121 48

//

14.65

40

1707
08.37
15.06
11.50

12.50

1737
14.50

44

14.93

K.
o //

84 37 s 44

490

Mean .... 49-0

Dungeness Light-House and Fairlight.

Observers. Two
Microscopes.

Two Mi-
croscopes. Hj

14.65 | A.
c.
A.

o /

21 14
21 14
21 14

49.57
52.62
46.25 1Mean used .

.

14.13SB
Montlambert and Fairlight. Mean .... • m » • 49.48

Observers. Two Mi-
croscopes. Notre Dame and Fairlight.

A.
C.
A.

. K.
C.
A.
K.
C.
A.

96 46
96 46
96 46
96 46
96
96 46
96 46
96 46
96 46

3232
23.24
27-88
25.50

28.82
25.12
25.19
26.63
25.12

Observers. Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

G.
G.

c.

O 4 44

131 9
32.40
33.90

131 9

//

33.15

35.76
31.25
33.62
35.62

44

32.43

Mean ....n 34.06

Mean 26.65 S
Rejecting the first and second 26.32

Angles derived at Folkstone.
O 4 44

Montlambert and Fairlight 96 46 26.82

Montlambert and Blancnez 25 1 46.69

Blancnez and Fairlight 121 48 13.01

Blancnez and Fairlight (observed) 121 48 14.13

Mean. . . .Blancnez and Fairlight 121 48 18.57

2 F 2
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Observations for identifying the Station.

Readings,

o i it

Readings.

9 I n

Dover Castle Flag-staff 175 51 39.50 Right-hand Summit of nearest

Summit of the Left Side of Mar- Martello Tower 99* 38 36.25

tello Tower nearest the Beach 98 28 28.75 Top of the Flag-stafF Folkstonc

Right-hand Summit of ditto .... 99 3 38.50 Harbour 119 46 45.25

Left-hand Summit of nearest Mar- Folkstone Church Vane Spindle 135 10 42.75

tello Tower 98 47 59.75 Tolsford Station 24 24 34.37

At Fairliglit.

Observers.

1821.

G.

1822.

G.

Stede Hill and Tolsford.

Five
Microscopes.

Wrotham and Tolsford Staffs.

53.56

55.56

O i n
45 27
45 27

45 27 54.95
57.00

55.92

45 27 56.17
53.62
51.45

51.87

45 27 54.65

57-50
45 27 50.20

Mean.... 54,39

Dungeness and Blancnez

Observers.
Five Mean.

Microscopes. Five.

G. 77 23 57-62

G. 56.07

57-90
G.

51.12
55.81

57.25

53.46

57-06

Mean.... 57.50 H

• !T

Wrotham and Tolsford Lamps.

Observers. ...
Five Mean.

Observers.
Two

Microscopes.

K.
o /

4 59
G. 4 59
A. 4 59
G. 4 59
C. 4 59

Mean ....

Five Mean.
Microscopes. Five.

o / it //

77 23 58.50

5735
57.92

61.65
58.88

60.26

77 23 60.25

56.18
58.21

77 23 58.35
60.35

59.35

58.10

61.00
59.55

5798
6190

59.94

77 23 5995
62 35

m

61.15

59.24
60.25

58.63

62.50
59.81

61.75
58.75
60.00

*

59.74

55.56

60.78

59.37

58.86
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Fairlight (Continued).
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Fairlight (Continued).

Tolsford and Folkstone. Crowborough and Wrotham Staffs.

Observers.

1821.

1822.

Five
Microscopes.

Mean.
Five.

60'
tf it

6 50
6 50

%

6 50

6 50 20.44
17-20

18.82

18 58
17-37

17-97

18.05

1892
18.48

6 50 17-25

17-30
17-27

16-20

15.10
15.65

6 50 17-65

19 80
18.72

6 50 14.57

13.95
14.26

15.45

13.20
14.32

Mean . . .

.

16.94

Two Mi- Mean.
I Observers.

croscopes.

Five Mean.
Microscopes. Five.

1.87

t'£
1318

13.77 13.08

Spire for the Pole Star and Folkstone

G. 33 6 33.25
G. 34.50

30.75

G. 33 6 32.05
29-30

C. 31.03

G. 33 6 31.60
35.60

Two Mi- Mean.
croscopes. Two.

r // //

37-62

36.38
37.00

Crowborough and Tolsford.

Observers.
Five

Microscopes.

Observers.
Microscopes.

O t it //

« G. 62 60 55.15

G. 62 50 54.10 KO
53.75

5353.92

Two Mi- Mea
crosfopes. Twc

54.74
53.62

G. 110 30 30.81

29-87
30.57
28.65

G. 110 30 29-60
26.95

C. 29-43
aa 44

G. 110 30 3lll0
30.13
2936
33.70

30.34

29-61

28.27

28.93

30.61

31.52

Mean 29.88

Wrotham and Stede Hill.

Mean. . 54.33

Fairlight Church and Montlambert.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

58.19
61.50

5984

Observers.
Five

Microscopes.

G. 31 56 0.62

G. 0-15

G. 31 56 1.38

403
C. 6.95
G. 31 56 1.90

2.40
2.15

Mean . . 2.49 2.43

Mean.
Two.

31.37

27-90
31.25

34.50

29-63

32.87

31.25
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Fairlight (Continued).

Wrotham and Tolsford. Tenterden Church and Folkstone.

Observers!

K. 77

G. 77
K.

G.

G. 77

C.
G. 77

K.

C.

K. 77

23 58.50

5735
61.65

58 88

23 57 62
60.25
56.18

56.07

57-90
23 57 55

5765
58.40

23 58.35

60.35
58.10
61.00

5798
61.90

23 59 95

Observers.
Two

Microscopes.

G. 46 9
C. & A. 46 9
K. & G. 46 9

Mean .

.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

50.87

46.50

51.38

49.58

Spire for the Pole Star and Tolsford.

Mean .... 58.92

5924
60.25
58.63

62.50

59-81

61.75

58.75
60.00

53.63
58.12

5974

60.56

60.78

5938

55.88

59.27

Observers. F*ve
Microscopes.

G. 56 0 37 90
G. 56 0 39 53

3980

Mean. . 39.08

Frant and Stede Hill.

Observer. ...
^‘ve

Microscopes.

Blancncz and Montlambert

Observers.
Two

Microscopes.

o •

17 39
17 39
17 39

,17 39
G. I 17 39

Two Mi-
croscopes.

26.00
31.13
23.13

25.37

26.19

26.36

Folkstone, and Fairlight Church.

Mean ....

Tenterden Church and Tolsford.

Observer.
Two

Microscopes.
Two Mi-
croscopes*

36.44

Two
Microscopes.

0 t

33 5
33 5
33 5

33 5

Mean ....
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Fairlight (Continued).

Frant Church and Tenterden Church. Wrotham and Folkstone.

Observers.
Two

Microscopes.

Two Mi-
croscopes.U Observers.

Five

Microscopes.
Mean.
Five.

Two Mi-
croscopes.

Mean.
Two.

K. & G.
C.

* A.

57 26
57 26

57 26
B B

31 .87

41.12

38.13 1
G.
G.

G.

0 / //

84 14 14.82

14.12

16.82

84 14 14.80

14.95

H

15.47

// H

Mean .... 3704 mm 14.87

Hi m c. 14.60

Frant and Crowborough.
G. 84 14 13.20

11.30
12.26

7.75
10.37

906

Observer.
Five

Microscopes.
Mean. . 14.33 14.19

G. 13 44 19-90

f

Angles derived at Fairlight.

0 < a
Folkstone and Montlambert 44 28 44.74

Folkstone and Tolsford 6 50 16.94

O / //

Folkstone and Blancnez 26 49 18.67

Blancnez and Montlambert 17 39 26.36

Tolsford and Montlambert . . 51 19 1.68 Folkstone and Montlambert . 44 28 45.03

Folkstone and Dungeness 21 50 5.80

Dungeness and Blancnez 4 59 12.87

Folkstone and Dungeness 21 50 5.80

Dungeness and Montlambert 22 88 38.65

Folkstone and Blancnez 26 49 18.67
— ...

44 28 44.45

44 28 45.03

Mean. . .Folkstone and Mont-

lambert 44 28 44.74

Tenterden Church and Folkstone . 46 9 49.58

Tolsford and Folkstone 6 50 16.94

Folkstone and Blancnez, using the

mean of all the angles between

Folkstone and Dungeness 26 49 19.04

Tolsford and Folkstone ........ 6 50 16.94

Tolsford and Blancnez 33 39 35.99
Tenterden Church and Tolsford 39 .19 32.64

Stede Hill and Frant Church .... 51 18 1^.59

Crowborough and Stede HOI .... 65 2 ^.83

Frant Church and Crowborough 13 44 20.24
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Observations for identifying* the Station.

Readings*

o #e
Ashford Tower 176 0 7.62

Mr. Fuller’s Observatory Dome 84 37 51.12

Roy’s Station . .*. 113 33 57

Church about three miles 131 32 13.25

West Edge of Fairlight Mill .... 149 55 59.25

Readings.

O t h

East Edge of Fairlight Mill .... 130 54 24.62

Hastings Church 4 9 9.12

Dungencss Light-House 46 9 36.50

Fairlight Church 57 25 13.49

From the Station to the nearest angle of the Windmill, 69 feet 2 inches.

Roy’s Station from the nearest angle of the Windmill, 26 feet 4 inches.

Roy’s Station from the new Station, 87 feet 8^ inches.

At Blancnez.

Montlambert Lamp
and

Fairlight Lamp.

Montlambert Lamp
and

Folkstone Lamp.

Montlambert Staff

and
Fiennes.

Folkstone Lamp
and

Tolsford.

Two Microscopes* Two Microscopes* Two Microscopes. Two Microscopes.

75 516 24.64

75 56 23.98

75 56 23.03

75 56 25.25

75 56 25.53

O '''
107 18 56.17

107 18 55.71

107 18 53.64

107 18 57-18

107 18 56.78

0 $ u
51 21 34.19

51 21 35.18

51 21 33.88

51 21 33.12

51 21 2997
61 21 37-53

Mean 51 21 3398

Dungeness,
and

Montlambert Lamp.

78 20 <U3

78 20 0.33

0 / n
3 36 52.37
3 36 50.05

3 36 52.78

Mean 3 36 51.73

Mean 75 56 24.49 Mean 107 18 55.90
Folkstone Staff

and
Dover Station.

• / //

12 3 50.81

12 3 53.44

12 3 51.41

Mean 12 3 51.88

Add.... 2.00

Fairlight Lamp
and

Folkstonfe Lamp.

31 22 30-72

31 22 33.99
31 22 27-82
31 22 30.56

31 22 33.30

31 22 28.03

31 22 30.60

31 22 29-91

31 22 31.27
31 22 32.61

31 22 31.53
31 22 31.53

,
31 22 32.68

31 22 31.25

Dungeness,
and

Folkstone Lamp.

28 58 55.91

28 59 * 2.06

28 58 55.84

Mean 28 58 57-94

Dungeness,
and

Fairlight Lamp.
O > "
2 23 35 86
2 23 29.47
2 23 35.69

Notre Dame Calais,

and
Folkstone Lamp.

131 56 37.34
131 56 39.23
131 56 40.39
131 56 39-53

12 3 53.88

Dover Station

and
N6tre Dame Calais.

119 52 47.12

119 52 53.53

Mean 2 23 33.51 Mean 131 56 39-12

2 aMDCCCXXVIII
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Folkstone Staff

and
Tolsford.

Two Microscopes.

3 36 50.00

3 36 51.63

3 36 48.88

3 36 53.37

3 36 49-63

3 36 51.25

3 36 54.88

Mean 3 36 51.38

Subtract .... 2.00

3 36 49.38

Notre Dame Calais,

and
Folkstone Staff.

1°31 56 44.94

131 56 39 22
131 56 37 93
131 56 37 43

Mean 131 56 3988
Add .... 2.00

131 56 41.88

Fairlight, and South
Foreland High Light

O / //

49 16 42.54

49 16 42.54

Folkstone Staff, and
South Foreland
Low Light

\1 24 1(5.37

Add 2.00

17 24 18.37

Blancnez (Continued).

DoverCastleFlag-sta;
and

Folkstone Staff.

Notre Dame Calais,

and
Fiennes.

North Foreland Light-]

House, and Folkstond

Staff.

Two Microscopes. Two Microscopes. Two Microscopes.

Q t ft

12 1 15.43

12 1 15.75

12 1 1775

Mean 12 1 16.31

Add 2.00

12 1 18.31

69 22 50.78

69 22 53.50

69 22 54 23

69 22 56.31

69 22 52 92
69 22 52.79

69 22 53.63

41 51 11.50

Add .... 2.00

41 51 13.50

Dover Station,

and
DoverCastle FJag-staff.|

O / // „
0 2 33.66

0 2 35.38

0 2 37 69

Mean 69 22 53.45

Folkstone Staff, and
South Foreland
High Light.

p / //

17 54 17.50

Add .... 2.00

Montlambert Lamp
and

Fiennes.

51 21 30.67

51 21 2704
51 21 2985
51 21 32.16

51 21 30.29

Mean 51 21 30.00

Mean 0 2 35.58
17 54 19 50

Tolsford,

and
Fairlight Staff.

O / H
27 45 41.86

27 45 42.62

27 45 37 13

27 45 36.25

blkstonc Lamp, and
|South Forelana Higli

Light.

O t //

17 54 11.27

17 54 11.27

Centre of Dunkirk
Tower, and Notre
Dame Calais.

O t ft

5 13 50.87

5 13 49 98
5 13 50 91
5 13 50.28

Mean 27 45 39 46
Subtract . . 0.49

27 45 38.97

olkstone Lamp, and
South Forelana Low

Light.

lV24 16.55

Mean 5 13 50.51

Tolsford,

and
Fairlight Lamp.

27 45 38.23

27 45 39.86

27 45 38.75

17 24 16.55

DoverCastleFlag-staff]

and
Notre Dame Calais.

1*19 55 22 50
119 55 27-19

Fairlight, and South
'oreland Low Light.

O / //

48 46 47.82

Mean 119 55 24.84

Meai*£7 45 38.95 48 46 47.82
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Angles derived at Blancnez. .04 SI

Montlambert and Folkstone 107 18 55.90

,(3° 36' 49".38 X 7) + (3° 36' 5 1".73 x 3) a „
Folketone and Tolsford

v —v
s= 3 36 60.09

•
“ r Jl n '

Montlambert and Tolsford . 103 42 5.81
• - _

Fairligbt and Folkstone* * 31 22 31.13

Tolsford and Folkstone 3 3G 50.09

Fairligbt and Tolsford 27 45 41.04

Fairligbt and Tolsford (observed) 27 45 38.95

Mean. . . Fairligbt and Tolsford 27 45 39.99

The Station at Blancnez is in a right line drawn from the Ball of Notre Dame, Calais, to a point

upon the wall of the Guard-house, distant from the north edge of the house 4 feet 3.25 inches, and

from the north-east edge 14 feet 10.3 inches. Mr. Gardner cut a cross upon the wall, marking this

point. The distance on the ground from a vertical line passing through the cross to the Station is

107 feet 5 inches.

At Montlambert.

Folkstone Lamp
and

Blancnez.

Dungeness,
and

Folkstone Lamp.

Dungeness
and

Blancnez.

Observers. Two Microscopes. Observers. Two Microscopes. Observers. Two Microscopes.

K.
A.
G.
M.
C.
A.
K.
A.
A.

A. & C.

47 39 18.25

47 39 19.44

47 39 21.00

47 39 19-75
•47 39 20.75
47 39 18.87

47 39 16.93

47 39 17.19
47 39 17.25

47 39 15.50

m 27 56 55.62 m O •/ H
75 51 13.63

75 51 14.87

27 56 55.62
Mean .. .75 51 14.25

A.

Dungeness,
and

Fairlight Lamp.

10 47 54.25
c.

S. Foreland Light
and

Folkstone.

0 / u
14 35 16.12

Mean.

.

.. ..47 39 18.49 10 47 54.25

A. & C.

14 35 16.12

S. Foreland Light*
and

Folkstone.

O * //

14 58 42.5A.

Fairliglit Lamp
and

Tolsford.

O / //

32 53 1.62 A.C.&K.

Fairlight MiU
and

Folkstone.

38 4f> 0.48

32 53 1.62 38 46 0.48 14 58 42.5

* There are two Lights at the South Foreland, the High and the Low Light.

2 G 2
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Montlambert (Continued).

Fairlight Lamp
and

Folkstone Lamp.

Tolsford

and
Blancnez.

Fiennes
and

Blancnez.
t

Observers. Two Microscopes, Observers. Two Microscopes. Observers.

A.
K.
C.
A.
K.
C.

A. & C.
• •

c.
A.
K.
C.
A.

38 44 55.94

38 44 57.44

38 44 50.38

38 44 52.44
38 44 54.50

38 44 52.82

38 44 56.75

38 44 52.63

38 44 52.57

38 44 55.75
j

38 44 49.92
38 44 49.87

c.

c.
A. Sc C.

O / //

53 31 8.79

53 31 12.00

53 31 6.44

K.
G.
M.
c.

K.
K.
A.
c.

K.
C.
C.

A.
A. Sc C.

34 27 39.68
34 27 40.06
34 27 37.62
34 27 39-79
34 27 41.37
34 27 39.75
34 27 41.07
34 27 39.1

8

34 27 40.31

34 27 38.68

34 27 38.50
34 27 40.88

34 27 40.92

Mean.

.

c.

c.

A.& C.

53 31 9-08

Fiennes
and

Tolsford.

O / //

87 58 48.58

87 58 50.50

87 58 47.36

Mean.

.

38 44 53.42 Mean.

.

. ... 34 27 39.83
Mean.

.

87 58 48.81

C.
A. A C.

Tolsford,

and
Folkstone Staff.

O 1 II

5 51 52.32

5 51 49.56

Mean.

.

.... 5 51 50.94

Angles derived at Montlambert.

0 1 11

Fairlight and Folkstone 38 44 68.43

Tolsford and Folkstone 5 51 50.94

O 1 II

Folkstone and Blancnez ........ 47 39 18.49

Tolsford and Folkstone 5 51 50.94

Fairlight and Tolsford •#•••. 32 53 2,49

FairlightandTolsford (observed) 32 53 1.62

Tolsford and Blancnez 53 31 9.48

Tolsford and Blancnez(observed)53 31 9.08

Mean. . . .Fairlight and Tolsford 32 53 2.05 Mean. .. .Tolsford and Blancnez 53 31 9.25

Fairlight and Folkstone ••••»#•• 38 44 53.43

Folkstone and Blancnez ........ 47 39 18.49
The Station at Montlambert is on the North

Bastion, about 7$ feet from the angle, measuring

from the foot of the parapet, and equally distant

from the faces.

Fairlight and Blancnez •••••« 86 24 11,91
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Observations of the Pole Star.

1821, October 3rd, at Blancnez. In the evening. Chronometer slow l
m 46*.4

ort M&m Time.
, Readings.

N6tre*Dame, Calais «... 51° 49' 43".06

South Foreland High Ligh6H^> 117 47 13.25

South Foreland Low Light 117 17 18 .63

Chronometer. Mean Horary Reading at the Star.
Mean Eroding at the

Azirnuth.
Angle. ® Star.

Heading at the

Meridian.

6 43 49.0

6 46 19.0

91 8 4

88 10 34

87 3 46

86 19 46

80 37 20

164 38 46.50
164 39 3.12

164 39 10.25

164 39 12.00

164 39 11.37

164 39 11.62

164 39 9-87

164 39 8.75

O / // e / //

164 38 54.81 2 35 59 162 2 55.81

164 39 11.12 2 36 14 162 2 57.12

164 39 11.49 2 36 13- 162 2 58.49

164 39 9.31 2 36 10 162 2 59.31

Telescope inverted.

164 38 12.25

164 37 59.37
164 38 5.81 2 34 56 162 3 9.81

Readings.

South Foreland High Light 117° 47' 16".21

South Foreland Low Light 117 17 22.53

1822, August 25th, at Fairliglit. In the morning. Chronometer slow 3m 7*.64

on Mean Time.
.. Reading.

Summit of the Spire of a Church 134° 18' 59".SO

Chronometer. Reading at the Star.
Mean Rrotog at the AzimuUl.

R^t^tthe

h m a

9

5
1 1L50

|

94 19 4* I35 47 44.O
135 47 37‘5 2 34 54 133 22 3L50

O i It o to O i // I o / //

Telescope inverted.

9 la &S
|

97 87 58
|

1“ 1®S
|

135 48 4°-2
|

8 88 «
|

>88 88 88*88

Reading.

Summit of the Spire 134° 19' 0".27

Much motion in the Spire.
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1822, August 25th, at Fairlight. In the evening. Chronometer slow 3m 7**64

on Mean Time.
Reading.

Wrotham Lamp 112° 55 ' 34".4

Chronometer.

h m s

8 39 9
8 42 59
8 45 59
8 48 27

8 52 20
8 54 25.7

8 58 15

Mean Horary
Angle.

Reading at the Stan

89 59 43.6

88 22 14

86 49 28.4

85 36 16

140 58 6.25

140 58 11.00

140 58 14.65

140 58 14.80

Mean Reading at the

o / //

140 58 8.62

140 58 14.72

Telescope inverted.

140 58 18.60

140 58 16.65

140 58 8.55

140 58 17-62

140 58 8.55

Azimuth.

O / //

2 35 46

2 35 52

2 35 49

2 35 44

* Reading at the

Meridian.

o / //

138 22 22.62

138 22 22.72

138 22 28.62

138 22 24.55

Reading.

Wrotham Lamp 112° 55f 33".00

August 26th, at Fairlight. In the evening. Chronometer slow 3m 9".9 on

Mean Time.
Reading.

Wrotham Lamp 99° 36' 33".97

Chronometer. Mean Horary
Angle.

Reading at the Star.
Mean Reading at the

Star.
Azimuth. Reading at the

Meridian.

h m s o / // o / // o t // O t it o / //

8 39 42
8 41 51

89 2 12.50
127 39 18.20

127 39 21.36
127 39 19-80 2 35 50 125 3 29.8

8 44 4

8 46 22
87 55 24

127 39 24.05

127 39 22.40
127 39 23.22 2 35 51 125 3 32.22

Telescope inverted.

8 49 50
8 51 54

86 30 25.50
127 39 18.05

127 39 14.45 127 39 16.25 2 35 49 125 3 27.25

8 53 55
8 55 22

85 33 38.50
12? 39 11-65

127 39 8.80
127 39 10.22 2 35 44 125 3 26.22

Reading.

Wrotham Lamp 99° 36' 35".58

Much motion in the Lamp.
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August 27th, at Fairlight. In the evening. Chronometer slow 3m 12\1 on

Mean Time.
Reading.

Tolsford Lamp 4° 48' 41"50

• •

Chronometer. 4VIean Horary
• Angle.

Reading at the Star.
Mean Reading at the

Star.
Azimuth. Reading at the

Meridian.

h m s 0 / // 0 in 0 / // 0 / // 0 / //

8 36 59
8 39 20

88 39 23.50
135 27 38.00

135 27 28.80
135 27 33.40 2 35 51 132 51 42.40

8 40 49
8 41 56

87 51 1.00
135 27 36.95

135 27 36.60
135 27 36.77 2 35 52 132 51 44.77

8 43 3 87 25 49.00 135 27 35.85 135 27 35.85 2 35 51 132 51 44.85

Telescope inverted.

8 45 19
8 49 23

86 21 09.00
135 27 14.80

135 27 28.45
135 27 21.62 2 35 48 132 51 33.62

8 50 44 85 30 15.00 135 27 22.55 135 27 22.55 2 35 42 132 51 40.55

Tolsford Lamp . . .

.

Reading.

4° 48' 35".08

September 7th, at Tolsford. In the morning. Chronometer slow 5m 40* on

Mean Time.
Heading.

Folkstonc Staff 34° 32' 27".43

Chronometer. Mean Horary
Angle.

Reading at the Star.
Mean Reading at the

Star.
Azimuth. Reading at the

Meridian.

h m s Ota
11 5 29 33.45

116 29 27.40

0 / // 0 * t* 0 / //

7 25 27
7 28 32

84 26 42.50 116 29 30.42 2 36 14 119 5 44.42

7 30 42

7 36 46
85 53 4.50

116 29 22.10

116 29 15.45
116 29 18.77 2 36 25 119 5 43.77

7 41 14

7 43 48
88 20 13.00

116 29 12.45

116 29 13.45
116 29 12.95 2 36 32 119 5 44.95

Telescope inverted.

7 48 7

7 49 32
89 55 6

116 29 1.60

116 29 3.85
116 29 2.72 2 36 26 119 6 28.72

7 51 24

7 53 25
90 49 0

116 29 7.55

116 29 11.95
116 29 597 2 36 20 119 5 29.75

8 2 32
8 4 38.5

93 37 5
116 29 40.95

116 29 46.50
116 29 43.72 2 35 46 119 5 29.72

Reading.

Folkstone Staff 34° 32' 16".25
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September 19th, at Crowborough. In the morning. Chronometer slow 2m 15*

on Mean Time.
Reading.

Frant Church Stafif 12° 4f 8".55

Chronometer. Mean Horary
Angle.

Reading at the Star.
Mean Reading at the

Star.
Azimuth. ,

9 Reading at the

Meridian.

h m s

6 59 30

7 1 24

7 2 37

O'"
88 44 47.00

89 17 23.00

129 54 14.55

129 54 17.60

129 54 19.05

O'"
129 64 16.07

129 54 19.05

O'"
2 36 14

2 36 12

O'"
132 30 30.07

132 30 31.05

Telescope inverted.

7 4 22
7 6 32

7 7 37
7 8 48

89 59 59-60

90 38 43.00

129 64 17.35

129 54 19.20

129 54 19.95

129 54 22.55

129 54 18.27

129 54 21.25

2 36 9

2 36 5

132 30 27-27

132 30 26.25

Frant Church Staff

Reading.

September 20th, at Crowborough. In the morning. Chronometer slow 2m 17*.6

on Mean Time.
Reading.

Frant Church Staff (motion) 12° 4' 22". 7

Chronometer. Mean Horary
Angle.

Reading at the Star.
Mean Reading at the

Star.
Azimuth. Reading at the

Meridian.

h m s O * 4

4

O ' " O'" 0 " 0 ' //

6 39 54
6 41 20

84 45 38
129 54 46.40

129 54 44.55
129 54 45.47 2 36 0 132 30 45.47

6 42 29
6 43 45

85 23 14
129 54 41.60

129 54 38.40
129 54 40.00 2 36 5 CO

n* 30 45.00

6 45 37
6 46 40

86 8 43.50
129 54 35.50

129 54 34.15
129 54 34.82 2 36 10 132 30 44.82

6 47 55
6 49 9

86 44 42.40
129 54 32.60

129 54 30.90
129 54 31.75 2 36 13 132 30 44.75

Telescope inverted.

6 53 13
6 54 15

88 2 55*50
129 54 46.45

129 54 46.55
129 54 46.50 2 36 15 132 31 1.50

6 55 15

6 57 11
88 40 16.00

129 54 47.05

129 54 47.75
129 54 47.40 2 36 14 132 31 1.40

6 58 51

6 59 42
88 56 16.00

129 54 49.10

129 54 50.45
129 54 49.77 2 36 13 132 31 2.77

7 1 46 90 3 45.00 129 54 54.55 129 54 54.55 2 36 9 132 31 3.55

9 Reading.

Frant Church Staff (steady) . .01
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September 21st, at Crowborough. In the morning. Chronometer slow 2m 19*.6

on Mean Time.
Reading.

Frant Church Staff 160° 14' 11".7

8

h m s

6 41 32
6 44 11

6 47 11

6 50 8

6 52 2
6 53 42
6 54 47

Mean Horary
• Angle.

Reading at the Star.
Mean Reading at the

Star.
Azimuth. Reading at the

Meridian.

o / //

86 36 33.60

87 41 37.00

o / *• »
98 4 25.55

98 4 22.30

98 4 20.90

o / '/

98 4*23.92

98 4 20.90

O • H

2 36 12

2 36 15

o / //

100 40 35.92

100 40 35.90

88 40 16.40

89 27 46.40

Telescope inverted

98 4 31.45 qg . g_
98 4 32.20

y8 4 J1,w

98 4 33.80 qg . «« q»
98 4 34.15

y8 4 J *,,y7

2 36 14

2 36 11

100 40 45.82

100 40 44.97

Reading.

Frant Church Staff 160° 14' 18".66

Deductionsfrom the preceding Tables.

Blancnez.

1821, October 3rd : Mean Reading at the Meridian .... 162 2 57-68

At N6tre Dame, Calais . . . . 61 49 43.06

Between N6tre Dame Calais, and the Meridian .... 69 46 45.38

Between N6tre Dame Calais, and Fairlight 163 19 11.63

Between Fairlight and the Meridian 93 32 26.25

Between Fairlight and the Meridian, using the South Fore-

land High Light 93 32 26.67

Between Fairlight and the Meridian, using the South Fore-

land Low Light 93 32 26.87

Mean . . 93 32 26.60

2 HMDCCCXXVI1I
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O I II

Reading at the Meridian (the Telescope inverted) . . . . . 162 3 9.81

At the South Foreland High Light 117 47 16.21

Between the South Foreland High Light and the Meridian 44
#
15 53.60

Between the South Foreland High Light and Fairlight
. ^

49 .16 42.54

m

Between Fairlight and the Meridian (Telescope inverted) 93 32 36.14

Between Fairlight and the Meridian, using South Foreland

Low Light (Telescope inverted) 93 32 35,10

Mean 93 32 35.62

* Mean (above) . . 93 32 26.60

Between Fairlight and the Meridian 93 32 31.11

Fairlight.

1822, 25th August A.M. Reading at the Meridian . . . . 138 22 31.50

Spire of a Church . 134 18 59.30

Between the Spire and the Meridian 4 3 32.20

Between Folkstone and the Spire 62 50 54.33

Between Folkstone and the Meridian 58 47 22.13

Between Folkstone and Blancnez 26 49 18.67

Between Blancnez and the Meridian 85 36 40.80

Reading at the Meridian (Telescope inverted) 138 22 £5.20

Spire of a Church 134 19 0.27

Between the Spire and the Meridian 4 3 24.93

Between Folkstone and the Spire 62 50 54.33

Between Folkstone and the Meridian (Telescope inverted) 58 47 29.40

Between Folkstone and Blancnez 26 49 18.67

Between Blancnez and the Meridian (Telescope inverted) 85 36 48.07

Between Blancnez and the Meridian (above) 85 36 40.80

Between Blancnez and the Meridian (Mean) 85 36 44.43
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25th August P.M. Mean Reading at the Meridian . . .

Wrotham Lamp . .

Between Wrotham and the Meridian .......
4

Between, Wrotham and Blancnez

Between Blancnez and the Meridian

Mean Reading at the Meridian (Telescope inverted) . . .

Wrotham Lamp *
.

Between Wrotham and the Meridian

Between Wrotham and Blancnez

Between Blancnez and the Meridian (Telescope inverted)

Between Blancnez and the Meridian (above) ....
Between Blancnez and the Meridian . . . Mean .

26th August P.M. Mean reading at the Meridian . . .

Wrotham Lamp . .

Between Wrotham and the Meridian

Between Wrotham and Blancnez

Between Blancnez and the Meridian

Mean Reading at the Meridian (Telescope inverted) . . .

Wrotham Lamp

Between Wrotham and the Meridian

Between Wrotham and Blancnez

Between Blancnez and the Meridian (Telescope inverted)

Between Blancnez and the Meridian (above) ....
Between Blancnez and the Meridian . . . Mean .

. 138
i

22 22.62

. 112 55 34.40

. 25 26 48.22

. Ill 3 32.87

. 85 36 44.65

O 1 II

. 138 22 26.58

. 112 55 33.00

. 25 26 53.58

. Ill 3 32.87

85 36 39.29

. 85 36 44.65

. 85 36 41.97

O i n
. 125 3 31.01

. 99 36 33.97

. 25 26 57-04

. Ill 3 32.87

. 85 36 35.83

O i n

. 125 3 26.73

. 99 36 35.58

. 25 26 51.15

. Ill 3 32.87

85 36 41.72

. 85 36 35.83

. 85 36 38.77

2 h 2
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O I II

ti August P.M. Mean Reading at the Meridian 132 51 44.00

Tolsford Lamp . . . . 4 48 41.50

Between Tolsford and the Meridian .51,56 57.50

Between Tolsford and Blancnez
,
33 89 35.99

Between Blancnez and the Meridian 85 36 33.49

o / //

m Reading at the Meridian (Telescope inverted) . . . . 132 51 37.08

Tolsford Lamp 4 48 35.08

Between Tolsford and the Meridian 51 56 58.00

Between Tolsford and Blancnez 33 39 35.99

Between Blancnez and the Meridian (Telescope inverted) 85 36 33.99

Between Blancnez and the Meridian (above) ..... 85 36 33.49

Between Blancnez and the Meridian . . Mean . . 85 36 33 74

Summary.

At Fairlight, the Angle between the Meridian and Blancnez

:

August 25, A.M. . . 85 36 44.43

P.M. . . 85 36 41.97

August 26, P.M. . . 85 36 38-77

August 27, P.M. . . 85 36 33.74

Between the Meridian and Blancnez 85 36 39.73

Between Tolsford and Blancnez . . . 33 39 35.99

Between the Meridian and Tolsford 51 57 3.74

Between Crowborough and Tolsford .110 30 29.88

Between the Meridian and Crowborough 58 33 26.14
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Tolsford.

1822. September 7th, A. M. Reading at the Meridian . . .119 5 44.38

Folkstone .... 34 32 27.40

Between Folkstone and the Meridian 95 26 43.02

Between Volkstone and Crowborough 189 44 6.50

Between Crowborough and the Meridian 94 17 23.48

O I It

Mean reading at the Meridian (Telescope inverted) . . . .119 5 29.39

Folkstone . 34 32 16.25

Between Folkstone and the Meridian 95 26 46.86

Between Folkstone and Crowborough 189 44 6.50

BetweenCrowboroughandtheMcridian(Telescopeinverted) 94 17 19.64

Between Crowborough and the Meridian (above) . . . 94 17 23.48

Between Crowborough and the Meridian. . . Mean . 94 17 21 .56

Crowborough.

September 19th, A.M. Mean reading at the Meridian . . . 132 30 30.56

Frant Church ... 12 4 8.55

Between Frant and the Meridian 59 33 37.99

Between Tolsford and Frant 25 25 58.37

Between Tolsford and the Meridian 84 59 36.36

O t H A

Mean reading at the Meridian (Telescope inverted) . . . . 132 30 26.76

Frant Church 124 6. 17

Between Frant and the Meridian 59 33 39.41

Between Tolsford and Frant 25 25 58.37

Between Tolsford and the Meridian (Telescope inverted) . 84 59 37.78

Between Tolsford and the Meridian (above) 84 59 36.36

Between Tolsford and the Meridian. . . Mean . . . 84 59 37-07
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September 20th, A.M. Mean reading' at the Meridian . .

Frant Church . .

Between Frant and the Meridian

Between Tolsford and Frant

Between Tolsford and the Meridian

Mean reading at the Meridian (Telescope inverted) . . .

Frant Church

Between Frant and the Meridian

Between Tolsford and Frant

Between Tolsford and the Meridian (Telescope inverted)

Between Tolsford and the Meridian (above) ....
Between Tolsford and the Meridian. . . Mean . .

September 21st., A.M. Mean reading at the Meridian . .

Frant Church . .

Between Frant and the Meridian

Between Tolsford and Frant

Between Tolsford and the Meridian

Mean reading at the Meridian (Telescope inverted) . . .

Frant Church

Between Frant and the Meridian

Between Tolsford and Frant

Between Tolsford and the Meridian (Telescope inverted)

Between Tolsford and the Meridian (above) ....

o

132 20
//

45.01

12 4 22.70

59 .33 37-69

.25 25 58.37

84 59 36.06

O II

132 31 2.30

12 4 34.01

59 33 31.71

25 25 58.37

84 59 30.08

84 59 36.06

84 M, 33.07

O i a

100 40 35.91

160 14 11.73

59 33 35.82

25 25 58.37

84 59 34.19
•

O i ii

100 40 45.39

160 14 18.66

59 33 33.27

25 25 58.37

84 59 31.64

84 59 34.19

Between Tolsford and the Meridian. . . Mean . . . 84 59 32.91
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*

Summai'y.

At Crowborough the Angle between the Meridian and

Tolsford— 19th September, A.M 84 59 37 .07

20th September, A.M 84 59 33.07

21st September, A.M 84 59 32.91

Between the Meridian and Tolsford 84 59 34.35

Between Crowborough and Fairlight 36 5 24.01

Between the Meridian and Fairliglit 121 4 58.36
fiva' vi „ gg a^aasas
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X. On,the phoenomena of volcanoes. By Sir Humphry Davy, Bart. F.R.S.

Read March 20, 1828.

When in the years 1807 and 1808 I discovered that the alkalies and the

earths were composed of inflammable matter united to oxygen, a number of

inquiries suggested themselves with respect to various parts of chemical

science, some of which were capable of being immediately assisted by experi-

ment, and others required for their solution a long series of observations, and

circumstances obtained only with difficulty. Of the last kind were the infer-

ences' concerning the geological appearances connected with these discoveries.

The metals of the alkalies, and those of such of the earths as I had decom-

posed, were found to be highly combustible, and altered by air and water

even at the usual temperatures of the atmosphere ; it was not possible, conse-

quently, that they should be found at the surface of the globe, but probable

that they might exist in the interior : and allowing this hypothesis, it became

easy to account for volcanic fires, by exposure of the metals of earths and

alkalies to air and water ; and to explain, not only the formation of lavas, but

likewise that of basalts and many other crystalline* rocks, from the slow

cooling of the products of combustion or oxidation of the newly discovered

substances.*

I developed this opinion in a paper on the decomposition of the earths,

published in 1808; and since 1812 I have endeavoured to gain evidence

respecting it by examining volcanic phenomena of ancient and recent occur-

rence in various p^ts of Europe.

In this communication I shall have the honour of laying before the Royal

Society some results of my inquiries. If they do not solve the problem

respecting the cause of volcanic fires, they will, I trust, be found to offer some

elucidations of the 'subject, and may serve as the foundation of future^ labours.

The active volcano on which I have made my observations is Vesuvius

;

and there probably does not exist another so admirably fitted for the purpose

:
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its vicinity to a great city; the facility with which it maybe ascended in every

season of the year; and the nature of its activity,—all offer peculiar advantages

to the philosophic inquirer.

I had made several observations on Vesuvius in the springs of 1814 and

1815, which I shall refer to on a future occasion in these pages ; *but it was in

December 1819, and January and February 1820, that the volcano offered the

most favourable opportunity for investigation. On my arrival at Naples, Dec. 4,

I found that there had been a small eruption a few days before, and that a

stream of lava was flowing with considerable activity from an aperture in

the mountain a little below the crater. On the 5th I ascended the mountain,

and examined the crater and the stream of lava. The crater emitted so large

a quantity of smoke, with muriatic and sulphurous acid fumes, that it was

impossible to approach it except in the direction of the wind ; and it threw up

every two or three minutes showers of red hot stones. The lava was flowing

from an aperture about one hundred yards below it, being apparently forced

out by elastic fluids with a noise like that made by the steam disengaged from

a pressure engine : it rose, perfectly fluid, forming a stream of from five to six

feet in diameter, and immediately fell, as a cataract, into a chasm about forty

feet below, where it was lost under a kind of bridge formed of cooled lava;

but it re-appeared sixty or seventy yards further down. Where it issued from

the mountain, it was nearly white hot, and exhibited an appearance similar to

that which is shown when a pole of wood is introduced into the melted copper

of a foundry, its surface ^ appearing in violent agitation, large bubbles rising,

which in bursting produced a white smoke ; but the lava became of a red

colour, though still visible in the sfinshine, where it issued from under the

bridge. The force with which it flowed Was so great, that the strength of

the guide, a very stout young man, was insufficient; to keep a long iron rod

in the current. The whole of its course, with two or ^iree interruptions

where it flowed under a cooled surface, was nearly three quarters of a mile,

and it threw off clouds of a white smoke. It smoked' less as it cooled and

became pasty; but even where it terminated in moving masses of scoria,

smoke was still visible, which became more distinct whenever the scoria was

iqpved, or the red hot lava in the interior exposed. '>•'

: Having ascertained that it was possible to approach within four or five feet
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of the lava, and to examine the vapour immediately close to the aperture, I

returned the next day, having provided the means of making a number of ex-

periments on the nature of the lava, and of the elastic fluids with which it was

accompanied. I found the aperture nearly in the same state as the day before,

but the lava*spread over a larger surface, forming an eddy in the hollow of the

rock, over which it fell, from which it could be raised in an iron ladte more

easily than from the current, and where there was much more facility of

placing and withdrawing substances intended to be exposed to its agency.

One of the most important points to be ascertained was, whether any com-

bustion was going on at the moment the lava issued from the mountain.

There was certainly no appearance of more vivid ignition when it was exposed

to air, nor did it glow with more intensity when it was raised into the air by

an iron ladle. I put the circumstance, however, beyond the possibility of

doubt: I threw some of the fused lava into a glass bottle furnished with a

ground stopper, containing siliceous sand in the bottom : I closed it at the

moment, and examined the air on my return. A measure of it mixed with

a measure of nitrous gas gave exactly the same degree of diminution as a

measure of common air which had been collected in another bottle on the

mountain.

I threw upon the surface of the lava nitre, both in mass and in powder.

After this salt had fused, there was a little increase of vividness in the ignition

of the lava, but much too slight to be referred to pure combustible matter in

any quantity ; and on making the experiment on a portion of lava taken up in

the ladle, i’t appeared that the disengagement of heat was partly owing to the

peroxidation of the protoxide of iron, afid to the combination of the alkali of

the nitre with the earthy basis of the lava ; for \jshere the nitre had melted, the

colour had changed from olive to brown. This conclusion was still further

proved by the cijjpumstance that chlorate of potash thrown upon the lava did

not increase its degree of ignition so much as nitre. When a stick of wood

was introduced into a portion of the lava so as to leave a little carbonaceous

matter on its surface, nitre or chlorate of potassa then thrown upon it caused it

to glow with great brilliancy. Some fused lava was thrown into water, and a

glass bottle filled with water held over it to collect the gas disengaged ; it was

in very minute quantity only, and when analysed on my return proved to be

2 i 2
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common air a little less pure than that disengaged from the water by boiling.

A wire of copper of j\jth of an inch in diameter, and a wire of silver of 7\jth, in-

troduced into the lava near its source, were instantly fused : an iron rod of jth

of an inch, with a piece of iron wire of about j^th, were kept for five minutes in

the eddy in the stream of lava : they were not fused ; they did not"produce any

smell # sulphuretted hydrogen when acted on by muriatic acid. A tin-plate

funnel filled with cold water was held in the fumes disengaged with so much

violence from the aperture through which the lava issued: fluid was im-

mediately condensed upon it, which was of an acid and subastringent taste.

It did not precipitate muriate of baryta; but copiously precipitated nitrate of

silver, and rendered the triple prussiate of potassa of a bright blue. When the

same funnel was held in the white fumes above the lava where it entered the

bridge, no fluid was precipitated upon it, but it became coated with a white

powder which had the taste and chemical qualities of common salt, and

proved to be this substance absolutely pure. A bottle of water holding about

I of a pint, with a long'narrow neck, was emptied immediately in the aperture

from which the vapours pressing out the lava issued, and the neck was im-

mediately closed. This air examined on my return was found to give no

absorption with solution of potassa; so that it contained no notable proportion

of carbonic acid, and it consisted of 9 parts of oxygen and 91 of azote. There

was not the least smell of sulphurous acid in the vapour from the aperture, nor

were the fumes of muriatic acid so strong as to be unpleasant ; but during the

last quarter of an hour that I was engaged in these experiments, the wind

changed, and blew the smoke from the orater upon the spot where I was

standing : the sulphurous acid gas iiKthe fumes was highly irritating to the

organs of respiration, and I suffered so much from the exposure to them that

I was obliged to descend ; and the effect was not transient, for a violent

catarrhal affection ensued, which prevented me for a month from again ascend-

ing the mountain.

On the 6th ofJanuary I made another visit to Vesuvius. I found the appear-

ance of the lava considerably changed ; the bocca from which it issued on the

«5th of December was closed, and the current now flowed quietly and without

noise from a chasm in the cooled lava about three hundred feet lower down.

The heat was evidently less intense. I repeated my experiments with nitre with
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the same results, and exposed pure silver and platinum to the fused lava : they

were not at all changed in colour. I collected the sublimations from various

parts of the cooled lava above. The rocks near the ancient bocca were

entirely
#
covered with white, yellow, and reddish saline substances. I found

one specimeh of large saline crystals
#
in a cavity, which had a slight tint of

purple : this examined, proved to be common salt with a minute pdrtion of

muriate of cobalt. The other sublimations consisted of common salt in great

excess, much chloride of iron, some sulphate of soda ; and by the test of mu-

riate of platinum, there appeared to exist in them a small quantity of sulphate

or muriate of potassa ; and a solution of ammonia detected the presence of a

minute quantity of the oxide of copper.

During the months of January and February I made several visits to the

top of Vesuvius : I shall not particularize them all ; but shall mention only

such as afforded me some new observations. On the 26th ofJanuary, the lava

was seen nearly white hot through a chasm near the place where it flowed

from the mountain. I threw nitre upon it in large quantities through this

chasm, in the presence of H. R. H. the Prince of Denmark, whom I had the

honour of accompanying in this excursion to the mountain, and my friend the

Cavaliere Monticelli : there was no more increase of ignition than when the

experiment was made on lava exposed to the free air. The appearance of the

sublimations was now considerably changed : those near the aperture were

coloured green and blue by salts of copper ; but there was still a great quan-

tity of muriate of iron. I have mentioned, that on the 5th the sublimate of

the lava was pure chloride of sodium : in the sublimate of January 6th, there

were both sulphate of soda and indications of sulphate of potassa. In the

sublimates that I collected on the 26th, the sulphate of soda was in much

larger quantities, and there was much more of a salt of potassa. From the

5th of December to the 20th of February, the lava flowed in larger or smaller

quantities, so that at night a stream of ignited matter was always visible, more

or less interrupted by cooled lava. It changed its direction according to the

obstacles it met with ; and never, according to appearances, extended so much

as a mile from its source. During the whole of this time the craters, of which

there were two, were in activity. The large crater threw up showers of ignited

ashes and stones to a height apparently of from 200 to 500 feet ; and from a
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smaller crater, to the right of the large one on the side of Naples, steam arose

with great violence. Whenever the crater could be approached it was found

incrusted with saline incrustations; and the walk to the edge of the small

crater on the 6th of January was through a mass of loose saline matter, prin-

cipally common salt coloured by muriate of iron, in which the foot sunk to

some depth. It was easy, even at a great distance, to distinguish between the

steam disengaged by one of the craters, and the earthy matter thrown up by

the other. The steam appeared white in the day, and formed perfectly white

clouds, which reflected the morning and evening light of the purest tints of

red and orange. The earthy matter always appeared as a black smoke, form-

ing black clouds ; and in the night it was highly luminous at the moment of

the explosion.

On the 20th of February, the small crater which had been disengaging

steam and elastic matter, began to throw out showers of stones ; and both

craters from the 20th to the 23rd were more than usually active. On the night

of the 23rd, at half past 1 1 o’clock, being in my bed-room at Chiatimone,

Naples, I heard the windows shake ; and going to the window, I saw ascending

from Vesuvius a column of ignited matter to a height at least equal to that of

the mountain from its base ; and the whole horizon was illuminated, notwith-

standing the brightness of the moon, with direct volcanic light, and that

reflected from the clouds above the column of ignited matter. Several erup-

tions of the same kind, but upon a smaller scale, followed at intervals of a

minute and a half or two minutes ; but there were no more symptoms of

earthquake, nor did I hear any noise. On observing the lava, it appeared at

its origin much broader and more vivfS ; and it was evident that a fresh stream

had broken out to the right of the former one. On the morning of the 24th

I visited the mountain ; it was not possible to ascend to the top, which was

covered with clouds, nor to examine the orifice from which the lava issued.

The stream of lava near the place where it terminated was from 50 to 100 feet

broad. It had precisely the same appearances as the lava which had been so

long running. I collected the saline matter condensed upon some of the

masses of scoria which were carried along by the current and deposited on

the edge of the stream ; they proved to be the same in the nature of their

constituent parts as those of the lava of the 26th of January, but with a
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larger proportion of sulphate of soda, and a smaller proportion of muriate of

iron ; and I have no doubt that the dense white smoke which was emitted in

immense columns by the lava during the whole of its course, was produced by

the same ‘substances.

I shall no# mention the state of the volcano at some other periods.

When I was at Naples in May 1814, the crater had the appearance of an

immense funnel, closed at the bottom, with many small apertures emitting

steam ; and on the side towards Torre del Greco, there was a large aperture

from which dame issued to a height of at least 60 yards, producing a most

violent hissing noise. This phenomenon was constant during the three weeks

I remained at Naples. It was impossible to approach sufficiently near the
m

flame to ascertain the results of the combustion ; but a considerable quantity

of steam ascended from it. When the wind blew the vapours upon us, there

was a distinct smell both of sulphurous and muriatic acids. There was no

indication of carbonaceous matter from the colour of the smoke ; nor was any

deposited upon the yellow and white saline matter which surrounded the crater,

and which I found to be principally sulphate and muriate of soda, and mu-

riate of iron : in some specimens there was a considerable quantity of muriate

of ammonia.

In March 1815, the appearances presented by the crater were entirely dif-

ferent. There was no aperture in the crater ; it was often quiet for minutes

together, and then burst out into explosions with considerable violence, sending

fluid lava and ignited stones and ashes to a considerable height, many hundred

feet, in the air.

These eruptions were preceded by subterraneous thunder, which appeared

to coine from a great distance, and which sometimes lasted for a minute.

During the four times that I was upon the crater in the month of March, I

had at last learnt to estimate the violence of the eruption from the nature of

the sound : loud and long continued subterraneous thunder indicated a consi-

derable explosion. Before the eruption the crater appeared perfectly tranquil

;

and the bottom, apparently without an aperture, was covered with ashes.

Soon, indistinct rumbling sounds were heard as if at a great distance
;

gra-

dually the sound approached nearer, and was like the noise of artillery fired

under our feet. The ashes then began to rise and to be thrown out with
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smoke from the bottom of the crater ; and lastly, the lava and ignited matter

was ejected with a most violent explosion. I need not say that when I was

standing on the edge of the crater witnessing this phenomenon, the wind was

blowing strongly from me : without this circumstance it would have been

dangerous to have stood on the edge of the crater ; and whenever from the

loudness of the thunder the eruption promised to be violent, I always ran as

far as possible from the seat of danger.

As soon as the eruption had taken place, the ashes and stones which rolled

down the crater seemed to fill up the aperture, so that it appeared as if the

ignited and elastic matter were discharged laterally ; and the interior of the

crater assumed the same appearance as before.

I shall now offer some observations on the theory of these phenomena. It*

appears almost demonstrable that none of the chemical causes anciently,

assigned for volcanic fires can be true. Amongst these, the combustion of

mineral coal is one of the most current ; but it seems wholly inadequate to

account for the phenomena. However large a stratum of pit-coal, its com-

bustion under the surface could never produce violent and extensive heat ; for

the production of carbonic acid gas, when there was no free circulation of air,

must tend constantly to impede the process : and it is scarcely possible that

carbonaceous matter, if such a cause existed, should not be found in the lava,

and be disengaged with the saline or aqueous products from the bocca or

craters. There are many instances in England of strata of mineral coal which

have been long burning ; but the results have been merely baked clay and

schists, and it has produced no result similar to lava.

If the idea of Lemery were correct, that the action of sulphur on iron may

be a cause of volcanic fires, sulphate of iron ought to be the great product of

the volcano ; which is known not to be the case ; and the heat produced by th*

action of sulphur on the common metals, is quite inadequate to account for

the appearances. When it is considered that volcanic fires occur and intermit

with all the phenomena that indicate intense chemical action, it seems not

unreasonable to refer them to chemical causes. But for phenomena upon such

a scale, an immense mass of matter must be in activity, and the products of the

volcano ought to give an idea of the nature of the substances primarily, active.

Now what are these products?. Mixtures of the earths in an oxidated and
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fused state, and intensely ignited ; water and saline substances, such as might

be furnished by the sea and air, altered in such a manner as might be expected

from the formation of fixed oxidated matter. But it may be said, if the oxida-

tion of the metals of the earths be the causes of the phenomena, some of these

substances ought occasionally to be found in the lava, or the combustion ought

to be increased at the moment the materials passed into the atmosphere. But

the reply to this objection is, that it is evident that the changes which occasion

volcanic fires, take place in immense subterranean cavities ; and that the

access of air to the acting substances occurs long before they reach the exterior

surface.

There is no question but that the ground under the solfaterra is hollow, and

there is scarcely any reason to doubt of a subterraneous communication be-

tween this crater and that of Vesuvius : whenever Vesuvius is in an active

state, the solfaterra is comparatively tranquil. I examined the boeca of the

solfaterra on the 21st of February 1820, two days before the activity of Vesu-

vius was at its height : the columns of steam which usually arise in large quan-

tities when Vesuvius is tranquil, were now scarcely visible, and a piece of

paper thrown into the aperture did not rise again ; so that there was every

reason to suppose the existence of a descending current of air*. The subter-

raneous thunder heard at such great distances under Vesuvius, is almost a

demonstration of the existence of great cavities below filled with aeriform

matter: and the same excavations which in the active state of the volcano

throw out during so great a length of time immense volumes of steam, must,

there is every reason to believe, in its quiet state become filled with atmospheric

air-f*.

To what extent subterraneous cavities may exist even in common rocks, is

<0hown in the limestone caverns of Carniola, some of which contain many

hundred thousand cubical feet of air ; and in proportion as the depth of an

excavation is greater, so is the air more fit for combustion.

•

* In 1814, in 1815, and in January 1819, when Vesuvius was comparatively tranquil, I observed

the solfaterra in a very active state, throwing up large quantities of steam and some sulphuretted

hydrogen.

f Vesuvius is a mountain admirably fitted, from its form and situation, for experiments on the

effect of its attraction on the pendulum : 'and it would be easy in this way to determine the problem

of its cavities. On Etna, the problem might be solved on a larger scale.
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The same circumstance which would give alloys of the metals of the earths

the power of producing volcanic phenomena, namely, their extreme facility of

oxidation, must likewise prevent them from ever being found in a pure com-

bustible state in the'products of volcanic eruptions ; for before they reach the

external surface, they must not only be exposed to the air in the subterranean
r

cavities, but be propelled by steam ; which must possess, under the circum-

stances, at least the same facility of oxidating them as air. Assuming the

hypothesis of the existence of such alloys of the metals of the earths as may

burn into lava in the interior, the whole phenomena may be easily explained

from the action of the water of the sea and air on those metals ; nor is there

any fact or any of the circumstances which I have mentioned in the preceding

part of this paper, which cannot be easily explained according to that hypo-

thesis. For almost all the volcanoes in the old world ofconsiderable magnitude

are near, or at no considerable distance from the sea : and if it be assumed

that the first eruptions are produced by the action of sea water upon the metals

of the earths, and that considerable cavities are ’left by the oxidated metals

thrown out as lava, the results of their action are such as might be antici-

pated ; for after the first eruptions, the oxidations which produce the subse-

quent ones may take place in the caverns below the surface ; and when the

sea is distant, as in the volcanoes of South America, they may be supplied

with water from great subterranean lakes ; as Humboldt states that some of

them throw up quantities of fish.

On the hypothesis of a chemical cause for volcanic fires, and reasoning from

known facts, there appears to me no other adequate source than the oxidation

of the metals which form the bases of the earths and alkalies ; but it must not

be denied that considerations derived from thennometrical experiments on the

temperature of mines and of sources of hot water, render it probable that th%

interior of the globe possesses a very high temperature : and the hypothesis of

the nucleus of the globe being composed of fluid matter, offers a still more

simple solution of the phenomena of volcanic fires than that which has been

just developed.

Whatever opinion may be ultimately formed or adopted on this subject, I

hope that these inquiries on the actual products of a volcano in eruption

will not be without interest for the Royal Society.
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XI. Abstract of a meteorologicaljournal kept at Benares during theyear$ 1824,

1825; and 1 826. By James Prinsep, Esq. Assay Master ofthe mint at Benares.

Communichted by Peter Mark Roget, M.D. Secretary of the Royal Society.

Read January 25, 1828.

The three principal Tables, each of which comprises the abstract for one

year of the meteorological journal at Benares, are followed by two others,

numbered I. and II., presenting the mean daily oscillations of the barometer,

and the monthly deviations from its average height, for each month during

four successive years, accompanied by the corresponding variations of the ther-

mometer from its mean. These tables exhibit the remarkable coincidence pre-

served by these phenomena throughout the year. The indications of the ba-

rometer are all reduced to the freezing point by Dulong and Petits formula

for the dilatation of mercury. I have inserted in the first column of Table I.

the mean of three years’ observations made at Berhampoor by Dr. A. Russel ;

but the instrument employed being of the mountain construction, the mercury

did not move freely in the tube, which will account for the oscillations being

uniformly less than those measured by myself. Mr. Daniell has noticed the

liability of barometers to deteriorate from the accumulation of air bubbles

above the mercury: to obviate this cause of error, I made frequent com-

parisons with one ofWollaston’s boiling thermometers. From October 1823 to

August 1825, the error from this cause amounted to .046 inch, and I deemed it

necessary to reboil the barometer ; it then stood, as nearly as possible, correct

once more. All of my tables have been cleared of the minute error thus found.

As a graphic representation more readily enables the eye to estimate the

agreement of two lines in motion, I have delineated in a diagram the courses

indicated by Table II., only reversing the direction of one curve, that the two

lines maybe collateral with respect to the centre line which stands for the

annual mean. Th<? scales at the sides will explain the formation of the curves.

The year 1826 is omitted in the diagram, because the last two months are

wanting in the series of observations.
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Table I. Daily Oscillations.

* From this month the Register Thermometer stood in a new house much less exposed than

before ;—the ranges are consequently much smUler.

Table II. Monthly Deviations.

Mean Thermomctric Alt. 77°.81.Mean Barometric Alt. 29°.468.
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XII. A description of a verticalfloating collimator ; and an account of its appli-

cation to astronomicW* observations with a circle and with a zenith telescope.

By Captain Henry Kater, V.P.R.S.

Read April 24, and May 1, 1828.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1825, I gave an account of a floating

collimator, and added a suggestion for the construction of a vertical floating

collimator which had not then been carried into effect. I have since had an

instrument of that description made, with such improvements as occasion re-

quired, and the results which it has afforded have been so satisfactory that 1

am induced to lay them before the Society.

The collimator which formed the subject of the paper I have mentioned was

a horizontal floating collimator. This, in the manner in which I then used it,

was the worst form in which the instrument could have been employed ; as it

was necessary to take the float out of the mercury and replace it in order to

complete each observation. The result was therefore liable to be vitiated by

any particle of dust or minute bubble of air which might have found a place

between the float and the mercury. It cannot therefore but be considered as

surprising, that out of one hundred and fifty-one results, only twenty-eight were

found in error to an amount exceeding one second, the greatest error being

2".58 and the next 2".

The horizontal floating collimator was tried by the Rev. Dr. Brinkley, the

present Bishop of Cloyne at the Dublin Observatory, and by the Rev. Dr. Ro-

binson at the Observatory at Armagh. An account of Dr. Brinkley’s obser-

vations is given in the Philosophical Transactions for 1826, where it may be
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seen that the mean difference between the results, of Dr. Brinkley’s catalogue

of 1823, and those obtained by means of the horizontal floating collimator by

observations upon twenty stars, is only 0".03.

Dr. Robinson, by ten observations of five stars made with the Horizontal

floating collimator and his equatorial, obtained a latitude differing' only 0".02

from the latitude resulting from his observations of the preceding two years,

when the level was employed; and by thirteen observations with the collimator at

the winter solstice of 1825, the deduced obliquity of the ecliptic for the begin-

ning of the year, differed only 0".33 from that givenj|||i^ Nautical Almanac.

These results should seem to leave little to be desireoin point of accuracy

;

but the method of using the horizontal floating collimator is so inconvenient,

as to constitute no small objection to the general employment of the instru-

ment in this form. To which may be added, the possibility of error arising,

as before stated, from the necessity of taking the float out of the mercury and

replacing it. From both these objections the vertical floating collimator is

wholly free.

The vertical floating collimator has also this further advantage, that it may

not only be used with a circle, but may be applied to a telescope, either of the

refracting or reflecting kind ; such a telescope furnished with a wire micrometer

and directed to the zenith, becomes a zenith telescope, free from all the objec-

tions to which the zenith sector and the zenith telescope with a plumb-line are

liable.

In Plate XIII. I have given plans and sections of the different parts of which

the vertical floating collimator is composed. Fig. 1. represents a board of well

seasoned mahogany fourteen inches square, and an inch and a half thick. Into

this board fotir legs are screwed, at the distance of an inch and a half from the

edge of the board to the centre of each leg. In the middle of the bdfcrd a cir-

cular hole -is made, four inches in diameter, into which a tube of ^eet iron

is firmly driven, of such a length as to project about an inch or an inch and a

half above the upper surface of the board. ^At the distance of five inches and

a half from the centre, three brass rollers are let into the board. These are

equidistant from each other, and are intended to support the iron pan hereafter

to be described, and to facilitate its being moved round atj^n| the sheet iron

tube as a‘ centre, with but little friction. 5
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Figs. 2. and 3. arc the plan and section of a cast iron circular pan ; this is

one foot in diameter, and has a circular opening of four inches, which passes

easft\v upon the tube of sheet iron just described, and about which the pan is

inten&f)g to be turned. The sides of the pan (fig. 3.) are 2.4 inches high on the

outside, tk^tpside depth being two inches, which leaves four-tenths of an inch

for the thickness of the bottom of the pan. The sides of the model for the pan

must be sloped as in the section, fcflr the convenience of casting. Into the side

of the pan at the bottom a stout iron wire is screwed, intended, as will be seen,

to serve as a stop to prevent the pan from being turned round more than 180

degrees.

Figs. 4. and 5. represent (in half its real dimensions) one of two guides made

of sheet iron, destined to receive pins, which are intended to prevent the float,

presently to be described, from moving horizontally. A piece of plate iron is

cut into the form represented at fig. 4..
* This is afterwards turned up as at

fig. 5. leaving the distance of a quarter of an inch between the front and back.

Two of these guides arc screwed to the bottom of the pan in the inside, (their

backs touching its sides,) in that diameter which is at right angles to the iron

pin projecting from the outside of the pan.

Fig. 6. represents a spring of about two inches and a half long. The flat

part has a longitudinal slit in it, through which screws pass which attach it to

the mahogany board, fig. 1. A piece of plate brass is interposed between the

screws and the spring. The longitudinal slit is for the purpose of adjusting

the spring to its required position. At its extremity the spring is formed into

.a Y, terminating in a hook, as represented in the figure. Two of these springs

are fixed to the. mahogany board ; the Y of each being distant a little more

than six inches from the centre of the board, in opposite directions, and the di-

rection of the spring is at right angles to this diameter. The springs both

point the same way.

If now we suppose the pan to be placed upon the sheet iron tube, fig. 1. and

it be turned round, the iron pin will come in contact with one of the springs,

which will yield to the weight of the pan until the pin is lodged in the Y?

beyond which ft will be prevented from going by.the projecting hook. On
turning the pan the contrary way, the inclined plane of the Y will yield to the

pressure of the pin an&permit it to escape ; and when the pin has gone through

2 L 2
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nearly a semicircle, the same process will take place at the other spring ; these

springs, therefore, afford the means of limiting the horizontal motion of the

pan to 180 degrees.

Figs. 7- and 8. are the plan and section of a float of cast iron, 10.6 inches

diameter, one inch thick, and having an opening in the middle of 6.7 inches

diameter, consequently the breadth of the annulus is about two inches and a

half. Into the sides of this float, at opposite points and equidistant from the

two surfaces, two steel pins are screwed, of such a thickness as to pass freely

into the grooves of the guides before mentioned with a very little shake. The

ends of the pins are to be hemisplierically rounded, and very smooth. When
the float is placed in the pan, with the pins in the guides, the distance between

the terminations of the pins should be such as to leave them just clear of the

backs of the guides.

A section of the float with the bridge and telescope attached to it is given at

fig. 9. The bridge is made of wrought iron. The length at the top is seven

inches, and the perpendicular part of the bridge is of a sufficient height to

enable the bridge to clear the middle part of the pan when the float is placed

in it. In my vertical floating collimator the bridge is an inch and three-quar-

ters above the float. The middle of the bridge consists of a piece of brass tube

three or four inches long, destined to receive the telescope, which fits tightly

into it. The width of the iron part of the bridge is half an inch, and the thick-

ness about a quarter of an inch ; but this may be varied according to circum-

stances which will hereafter appear. The parts where the bridge is screwed

to the float have cross pieces four inches long, intended to give a firmer bear-

ing. The heads of the screws are long, to serve as pins, upon which weights

with holes in them may.be placed, for the purpose of adjusting the float.

The bridge is screwed to the float in such a position that its length is at right

angles to the pins inserted in the edge of the float, as before described. The

intention being, that when the collimator is employed, the bridge should be in

the direction of the meridian, and the guides at right angles to it. Two addi-

tional pins are fixed perpendicularly in the float near the guide pins. These are

represented in the plan, fig. 7> and are intended to receive some of the weights

by which the float is to be adjusted.

The telescope is achromatic, the object-glass in my collimator being about
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eight inches focal length, and one inch and a quarter aperture. The object-

glass is fixed in a separate piece of tube, which slides within another tube, to

whi^h, after adjustment, it may be firmly attached by two opposite screws

movii’i^in longitudinal slits.

In the hrrtis of the object-glass of my collimator, a diaphragm is placed,

carrying fine cross wires flattened. These wires, however, do not form angles

so neat as could be wished, in consequence of their thickness, and of a want

of perfect straightness of their edges ; and I am indebted to Dr. Wollaston

for the suggestion of a method of constructing a substitute for the cross wires,

which has been applied to a vertical floating collimator made for Captain

Foster, R.N. and which I found to answer perfectly well.

The surfaces of a plate of brass (bell metal would perhaps be preferable),

about the. twentieth of an inch thick, were ground parallel. The plate was

then cut in half, and the surfaces cemented together. One of the sides of this

double plate was then formed by grinding, into a salient angle of about 13i»°,

the faces of this angle being slightly bevilled and carefully finished. The plates

were then separated, and their opposite surfaces cemented together, the angular

points and edges being made accurately to coincide. One of the sides (not

that opposite to the angle) of this compound plate was then ground at right

angles to the surface, and the plates again separated and carefully cleaned.

A circular piece of glass having been fitted into the diaphragm, a bit of brass

with a straight edge was cemented to the glass on one side by shell lac. This

was at such a distance from the middle of the diaphragm, as to allow the an-

gular points of the brass plates to be in its centre, when their ground sides

were in contact with the straight edge.

One of the brass plates was now attached by shell lac to the glass, having

its ground edge in contact with the brass straight edge, the obtuse angle of

the bevilled edge being next the glass, and the angular point in the middle of

the diaphragm. It is now evident that if the ground edge of the other*brass

plate be placed in contact with the straight piece of brass, the obtuse angle of

the bevil being next the glass, the two angular points will, upon sliding the

brass plate along the straight edge, be brought accurately into contact, and in

this position the brass plate was fixed to the glass by shell lac.

This arrangement afforded an object having wejl defined acute angles of
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about 45°, which could be bisected with great precision. As this is a very im-

portant part of the instrument* I have been induced to describe thus minutely

• the manner in which it may be made. The diaphragm is placed in the tele-

scope, with the brass plates the object-glass, in order that'Vit*en the

edges of the plates are seejpi^^|||||^ct distinctness, no particles^ dust may
be visible which may hai

point is brought into the;

opposite screws passing i

end of the telescope, to keep;c«

dent. The diaphragm is rep]

upohthe surface of the glass. The angular

ofHlgibe in the usual manner, by means of

A piece of plane glass closes the

hnd to protect the diaphragm from acci-

at fig. 10*.

the floating collimator, it is necessary that. When observations are

all light should be excluded* except that which passes through its telescope.

For this purpose a piece ofsheet iron is formed, as represented at fig. 1 1. The

aperture is the same as that of the ifbdjbasin of the collimator, and one side ex-

ternally is straigh^ijM^ j^hich the plate B moves. This

plate may be raised to

rests steadily upon the

rather less in diameter

are intended, when bent clos&to the ring/

hogany support* fig. ly

when resting on the ring, to

For^|ie purposeof

plane ta$rror,is used, similar to

•

plate B over theopening,

so obvious, as to zt<

The collimator

the object-glass Of i;

from the diaphragm^

has dfeen carefblly atjj

of the collimator is

it through its obje

illuminate the diapl

ion/ apd when permitted to fall,

li fe a circular opening,

three prt^^ting parts of fig. 1 1

.

bed to the ma-

the plate B,

ecollimator.

e

is

late jAv.

to adjust

cal length

lyed which

telescope

is represented

bmpleted, it will be found conve

ope very nearly to the distance of i

r this purpose, any telescope may be e;

to distinct'vision upon a fixed star,

e supported in a convenient position for looking into

with the other telescope, and a lamp so placed as to

All false light being excluded frdm the telescope

* Since tbe above was written^have found that a cross of strong spiders threads answers very well.
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employed, by a black paper screen surrounding that of the collimator, the

diaphragm is to be viewed, and the distance of . the object-glass from it to be

varied until its angles appear sharp and well-defihed. This I consider merely

as prefatory to the final adjustment ; but if the telescope used has a magnify-

ing power of* about one hundred, this adjustment will probably be found to be

sufficiently accurate.

Two beams of wood are to be fixed horizontally to the wails of the obser-

vatory in the direction of the meridian, beneath the opening in the roof, and

at such a distance from each other as that the legs of the support of the colli-

mator may pass between them, and theJmrd rest upon the beams. It may then

be moved along upon the beams, the legs confining the motion in the direction

of the meridian. ' In order to render this motion more free, and to prevent the

beams from wearing, their upper surfaces are covered with sheet iron, and four

rollers are let into the board near the legs, one of the rollers being attached

to a spring in order that all four may be always in contact with the beams.

The instrument employed for the final adjustment of the collimator and in

the.zenith observations which will hereafter be detailed, was a reflecting tele-

scope of the Newtonian construction, having an aperture of six inches and a

quarter, a focal length of forty inches, and a magnifying power of ninety-nine

times. This wqs furnished with a spider’s thread micrometer, each of the di-

visions of which is equal to half a second.

A slight frame of wood was made to receive the tube of the telescope when

placed in the direction of the zenith. This frame consisted of a triangle em-

bracing the* tube a little below the micrometer. From the corners of this tri-

anjj^e, three rods of wood pass into the extremities of a T made of wood, the

cross piece being about two feet in length. Near the extremities of the T, are

alsp inserted coarse iron screws, for the purpose of placing the telescope in the

direction of the zenith. The tube of the telescope is kept steady in the triangle

by two small wedges of wood, the end containing the mirror Testing on the

middle of the perpendicular bar of thq^T. The telescope previously to its

being placed in the observatory, was very nicely adjusted to distinct vision

upon a fixed star*.

* I have stated rather what ought to have been done, than what was actually effected at die time,

as will be seen hereafter. •
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The room in which the observations were made, has a pit in it about two

feet and a half wide, six feet long, and seven feet deep, filled with sand, upon

which are laid two flat stones clear of the sides of the pit. These form a sup-

port for any instrument I employ, which is thus secured from any perceptible

tremor which might be occasioned by passing carriages.
r

.

The Newtonian telescope, in its wooden frame, is placed under the collimator

in such a position, that a plumb-line let fall from the centre of the collimator,

passes on one side of the plane mirror of the telescope. The micrometer in

my telescope is on the east side of the meridian, the micrometer head being to

the right-hand of the observer ; consequently the moveable line is perpendicular

to the horizon, and from the nature of the telescope parallel to the equator.

This line should be nicely adjusted so as to represent a parallel of declination,

by turning the micrometer round in the eye-tube until a fixed star (y Draconis

in my observatory) runs along the wire.

A sufficient, quantity of mercury is put into the basin of the collimator to

support the float without risk of its touching the bottom. The diaphragm is

illuminated by a lanthorn furnished with a lens, and placed upon a support

attached to the board of the collimator. The illumination of the diaphragm

was attended with much trouble in my first trials, but I afterwards discovered

a method by which the difficulty was obviated. The end of the Newtonian

telescope being closed by its cover, a sheet of white paper was placed upon it

;

the light of the lanthorn was thrown upon the plane mirror, and the position of

the mirror varied until the shadow of the diaphragm appeared upon the paper.

If the diaphragm should not now be visible in the telescope, the telescope

must be inclined to one side or the other by means of the foot-screws, till Jthe

diaphragm is seen in the centre of the field of view.

The next step is to place the line of collimation of the telescope of the col-

limator nearly in the direction of the zenith. For this purpose, the telescope

is to be adjusted by its foot-screws, so that the horizontal thread of the micro-

meter shall pass through the angular point of the diaphragm, when the basin

of the collimator must be turned half round. It is now possible that the dia-

phragm may be no longer in the field of view; in which case, whilst an assistant

looks through the telescope, the float of the collimator must be depressed by

the finger on one side or the other, until the diaphragip is again seen just
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‘.within the field. Weights must then be put upon the pins to which the pressure

was applied^ and the process repeated till the centre of the diaphragm remains

in the middle of the field of view, upon the collimator being turned half round.

The ^|*scope must of course be made to follow these adjustments by means of

its foot-scretrs. The telescope of the collimator must now be turned round in

its tube, (the pin on the outside of the basin being in one of the Y\s,) until the

diaphragm is brought into that position in which both its angles can be bi-

sected by the moveable line of the micrometer. When the adjustment is suf-

ficiently accurate, the angular point of the diaphragm will remain upon the

horizontal line, or very near it, and not depart much from the moveable line

of the micrometer when the collimator is turned half round.

The collimator is now to be moved alon^ the cross beams until the angles

become faintly illuminated, when they are to be .carefully bisected with the

moveable line. The collimator is then to be slid the contrary way till the

angles again become faint, when, if the bisection is not as perfect as before,

the distance of the object-glass of the collimator from the diaphragm is not

adjusted to the last degree of precision. If the diaphragm appears to have

moved from the line in the opposite direction to that in which the collimator

was moved, the rays diverge, and the object-glass is too near the diaphragm.

If the diaphragm has moved in the same direction as the collimator, the rays

converge, and the object-glass must be brought nearer to the diaphragm.

When the angles continue perfectly bisected in both positions of the colli-

mator, the object-glass is to be secured in its place by means of the screws for

that purpose.

We have seen that when the iron pin was in one of the Y’s, the telescope of

the collimator was turned round in the tube which carries it, till the angles of

the diaphragm could be bisected by the moveable line of the micrometer. But

it is possible that upon lodging the iron pin in the other Y, the angles may no

longer be capable of bisection. This would happen if the basin of the colli-

mator had not described a semicircle ; and in that case, the spring or Y must

be shifted till the angles can be perfectly bisected, when it must be firmly fixed

in its place*.

* It is evident that the adjustments which have been, I trust with sufficient minuteness, described,

may be effected by employing the telescope attached to an astronomical circle, instead of using a de-

tached telescope for the purpose.

2 MMDCCCXXVIII.
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I shall now show the manner in which the vertical floating collimator is to

be used for determining the zenith point of an instrument, and the degree of

dependence that may be placed upon the results. •

The collimator is to be turned half round, and the iron pin lodged in 6ne of

the Y’s. This is done merely to agitate the float slightly, in ortffer to release

the parts from any possible constraint. When the float is quite steady, which

it will be in about half a minute, the angles of the diaphragm are to be care-

fully bisected by the moveable thread of the micrometer, and the division read

off and registered. I have generally bisected the opposite angles separately,

as will be seen in the tables which follow. The collimator is now to be turned

half round, the angles again bisected, and the division of the micrometer read

off. The mean of these readings \jjjll be the zenith point of the instrument

employed, and half their difference will be the angle formed by the line of col-

limation of the telescope of the collimator with the zenith.

It must be evident that the accuracy of the results afforded by the floating

collimator (excepting the unavoidable errors of observation) is wholly de-

pendent upon the permanency of its line of collimation to the zenith, during

the veiy short interval between the two observations, or bisections of the angles

of the diaphragm which have been described. But this inclination may vary

considerably from expansion, or otherwise, between any two determinations of

the zenith point, without at all influencing the accuracy of either.

The agreement of the several determinations of the zenith point with each

other, will depend upon the degree of stability with which the astronomical

circle, or the zenith telescope^ is supported, and upon the supposition that its

parts suffer no relative change of position from unequal temperature or other-

wise. The time required for completing the determination of the zenith point

by means of the vertical floating collimator, does not exceed two minutes ; and

if to this be added the time^necessary for another determination of the zenith

point, the whole time required will not be more than five minutes, during

which, it may be allowable to suppose that no very sensible change can take

place, either in the collimator or in the instrument, from variation of tempe-

ratyre. We wall therefore consider the mean of these two separate determina-

tions as the true zenith point, and conclude the difference between this mean,

and the first determination of the zenith point to be the probable error with

which such first determination can be charged. The second determination of
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the zenith point will have the same error as the first, but with a contrary sign.

This second determination, however, will also have another error deduced by

taking the difference between it, and the mean of the second and third read-

ings ot 'rhe zenith point. The mean of these two errors is considered to be the

probable error of the second zenith point, and so of the rest. It would not be

safe to take the mean of all the determinations of the zenith point which con-

stitute a series for the standard of comparison, as the instrument may, and

probably will, have suffered some slight change of position during so long a

period. If the errors (supposed to belong to the floating collimator) be applied

to the observed zenith points, the results will show the whole change of posi-

tion which the zenith telescope may have suffered during the observations

constituting the series ; and as it may be interesting to see the degree of sta-

bility of an instrument supported in the slight manner I have described, I have

added a colurtm of the corrected zenith points.

I shall now proceed to detail the experiments that have been made ; and in

order that the inferences may not rest solely upon my own authority, I shall

give the observations of such gentlemen as have been from time to time kind

enough to assist me.

The Collimator turned half round rapidly and without care.

Date.
Reading
of the

Mean.

Inclination

of the
Inclination

in

Reading at

the Zenith.

Zenith Point

in

Possible

Error
Corrected

Zenith
1827- Micrometer.

Divisions.
Collimator.

Divisions.
Seconds. Divisions. Seconds.

in

Seconds.
Point.

Oct. 20. 79-5

77-3

71.7

74.8

78.40
1 o // // //

73.25
>2.57 1.28 75.82 37.91 + 0.10 37-81

79-0

75.7

72.8

74.2

77.35

73.50
j-1.92 0.96 75.42

«
37.71 + 0.00 37-71

78.8

76.0

73.0

72.2

77.40

72.60
^2.40

I

1.20 75.00 37.50 * —0.11 37-61

Mean ....
•

2 m 2
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The Collimator turned half round rapidly and without care.

Date.

1827.

Reading
of the

Micrometer.
Divisions.

Mean.

Inclination
of the

Collimator.
Divisions.

Inclination
in

Seconds.

Reading at
the Zenith.
Divisions.

Zenith Point
in

Seconds.

Possible
Error

in

Seconds.

Corrected
Zei^*th

I*oint.

Oct. 21. 63.0
63.0
83.0

87-7

63.00

85.35
j>ll.l7 5.58 74.17 37.08

r

//— 0.11 37.19

64.2
64.2
82.0
88.0

64.20

85.00
^•10.40 5.20 74.60 37.30 + 0.05 37.25

65.0
65.0
82.0

86./

65.00

\ 9-67 4.83 74.67 37-33 —0.02 37-35
84.35 I

66.0
66.0
81.7
86.0

66.00

83.85

"j» 8.92 4.46 74.92 37.46 + 0.01 37.45

64.5
64.5
81.0
88.3

64.50

84.65 ^
10.07 5.03 74.57 37.28 — 0.10 37.38

66.0
66.0
81.0
87.0

66.00

84.00
9-00 4.50 75.0 37.50 + 0.08 37.42

65.0
65.0
80.0
85.8

65.00

82.90
8.95 4.47 73.95 36.97 0.00 36.97

64.0
64.0
78.0
85.5
63.5
63.5
80.0
86.0

64.00

81.75

63.50

J
8.87

1

4.43 72.87 36.43 — 0.18 36.61

83.00
> 9.75 4.87 73.25 36.62 + 0.08 36.54

64.0
64.0
78.2
85.5

64.00

81.85
^8.92 4.46 72.92 36.46 + 0.07 36.39

62.0
62.0 *
78.0
86.0

62.00

82.00 ^
10.00 5.00 72.00 36.00 — 0.13 36.13

63.0
63.0
78.2
84.3

63.00

81.25 J
9-12 4.56 72.12 36.06 + 0.02 36.04

i

61.8
61.8

79.2
85.5

61.80

82.35 ^
10.27 5.13 72.07 36.03 —0.02 36.05

Mean — 0.01
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The Collimator turned half round slowly and carefully

Inclination Inclination Reading at Zenith Point Pos*ible Corrected

,, in the Zenith. in
E,Tor Zenith

Collimator. Seconds. Divisions. Seconds. _ in
, Point.

Divisions. Seconds.

Oct. 22.

8.75 9-37 25.75 12.87 —0.36 13.23

9.20 9-60 27.20 13.60 +0.23 13.37

8.80 9.40 26.80 13.40 —0.14 13.54

9.52 9-76 27-52 13.76 +0.29 13.47

8.90 9-45 25.90- 12.95 —0.26 13.21

9.15 9.57 26.35 13.17 +0.04 13.13

9.47 9.73 26.47 13.23 +0.06 13.17

9-90 9-95 26.10 13.03 0.00 13.05

9.10 9.50 25.80 12-90 —0.08 12.98

Mean ....

Oct. 27- 88.2

91.1
89.65

78.0
73.8

75.90

86.2

91.7
88.95

78.0

76.3
77.15

// // // //

3.43 82.77

j

41.38 —0.07 41.45

2.95 83.05 41.52 — 0.11 41.63
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Date.
Heading
of the

1827-
Micrometer.
Divisions,

,

1

90.55

77*90

88.95

78.05

86.55

77.00

84.40

75.15

84.50

75.60

84.50

75.35

85.10

75.90

66.85

23.85

65.30

23.75

65.35

25.40

64.75

26.80

63.35

27-35

Inclination
of the

Collimator.
Divisions.

6.32 3.16

J-

6.32

^
5.45

4.77

4.62

45 2.72

4.77 2.38

4.57 2.28

4.60 2.30

84.22 42.11

44.52 22.26

Possible CorrectedE™* Zenith

Second,
Point*

4-0.23

83.50 41.75 +0.31

81.77 40.88 +0.03

79.77 39.88 — 0.28

80.05 40.02 +0.05

79.92 39.96 — 0.08

80.50 40.25 +0.14

Mean . . + 0.02

45.35 22.67 +0.21 22.46

-0.21 22.47

45.37 22.68 +0.05 22.63

45.77 22.88 +0.11 22.77

45.35 22.67 —0.11 22.78

Mean..} +0.01
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Experiments by Mr. Herschkl.

Date.

1837-

Reading
of the

Micrometer.
Divisions.

Mean.

Inclination
of the

Collimator.
Divisions.

Inclination
in

Seconds.

Reading at
the Zernth.
Divisions.

Zenith Point
in

Seconds.

Possible
Error
in

Seconds.

Corrected
Zenith
Point.

Nov. 26. 87.2
85.0
21.8

86.10
>33.95 16.97 52.15 26.07 +6.37 25.70

14.6
18.20 J

85.9
83.0
2ft 3

84.45
>33.77 16.88 50.67 25.33 1O 25.54

13.5 16.90 J
86.4

84.8083.2
21 4 >33.90 16.95 50.90 25.45 + 0.25 25.20

12.6
17.00 J

87.1
81.2
17.8
10.6

84.15

14.20
^>34.97 17.48

t

49.17 24.58 — 0.09 24.67

84.2
82.2
16.2

83.20
>35.02 17.51 48.17 24.08 24.19

10.1
13.15 J wsm

83.8
81.0
16.2
11.4

82.40
>34.30 17.15 48.10 24.05 m 24.07

13.80 J HU
Mean. . .

.

+ 0.03 •

Experiments by Mr. Baily.
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Experiments by Captain Sabine.
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For greater convenience, I shall now give in one view the errors with which

each of the preceding determinations of the zenith point can be charged, class-

ing together such as do not exceed one-tenth of a second ; those between one

and two tenths ; those between two and three tenths ; those between three and

four tenths ;« those between four and five tenths ; and such as exceed half a

second.

Table of the Errors of the preceding determinations of the Zenith Point.

Not exceed-
ing One
Tenth of a

Second.

Between
One and
Two

Tenths.

Between
Two and
Three
Tenths.

Between
Three and

Four
Tenths.

Between
Four and

Five
Tenths.

Above Five
Tenths.

+ .10

.00

+ .05

—.02
+ .01

—.10
+ .08

.00

+ .08

+.07
+.02
-.02
+ .04

+ .06

.00

-.08
-.07
+ .03

+ .05—08

+ .05

-.09—02
+ .09

+ .03

i
+
i
i

++i
i
i
i
i
i + .23

+ .29
—.26

+ .23—28

+ .21

—.21
—21

+ .25

+ .29

V

— .36

+ .31

+ .37

+ .39

—39
+ .34

+ .32

-.34

— .42

+ .48—41

i+ •

•

C7
T
C*

We may here perceive, that of sixty independent determinations of the zenith

point, there arc twenty-five, the error of each of which does not exceed one

tenth of a second, thirty-seven under two tenths, forty-seven under three tenths,

fifty-five under four tenths, three between four and five tenths, and two a little
*

above half a second.

But it is probable that the greater part of these errors, minute as they are,

must be attributld to want of power in the micrometer ; for I found that when

mdcccxxviii. 2 N
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the collimator was stationary, the repeated bisections of the same angle would

generally differ one or two divisions from each other ; and it must be remem-

bered that one division is equal to half a second. The focal length of .the

telescope employed is only forty inches, and the power or scale of the micro-

meter, and consequently the precision of which it is capable, is directly as

the focal length of the object-glass or mirror of the telescope to which it is

attached.

The zenith telescope, and the telescope of the collimator, may be considered

as forming together a compound microscope, having, as it were, a separable

object-glass, the two parts of which may be placed at any distance from each

other without altering the effect. The magnifying power of this microscope

may be found in the usual manner, by dividing the focal length of the zenith

telescope by that of the telescope of the collimator, and multiplying the result

by the power of the eye-glass, or by the quotient of ten inches divided by its

focal length. Thus the focal length of the zenith telescope being forty inches,

and the magnifying power ninety-nine times, the focal length of the eye-glass

will be about four tenths of an inch. Then dividing forty inches by eight

inches, the focal length of the telescope of the collimator, and this again by

the power of the eye-glass, we have =125 for the magnifying power

exerted upon the diaphragm of the collimator.

The collimator I have described has a float 10.6 inches diameter ; but I have

had one constructed on a much smaller .scale for Captain Foster, li.N. the

float of which is only five inches in diameter, and its telescope about five

inches long.

Some experiments have been made with this little instrument, the results of

which have so far exceeded my expectations, that I think they may not prove

uninteresting*.

* On taking down my collimator after it had been exposed for six months, in order to replace it

by that made for Captain Foster, I found it very rusty, and the mercury very dirty. On taking

out the float, it appeared that the mercury had adhered to it, so as to form a kind of coating like

amalgam. These circumstances may have slightly affected the accuracy of the instrument. I have

since discovered that by rubbing the float with chalk, and afterwards wiping it, the adhesion of the

mercury is prevented.
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Experiments with Captain Foster’s Collimator.

Date. Reading
of the

Inclination
of the

Inclination
in

Reading at
the Zenith,

Zenith
Point

Possible
Error

1828. Microxn. Collimator. Seconds. Divisions. in in
Divisions* Divisions. Seconds* Seconds*

% // // //

Feb. 22. 90.7
84.0

3.35 1.67 87.35 43.67 — 0.12

89.0
86.7

1.15 0.57 87-85 43.92 4-0.23

87.0
86.0

0.50 . 0.25 86.50 43.25 —0.45

87.3
90.2

1.45 0.72 88.75 44.37 + 0.27

86.0
91.6

2.80 1.40 88.80 44.40 + 0.17

87.0
88.0

0.50 0.25 87.50 43.75 — 0.14

85.0
89-7

2.35 1.17 87.35 43.67 —0.04

84.0
91.0

3.50 1.75 87.50 43.75 + 0.21

81.0
91.0

5.00 2.50 86.00 43.00 — 0.71

85.4
95.0

4.80 2.40
,

90.20 45.10 + 0.53

84.3
96.0

5.85 2.92 90.15 45.07 + 0.15

83.0
94.0

5.50 2.75 88.85 44.42 — 0.33

Mean.

.

— 0.02

Experiments by Captain Foster.

Feb. 23. 63.2
118.0
65.0

115.5
63.5
116.5
64.0
113.3
66.2
108.0
67-8
107-8

27-40

25.25

26.50

24.65

25.90

20.00

//

13.70

12.62

13.25

12.32
1

12.95

10.00

90.60

90.25

90.00

88.65
1

87-10

87.80

//

45.30

45.12

45.00

44.32

43.55

43.90

//

+ 0.09

— 0.01

+ 0.14

+ 0.02

— 0.28

+ 0.08

Mean.

.

+ 0.01

275
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Experiments by Mr. Harvey.

Date.

1828.

Reading
of the

Microm.
Divisions.

Inclination

of the

Collimator.

Divisions.

Inclination

in

Seconds.

Reading at

the Zenith.

Divisions.

Zenith
Point
in

Seconds.

Possible

Error
in

Seconds.

Feb. 26. 69.4

57.5
5.95

//

2.97 63.45 31.72

e
u *

+ 0.35

69.7

. 60.0
4.85 2.42 64.85 32.42 -0.17

69.5

60.2
4.65 2.32 64.85 32.42 + 0.02

68.3

61.0
3.65 1.82 64.65 32.32 + 0.13

69.6

57.2
6.20 3.10 63.40 31.70 -0.43

67.7
' 62.7

2.50 1.25 65.20 32.60 + 0.34

69-5
f>9.8

4.85 2.42 64.65 32.32 + 0.14

68.8

59.4
4.70 2.35 64.10 32.05 + 0.29

65.0

57-5
3.75 1.87 61.25 30.62 -0.67

69.5

58.0
5.7S 2.87 63.75 31.87 + 0.62

Mean.

.

+ 0.06

The following Table contains the Error of each of the preceding determina-

tions of the Zenith Point, by Captain Foster’s Collimator.

Not exceed-
ing One
Tenth of a
Second.

Between
One and
Two

Tenths.

Between
Two and

. Three
Tenths.

Between
Three and

Four
Tenths.

Between
Four and

Five

Tenths.

aii

fluffQ9
flu9
flu^fl

-.12
+.17
-.14

+ .15

+ .14

—17
+ .13

+ .14

+ .23

+ .27

+ .21

-.28

+ .29

—33
+.35
+.34

—45
-.43

-.71
+ .53

-.67
+ .62

1 leave the results of the little floating collimator to speak for themselves,

and shall now return to my larger collimator before described.
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On the manner of using the Vertical Floating Collimator in Astronomical

Observations.

•The instrument employed in the observations which I shall first detail, was

the portable azimuth and altitude circle described by the Rev. F. Wollaston

in his “ Fasciculus Astronomicus," and was the property of the late D. Moore,

Esq. F.R.S. This circle is only one foot in diameter ; the divisions are dots

upon brass, and it is also divided by lines. Of the dots, though they are the

divisions used, I cannot learn the histoiy. Many of th&n are much injured,

and some nearly obliterated.

The instrument is furnished with two microscopes, the micrometer heads of

which are divided to two seconds ; but I have attempted by the eye to estimate

the readings to tenths of a second. The focal length of the telescope is twenty

inches, and it magnifies about thirty times.

I shall now describe the manner in which the different adjustments of an

altitude and azimuth circle may be readily effected by means of the vertical

floating collimator.

To adjust the Line of Collimation.

The circle being placed in the meridian, and the vertical floating collimator

over it, the meridian wire is to be brought to the angular point of the dia-

phragm of the collimator, by means of one of the foot-screws of the circle. The

axis is now to be taken out of the Y’s and reversed ; when if the meridian wire is

no longer on the angular point of the diaphragm, the space over which it has

moved is equal to double the error of the line of collimation. Bisect this space

by moving the meridian wire by means of the screws in its diaphragm, and the

line of collimation will then be at right angles to the axis. This is proved by

the meridian wire suffering no change of place when the axis is reversed*.

To place the Horizontal axis of the Circle at right angles to the Vertical axis.

Bring the meridian' wire to the angular point of the diaphragm of the colli-

mator by means of the foot-screw. Turn the circle half round in azimuth, and

then note the distance of the meridian wire from the angular point. Half this

distance is the error of the horizontal axis, or its deviation from perpendicu-

larity to the vertical axis. Cause the meridian wire to bisect this distance by

* The operation just described, is nothing more than the process of adjusting the line of collimation

of a transit instrument, the angular point of the diaphragm of the collimator serving instead of a distant

terrestrial object. It may be done with great convenience by means of the horizontal floating collimator.
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means of the screw which acts upon that Y which is opposite to the micro-

scopes, and the horizontal axis will be perpendicular to the vertical axis. This

adjustment is known to be perfect when the meridian wire remains upon the

aftgular point after the circle has been turned half round in azimuth.

To place the axis of the circle parallel to the Horizon./

Lodge the iron pin of the basin of the collimator in one of the Y’s, and by

means of one of the foot-screws bring the meridian wire to the angular point

of the diaphragm. Turn the collimator half round, and note the distance (if

any) of the meridian wire from the angular point. Half this distance is the

error of the axis or its deviation from horizontality. Cause the meridian wire

to bisect this distance by means of the foot-screw, and the axis of the circle

will then be parallel to the horizon. Examine this adjustment by turning the

collimator half round ; when if it is correct, the angular point will be equally

distant on either side from the meridian wire, of which the eye will judge with

considerable accuracy*.

These are all the adjustments that are necessary ; and whoever has enjoyed

the superior convenience and facility of effecting them by means of the floating

collimator, will scarcely prevail on himself to return to the instability and un-

certainty of a level.

Should it be necessary, the telescope of the collimator must be turned in its

tube (the iron pin being lodged in one of the Y’s) until the angles of the dia-

phragm can be bisected by the horizontal wire of the circle, when the instru-

ment is ready to be employed in celestial observations. I have of course taken

it for granted that the float has been adjusted by the application of weights to

it, so that the angular point of the diaphragm remains either upon or very near

the meridian wire, and does not depart far from the horizontal wire when the

collimator is turned half round.

Before quitting the subject of adjustments, I may remark, that the vertical

floating collimator affords the most perfect method of adjusting the line of

collimation of a mural circle, or of placing it at right angles to the axis. But

for this purpose it will be necessary to employ two of these instruments, one

placed above, and the other below the circle. Bring then the meridian wire

* I scarcely need point out the value of this mode of adjustment as applied to a transit instrument.

It insures the line of collimation describing a vertical circle, and is independent of any inequality in

the e»ze of the pivots.
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of the mural circle to the angular point of the diaphragm of the upper floating

collimator. Turn the collimator half round and bring back the meridian wire

by* adjusting the axis of the circle through half the distance it has appeared to

move from the angular point. Look now into the lower collimator, and note

the distancCat which the angular point appears to be from the meridian wire.

Turn this collimator half round, and remark whether the angular point is at

the same distance as before on the other side of the meridian wire ; and if the
*

distance is not the same, halve the estimated difference by moving the meri-

dian wire by means of the adjusting screws of its diaphragm. Repeat these

operations until in both collimators the angular point appears to move to an

equal distance on each side of the meridian wire on the collimator being turned

half round, when the line of collimation will be at right angles to the axis,

and the axis will by the same process have been placed parallel to the horizon.

It will be found convenient before the observation of the star is made, to

ascertain that the illumination of the collimator is perfect, as it must be evident

that it is important to determine the zenith point of the instrument as soon

after the observation of the star as possible.

Should the star be at such an altitude as for the view of it to be intercepted

by the collimator, the collimator must be moved as far as may be requisite

along the beams. After the star has been carefully bisected, and before the

microscopes are read off, the shutter of the observatory is to be closed, and

the collimator is to be brought back to its place and turned half round. The
microscopes are then to be read off and registered, and by the time this is com-

pleted, the* collimator will be steady. The angles of the diaphragm are now
to be bisected by the horizontal wire, and the collimator immediately turned

half round. The divisions of the circle are then to be examined, and the mi-
»

croscopes read off and registered. Long before this, the collimator will again

be steady, when the angles are again to be bisected, and the readings of the

microscopes registered. This forms a complete observation ; but it is desirable

to repeat the operation for the determination of the zenith point, in order to

preclude or detect error. The mean of the readings at the collimator will be

the place of the zenith point upon the circle, and the difference between this

and 90 degrees or zero, will furnish a correction to be applied with its proper

sign to the reading at the star, for the purpose of obtaining its apparent alti-

tude or its zenith distance.

The refractions used in the following Table, are those given by Dr. Youno
in the Nautical Almanac.
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The resulting latitude of York Gate is 51° SKI' 20".76.

The mean of 40 observations of different stars in 1825, using the horizontal

floating collimator and the same circle, gave 51° 31' 20".94.

Ifwe analyse the observations detailed in the preceding table, we may form an

estimate: 1st, ofthe stability of the instrument, and the efficiency of its telescope

and microscopes : 2dly, of the degree of accuracy with which a star has been

bisected ; and 3dly, of the equality or otherwise of the divisions of the circle.

On examining the column of the zenith point, we perceive that on the same

evening the differences arc but small : for example, on the 23rd of June the

greatest difference from the mean was only 2".25. From which we may infer,

that the support of the instrument suffered little change of position during that

evening, and that the telescope and microscopes were of a power sufficient to

determine this quantity.

On referring to the corresponding inclination of the collimator, we find it

in the course of the evening to have varied considerably, without affecting the

accurate determination of the zenith point. The cause of this variation I con-

ceive to be the bridge having in the first instance been made very slight, and

being consequently readily affected by change of temperature when the shutter

of the observatory was opened.

If the bisection of a star could be accurately made, and there existed no

uncertainty with respect to refraction, the same latitude would be given on

different evenings by the same star ; as its altitude is determined by reference

to the same division of the instrument. But, we may see that in the preceding

table these’results differ. With a Ilcrculis the greatest difference is 4".34, with

a Ophiuchi 5".34, and with Antares the difference amounts to 6".6. From this

we may conclude that, taking an unfavourable state of the atmosphere into con-

sideration, the uncertainty in bisecting a star with this telescope may probably

be about three seconds.

As the altitude of each star is referred to a different division of the circle, if

the mean of the latitudes given by each star be taken, and these means be

compared together, they ought, if the circle is well divided, to agree, and their

difference will give some idea of the error in this respect. The observations

of each star have not been sufficiently numerous to determine this with accu-

racy ; but I am inclined to think it probable that the error of such points of

the circle as have been used does not exceed three seconds.

2 oMDCCCXXVIII.
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It is possible that the dots to which the zenith point is referred may be in

error ; in which case, all the altitudes will be affected to an amount equal to

that error. This however is destroyed by reversing the circle, observing With

the face the contrary way, and taking the mean of the results in both positions.

If the circle should be upon stone pillars, or so circumstanced that there

should be room for the floating collimator below it, it may be employed in that

position, its legs serving as a support. The only alteration then necessary will

be to invert its telescope, placing the object-glass uppermost, and illuminating

the diaphragm from below by means of a mirror attached to a small mass of

lead, which may be placed on the ground. The telescope of the circle will

then look into that of the collimator downwards ; and this, if the circle should

not be too high, may sometimes be the more convenient method.

Of the Application of the Vertical Floating Collimator to a Zenith Telescope.

So much has already been said wKich is appropriate to this subject in de-

scribing the adjustment of the collimator, and the determination of the zenith

point, that little remains to be added. The Newtonian telescope was the in-

strument employed ; and in the two first observations of y Draconis, its wooden

frame not being finished, the telescope was brought nearly in the direction of

the zenith by three small wedges of wood placed under the mirror end, and

forming, it must be confessed, a very frail support. The focus of the telescope,

too, had not been accurately adjusted, and the moveable wire was placed pa-

rallel to the equator merely by estimation. Between the two observations,

the telescope was removed ; they are recorded, however, as matter of curiosity,

but I have not included them in the mean of the observations detailed, though

they would not have vitiated the result.

Should the star pass the meridian at night, it will of course be requisite to

illuminate the wires of the micrometer in the usual manner. The collimator

having been moved along the beams which support it, out of the way of the

telescope, the star is to be carefully bisected by the moveable wire, the colli-

mator to be brought back and turned half round, and then the reading of the

micrometer at the star to be registered. The angles of the diaphragm are now
to be bisected, and the collimator having been turned half round, the divisions

of the micrometer are to be recorded. Lastly, the angles of the diaphragm are

again to be bisected, and the reading of the micrometer registered. This com-
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pletes the observation, which altogether requires about five minutes. The
mean of the readings at the collimator will give the zenith point ; and the dif-

ference between the zenith point and the reading at the star, will be the star’s

zenith distance in divisions of the micrometer to be converted into seconds.

It will be advisable to repeat the determination of the zenith point as di-

rected in observations with the circle, to guard against error.

If the aperture of the zenith telescope should be sufficiently large to render

the loss of light from the interposition of the telescope of the collimator of no

consequence, it may not be necessary to remove the collimator ; but the iron

cover B, (see Plate XIII.) may be raised, and the star observed through the

opening in the support of the collimator. The cover is then to be replaced,

and the zenith point determined in the usual manner.

The diameter of the opening of my collimator being four inches, and the ex-

treme diameter of the telescope an inch and a half, the loss of light would

be about one seventh part of the whole ;* I have not yet tried this method of

observing, and perhaps it may be found that the bridge of the collimator

(which for this purpose should be thin and deep) may occasion some distortion

in the image of the star.

Table of Observations with the Zenith Telescope.

Date.

1827.

Heading
|

Reading Zenith Star’s Star’s Sum Zenith
at the

Stan
at the

Collimator*
Point.

Divisions.

Zenith
Distance.

Zenith
Distance.

of
Corrections.

Distance
reduced to

Remarks.

Divisions. Divisions. Divisions. Seconds. Jan'' 1827.

367.5
BMi

331.75
// // //

July 9. 385.5 / 35.75 17-87 + 13.17

294.2 i
217.6

tiling well adjusted.

Aug. 31. 247 141.0 / 29.4 14.7 + 25.51 40.21 Bad image, and no-
thing well adjusted.

Sept. 1. 237 237.5y
235.2
196.5“

|

217.8 19.S 9.6 + 25.61 ^4c*CO Excellent.

f
!

5 169 1

*

•mt

* 150.05 18.95 9.47

|
;

+ 25.99 35.46 Star past the meri-
dian.

6 89
1 K Sjj

k 1

E23 \> 70.52 18.48 + 26.07 35.31 Tremor,

66.61
>

1

Oct. 24. 63.7

If•J

3*.85

1

27.85 + 24.14 38.06 Focus bad, and adU
justed amoment be-
fore the observation.

2 o 2
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Observations with the Zenith Telescope. (Continued.)
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Observations with the Zenith Telescope. (Continued.)

Dec. 6.

20 167-3

21 126.2

23 122.6

1828.

Jflo. 3. 134.1

19 183.6

Reading
at the

Collimator.

Divisions.

Zenith
Point.

Divisions.

Star's

Zenith
Distance.
Divisions.

Star’s

Zenith
Distance.

Seconds.

Sum
of

Corrections.

Remark*.

121.95 42.05 21.02 +13.18 I 34.2U
|
Very favourable.

121.90

112.1 55.» 27.6 + 8.82 36.42 IVery favourable.

113.32

70.3 55.9 27.95 + 8.13 36.08 Very favourable.

65.4 57.1 28.55 + 7.45 36.00

64.05

69.75 * 64.35 32.17 + 4^7 36.54 Flying cloud*.

69.57

103.22 80.38 40.19 — 0.94 39.25 Very ba*y.

102.87

Mean rejecting the last 35.82

Mean rejecting the last and Oct. 24th. . 35.67
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In the preceding Table I have given, as is my practice, every observation

which has been made the first two, as I before said, are inserted merely as

matter of curiosity, though their mean happens to be the same as that ulti-

mately adopted. The last observation I consider inadmissible, as the.weather

was so hazy that the Star was scarcely visible, and that only at in/ervals. The

observation of the 24th of October I feel no hesitation in rejecting, from the

disturbance the instrument might have suffered from adjusthigthe focus of the

telescope to the star the moment before the star was bisected, and the conse-

quent hurry in which the observation was made. I therefore consider 35".67

as the mean, which is nearest the truth, ^he corrections for aberration, &c. &c.

have been taken from the Tables just published by the Astronomer Royal.

It is far from my wish that the astronomical part of the observations here

given should be considered as proofs of the utmost accuracy which a telescope

so employed is capable of attaining ; for it may readily be conceived that had

the telescope been firmly fixed by stone- or brick-work, and time taken to place

the moveable line of the micrometer accurately parallel to the equator, the bi-

section of the star might probably have been effected with a much greater de-

gree of precision.

The focal length of the telescope employed was only forty inches, and the

scale of the micrometer, or the number of divisions which are equal to a second,

it has been remarked, i§ in proportion to the focal length of the telescope. The

shortness of my telescope therefore, may be justly conceived to have taken

somewhat from the accuracy of the results ; and I ought also to mention, that

by far the greater number of these observations, namely, those from the 24th

of October, were made il^thc day time. •

Notwithstanding these considerations, the power of the floating collimator

is such, that I shall venture to compare the preceding observations with those

made under the most favourable circumstances, and with an instrument which

is justly esteemed the most perfect of its kind ever*!constructed, the Zenith

Sector belonging to the Board of Ordnance*.

In a series of observations, one or two may perhaps be found which may

accidentally differ considerably from the mean of the whole. But the difference

* This instrument is furnished with ait achromatic telescope Of eight feet focal length.
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between such insulated observations and the mean, cannot be considered as a

measure either of the power of the instrument, or of the skill of the observer.

Thtese will be more justly estimated by taking the difference between the ge-

neral mean, and the mean of such observations as exceed and fall short of it 41
.

In this mapner I have examined the observations made with the zenith sector

at the Stations of the Trigonometrical Survey, and the following are the results

:

Number of
Observations.

Difference from the Mean.

7 + 0.49
//

-0.74 |3 Draconis.

7 + 0.88 m. —0.65
9 + 0.81 — 1.02 i) Ursa*.
8 + 0.39 —0.71 p Draconis.
8 + 0.52 —0.30 y Draconis.

7 + 0.42 — 0.44

7 + 0.28 —1.70
fi Draconis. '

7 +0.67
8 + 0.85 y Draconis.

9 51 Draconis.

9 + 0.68 -0.55 x Cygni.
8 + 0.33 —0.63 i Cygni.

Mean. . 8 + 0.54 —0.75

The above may be considered as a fair representation of the power of the

zenith sector ; and I may add, that I have selected those sets which consist of

the greater number of observations, and have confined myself to such stars as

passed within two degrees of the zenith, to avoid any possible error which

might have arisen from uncertain refraction.

I shall how divide the fifteen zenith distances obtained by means of the

floating collimator into two sets, consisting of seven ^and of eight observations

each, in order that they may be similarly circumstanced with the observations

made with the zenith sector. Proceeding in the same manner as before, we
obtain the following results

:

Number of
Observations.

Difference from the Mean.

7

8

+ 0.48 —0.65

+ 0.40 —0.66

Mean. . 8 + 0.44 —0.66

* I am indebted for this suggestion to Dr. Wollaston.
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The comparison then between the zenith sector and the zenith telescope used

with the vertical floating collimator, will stand thus

:

Mean of errors by the zenith sector . . . . +0".54 and — 0".75

Mean of errors by the zenith telescope used

with the floating collimator* .... -f-0".44 andr— 0".66

I shall now proceed to deduce the latitude of York Gate from the observa-

tions made with the zenith telescope.

The polar distance of y Draeonis for January 1827,

with which I have been favoured by the Astro-

nomer Royal from the mean of 296 observations,

was 38° 29' 1 4".64 ; which gives for the zenith di-

stance of y Draeonis at Greenwich 0° 2' 6".36

Add zenith distance at York Gate 0 0 35 .67

Difference of latitude between Greenwich and York Gate 0 2 42 .03

Latitude of Greenwich 5 1 28 38 .96

Latitude of York Gate 51 31 20 .99

* It may be remarked, that if the first eight observations and the last seven had been taken to

form the two sets, the result would have been less favourable to the zenith telescope. But in the

last seven observations there would then have been only a single observation less than the mean ; and

this, as I have before said, is an inadmissible case for comparison. Were this observation excluded,

and the two sets made to consist of eight and of six observations, the resulting differences from the

mean would have been far more favourable. The following is a view of the results*

Number of
Observations.

Difference from the Mean.

8 + 0.97
u

— 0.58

7 + 0.29 -1.77*

Mean. . 8 + 0.63 -1.17

8 + 0.97
//

-0.58

6 + 0.19 -0.19

Mean. . 7 + 0.58 -0.38

One observation only, less than

the mean, and result therefore

inadmissible.
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As any difference in the tables of refraction employed will equally affect the

latitude and the zenith distance deduced from it, no correction is necessary on

this account.

We have then for the latitude of York Gate,

By the '.azimuth and altitude circle and the hori-

zontal floating collimator

By the same instrument and the vertical floating col-

limator

By the zenith telescope and the vertical floating col-

limator

31' 20".94

31 20.76

31 20 .99

Mean ... 51 31 20 .90

In my description of the horizontal floating collimator, I have recommended

it to be employed in an observatory as aJixed point

;

its zenith distance being

determined by means of the vertical floating collimator. For this purpose the

box should be of cast iron, the openings in the ends of the box closed by pieces

of plane glass, and the cover rendered air-tight. We have seen that the error

in the vertical floating collimator is scarcely appreciable, though the mercury

and float are agitated by turning the instrument half round j and it is not too

much to anticipate, that where there is no such cause of disturbance, the hori-

zontal floating collimator will suffer no change of inclination. This, however,

may readily be ascertained by experiment.

If I have succeeded in the object of this paper, I shall have demonstrated

that the vertical floating collimator is an instrument capable of determining

the zenith point with a precision hitherto unknown ; that by its aid a meri-

dional observation of an altitude or of a zenith distance may be completed,

not only the same evening, but within the space of a very few minutes, and

that too, without the necessity of turning the circle in azimuth. These are ad-

vantages which no other method of observing affords, and which astronomers

well know how to appreciate. If to these be added the facility with which the

floating collimator may be constructed, the ease with which it is used, and its

general applicability to all astronomical circles, whether small or of large di-

mensions, it may not perhaps be too much to infer that ere long the use of the

level and of the plumb-line in celestial observations will be wholly abandoned.
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XIII. On th<t height of the Aurora borealis above the surface of the earth ; parti-

cularly one seen on the 29th of March

,

1826. By John Dalton, F.B.S.

Read April 17th, 1828.

Apprehending that the Royal Society will favourably receive accounts

that have a direct tendency to determine the height of that interesting pheeno-

menon, the Aurora borealis, I have been induced to transmit some observations

that were made upon a very remarkable one, which appeared in the evening

of the 29th of March, 1826. From some recent observations, an opinion

seems to be entertained by some writers, that the aurora is not so high as has

generally been estimated ; but it is only from facts and observations such as

the following, I conceive, that any near approximation to the true height can

be obtained.

The aurora borealis above mentioned, was of a kind very rarely occurring.

It assumed the appearance of a rainbow-like arch, stretching across the mid-

heaven, at right angles to the magnetic meridian. It was subject to very little

change of position for an hour or more, and therefore afforded time to observe

the angle of its elevation above the horizon. In the period of five years’

observations at Kendal formerly, above one hundred appearances of the aurora

occurred to me, and only one of the kind just described. I had not an oppor-

tunity of seeing the one which is the subject of this paper, but it was seen here

(at Manchester) by a .friend of mine about 9 o’clock on his returning home

from a visit to me. He did not indeed observe the luminous arch, either from

its having vanished, or from the obscurity of our atmosphere ; but he remarked

some beams or corruscations in the north-western hemisphere, of a low alti-

tude ; and not having seen an aurora for a long time, he induced the family at

home to go out and catch a glimpse of the phenomenon, now much more

rarely seen than formerly.

2 p 2
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A few days afterwards I accidentally noticed a paragraph in the Lancaster

Gazette describing the luminous arch of the aurora, as well as the accompanying

appearances; and as such a striking and unusual phenomenon could not

fail to attract general attention,* I examined the provincial newspapers and

other periodicals of the time, and took occasion soon after to make inquiries

personally, or by writing, of such individuals of judgement as had seen the

phenomenon in various places near the line of the magnetic meridian. The

result was, a collection of a more complete and extensive series of observations

than was ever before made, in all probability, towards determining the height

of the luminous arch of the aurora.—I shall now proceed to detail some of the

particular observations.

The accounts represent the arch to have been seen in places 170 miles

distant in a north and south direction, and forty-five miles distant in an east

and west direction, comprising an area of seven or eight thousand square

miles ; but it must have been much more extensively visible, as in most cases

the writers of the different accounts describe their situation as central with

regard to the phenomenon. It was seen at Edinburgh and Leith, Kelso,

Jedbergh, and Hawick in Scotland; at Carlisle, Penrith, Keswick, Cocker-

mouth, and Whitehaven in Cumberland ; at Kendal and at Kirkby-Stephen in

Westmorland ; at Lancaster, Preston, Warrington, and Manchester in Lanca-

shire ;
and at Doncaster in Yorkshire. Descriptions of the phenomena as

seen at most of these places were immediately given in the newspapers of

Lancaster, Kendal, Carlisle, Whitehaven, Kelso, &c., and some of these ac-

counts were copied into the London papers soon after.

All the accounts that I have seen from places between Lancaster and Edin-

burgh, as well as' at these two places, agree that a luminous arch was first

seen about 8 o’clock in the evening ; that it continued without much motion

for an hour nearly, and then gradually vanished, leaving the northern* sky

illuminated as usual after an aurora borealis of the common kind : so that it

seems impossible to doubt that the same arch was seen at all the places of

observation, and at the same time.
*

A good description of the phenomenon was published by Messrs. Cold-

stream and Foggo in the Edinburgh Journal of Science for June 1820 ; it is

as follows;

—
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“ March 29th. Immediately after, the fading of the evening twilight, at

8h 15“ P.M., a bright luminous ray was seen to rise from the eastern horizon,

gradually to extend itself towards the zenith, and thence towards the western

horizon, presenting, when completed, the appearance of an arch of silvery

light, similar^to that seen here on the 19th March, 1825.
“ When first fonned it was a few degrees to the north of the zenith of this

place ; the light in the centre was rather diffuse ; its edges were irregular ; and

the western limb had, as it were, a plumose appearance. It soon evinced a

decided motion towards the south, and in a few minutes reached our zenith.

Its edges were now sharply defined, and throughout its whole course it was

nearly uniform in appearance and breadth ; the intensity of its light in the

zenith had increased, while in the same quarter the breadth had considerably

diminished.

“ The direction it now had was very nearly at right angles with the magnetic

meridian.

“ At £ past 8, faint beams of the aurora began to rise from the northern

horizon, and at one time promised to form a splendid display ; but the corrus-

cations never became very vivid ; they were not rapid in their motions, and

did not flit along the horizon.

“ The arch still continued its motion towards the south, and in 15 minutes

passed through a space of about 20°. Its southern edge reached a point about

24° or 25° south of the zenith, beyond which it did not go. The light now

became gradually fainter, and at length disappeared.

“ Meanwhile the aurora in the north continued to play, but with no increase

of vividness. For some minutes, soon after 9 o’clock, we observed broad

bands of light, having their longer axes (which generally subtend angles of

about 18° or 20°) parallel with the horizon, darting with great velocity across the

illuminated space from east to west and from west to east. These formed,

ran their course, and vanished in a moment ; they had no vertical motion, but

they appeared,at various degrees of elevation, never higher however than 30°.

Soon after this interesting (and perhaps unusual) display, the beams disap-

peared, and nothing was left but a diffuse luminousness along the horizon."

At Jedburgh, Hawick and Kelso, places about forty miles south of Edin-

burgh, the phenomena were much the same as above, as appears from the
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Kelso Chronicle. (See also the London Courier, April 7th, and other of the

daily papers.) At Jedburgh the arch is said to have commenced at 8b 15ra

on the W. by S. point of the horizon, to have passed south of the *tar

Aldebaran, between Castor and Pollux, and over Arcturus ; its altitude 60°

from the S. ; waves of light seemed to run along the arch. JbA 8h 30ra the

whole advanced 20° to the S. At Hawick it was at first 20° S. of the zenith,

and at 8h 40m it was stationary at 37° S. of the zenith ; the arch passed 6° N.

of Arcturus, 7° S. of Cor Caroli, 6° N. of Coma Berenices, through the hind

foot of Ursa Major, 4° N. of Asellus Borealis, 6° S. of Pollux, through the head

of Monoceros, through the three stars in Orion’s girdle, and 1° S. of Rigel.

From this it would seem that the arch, instead of appearing low in the north

from the last-mentioned places, as it must have done if situated only five or even

ten miles above the earth’s surface, appeared as tar to the south of the zenith*

as at Edinburgh, or rather further. This latter it could not do ; and in such

circumstances it is reasonable to allow a difference of a few degrees in the

estimates of altitudes of arches neither well defined nor absolutely fixed, and

possessing several degrees of breadth ; but it clearly shows the arch was not

low. The author of the Hawick account signs, Gideon Scott.

At Carlisle, seventy-five miles S. of Edinburgh, the phaenomena were much

the same as in the preceding accounts. See the two weekly newspapers of

that city.

About Cockermouth, twenty-five miles S. of Carlisle, I conversed with many
persons who had seen the phenomena. One young gentleman, Mr. Harris,

had committed to paper at the time some notes upon it, with which he

favoured me. According to these, he first saw the arch at 7
h 45m P.M., it

extended nearly from the western to the eastern horizon, through the W.
part of the head of Orion, over Castor and Pollux, S. of Ursa Major, and

ended in Corona Borealis ; it continued with little variation in its situation

till near 10 o’clock. At first the west end of the arch was most luminous, and

finally before it vanished the east end was the most brilliant. The eastern

end waxed and waned frequently. The sky was very clear, a few streamers

appeared low in the horizon. . . . ,

At Keswick, about twelve miles east of Cockermouth, the appearance was

described as follows, in a letter to me from Mr. Otley. This gentleman is
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known to the public by an elegant little description of the Lakes and Moun-

tains of the North of England, and is familiar with observations relating to

meteorology, and to the angles of elevation of objects. “ About 8 P.M., a

luminous, arch appeared very brilliant ; the outside of the curve seemed a

little south outlie zenith. The eastern end tapered to a point above the hori-

zon ; the western end was broader, and lost in a cloud which rested on the

mountain. It disappeared about 10 o’clock.”

At Whitehaven, one hundred miles from Edinburgh, and a few miles more

to the westward, a minute description of the phenomenon was given in one

of the newspapers of that place, by Mr. Holden, lecturer on astronomy, who

happened to be there at that time. At 8h 45m the east leg of the arch covered

a Coronee Borealis, the northern edge of the bow touched Castor near its

“greatest altitude, and the west leg went over the three small stars marked a

in the head of Orion. The breadth at greatest altitude was 4° 40', but tapered

down to the horizon, where it was not more than one-fourth of that breadth.

The east leg was 15° north of the east point, and about the same number of

degrees south of the zenith ; and the west leg was 15° south of the west point.

At 9h 8m the arch had moved southward, Pollux touched the north of the

bow, the west leg extended over a Orionis, and the east leg was still upon

a Coronae Borealis, but this star had been moving in its apparent track by

the earth’s motion for the space of twenty-three minutes. He saw several

small clouds move before and cover portions of it for a few seconds of time.

From Kirkby-Stephen, about forty-five miles east of Whitehaven, a good

description of the phenomenon is given in the Westmorland Gazette. The

mean' breadth of the luminous arch exceeded that of the rainbow, the vertex

broader, the extremities narrower, and the light more dense. The arch gra-

dually faded about 10 P.M., having existed nearly two hours. The light was

white and transparent. Position at 9 P.M., the arch of a great circle from E.

25° N. through- the zenith to W. 25° S. At first the eastern extremity of the

arch was near (3 Herculis, thence it passed the north side of Corona Bore-

alis, through the midst of the seven stars in the Great Bear, over the zenith to

the north of Castor, exactly over Bellatrix, after which it contracted to a point

in Eridanus just above west; This writer makes no mention of any appearance

of the common aurora borealis at the same time.
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Accounts from Penrith were much the same as the preceding ones ; but I

had no opportunity of seeing any of them.

At Kendal, which is 110 or 116 miles S. of Edinburgh, and very nearly on

the same magnetic meridian, (consequently the same part of the arch must have

crossed the meridian at both places,) the following is a description ofthe pheno-

mena as they appeared there, and might have been adopted with very little error,

it should seem, for that at Edinburgh or any one of the intervening places,

except as to the altitude of the summit of the arch. “A most magnificent

meteor was observed here between 8 and 9 o’clock. The appearance was that

of a luminous arch, stretching quite across the heavens. Its direction was

that of the magnetic east and west, intersecting the magnetic meridian at

right angles. At the same time a splendid light was observable in the northern

horizon. This meteor was similar in some particulars to one which appeared*

a few years ago.” [Query in 1819?] “The arch itself appeared like two

frustums of cones, with the less extremity in the horizon, and their bases meeting

in the zenith. The densest parts of the bow were those near the horizon, and

the west end the denser of the two.”

The phenomenon was seen at Lancaster, twenty miles S. of. Kendal, and

130 miles S. of Edinburgh ; it was described in the next Lancaster Gazette,

but without being specific as to the altitude of the centre of the arch. Inquiry

having been made of an intelligent medical gentleman who had seen it, he

described the luminous arch as extending from east to west across the zenith,

the light increasing in intensity from the arch of the zenith to the line of the

horizon ; there were those faint confiscations which usually attend an aurora

borealis. This was about 8 o’clock ; at 10h 30® P.M. there was a luminous

appearance along the northern horizon.

The aurora was seen at Preston, twenty miles S. of Lancaster ; but I have

not been able to learn the particular appearances at that place. It was also

seen at Doncaster in Yorkshire, but I have not noticed any description of its

appearance at that place.

At Warrington the luminous arch was seen by a friend of mine, Mr. Joseph

Crosfield, who was so obliging as to give me interesting information on the

subject, both verbally and by writing. He saw the arch about 9 O’clock, or

between that and 10, in company with two other persons, to whom he pointed
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it oujt at the time. At the first glance he took it for the milky way, but soon

discovered his mistake. The direction of the arch was from W.S.W. to E.N.E.,

pa&sing to the north of the zenith. The western branch was longer and more

brilliant. He saw no northern lights at the time, neither did he apprehend

the phaenoin^non was connected with them. On elevating the pole of a celestial

globe till the axis passed through a series of angles with the horizon, I desired

him to fix upon an elevation which he judged most nearly to coincide with the

elevation of the centre of the luminous arch. On examination, the angle was

found to be 61°. I then fixed the axis at 70° ; this he was almost certain was

too high. When it was fixed at 50°, he was still more certain it was too low.

The aurora was seen at Manchester, as has been stated ; but it does not

appear to have attracted much attention at this place. I have not been able

to trace any account of the phsenomena having been seen further south.

These are all the material observations I have collected ; from which it must

appear that the descriptions every where given evidently apply to the same

luminous arch. In proceeding from north to south we find the arch gradually

advancing in altitude, always crossing the meridian to the south of the zenith,

till we arrive about Kendal, at which place it crossed nearly in the zenith,

and when at Warrington its culminating was to the north of the zenith. It is

further remarkable, that in all the places the arch seemed to terminate nearly

in the magnetic east and west, or at two opposite points of the horizon ; these

facts indicated the great height and extension of the arch.

In order to apply the data to calculate the height of the arch, it is evident

that observations at the extremities of the magnetic meridians are to be pre-

ferred, and those on or near the same meridian, all other circumstances being

the same. Unfortunately, the Edinburgh and Hawick observations do not

harmonize together : however, those at Jedburgh, a place nearly of the same

latitude as Hawick, seem to show that both the others are wrong, or rather

perhaps, that they had not been cotemporary with each other and the rest of the

observations. The Hawick altitude is probably too low, and that at Edinburgh

considerably too high.

In this uncertainty we may be allowed to take the observations at White-

haven and Warrington as guides. Those places are very nearly on the same

magnetic meridian ; they are distant eighty-three miles, giving an extensive
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base : the observations were nearly cotemporary, and made on the

of the arch, the altitude at Whitehaven being 75° from the south, an<

Warrington 61° from the north. From these data, I find the height of the arch

very nearly one hundred miles above the earth’s surface, and its position ver-

tical about Kendal and Kirkby-Stephen, which accords well witty the observa-

tions at those places. This conclusion is corroborated by the observations at

Jedburgh and Warrington, where, if we take the angles of elevation at 60° and

61° respectively, and the distance on the magnetic meridian 120 miles, the

height will be found between 100 and 1 10 miles. But, lastly, if we assume the

angle at Edinburgh to be correct at 65°, and that at Warrington at 61°, the

height comes out 150 or 160 miles, and its position vertical about Carlisle,

which is in opposition to the general tenor of the rest of the observations.

As for the heights of the streamers or vertical beams seen low in the north,

we have no sufficient data for determining it. But it is evident that the beams

which were seen low at Edinburgh were the same as those seen still lower at

Cockermouth, Kendal, Lancaster, and Manchester, at which last place the

angle was about 10° as my informant says. Now an object elevated about 25°

from the north at Edinburgh would apparently be 10° or 12° at Manchester, if

its real height were about one hundred miles above the earth’s surface.

On the whole, I think it is fairly to be inferred that the height of the arch

could not differ much from one hundred miles ; and that its breadth would be

eight or nine miles, and its visible length in an east and west direction, from

any one place, would be about 550 miles. (See the accompanying figure.)

Observations on other Aurorae.

The height of a luminous arch calculated by the late Mr. Cavendish, F.R.S.

in the Phil. Trans, for 1790, is entitled to notice. It was found to be betwixt

fifty-two and seventy-one miles/ The observations, however, were made at too

small’ a distance from each other to admit of precision. A base of at least

forty or fifty miles seems necessary, where the object to be measured is generally

neither steady nor well defined.
'
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The luminous arch seen at Keswick and Kendal by Mr. Crosthwaite and
myself, on February 15th, 1793, was calculated to be 150 miles tygh ; but this

wa\ from a base ofonly twenty-two miles. (See my Meteorological Observations

and Essays, page 69.)

Dr, Thomson has given a brief histoiy of the Aurora borealis in the Annals
of Philosophy for 1814, Vol. IV. He has copied a table from Bergman, being

estimates of the heights of about thirty aurorae observed during the last cen-

tury, calculated from observations made by different persons in various places.

According to these results, the aurorae would seem to be of variable heights,

from 130 to 1000 or more miles. The places of observation are often un-

suitably situated ; and the data from which the calculations were made not

being given, I apprehend the great differences in the heights arise more from

defects in the observations than frpm real differences.

In the same volume Mr. Longmire gives a description of a luminous arch

seen at Troutbeck near Kendal, on the 11th of September, 1814. It was
similar to that above described, and was most extensively seen : namely, at

Glasgow, Dumfries, and Annan in Scotland ; at Dublin and Newry in Ireland

;

and at Whitehaven, Carlisle, Kendal, Lancaster, Warrington, and Liverpool

in England. It was accompanied with the usual appearances of the aurora

borealis, or streamers distant in the north. The observations are insufficient

for calculating the height. I find in my journal the aurora was noticed at

Manchester that evening, but no particulars are given. Mr. Longmire men-
tions a similar arch seen at Kendal and Dublin on the 17th of April the same
year. An Aurora was seen in London at the same time. (Annals of Philosophy,

Vol. III. p. 400.)

1819, October 17th.—A remarkable aurora borealis was seen this evening

in very distant parts of England and Scotland. Mr. Otley of Keswick first

drew my attention to this, by communicating the notes he made at the time

upon it, on the occasion when he favoured me with his remarks upon that of

the 29th of March, 1826. After which I collected such other accounts as I

could meet with from the journals of the tuft The series of observations is

as follows :

—

Annals of Philosophy, Vol. XIV. p. 472. Account from Newton-Stewart,

(Scotland,) October 18th.—“ A singular and beautiful phenomenon appeared

2 q 2
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in our atmosphere here last night (17th), about 8 o’clock : it was a bow or

arch of silvery light stretching from east to west, and intersecting the hemi-

sphere [meridian] at a few degrees to the southward of the zenith. After it

had remained very bright for twenty minutes or so, dark blanks were first ob-

served to take place here and there, and then, after expanding a little in

breadth and shifting for a short way further to the southward,. it disappeared.

Some time before its appearance the atmosphere had been very cloudy ; but

when it was formed the sky was free from clouds, except towards the horizon

to the westward and northward, where they hung very dark and heavy.—It

was strikingly different from any . of the usual forms of the boreal lights, which

too were seen very vivid in the course of the evening.”

Keswick. Mr. Otley’s account :
—

“

About 7 P.M. (the 17th), a dense

cloud appeared in the horizon to the N.N.W. bounded by a bright line, the rest

of the heavens being starry. Presently beams of an aurora began to shoot

towards the Great Bear. About 8 o’clock a luminous arch extended from

west to east ; the crown of the arch at first appeared to me a little to the north

of the zenith, and after some time to the south of it, and again more northerly

before it disappeared, which it did suddenly, a few minutes after 9 o’clock.”

Manchester.—I have an account in my journal of an aurora seen here the

same evening, but no particulars are given.

London.—The aurora was seen in and about London the same evening.

(See pages 478 and 480, Vol. XIV. Annals of Philosophy.)

Gosport.—In the same volume of Annals, page 395, there is an account of

the same aurora as seen at Gosport Observatory, Hampshire, on that evening

by Dr. Burney. The following is an extract : “ On the 17th instant, at 7 P.M.

a light about 30° on either side of the magnetic north point appeared in the

shape of a luminous arch whose apex was 18° above the horizon.” He then

describes several beams of the common aurora which successively appeared

and traversed about for a time chiefly within the arch, and then vanished and

were succeeded by others. After which, he adds :
“ Soon after this (9 o’clock)

the luminous arch in the northern hemisphere entirely disappeared, and some

haze collected near the horizon.”

Gosport and Keswick are very nearly under the same magnetic meridian,

and 265 miles distant. Newton-Stewart is N.W. by W. of Keswick, distant
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about sixtywfive miles, but only thirty-five miles in a meridional direction. Now
1 imagine it will be allowed that an extraordinary luminous arch seen atNew-

toVstewart to cross the meridian a few degrees south of the zenith, and to con-

tinue from 8 to near 9 o’clock, nearly in that position, must have been

the arch seen at Keswick at the same time to cross the meridian in like manner

from east to west, and to pass nearly through the zenith. It may well be sup-

posed, then, that this arch crossing through the zenith at Keswick would have

a very diminished altitude if seen at Gosport, 265 miles south. From the

account I have extracted, it appears that a luminous arch was seen there at the

same time it was seen at the other places, and crossing the meridian at right

angles, only its altitude 18° from the north, instead of being in the zenith, as

at Keswick, or a few degrees south of it, as seen in Scotland. And further, the

arch vanished at all the places at the same time. It scarcely admits of doubt,

then, that these arches were all one and the same. By calculation from the

data at Gosport and Keswick, I find the height of the arch above Keswick to

be 100 or 102 miles ; from which the angle of elevation from Newton-Stewart

must have been 71° from the south, or the zenith distance of the arch 19®.

A luminous arch was seen at Kendal on the 27th of December, 1827, of

which my friend Samuel Marshall was so good as to write me a circumstantial

account. It was first seen at ten minutes past 6 in the evening, being an

arch between the magnetic east and west, and passing through the zenith. It

was broadest in the zenith, and it was more condensed in the eastern extremity

than in the western. Another parallel arch appeared about 20° north of the

former, of rather less intense light ; and the northern horizon was luminous as

usual on such occasions. After ten minutes or more, the arches advanced each

of them to the south 20° with their centres. The appearance lasted about half

an hour. A few streamers were seen in the east, which moved slowly north-

ward. Mr. Marshall thinks the appearance would have been splendid if the

moon had not shone at the time : a halo round the moon vanished when the

bow approached it. I observed a halo rour^j the moon at Manchester that

evening.

Mr. Buchan, a gentleman accustomed to meteorological observations, had

mentioned his having seen a similar arch at Manchester on that evening ; but

apprehending it might only haVe been a local phenomenon, I did not inquire
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particulars till I received the above account from Kendal. Mr.<l3ucHAN in-

forms me he saw a luminous arch that evening, about 9 o’clock ; the arch

was highest to the west of the meridian, and its altitude was very nearly the

same as the north pole, just under which it passed ; he estimates it at 53°, and

thinks it could not be above 1° more or less. As this observation was not co-

temporary with that at Kendal, nothing certain can be deduced from them,

but it may not be amiss to observe that an object in the zenith at Kendal, and

elevated 53° from the north at Manchester, must be nearly one hundred miles

high.

The results of this series of additional observations agreeing so nearly with

that of the 29th of March, 1826, 1 am induced to believe that these luminous

arches of the aurora which*occasionally appear, stretching from east to west,

are all of the same height, and that height about one hundred miles. What

length the upright beams,—or to speak more properly, those parallel to the

dipping needle,—may be, which are the ordinary forms of the aurora, we have

not observations to determine. Whether those beams arise above the arches as

from a base, or whether they descend below, as if appended to the arches, we

cannot absolutely determine. It is remarkable that the arches and beams

should rarely, if ever, be seen cognate or in juxta position, but always in parts

of the heavens at a considerable distance from each other.

Manchester,

March 18, 1828.

Postscript.

Query, Are the parallel bands usually about 20 degrees asunder ? If so,

their distance from each other will be about thirty-six miles.
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XIV. A comparison of the changes of magnetic intensity throughout the day

in the dipping and horizontal needles, at Treurenburgh Bay in Spitsbergen.

By Captain Henry Foster, R.N. F.R.S.

Read May 8, 1828.

The few observations I had an opportunity of making at Port Bowen in 1825,

on the diurnal changes of intensity shown by the dipping and horizontal

needles, first suggested the idea of a daily rota#ry motion of the general

polarizing axis of the earth, as the cause, not only of the diurnal changes of

intensity, but also of the diurnal oscillations of the horizontal needle throughout

the world. And the circumstance, of the times of the maximum and minimum

effect of these phenomena, occurring generally when the sun bore north,

south, east, and west by compass, indicated his agency in producing this

motion of the pole.

The entire confirmation of an hypothesis so important in the theory of ter-

restrial magnetism, requires the evidence of varied and extensive observation

;

and as my professional pursuits have recently led me to revisit those regions

best calculated for the experiments, I have thought a continuation of them

under favourable circumstances, might prove an useful auxiliary to those

already honoured with a place in the Philosophical Transactions for 1826.

The observations which I have now the honour to present to the Royal

Society, were performed in a manner somewhat different from those alluded

to at Port Bowen, which were made with one needle only, first as a dipping

needle, and then suspended horizontally. Whereas in this case, two needles

were employed, each in its respective capacity ; an arrangement far more con-

venient in practice, and equally satisfactory as to the object I had in view

;

which was simply to ascertain, whether or not a corresponding change of in-

tensity exhibited itself in both -needles, whether each was differently affected

thereby, or whether such change belonged to the horizontal needle alone.
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The expression for the intensity ofthe dipping needle, is I= 2 A 1 .ZZ,

and for the horizontal needle, I= 2 A */—-2——, S denoting the dip, A aV 3 *r SCO* 0

general co-efficient. Consequently, if the change took place in the co-efficient

A only, that is in the general magnetic intensity, both needles would be pro-

portionally affected, and in the same manner ; but if the change were in the

dip only, then the two needles would be differently affected; the dipping

needle, as \/-— and the horizontal needle, as \/ — so that -

V 4 — 3 sin * 6 V 3 + sec* 8

one would increase in intensity and attain its maximum, while the other would

decrease and attain its minimum, and vice versa.

If both & and A be variable, the relation between the simultaneous intensities

of the two needles would ftmain the same as if 5 only changed, because it is

common to both needles ; but the comparison of the same needles, at different

times of the day, would be considerably modified by such a change in the

value of A, and which would appear to be the case both from the present ob-

servations and those at Port Bowen. For example, if A was a maximum when

the dip was the greatest, and consequently when the horizontal intensity, from

considerations of dip only, was the least, the one effect would in some measure

counteract the other on the horizontal needle ; whereas the dipping needle

would have its intensity increased from both these causes operating at the

same time, and contrariwise if at the moment of least dip A should be at its

minimum. It is, however, by no means my intention at present to enter upon

this intricate inquiry ; my object being to examine whether the simultaneous

changes in the intensities of the two needles are of a character to indicate a

change of dip as one at least of the causes, or whether the dip remains constant,

and the change is due to that of intensity alone. As far as this question is

concerned, the results are certainly satisfactory ; for on comparing the inten-

sities of the two needles given in Table II. it will be foqpd that the intensity

of one needle was generally the greatest when the other was the least, and the

contrary. That a change actually takes place in the general intensity of the

earth's magnetism, is as an hypothesis very reasonable ; still, however, it is

but an hypothesis, and as such I shall not insist upon it in this place, notwith-

standing the circumstantial evidence furnished by these observations, but leave
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it for mor^extended experiments to decide, and proceed at once to a detail of

those observations from which the former deduction is made.

•With respect to the instruments, they differed so little from those employed

at Port Bowen, which have already been described, that it is unnecessary to

say more than that the dipping needle was one belonging to the Board of Lon-

gitude, and made by Dollond ; the needle used was in form a parallelopipedon,

6 inches long, 0.4 broad, and 0.05 thick, and that its magnetism was not in-

terfered with while it was in my possession. The same may be observed of the

horizontal needle, which was one of the same form and weight as the above.

The experiments were commenced upon the 30th of July, and continued to

the 9th of August by myself only
;
^pid they were so arranged, that in the

course of two days an observation was made every hour of the twenty-four, but

part of them in one day, and part of them in the other, as shown in the Table.

Previous to the commencement of the observations, the silk thread (eleven

inches long) which was employed for suspending the horizontal needle, was

divested as far as could be of torsion, by suspending a brass needle of like

form and of equal weight with the one above described ; it was then replaced

by the magnetized needle itself, the centre of which was brought directly over

the centre of a graduated circle, by means of foot-screws attached to a board

on which the apparatus stood. The needle being thus freely suspended, it was

drawn out of the magnetic meridian somewhat more than 40 degrees, by a

contrivance for that purpose ; but its oscillations were not noticed until the

arc had decreased to 40 degrees, when the observations were commenced on the

times of performing ten vibrations successively, until two huiidred were com-

pleted; the terminal arc and temperature of the instrument were then registered,

and in this manner all the results given in the following Table were obtained.

The vibrations on the dipping needle were taken as follows : viz. one hun-

dred with the face of the instrument East, previous to those on the horizontal

needle as above described ; and another hundred after the latter, with the face

West ; so that the mean time of observation for both needles was nearly the

same, as will be seen by referring to Table I., relative to which, however, it

should be observed, that although two hundred vibrations were taken by each

needle, the time of performing one hundred only is recorded in the Table, as

also the mean arcs of vibration.

2 RMDCCCXXVIII.
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Table I.

Containing the Observations on the Diurnal Changes of Intensity in the

Dipping and Horizontal Needles at Treurenburgh Bay in Spitsbergen, in

the Months of July and August 1827.

Dates.

Dipping Needle. Horizontal Needle.

Hour.
Time of

performing
100 Vib*\

Mean Arc.
Temp.
Fahr.

Hour.
Time of

performing
100 Vibn *.

Mean Arc.
Temp.
Fahr.

li m s 0 0 h m s 0 0
July 30, A.M. 2 4 291.6 23.7 35 1 56 619.0 26.2 34*

3 4 291.3 24 \ 2 56 620.0 24 34*
3 58 291.2 23.8 o4 3 50 620.9 23.7 35
4 57 291.4 23.8 34 4 48 619.0 24.5 34

292.1 23.5 35;* 5 52 618.7 25 35
291.9 23.2 35;I 6 56 619-4 26 36

7 47 292.2 22.8 36 7 46 619.4 26 35
5 35 291.2 21.3 361 5 36 613.6 25.5 36*

P.M. G 3 291.2 21.2 35jr 6 22 616.6 25 36*
8 14 291.9 22.2 35;k 8 19 615.6 25 . 36*
8 56 291.7 22.2 35;h 9 00 615.8 26 36*
9 38 291.6 21.7 36 9 39 615.0 26 36
10 26 291.6 21.7 36 10 37 615.1 25 36
11 16 291.4 21.3 351 11 25 621.1 26 36
12 02 291.8 21.3 35 12 00 620.4 25 37

July 31, A.M. 9 17 292.2 21.7 40.2 9 23 618.6 25* 41*
10 18 291.8 21.2 41.2 10 23 616.1 25;

* 43
11 20 292.4 22 41 11 25 612.5 25; 41

P.M. 0 18 292.6 22.2 40;1

2 0 22 610.0 26 42
0 57 292.6 22 40 0 54 611.0 25* 42
1 56 292.8 22.3 40 1 54 613.2 26 42
2 56 293.0 22.5 391 2 54 619.1 26 40*
3 52 292.5 22.2 391 3 51 622.0 26 40

Aug. 1, A.M. 0 55 291.7 22.2 ' 38 0 50 619.8 26 39
1 55 292.0 22.1 38 1 55 618.6 25* 39
2 54 291.6 21.9 38* 2 50 617.7 26 39
3 52 291.6 22.2 39 3 61 618.3 25j

\
40

4 53 292.3 22.3 39* 4 50 619.5 25jL
i 40*

5 50 292.4 22.1 40 5 47 61 8.9 25 jS
41

6 57 292.3 22.2 4U 6 54 619-5 26' 42
7 41 292.4 21.8 41 . 7 42 619.9 25J 43

P.M. 5 36 292.9 22 48 5 37 617.0 25 j 50*
6 67 292.8 22*

!

47 . 6 56 616.8 25* 46*
7 57 292.6 22| 47 7 58 617.4 25* 50
9 1 292.6 22.3 47i 8 56 61 7-9 26 52
9 55 292.3 22.2 44 9 50 617.1 25* 45
10 46 292.3 22.3 42J

\
10 47 617.7 25* 44

11 52 292.7 20.7 41^
r

r
11 48 617.5 25* 43
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Table I. (Continued).

Dipping Needle. Horizontal Needle.
1

Dates.

Hour.
Time of

performing
100 Vibft#

.

Mean Arc.
Temp.
Fahr. Hour.

Time of
performing
IOO Vibn\

Mean Arc.
Temp.
Fahr.

• h m s • 0 h m s 0 0
Aug. 2, A.M. 9 41 293.7 22.3 62.2 9 42 620.2 25*

25*
25*

64
10 41 293.4 22.1 59.2 10 41 621.2 59*
11 39 293.5 22.1 58.2 11 41. 619.0 59

P.M. 0 50 293.8 22.2 57*
56*

0 48 616.6 26 58
1 53 293.3 21.9 1 48 618.8 25* 56
2 49 293.7 21.7 53.7 2 46 617.8 25 £
3 37 293.6 21.1 63 3 40 619.0 25* 53

Aug. 3, A.M. 0 44 291.7 21.6 47 0 45 619.8 25 52
1 46 292.2 21.5 47 1 47 618.8 25 *51*

2 45 292-0 21.3 48* 2 46 619.9 25 52
3 41 291.7 21.5 50 3 43 619.7 25 55
4 42 292.2 21.8 51 4 45 616.9 25 57
5 45 293.0 22.1 52*

54*
56*

5 45 617.7 25 57
6 43 293.4 22.1 6 44 625.4 25 59
7 46 293.4 21.9 7 49 620.0 25 61

P.M. 6 41 293.7 22.7 57* 6 42 620.2 25 58
8 2 293.6 22.7 53 8 619.7 25 54
8 44 293.1 22.5 51* 8 46 619-8' 25 52

9 46 293.4 22.5 49* 9 47 621.1 25* 51

293.1 22.2 49* 618.2 25 51

11 41 292.2 22.1 49 617.3 25 53

Aug. 4, A.M. 9 12 293.7 22.3 56*
59*

620.2 26 61

9 57 293.9 22.7 618.5 25* 63
293.3 22.5 60 619.2 26 63

« 11 37 292.6 22.1 59* 11 39 619.5 26 62
P.M.j 292.8 22 60 0 41 619.2 26 63

1 59 292.8 21.7 62* 1 55 619.0 25* 63
2 42 293.6 22 6l| 2 44 619.0 25* 64

• 3 36 293.8 22.1 63* 3 38 618.4 25* 65

Aug. 5, A.M. 291.9 22 51 0 57 620.0 23 52
1 43 291.5 22 51 1 44 620.8 25 52*
2 45 291.9 22.1 51 2 47 619.5 24* 52

3 41 291.5 21.7 50 3 42 618.5 24 51

4 44 292.1 22.5 50 4 45 620.2 24 51

5 41 . 291.4 21.8 47* 5 43 618.4 23* 49*
6 43 291.8 22.1 49 6 45 616.4 24 51

7 35 292.5 22.3 53 7 36 621.1 24 52*
49*P.M. 5 44 293.6 22.2 49* 5 46 619-2 26

6 35 293.1 22.7 49* 6 36 6 17.7 25 50
8 1 291.6 22.4 47 7 57 620.7 25.5 47*
8 46 292.1 22.2 47* 8 45 619.6 25.5 48

9 45 291.8 22 47 9 46 619.6 26.5 46*
10 46 292.5 22.3 47 10 47 618.3 25.5 47*
11 43 292.0 22.2 46* 11 47 618.1 25 47

2 R 2
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Table I. (Continued.) .

Dipping Needle. Horizontal Needle

Dates.

Hour.
Time of

performing
100 Vibn\

Mean Arc.
Temp.
Fahr.

Hour.
Time of

performing
100 Vib”

;
Mean Arc.

Temp.
Fahh.

Aug. 6, A.M.
li m
9 20

8

293.0 23.3
0

534 616.6 2
°
6

#
0
54

10 00 292.7 23.3 544 615.3 25k 54 k
10 42 292.4 23 55| 10 44 614.0 26 55
11 41 293.2 22.6 544 n 43 613.2 25.5 50

P.M. 0 51 292.6 22.4 56$ 0 49 614.7 25.5 57
1 40 293.0 22.9 55 * 1 41 615.3 26 56
2 51 292.9 23 554

58|
aa

2 49 61 6.8 26 58
3 37 293.2 23.5 3 38 615.3 25.5 57

Aug. 7> A.M. 0 46 292.7 22.6 47 0 47 61 8.9 24.5 49
1 42 291.8 22 481 1 43 620.3 25 51

2 44 292.5 22.5 454 2 47 619.6 25 46£
3 38 292.1 22.9 45 3 38 620.9 25 46
4 41 292.2 23 444 4 42 620.0 25 45
5 36 292.2 23 46 5 38 620.1 25.5 45
6 41 292.1 23 43.1 6 42 620.3 25.5 45

7 38 292.7 23.2 42|
411

7 39 620.2 25.5 44
P.M. 5 37 292.1 23.6 5 38 619.1 25.5 43

6 42 292.1 23.5 4o| 6 44 616.7 25.5 42k
41

1

8 13 291.8 23.7 41 8 18 618.0 25.5

9 00 292.

7

23.5 414 8 57 618.0 25.5 41

1

9 42 292.1 23.6 40| 9 43 618.1 25.5 41

10 41 292.0 23.5 40 10 43 617.7 26 41

11 44 291.2 23.5 40£ 11 45 623.1 25.5 40k

Aug. 8, A.M. 9 18 291.6 23.5 m 9 23 618.2 25.5 49
10 6 292.6 23.4 51 10 14 619.9 26 • 53
10 56 292.7 23.2 554 10 56 618.5 26 56
11 39 293.1 23.1 66 11 40 618.0 26 57

P.M. 0 38 293.5 23.1 574 0 39 ,
617.8 26 581

1 41 293.7 23.6 59 1 43 617.6 25.5 59
2 39 293.8 23.3 58 2 41 622.1 25.5 60
3 36 293.3 23.5 58f 3 38 619.9 26 60

Aug. 9> A.M. 0 58 291.6 23.1 50 ’ 0 55 624.0 25 53 k
1 44 291.7 23.2 49 k 1 45 622.5 25 . 52*
2 37 291.6 23.5 50 2 39 623.2 25 53
3 38 292.0 22.5 504 3 38 625.3 25 54
4 40 292.2 22.7 50 4 41 623.1 24.5 55
5 55 292.1 22.3 524 5 53 622.1 21 54
6 40 291.6 21.8 64 6 39 621.7 22.5 60
7 35 293.3 22.3 57 7 36 623.0

.
25.5 61

P.M. 5 40 293.0 23.1 58 5 41 621.6 25.5 58
6 40 293.3 23 684 6 42 622.6 26 58
8 17 293.0 23.2 56 8 12 621.9 25.5 561
8 52 292.7 23.2 641 8 50 621.5 25.5 55 J

9 42 292.3 22.9 53J 9 43 621.8 25 55
10 41 291.9 22.7 54 10 42 619.8 25.5 54
11 41 292.2 22.8 504 11 43 619.5 25 53
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In order to bring more clearly into view the results of the foregoing obser-

vations, the following Table has been formed, by adding together all the times

each needle took to perform one hundred oscillations at the respective hours

of observation on the several days, and converting these times into proportional

intensities. In the third and sixth columns are inserted the numbers ex-

pressive of intensities, which have been obtained, by squaring the reciprocal of

the times, and multiplying those squares by 100,000, to render them all in-

tegral.

Table II.

Dipping Needle. Horizontal Needle.

Hour.
Time in seconds
of performing
100 oscillations.

Proportional

Intensity.
Hour.

Time in seconds
of performing
100 oscillations.

Proportional

Intensity.

h m
A.M.O 52 291.9 1173

h m
A.M.O 51 620.5 2597

1 49 291.8 1174 1 46 620.0 2601
2 48 291.8 1174 2 48 620.0 2601
3 44 291.7 1175 3 44 620.6 2596
4 46 292.1 1172 4 45 619.8 2603
5 48 292.2 1171 5 46 619.3 2607
6 47 292.2 1171 6 46 620.4 2598
7 40 292.7 1167 7 41 620.6 2596
9 16 292.6 1168 9 22 618.3 2616
10 00 292.9 1166 10 2 618.0 2618
10 52 292.8 1167 10 54 617.1 2626
11 47 293.0 1165 11 49 615.9 2636

P.M.O 47 293.1 1164 P.M.O 46 615.9 2636
1 50 293.1 1164 1 48 616.8 2629
2 47 293.4 1161 2 47 6 18.9 2611

. 3 40 293.3 1162 3 41 618.9 2611
5 43 292.3 1171 5 47 617.8 2620
6 43 293.0 1165 6 44 618.8 2612
8 7 292.4 1170 8 7 61 8.9 2611
8 53 292.5 IJ69

|

8 52 618.8 2612
9 51 292.1 1172 9 52 618.2 2617
10 49 292.2 1171 10 52 618.8 2612
11 47 292.0 1173 11 48 619.3 2607

On looking over this Table it will be seen, that when an increased intensity
*

obtained in the dipping needle, a corresponding diminution generally exhibited

itself in the horizontal needle, and vice versa. But to compare this Table with

the results deduced from my former experiments, and with the hypothesis of

a rotation of the general polarizing axis of the earth about its mean position
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as a centre, it will be best to express the intensities in terms of the magnetic

latitude ; viz.

* I= A »/ 3 sine 8 x + l = Intensity dipping needle,

I = A cos X = Intensity horizontal needle

:

where X is the magnetic latitude. If we assume 81° as the mean dip at Treu-

renburgh Bay, and since

Tang. S = 2 tang. X,

or tang. X = £ tang. 81°, we have X = 72° 30' the mean magnetic latitude.

Let x be the radius of the circle of rotation assumed in the hypothesis ; then

the extreme latitudes will be 72^° + x and 72£° — x, and the intensities va-

rying in their greatest extreme, as 2596 lb 2636 ; we have to find x such, that

Cos (72§° + •*) : cos (72£° — x) : 2596 : 2636.

This gives x — 8 minutes very nearly ; whereas in my former paper I suppose

this radius not to exceed minutes. In that case, however, the deduction

was made from the mean results of several months’ observations, commencing

with January, when the effect is the least ; whereas this is drawn from the

extreme results of eleven days only, and at that season when the effects arc

the greatest.

Assuming the above radius of rotation, viz. 8 minutes, it is easily ascertained

that the corresponding maximum change in the daily variation ought to be

54 minutes ; whereas it appears by the Table published in the Appendix to

Captain Parry’s Narrative of his Attempt to reach the North Pole of the Earth,

to have amounted to 1° 32' from the mean of eleven days’ observations.

The 2£ minutes assumed as the radius of rotation of the magnetic pole, from

the mean of the Port Bowen experiments, is certainly too small to answer even

to the mean results : but if we take the mean results as there obtained for the

month of May, which was the greatest observed, it will be found that the

radius of rotation would require to be taken at 8 minutes, the very quantity

above determined. It will, however, be seen by referring to the paper in which

the former experiments and observations arc recorded, that the 2£ minutes

assumed for the radius was stated as a quantity altogether conjectural, no

attempt being made to establish it by calculation. At all events it will be

* Barlow’s Essay on Magnetic Attractions, page 197, 2nd edition.
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necessary to consider this radius as changing very considerably as the sun

advances to the north.

The change of intensity in the dipping needle as depending on the change

of dip or of the magnetic latitude, would be only as 3726 to 3732, whereas it

is found to amount to ^rd part of the whole. This therefore seems to indicate

a change in the general co-efficient A, and that this is greatest when the dip

is greatest, and least when the dip is least.

We might be able to separate these two counteracting effects on the hori-

zontal needle ; but it would probably be considered too speculative in the

present stage of this inquiry. All therefore that I shall consider as demonstrated

by these experiments is, that the cause of the daily change in the horizontal

intensity is principally due to a change of dip, as I found to be the case at

Port Bowen, and that the times of the day when these changes are the greatest

and least, point clearly to the sun as the primary agent in the production of

them ; and that this agency is such as to produce a constant inflection of the

pole towards the sun during the twenty-four hours : this is, I think, clearly

established as far as comparison has yet been made, and I hope soon to be

able to submit this inquiry to the test of experiments under circumstances so

different in every respect from these and the former, that they cannot fail of

either confirming or contradicting the hypothesis in question.

London, Henry Foster.

March 4th, 1828.
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XV. Experiments relative to the effect of temperature on the refractive index and

dispersive power of expansiblefluids, and on the influence of these changes in a

telescope with afluid lens. Bp Peter Barlow, Esq. F.ll.S. tyc.

Read May 15, 1828.

In a paper I had the honour to present to the Royal Society in January last,

relative to the construction of achromatic telescopes with fluid lenses, I have

stated that between the temperatures of 31° and 84° I had not been able to

detect any very sensible change in the index denoting the focal length of the

telescope : these observations however being made at intervals of some months,

I was doubtful whether there might not be some minute variation which had

escaped my notice ; and I have since, by means of temperature artificially pro-

duced, ascertained that there is a certain small change, and the amount of that

change, which is xuVsths of an inch in the length of the telescope employed,

between each of these extremes and the mean temperature of 57°. That is, the

eye-piece of the telescope and the fluid lens being fixed, as was the case in

this instrument, the plate lens required an adjustment of 0.134 of an inch,

between the temperature of 57° and each of the above extremes, to produce

the brightest and most perfect image.

Before I proceed, however, to detail the results of my inquiry on these sub-

jects, it will be proper to define a few terms which appear in one or two in-

stances to have been misunderstood.

1 . The length or focal length of the telescope, is the distance from the front

lens to the focus.

2. The fluid focus or fluid focal length, is the distance from the fluid lens

to the focus.

3. The focal power of the telescope, or the equivalent focal length, is the

focal length of a telescope of the usual construction, which gives the same

convergency to the rays or the same sized image as the telescope in question.

2 sMDCCCXXVIII.
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In what follows

:

/ will denote the length of the telescope.

f the focal length of the plate lens.

f the focal length of the fluid lens.

f" the fluid focal length.

/'" the equivalent focal length.

d the distance of the lenses.

Under the particular form of construction to which we are now referring,

f and f" remain fixed or constant, but the rest are variable under different

temperatures, in consequence of the effect which temperature produces in the

value of/'.

If we knew the change in the value off, or in the refractive index of the

fluid under different temperatures, we might proceed immediately to compute

its effects on the focal power of the telescope ; but as this may be considered

doubtful, I have endeavoured to determine the effect on the power of the

telescope by direct observations, and have thence computed the corresponding

change in the refractive index of the fluid.

In order to determine the change in the position of the front lens due to a

certain range of the thermometer, I placed the telescope in a small room about

twelve feet square in my garden, and' having adjusted it very carefully to a

dial-plate of a watch, at the distance of 150 feet, when the thermometer was

at 40°, I had a fire lighted, the room shut up, and the temperature gradually

raised to 75°, re-adjusting and registering the focus for every change of 5°.

As, however, the intermediate changes were very small, it will be sufficient, to

state, that between the two extremes, viz. 40° and 75°, the whole change was

0. 1 77 of an inch ; and hence, supposing the change uniform for equal variations

of temperature, we find for the difference between the mean temperature of 57°

and each extreme before mentioned, viz. 31° and 84°, an alteration in the

length of the telescope of .134 of an inch, as stated in the beginning of this

paper.

In the instrument on which these observations were made, the following are

the values of the different quantities at the mean temperature 57°; viz./= 32.5,

/' = 32.65, /" = 40.5, l = 54.92, d = 14.42, /'" = 72.8.
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And since by the observations above referred to, the value of d varied 0.134

of an inch between the mean temperature and each of the extremes, we have

in* one case d= 14.554, and in the other d= 14.286. Whence the focal power

of the telescope was

at 31°, /"' = = 73.34

at 84°, f" = — 72.28

So that the instrument being adjusted at the mean temperature 57°, and

fitted with a micrometer, it will require a correction of about ^Vcth part of the

angular measure for every change of 1° in the thermometer ; that is, a 60th

part of a second for every minute in the angle, a quantity too small to require

any notice, except in cases of extreme delicacy.

In order to find the actual change in the focus of the fluid lens which

rendered the foregoing adjustments of the plate lens necessary, we have

l l _ l l l l

f-d f - S»
or f-d ““ jrr — />

In this expression, f" = 40.5,f— d at 31° = 17-946

f—d at 57° = 18.080

f—d at 84° = 18.214

And substituting these values successively for f—d in the above expression,

we find f at 31° = 32.222

/' at 57° = 32.650

/' at 84° = 33.090
•7—7)»

And since it has been shown, Phil. Trans. 1827, Art. XY. that jjr — di-

spersive ratio, we have at 31° dispersion = .3067

* 57° dispersion = .3075

84° dispersion = .3084

a difference sufficiently small to baffle the most acute and experienced eye.

The change therefore in the power and colour of the telescope is so small, and

the correction due to it (in any case where such correction is thought necessary)

so easily made, that an instrument on this construction may I trust be con-

sidered just as applicable to all the nice purposes of modern astronomy, as one

of the usual refractors of the same power.

2 s 2
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The very inconsiderable change in the focal power of the telescope led me
to conclude, in the early part of my experiments, that no optical change took

place in the fluid between the above limits, or at least that the change was

extremely small. It appears however from the preceding experiments and

investigation, that the permanency of the telescopic effect is attributable to

the peculiar construction of the instrument, and that the change in the

refractive index of the fluid is much more considerable than I had imagined ;

for we have seen that the focal length of the fluid lens was at 31° = 32.22

at 57° = 32.65

at 84° = 33.03

And since the focal length is cseteris paribus inversely as the index, and the

index at 57° being 0.634, we find 32.22 : 32.65 : : 0.634 : 0.642

33.09 : 32.65 : : 0.634 : 0.626

Hence the mean index of the sulphuret of carbon is at 31° = 0.642

at 57° = 0.634

at 84° = 0.625

That is, with a variation of temperature of 53° ; the change of index amounts
•017

to = 77th part nearly of the whole index at 57°.

Which, supposing the change to be uniformly proportional in greater ther-

mometrical ranges, gives a change in the refractive index of nearly TVth

between 32° and 212°. Now it has been stated on the result of experiment

(Dr. Ure’s Chemical Dictionary), that the expansion of sulphuret of carbon

amounts to -j-th between the above limits. We have therefore strong reasons to

conclude that in this, and all other expansible fluids, the index of refraction

varies directly as the density ; the trifling difference in the two results being

attributable, in all probability, to slight errors of observation in one or other

of the two processes, so different from each other, from which these results are

deduced.

With respect to the dispersive ratio, it is probably the same at all tempe-

ratures ; for, supposing 1:1 -fa 1 : 1 + d, 1 : 1 + a" to be the ratio of the

sines of incidence and refraction of the extreme and mean rays of the spectrum

at any given temperature, the dispersive power is expressed by
a
a? . And

as we have seen that the mean index a' varies as the density of the fluid, we
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have strong reason to suppose that a and a

"

vary also in the same proportion

;

and if so, the dispersive power will of course remain constant ; and this de-

duction is verified, as far as the eye can judge of colour in the telescope, by the

preceding experiments, which certainly indicated no perceptible change in the

colour of the image. This, however, is a subject 1 intend to examine more

particularly when my large telescope is completed.

ft may be proper to observe, that the form of the instrument here employed

differs a little from that described in my former paper : in the latter, the plate

lens is a fixture, and the adjustment is made by a slight motion of the fluid

lens. In this I can move either lens at pleasure ; and I have chosen to fix the

fluid, and to adjust the plate lens, merely for the sake of simplifying the

investigation.
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XVI. On some circumstances relating to the econotny of bees. By Thomas

Andrew Knight, Esq. F.R.S. President of the Horticultural Society.

Read May 22 , 1828.

In a paper which I had the honour to address to the Royal Society about

twenty years ago (in the year 1807) upon the Economy of Bees, I stated, that

having adapted cavities in hollow trees for the reception of swarms of those

insects, I had observed that several days previous to the arrival of a swarm, a

considerable number of bees were constantly employed in examining the state

of the tree, and particularly of every dead knot above the cavity which ap-

peared likely to admit water into it. At that period it appeared to me rather

extraordinary, that animals so industrious as bees, and so much disposed to

make the best use of their time, should, at that important season of the year,

waste so much of it in apparently useless repetitions of the same act : for I, at

that time, supposed that on different days, and at different periods of the same

day, I saw only the same individuals. But in a case which at a subsequent

period came under my observation, where the cavity into which the bees

apparently proposed to enter, was not more than a quarter of a mile distant

from the hive whence a swarm were prepared to emigrate, I witnessed a very

rapid change of the individuals who visited their future contemplated habi-

tation ; and the number which in the course of three days entered it, appeared

to me to be fully equal to constitute a very large swarm : and upon the

evidence of these and other facts, which I shall proceed to state, I am much

disposed to infer, that not a single labouring bee ever emigrates in a swarm

without having seen the future proposed habitation of that swarm. That the

queen bee has also always seen her future habitation, I am also much inclined

to believe, as she is well known to absent herself from the hive some time

previously to the emigration of a swarm : though her object may be to meet a

male of another hive ; for I much doubt whether she ever receives the embraces

of a brother. The results of some of Huber’s experiments are very favourable
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to this conclusion, as is the otherwise excessive number of male bees, and in

both the animal and vegetable world nature has taken very ample means of

facilitating what the breeders of improved varieties of domesticated animals

call cross breeding.

I have also been led by the following facts to believe, that not only the

future permanent habitation of each swarm, but the place where they tempo-

rarily settle, apparently to collect their numbers, soon after they quit their hive,

is known also to each individual. Different families of domesticated animals

of every species present some peculiarities of disposition and habit ; and the

swarms of the family of bees, which were the subject of my experiments,

showed, I think, more than an ordinaiy disposition to unite, by two apparently

joining the same queen. My attention was consequently attracted to the'

circumstances which preceded such unions.

The simultaneous movements and agitation of two hives, had during several

days led me to expect that a junction of their swarms was contemplated ; and

the two ultimately issued out almost at the same moment, and instantly united,

as I had concluded they would. The weather was excessively hot ; and I put

them into a hive which was scarcely large enough to hold them, affording

them no further shelter from the sun than I thought just sufficient to prevent

the melting of their combs. This occurred upon the first day of June, and in

the morning of the twenty-third a very large swarm emigrated. There was in

this, I believe, nothing very extraordinary or peculiar, except the excessive

expedition apparently employed in raising a second queen.

In the following year two other hives presented similar indications that their

swarms would unite ; and being anxious to ascertain whether such unions were

accidental, or the consequence of previous arrangements, I paid very close

attention to their proceedings, and the following singular circumstances came

under my observation. After both hives had given frequent indications that a

swarm was ready to issue from each of them, one swarm only rose, and that,

after hovering in the air during a much longer time than ordinary, settled

upon, and around, a bush about twenty-five yards distant from the hive, whence

they had issued : but instead of collecting together into a compact mass, as

they usually do, they remained thinly dispersed, scarcely two being any where

in contact with each other. In this state they continued nearly half an hour
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motionless and apparently discontented and sulky ; and they then gradually

began to ris^ and return home, not apparently in obedience to any command

or* signal ; for they did not rise more abundantly at any one point of time than

at another, but each individual seemed to go when tired of waiting.

The next morning a swarm issued from the other hive, and proceeded to the

bush upon and around which the other swarm had settled on the preceding

day, collecting themselves into a mass they usually do when their queen is

present. This was precisely what I had anticipated, but I was much disap-

pointed that no movement or agitation took place in the other hive. Within

a very few minutes, however, and very soon after the swarm above mentioned

had fully settled, a very large number of bees suddenly rushed from the hive

to which the swarm had returned on the preceding day, and proceeded so

directly to the swarm which had just settled, that their course was marked

through its whole extent by a perfectly visible dark and narrow line, and they

united themselves, without hovering a single instant, to the other swarm. These

circumstances conjointly with others which I have stated in my former com-

munication upon this subject, satisfied me that these unions are generally, if

not always, the result of previous and perfectly well understood arrangements,

though it is not easy to conjecture how such arrangements can be made.

I shall proceed to state a few circumstances which appear to throw light

upon some of the phenomena observable in the mode of breeding of bees. It

has long been known that these animals possess the power of raising a queen

bee from any recently deposited egg, which under ordinary circumstances

would have produced a labouring bee ; but whether this power extends to those

eggs, which, when deposited in larger cells, afford male or drone bees, has not,

I believe, been accurately ascertained. The following circumstances lead me

to believe that sex is not given to the eggs of birds, or to the spawn of fishes

or insects, at any very early period of their growth.

I selected early in winter four female birds of the common duck, which I

kept apart from any male bird of that or any kindred species, till the period

of their laying eggs approached. One was then killed, and the largest of its

eggs was found to be three lines in diameter. A musk drake (Anas moschata)

was then put into company with the three remaining ducks ; and from these I

obtained a numerous offspring, six out of seven of which proved to be males,

2 t *
MDCCCXXVIII.
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as the result of similar previous experiments (but in which the male of another

species had been introduced at a period when the growth of the eggs was less

advanced,) had led me to expect. I repeated the experiment often, and always

with nearly the same result, a large majority of male birds being uniformly

produced ; and hence I conclude that the eggs of birds in early periods of their

growth are without sex.

I have never possessed means of obtaining mule fishes ; but one kind of fish,

which I think is obviously a mule, is found in many rivers where the common

river-trout abounds, and where a solitary salmon is sometimes seen. These

formerly existed, in some seasons, in considerable numbers, in the river which

passes near my residence ; but since salmon have become scarce, they have

wholly disappeared. I had formerly opportunities of examining a large number

of them, without having ever found a single female. I have subsequently found

them in large numbers in small mountain rivulets in Wales, below, but never

above, the lowest Cataract. They are readily- distinguished from the young

salmon, by their form being intermediate between that of a trout and of a

salmon ; by their being all, or nearly all, males ; and by their remaining

through the summer and autumn in the rivers, long after the young salmon

have descended to the sea : they leave the fresh water with the first winter

floods, and I believe are not known ever to return. In the North of England

they are distinguished by the name of wrackriders, and by that of samlets in

some other parts. If these be mules, as I do not entertain any doubt that

they are, the spawn of fishes must be without sex when it is deposited by the

female ; and I am much disposed to entertain the same opinion respecting

the spawn (for it is more properly spawn than eggs) of bees.
»

I have frequently witnessed some somewhat analogous circumstances in the

vegetable world, respecting the sexes of the blossoms of plants ; and I can at

any time succeed in causing several kinds of monoecious plants to produce

solely male or solely female blossoms. If heat be, comparatively with the

quantity of light which the plant receives, excessive, male flowers only appear

;

but if light be in excess, female flowers alone will be produced :—the experi-

ments necessary must of course be made with skill and accuracy.

In a former communication to the Royal Society “ Upon the comparative

influence of the male and female parent upon the character of the offspring,”
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I have inferred, from facts there stated, that the sex of the offspring of some

species of animals is given by the female parent. Subsequent experience and

observation have strengthened my belief in the truth of this inference : but I

believe the power of the female parent to be rather strongly influential than

positive, and that external causes operate, which (I have some reason to sus-

pect) are not in all cases wholly beyond the reach of human controul.

London,

May 20th, 1828.

Thomas Andrew Knight.

2 t 2
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XVII. On the laws of the deviation of magnetized needles towards iron. By

Samuel Hunter Christie, Esq. M.A. F.R.S. 8$c.

Read June 5, 1828.

The deviations of a magnetized needle from its natural direction in the

plane in which it is constrained to move, due to the action of masses of iron,

may be referred to a very simple law, excepting in those cases where the

length of the needle bears a very sensible ratio to the distance of the iron. The

law is this : if we suppose that the centre of a magnetic particle’in the direction

of the terrestrial magnetic force, or the centre of a small magnetic needle

freely suspended by its centre of gravity, coincides with the centre of the

needle whose motion is restricted ; that the iron attracts both poles of this par-

ticle, or freely suspended needle ; and that the whole, or very nearly the whole

action takes place on these poles ;—then the position of the other needle, in the

plane in which it is constrained to move, will be found by referring the freely

suspended needle to that plane, by a plane perpendicular to the first. The

truth of this being established by experiment, it is very clear that whatever

may be the position of a mass of iron, the direction of the deviations of a

horizontal or dipping needle due to its action, will be immediately indicated,

and a sufficiently simple calculation will give the amount. Several years have

elapsed since I first pointed out this law, showing at the same time, by a series

of experiments, that the observed deviations are in conformity with it. I have

since omitted no opportunity of submitting it to the test of experiment ; and

taking it as the basis of calculation, have always found, except indeed in cases,

as I have before stated, of too great proximity of the disturbing body, that the.

results which I obtained approximated so closely to the observations, as to

leave no doubt in my own mind of its correctness.

However, the truth of this law has latterly been called in question ; and, in

a paper published in the Transactions of last year, some experiments on hori-

zontal needles, having their magnetism unequally distributed in the two
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branches, are described, which are considered by the author as quite decisive

of its fallacy *. It is not my intention to enter into an examination of what are

there, erroneously I apprehend, considered as the effects that would result from

this law, when the equal distribution of magnetism in the two branches of a

needle has been disturbed. Immediately after having heard that paper read,

I proceeded to ascertain some circumstances which appear to have been over-

looked in these experiments, and then noted what, according to the law in

question, ought to be the deviations of a needle having either of its branches
" deteriorated” when in different positions with respect to an iron shell. Not

being then in possession of the experimental results in that paper, I could not

compare my conclusions with them ; but on doing so when the Part of the

Transactions was published, I found them perfectly to accord.

Whatever hypothesis we may adopt for the explanation of the phenomena

observed with a needle having its magnetism thus disturbed, or to whatever laws

we may apply these phenomena as tests, It is essential that we should know,

not only to which end of the needle the 'disturbing cause has been applied, and

its effect on the directive force, but likewise the effect produced on the distribu-

tion of the magnetism throughout the needle. It is particularly necessary that

the positions of the points where the intensity of the magnetism is the greatest,

and of that where the magnetism of contrary names, and on opposite sides

balance each other, and which may be termed the magnetic’ centre of the

needle, should be determined. As this had not been done in the experiments

to which I have alluded, it became necessary to repeat those experiments, and

to determine the positions of these points in the needles employed in that repe-

tition. With this view, I cut three needles of precisely the same form and

weight, from the same piece of steel, and applying them over each other, har-

dened the ends of the three at the same time. These were successively placed

in the middle of a groove which two twelve-inch bar magnets exactly fitted,

and were each magnetized in precisely the same manner, by passing the

ends of the bar magnets, inclined always at the same angle, from centre to

ends, the same number of times. One of these was left thus magnetized.

The other two were successively placed on a thin board, and the marked

* Phil. Trans. 1827. p. 281.
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end of one of the twelve-inch bar magnets was passed twice, on the opposite

side of the board, from the centre to the marked end of one needle; and

the. unmarked end of the magnet, similarly, from the centre to the unmarked

end of the other* .

Having determined in these needles the points of greatest intensity, which

we may consider as the poles, and likewise the centres of their magnetism, I

made observations with them precisely similar to those detailed in the paper

already cited*J\ In the first instance, I proposed to determine the several

values of a particular constant, by applying the hypothesis of a central action

of the iron to the observations with the needle whose magnetism had been un-

disturbed, and to employ the mean value in calculating the effects which would

arise, according to this hypothesis, from the disturbance of the magnetism in

the other needles : but as these values, though not differing greatly from each

other, had a pretty regular increase and decrease according to the azimuth of

the shell, I considered that the length of the needle might, in this case, bear

too great a proportion to the distance of the shell for the proposed law to be

strictly applicable, although it might give results approximating to the experi-

ments. The fact however, which is stated to have been ascertained by experi-

ment, that the length of a needle has no sensible influence on the extent of its

deviations was opposed to this view ; and I therefore compared with each

other the values of the constant which would result from these observations, by

applying to them a law considered to have been established by experiment

:

viz. “ the tangent of the deviation is proportional to the rectangle of the cosine

of the longitude, and the sine of the double latitude ” of the needle’s centre

with reference to that of the shell §.

The values of the constant, thus deduced, differed so widely from each other,

that I could have no expectation of obtaining from the mean value, results that

should at all approximate to the experiments ; and indeed, could entertain no

* These terms, marked end and unmarked end, I employ instead of north end and south end, or

south pole and north pole, merely to avoid the ambiguity that might arise in some of the experiments

if the name of the end of the magnet or needle had any reference to position,

f Phil. Trans. 1827. p. 284.

f Mr. Barlow’s Magnetic Attractions, second edition, p. 59.

§ Ibid. p. 39.
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doubt of the fallacy of this law, even as approximative. These circumstances

led me to suspect the accuracy of the conclusion, that the length of a needle

has no sensible influence upon its deviation ; and I considered that it wouldbe

desirable to ascertain whether such were or were not the fact. This in a theo-

retical point of view is of some importance ; since such a fact would be in direct

opposition to the conclusions derived from the theory advocated ' in the paper

in question, and so ably and elaborately developed in M. Poisson’s Memoirs

on Magnetism. M. Poisson says : “ A la v6rit6, M. Barlow annonce qu’ayant

plac6 successivement dans le memo point le milieu de l’aiguille de six pouces,

et celui d’une petite aiguille d’un demi-pouce (d’un pouce et demi ?) en longueur,

il n’a pas observe de difference entre leur deviations ; ce qui ferait penser quo

les deux corrections dont nous parlons, dont l’une a pour effet d’augmenter la

deviation, et 1’autre, de la diminuer, se seraient & peu pr£s compensates. Mais

nous avons lieu de croire que cette compensation a 6t£ tr&s-imparfaite ; car en

calculant les deviations de l’aiguille, sans avoir egard k la double corrections

due <\ sa longueur et k sa force inagnetique, les differences que l’on trouve entre

le calcul et l’experience, sont trop grandes pour etre attribuees en entier aux

erreurs des observations*.”

These considerations induced me to extend my experiments much beyond

the limits which I had originally proposed to myself ; and as these experiments

were made with great care, and I may fairly state, without any consideration

of what might or might not be in conformity with theoretical views, they will

afford good tests which may be applied to any theory of magnetism, as well as

to the laws with which I have compared them. Previously to detailing any of

these experiments, or to entering upon any investigations founded upon the law

which they so decidedly establish, I shall briefly notice the facts which I as-

certained, and the general explanation they afford, in conformity with that law,

of the experiments which are considered by their author to be decisive of its

fallacy.

In the first instance, I ascertained that if any bar of steel, uniformly mag-

netized by the method of double touch, have this state of its magnetism dis-

turbed, by drawing the end of a magnet from its centre to the end of the same

* Memoire sur la ThSorie du Magnetisme, p. 87.
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name as that applied to it ; that is, drawing the marked end of the magnet to-

wards the marked end of the needle, or the unmarked end towards its un-

marked end ; then the pole at the end to which the magnet has been applied,

or that which has been termed the “ deteriorated branch” will approach the

centre of the needle. In the other, or “ undeteriorated branch,” the pole will

recede from the centre.

And the magnetic centre will invariably recede from the centre of figure

towards the “ undeteriorated end,” or that to which the disturbing magnet has

not been applied. The changes in the positions of these points, in consequence

of the disturbance of the magnetism, is best illustrated by the following figures,

in which I. II. represent two bar magnets, 8.92 inches in length, 0.16 inch in

breadth, 0.09 inch in thickness.

Fig. 1. represents the positions of the poles and magnetic centres after the

bars had been magnetized by double touch : N„ Nw the north poles ; S,, 8* the

south poles ; C„ CM the centres of the bars ; O,, Ow their-magnetic centres.

C, S, = 3.74 inches ; C,0, = 1.14 inch ; CjN, = 3*97 inches

;

CJSU ==3:84 inches ; C„Oa == 0.24 inch ; Cfitl
== 3*86 inches.

Fig. 2. represents the positions of these poipts when the magnetism had been

disturbed, by drawing the end of a twelverinch b^r magnet, as before described,

onee very.quickly from.the,,centre to the ends of I, and II.

C, S, =s 4.09 inches ; C, O, — 1.41 inch ; CjN, == 2.79 inches

;

0
(I
Nm= 3.99 inches i C„Ou =1.14 inch svCJS^ss 2.91 inches.

MDCCCXXVIII. J 2 u
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Fig. 3. represents the positions of the same points, and of new poles S', N".

and magnetic centres O', O", in consequence of a further disturbance of the

magnetism, by drawing the end of the twelve-inch magnet twice from the

centre to the ends of I. and II.

C, S, = 4.26 in. ; C,O
f
=2.83 in.; C,N

(
= 0.4>1 in. ; C(

O' =2.57 in.; C, & =4.32 in.;

CflNw = 4.24 in. ; CaOw = 2.84 in. ; CUSU = 0.48 in. ; CuO" = 8.31 in. ; C(/
N" = 4.51 in.

.

It is easily shown that such changes in the positions of these points will

account for what are termed “ the secondary deflections,” arising from disturb-

ance in the magnetism of the needle, according to the law that the horizontal

needle will always assume the position of the projection on the horizontal

plane of a needle freely suspended by its centre of gravity, that centre coinci-

ding with the magnetic centre of the horizontal needle, and the iron attracting

both poles of the inclined needle.

In the paper to which I have referred it is stated, that when the needle is

“ placed any where in the magnetic equator of the ball, whichever end of the

needle has its magnetism deteriorated, that end will approach the ball.”

According to my view of the subject, the centre of the spherical shell will,

in this case, coincide with the equator of a freely suspended needle whose

centre coincides with the centre of fignre, and if the magnetism be equally

distributed, of magnetism likewise of the horizontal needle ; in which latter

case the shell would produce no deviation in the freely suspended needle, and

consequently none in the horizontal needle. But when either "branch is

deteriorated,” I have shown that the magnetic centre of the needle will recede

froiti the centre of figure along the “ undeteriorated branch,” and the centre

of the imaginary suspended needle coinciding with this centre, the centre of

the shell will now be in the hemisphere on that side of the equator of the sus-

pended needle in which is the “ deteriorated branch.” This branch then of

the suspended needle, and consequently also, according to the law in question

of the horizontal needle, will approach the shell.

The explanation is equally simple in other positions of the needle. The

effects are stated to be these: “ Generally, in other positions, one branch of the

needle will be nearer to the centre ofthe ball than the other ; then, if the near

end have its magnetism deteriorate^ the npedle wijl approach its natural
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meridian ; but if the more distant end be deteriorated, the needle will be more

deflected, or recede from the meridian.”

•It is evident that “ if the near end have its magnetism deteriorated,” the

needle's magnetic centre will recede from the shell, and its deviation will nearly

correspond to that of another horizontal needle having its magnetism symme-

trically distributed in the two branches, and its centre coinciding with the

magnetic centre of the former; the deviation will therefore in this case be

diminished, or in other words, “ the needle will approach its natural meridian.”

And “ if the more distant end be deteriorated,” it is clear that the magnetic

centre will approach the shell, and consequently “ the needle will be more

deflected, or recede from the meridian.”

This is, I consider, quite sufficient to show the general accordance of these

experiments with the law to prove the fallacy of which they were brought

forward ; and I shall in the subsequent part of this paper, show that this law

not only indicates clearly the nature of the deviations which in such cases

take place, but that calculations founded upon it, give close approximations

to their numerical values.

At the same time that I found the effects which have been described were

invariably produced, on the positions of the poles and magnetic centre of the

magnetized bars and needles by the disturbance of their magnetism, I likewise

found that the intensities of both poles were greatly changed. With the three

needles to which^I have before referred, and which previous to the disturbance

of their magnetism made ten vibrations in about thirty-four seconds, and after,

it, ten vibrations in about fifty-three seconds ; the intensity of the pole in the

branch on which the disturbing magnet had been applied, had decreased in

about the ratio of five to two, and in the other of seven to four. But these

effects I shall more particularly describe when I detail the observations by

which I ascertained them. •
*- in-. • r

With regard to the difference in the extent of the deviations of a 1 needle six

inches in length, and of one about a third of that length, when successively

placed in the same position^ with respect to. the shell, I found that at the

distance 16.8 inches from the: shell, this difference amounted in some instances

to more than 2° 30' $ the deviation being in the one case 18° 88', and in the other

1 1° 04' : also that there was a sensible, though small difference in the deviations

2 u 2
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of the shorter of these needles, and of one only an inch in length ; the latt&r

deviation being in the above situation only 10° 51'. I likewise found that even

at the distance of twenty-four inches from the shell, the deviations of the

longer needle were still sensibly different from those of either of the others.

In general, when the needles were near to north or south from the shell’s centre,

the deviations of the longer needle exceeded those of the shorter ; and the

reverse took place when the needles were near to east or west from that centre.

This is of course a very general description of the effects on the different

needles, the precise nature of those effects will be best understood by consult-

ing the tables containing the details of the observations. From this general

description, however, we may draw a practical inference of some consequence

;

viz., that if the deviations that would take place in a needle from the influence

of large and distant masses of iron, be counteracted by that of a small mass

placed near to the needle, so that it retains its direction in the magnetic me-

ridian in a certain position of the lines joining these masses and the centre of

the needle with respect to that meridian ; then the needle and these masses

preserving their relative positions, if the whole revolve, the deviations caused

by the large and distant mass will in some positions preponderate over those

due to the smaller, and in some the contrary effect will be produced. It is

therefore of importance that the counteracting mass pf iron should be at such

a distance from the needle that the difference of its effects upon a long needle

and upon a very short one would be scarcely appreciable. ^
*

Having given a general view of some of the results which I obtained, I shall

now deduce, according to the law which I have proposed, equations for the

deviations of a horizontal needle due to the actipn of an iron sphere or shell,

applicable to the different circumstances of the experiments .which I shall

afterwards detail. A .

:

..

Take the centre of the horizontal needle as the origin .of three rectangular

co-ordinates x, y> z to the centre of the sphere ; z being in the direction of

the terrestrial force, or the axis of ? a freely suspended needle concentric with

the horizontal needle
; y, in that of the magnetic meridian on the plane of the

equator of this dipping needle ; and ^ in that oi” the intersectioh of this equator

with the horizon: x being measured, towards east, y towards north, and z

downwards in the direction of the south pole of the dipping needle. Let the
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distance of each pole of this dipping needle from its centre be e, or its length

2 e i m the terrestrial magnetic force acting upon each pole in the direction

of* the dip, andf the force of the sphere upon either pole at the unity of

distance, supposing the whole mass collected in the centre. The square of

the distance of the sphere’s centre from the south pole of the dipping needle

will be x* +*y* (z — e)* ; and from its north pole a* -f- y* + (* + e)*.

So that the forces urging these poles towards the centre of the sphere will be

f j f
+ (* -«)•

and **+y’ + (* + *)*•

*

The deviation of the needle will take place in the plane passing through

the centre of the sphere and the axis % ; and it is evident that it will be the

same, if instead of the forces acting upon the north pole, we suppose forces

equal to these, but in contrary directions, to act upon the south pole. If then

we resolve these forces into others in the direction of the axis z, and perpen-

dicular to it in the plane passing through z and the centre of the sphere, the

south pole will be acted upon by a force in thp direction z equal to

2 m -f-
e) _ 9i.{

z
:L.

e
). ;

{** + y* + (* — <0
#}* + y* + (* + e)•}*

and by a force in the direction perpendicular to it equal to

/• (* +y )f
:

I +s» + (*_ ,)•}* {*» +y + (z + e)’}
+

LetR be the distance of the sphere’s centre from that of the needle, and y

the angle which this distance makes with the axis 2. If we substitute R* for

x* •+ y* -f* **, R cos y for 2, and R sin y for +y*)^ in these expressions,

and expand those which result, neglecting the terms containing powers of e

higher than the third,

2 m -t-^r ^2.(cos*y— 1) + ^*{3 — 5eos*y(6— Ycos*y)}

J

will represent tha force in the direction % ; and

• sin y
c^y ^

2 . 3 ^3 (S . 5 5

.

7 cos*y)^*)
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the force perpendicular to z, in the plane passing through the axis z and the

centre of the sphere.

If then yf/ is the angle of deviation of the needle from the axis z, yp will also

be the angle which the resultant of these forces makes with that axis : we

shall therefore have
*

sin

Tan\p =
y cosy -jj2.3 -g, ($.5—5.7cos

8
y)^

Q yyi P3—-jr t- 2(3 cos 8
y — 1) + ^ {3 — 5cos 8 y(6--7cos 8

y)}

(
1 )

e*
If e is extremely small, we may neglect the terms containing p,, and the

equation then becomes

<2>—7 H 3 cos 8 y— 1

or

Tan ^=2^R5
* fe

~ — _
i v wo yfe

3 sin 2 y

+ 3 cos 2 y + 1

(3)

These equations give the posifon which an extremely short freely suspended

needle would assume by the combined action of the iron sphere, and of terres-

trial magnetism ; and according to the law which I consider obtains, the pro-

jection of this inclined needle upon the horizontal plane will give the position

which the horizontal needle will assume in consequence of the same action*.

The rectangular co-ordinates x, y, % determine the position of the iron

sphere ; but if u be the angle which the projection of the radius vec.tor R upon

the plane xy makes with the axis y, its position will be determinedly the

polar co-ordinates R, y, u. Let the angle which the axis a makes with the

vertical, or the complement of the dip, be represented by *i, and the angle which

the projection of the freely suspended needle upon the horizontal plane makes

* This principle, that the deviations of the horizontal needle may be referred to those of the in-

clined needle, I had pointed oat a considerable time previous to my showing, in a paper in the Camb.

Phil. Trans, for 1820, that it is consistent with experimental results. It was adopted in the first

edition of Mr. Barlow’s “ Essay on Magnetic Attactions,” and likewise in die theoretical investiga-

tions in the second edition of that work. M. Poisson, in his M Memoire sur la Theorie du Magne-

tisme,” published in 1824, employs the same principle.
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with the projection of the axis e upon the same plane or the magnetic meridian,

and which, according to the principle adopted, is the deviation of the horizontal

nefedle, be representedby <p : then the intersection of the axis «, of the vertical,

and of the line of the inclined needle with the surface of a sphere described

about the centre of the needle, will be the angular points of a spherical triangle,

of which two sides are yp, their included angle t— <w, and ? the angle opposite

to yp. We shall therefore have

sin <v . cot? =s sin n cot yp + cos a cos n ;

from which and the equation (3), we obtain

f2m R* .1
-j
-— + 3 cos 2 y + 1^-sin i

)

Cot ? = ft
8 sin 2 y sin co

+ COS t] Cot 6i. (4)

If we determine the position of the iron sphere by polar co-ordinates relative

to the vertical and the plane of the horizon, calling the angle which the radius

R makes with the vertical v, and the angle which its projection on the plane

of the horizon makes with the magnetic meridian, or the azimuth of the iron

sphere, & ; then », y, n will be the sides of a/ spherical triangle of which the

angles opposite to'v and y are v — « and 6. We have therefore

cos y sss cos 6 . sin n . sin v + cos n . cos v,

v sin u . sin y ~ sin 0 . sin v,

cot 6 sin v ss cot y sin n + cos « cos s.

From these, putting the equation (4) in the form

Cot ? sss

smv<•(3r-0
8 sm y cos y sm «

» cot y sin rj + cos » cos 1
;

, ® aimsin a/

we obtain

Cot? ss

* mRB
1

j-T-T-rr "
l r —r H” COt 6.

8 sm $ sjn v(cos $ sin v + cot q cos e)

If, as is most convenient for experiment, the position of the iron sphere be

determined by its vertical distance below the horizontal plane on which the

needle is, and its horizontal distance from the centre of the needle, let r be the
„

projection of R. on the horizontal plane, and h the distance of the sphere’s

centre below that plane : then since, sin v ss andcos t>= -g-.
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-J- COt 6

This when h = 0, or the centre of the sphere is in the same horizontal plane

as that of the needle, becomes

s(2£-i)M ' V * I M A

Cot P rs IM—
3 sin 2 0

+ COtd

from which the values of will be determined in different magnetic latitudes

from the observed values of <p, independent of the dip.

We may, in a similar manner, deduce an equation for the deviations of a

needle in which the magnetism has been disturbed by applying to one of its

poles the corresponding pole of a magnet ; and thence determine the deviations

of a needle having its magnetism symmetrically distributed in its two branches

from the observed deviations'of a needle in which such distribution has been

disturbed. I have already stated that under these circumstances the intensities

of both poles were changed, and it will be seen by the experiments detailed in

a subsequent part of this paper, that their distances from the new magnetic

centre were not the same, the more energetic pole being the hearer ; and I will

assume that the same is the case with the needle freely suspended from a point

which, as before, is its centre of gravity and of magnetism. Let the quantities

which before were indicated by m,f, e be indicated by m',f, d for the north

or upper pole of the suspended needle, and by e, for its south or lower

pole. We will also suppose that the south pole, or that which is usually

marked, is that to which the corresponding pole of a magnet has been applied,

or that “ the deteriorated branch" is the northern ; and that R, is the distance
• »

’
•

!:

' '

of the sphere’s centre from the magnetic centre of this needle, y, the angle which

R, makes with the axis z passing through this centre, and ^ the angle which

the freely suspended needle,makes with the same axis, or its deviation due to

the action of the iron sphere. The equation corresponding to (2) will now

become

Tan yp, =?

-t m‘

Now -
2>

sin y, {R// d -f, e,)+ 8 coay,(/'y» -fr/g,*)}

[w € + m.e,)

.

cosYrtmuy-M) tl?’)}-

1

: : -l-i
>'" *

.

;y
r = 5 = ~~r ; and it will bi^seen by the experiments that the values
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of the products of the intensity of each pole by its distance from the magnetic

centre are so nearly the same, that, as an approximation, we may assume them

equal ; and supposing the same distribution in the inclined neeedle, we have

e, f m" Consequently, Tan^ =
3 sin y, cos y.

2 ‘ mltL + 3cos* y,-l
(8)

e, + ef fe

If then 6, is the azimuth of the iron sphere’s centre from the magnetic centre

of the deteriorated horizontal needle ; <p
t
the deviation of this needle from the

magnetic meridian ; and r, the projection of R, upon the horizontal plane ; we

have, putting p for

Cot^ = -_L^ -i—L. + cot^ (9)1 3 r,8m cos 9,+ h cot q)
1 v 7

Let k be the distance of the magnetic centre of the deteriorated needle from

its centre of figure, which distance, as will be seen from the experiments, is to

be measured towards the south when the northern branch of the needle is that

"deteriorated;” then

r* =s r* + k* + 2 r Arcos {6 — ; R* = R* + k* + 2 rfccos (0 — <p)

;

r, sin 6, = r sin 6 + k sin
<f>, ; r, cos 6,= r cos 6 + & cos <p,.

Substituting these values in the equation (9), and limiting the approximation
Jt

to the first power of—, we have,

Cot
$i
=pmR

3 R*

fe *3 rQ
JL
3 rQ »in* i ' p

where Q =± sin 6 . (r cos 0 + h cot jj), and S = r sin h cot n sin

»mRs R* R*
Putting for j^r • jTq its value from the equation (6), cotp—cot 6+ we

obtain

the latter being rather more convenient for computation.

From this equation the values of <p, or the deviations of a needle having its

mdcccxxvih. 2 x
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magnetism similarly distributed in its two branches, may be computed from

the observed values of <pp or the observed deviations of a needle having its

magnetism dissimilarly distributed.

The equation (10) admits of considerable simplification when the centre of

the shell is in: the same horizontal plane as that of the needle. In this case

h = 0 ; r becomes R; Q = R sin 6 cos 0; S = R sin {& 4* P,) ; and consequently.

Cot f

=

cot <P,—
[”

!

—

1 i 2 COS {i—tp,)
3 sin 9 cos 9 L8 sin 9 cos 9 l

sin (0+fl,) 1 sin (6—$,)
sin 9, cos 9 gin* 6

k_

R 3cos*fl—
S sin 0 cos 0

or since 2 cos (0 — «,)
— S 'n

=s 2 cot 2 0 . sin (0 — «,),' Tl/ sin 6 cos 6 ' Tl/

Cot <p =
3 cos 2 0+1 2 (cos 2 0 + 3) ... . k

C° 3 sin 2 0 3 sin* 2 5
* sm

(
'

"FT 3 cos 2 9+1

p. £l + ^3 cos (0— $,)+ 2 cot 2 0. sin (0—

.

j|rJ
3 si“2 0

(H)

If <p and <p
t
have both been determined from observation, the value ofp may

be determined from this equation.

. 3 cos 2 0+1 2 (cos 2 0+ 3) ... x k
cot *<

_
iVMor1 s‘" (‘-ft) •n

P =
3 sin® 2 0 Tt

f~
3

^sin 2~0 ^ • [
]

1

+
£
3 cos

(
Q -<Pi)+ 2 cot 2 0 . sin (0 -f,)|

.

(12)

The equations (10), (11), (12) have been obtained on the supposition that the

disturbing magnet has been applied to the northern branch of the needle, or

that the northern branch is
“ deteriorated,” in which case the magnetic centre

will be found between the centre of figure and the southern extremity ; but if

the disturbing magnet is applied to the southern branch, or it is' this branch

which is
“ deteriorated,” the magnetic centre will be found between the centre

of figure and the northern extremity; and therefore in applying these equations

to the latter case, k must be considered negative.

Having deduced equations by which the deviations of a horizontal needle,

due to the action of an iron sphere or shell, may be computed, both when the

distribution of magnetism is similar, and when it is dissimilar in the two

branches of the needle, I shall now proceed to the detail of experiments, and

to their comparison with these theoretical results.

• I have already stated that circumstances led me to suspect the accuracy of
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the observations from which the conclusion had been drawn, that a mass of soft

iron will cause the same deviation in a magnetized needle of six inches, and in

oile of an inch and a half in length ; or in other words, that, within these limits,

the deviations are independent of the needle’s length ; and the first observations

which I made, not only confirmed my suspicions, but placed the matter beyond

doubt. The apparatus which I made use of is nearly the same as that which

I employed for the experiments by which I first showed, that the deviations of

a horizontal needle due to the action of a mass of iron are in conformity with

the law in question. In those experiments I employed a shell 12.78 inches in

diameter : the diameter of that used in the experiments I am about to describe

is 1 7-7 inches. I was indebted for the use of this shell to Sir William Con-

greve, who allowed me to select it from a few of that diameter in the Reposi-

tory at Woolwich. This shell can be lowered or raised by means of pulleys,

and passes through a circular hole in a horizontal table. On this table I had

described two circles concentric with the shell, when its centre was in the

plane of the table, one 9.5 inches radius, the other 28 inches ; and these circles

I had divided very carefully to thirds of a degree : so that, a very fine wire

being stretched from a division in the one to the corresponding division in the

other, the compass can be adjusted with considerable accuracy to any azimuth

from the shell’s centre, by means of indexes outside the box, corresponding to

0 and 180 on the divided ring. This ring is divided to 20'; and as I had made
the needles to fit it very accurately, and had terminated them by very sharp

points, I consider that I could read the deviations pretty accurately to 2' by

means of A lens ; and as in all cases, the readings at both ends of the needle

were registered and a mean taken, the errors of centering were avoided, and

the whole amount of error diminished. When the shell had been lowered so

that its vertical distance above or below the plane of the table was that at

which the observations were to be made, I very carefully adjusted it, by means

of plummets suspended from very fine wires crossing over it, so that the ver-

tical through its centre passed through the centre of the concentric graduated

circles on the horizontal table.

To determine the influence which the length of a needle has on its devia-

tions, I made use of three different needles, which I had marked A, D, P. A
is 6.01 inches in length, bounded by circular arcs, its greatest breadth being

0.52 inch ; D is 1.87 inch in length, its breadth 0.22 inch; P is 1.03 inch in*

2x2
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length, and 0.19 inch in breadth ; the forms ofD and P being nearly similar to

that ofA. The weight ofA is 77*5 grains; ofD 7*0 grains; and of P 7*75 grains.

To the needles D and P were attached slips of mica, of the same length as A,

having fine lines drawn on them, and with which the axes of the needles were

made to coincide ; so that I could observe the corresponding deviations of the

three needles by placing them successively on the pivot of the same compass-

box, which therefore remained in the same position for each, after it had been

so adjusted that the centre of the shell had the required azimuth with respect

to that of the needle. With these needles, observations were made in three

different positions of the shell ; viz. when its centre was ten inches above the

horizontal plane passing through the needle’s centre; when its centre coin-

cided with ; and when ten inches below that plane. When the shell was above

or below that plane, the horizontal distance of the needle’s centre from the

vertical passing through that of the shell was 13.5 inches; so that placing the

needle in different azimuths on the horizontal table, had the same effect as

making the shell describe a parallel to the horizon in a sphere 16.8 inches

radius described about the needle. When the centre of the shell was in the

horizontal plane passing through the needle’s centre, the distance between these

centres was 16.8 inches. In all these cases the deviations of the three needles

were observed at every 20° of azimuth round the circle. These distances were

adopted as they are those selected in the experiments described in the paper,

“ On the secondary deflections produced in a magnetized needle by an iron

shell, &c.” in the Transactions of last year ; and I had consequently computed

the values of the angles y, u, in the equations (3), (4), according to such adjust-

ments. Whatever errors might be made in the adjustment of the compass,-—

and I have no hesitation in saying that these were always of small amount,—the

relative deviations of the three needles for each azimuth were independent of

these errors, since the compass-box remained in the same position for the cor-

responding observations with each needle.

The following Tables contain the deviations of the north end of the needle,

deduced from the readings at both ends, in three different sets of experi-

ments ; in each of which all the adjustments of the height of the shell, its

centering, the azimuth and distance of the compass, were made afresh. The

mean of the deviations corresponding to each azimuth of the shell to the west

•is taken, and likewise of those corresponding to each azimuth to the east

;
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and again the mean of these mean deviations in opposite directions for each

azimuth. In these, + indicates that the deviation of the north end of the

needle is of the same name as the azimuth of the shell, or that it is towards

the shell ; and — , that it is of a contrary name, or from the shell.

The centre of the Shell 10 indies below the horizontal plane passing through the Needle’s centre,

and its distance from that centre 16.8 inches.

The Azimuth of the Shell’s centre from that of the Needle being

West. I East.
e a-j-aw
«A O » —

!|Ji>

E +10 39 50

20 23 50

28 02 10

32 35 30

32 19 40

28 06 50

22 10 00

13 30 20

9 52 20

19 01 00

26 30 20

31*40 20

33 02 20

29 37 30

1

21 46 00

11 01 20

9 50 10

18 57 30

26 27 20

31 40 30

33 09 00

29 44 00

21 46 20

10 48 30
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The centre of the Shell in the horizontal plane passing through the Needle’s centre, and its

distance from that centre 16.8 inches.

01

Hi
i
**

The Azimuth of the Shells centre from that of the Needle being

West. I
East.

Means.Deviations of the North end.

. ? ltfW 7 20W 7 16 40W

11 45 11 46 11 52 11 47 40

10 20 10 33 10 24 10 25 40

3 46 3 55 3 53

4 30E 4 21E 4 24E 4 25 00E

11 05 11 04 10 58 11 02 20

Deviations of the North end.

10 25 40

3 51 20

11 05 11 04 11 02 20

12 07 12 07 12 04 12 06 00

7 20 7 19 7 20 7 19 40

6 13

10 26

60 10 17

80 4 24

10 24 10 22 20

4 38 4 34 0080 4 24 4 40 4 38 4 34 00

100 4 40E 4 27E 4 19E 4 28 40E

120 10 27 10 22 10 19 10 22 40

140 10 25 10 24 10 23 10 24 00

160 6 06 6 04 6 05 6 05 00

11 22

12 13

7 38

6 07E

10 29

9 59

4 01

20 6 12W 6 12W

40 10 24 10 28

60 10 10 10 25
]

80 4 29 4 37

100 4 37E 4 28E

120 10 21 10 21

140 10 16 10 21

5 59 6 03 I

« § 2 ®

o

8.S®-d.S

Ml 9 *

E + 7 14 20

11 42 10

10 15 20

3 39 20

— 4 31 40

11 12 10

12 09 40

7 30 00

E + 6 13 00

10 27 20

10 10 20

4 19 00

_ 4 39 30

10 32 00

10 30 20

6 20 10

6 13 20W 6 01E 6 12E
|

6 13E 6 08 40E + 6 11 00

10 28 40 10 20 10 18 10 22 10 20 00.. 10 24 20

10 17 20 9 55 10 04 10 05 10 01 20 10 09 20

4 34 00 4 04 4 14 4 05 4 07 40 4 20 50

4 30 20E 5 00W 4 47W 4 SOW 4 52 20W — 4 41 20

10 20 00 10 41 10 33 10 37 10 37 00 10 28 30

10 20 40 10 30 10 29 10 26 10 28 20 10 24 30

6 02 40 6 21 6 29 6 25 6 25 00 6 13 50
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The centre of the Shell 10 inches above the horizontal plane passing through the Needle’s centre,

and its distance from that centre 16.8 inches.

o ji s « .

^ ‘sil
vSif.!*
l-s'S Iji g

100

tb I 120

The Azimuth of the Shell’s centre from that of the Needle being

West.

Deviations of the North end.

East.

Deviations of the North end,

13 00E 12 51

E

21 41 21 26

28 09 28 03

32 38 32 34

32 54 32 54

28 04 28 16

20 06 20 04

10 16 10 08

11 00 10 52

21 31 21 19

29 49 29 46

33 16 33 18

31 50 31 50

26 30 26 35

18 39 18 38

9 36 9 21

21 34 21 33 40 21 07

[28 03 00 27 32

32 29 00 31 51

27 57 28 03 00

32 15 32 29 00

10 13 10 12 20 10 43

60

80

100 31 40

120 26 23

140 18 31

10 57 6o

21 23 20

29 38 40

33 09 20

31 46 40

26 31 00

1P 37 20

9 25 20

11 02 00

21 25 40

29 40 40

33 13 00

31 38 20

26 24 00

18 31 40

9 21 40

lllii

JfiH

-12 42 00

21 16 20

27 43 20

32 05 50

32 28 40

28 01 00

20 05 20

10 27 50

10 28 00

20 51 00

29 05 20

32 29 20

31 18 40

26 24 00

18 45 00

9 56 20

10 42

—
30

21 07 10

29 22 00

G*CO 49 20

31 32 40

26 27 30

18 41 10

9 40 50

10 38 50

21 07 40

29 20 50

32 48 30

31 24 50

26 18 00

18 36 10

9 38 20

I did not consider it necessary to make corresponding observations to these

at an increased distance between the centres of the shell and needle at every

20° of azimuth; I however made the following observations in those posi-

tions where the differences in the deviations of the needles are the greatest,
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when that distance was increased to twenty-four inches.. The results show

that at this distance the differences, though small, are still appreciable.

Needle

of

which

the

devu-

1

tion

was

observed.

f

Azimuth

of

the

Shell’s

centre

from

North.

The centre ‘c

14.29 inches below the

horizontal plane passing

through the centre of the

Needle.

>f the Shell 24 inches from t

14.29 inches above the

horizontal plane passing

through the centre of the

Needle.

hat of the Needle, and

In the horizontal,plane passing

through the centre of the Needle.

Azii

West.
niuth

East.
Mean

Deviation.

mmns Mean
Deviation.

Azimuth of

Shell's

centrt from

Asii

West.
muth

East.
Mean

Deviation.Deviation. Deviation. Deviation. Deviation. North. Deviation. Deviation.

1
o

20
60
120

10 45W
8 10

2 55

10 50E
8 13

2 42

+ 10 474
8 111
2 48$

2 47E
8 22

11 07

2 39W
8 04

11 02

0 >

— 2 43
8 13

11 04$

40
140

3 48W
3 57E

o '—
3 55E
4 00W

O /

+ 3 514
-3 58$

D.
10 29
8 10

2 40

10 52
8 18

2 25

10 40$
8 14

2 32$

2 34

8 29
10 59

2 22

7 57
10 46

2 28
8 13

10 52$

40
140

3 33W
3 44E

3 S7E
3 40W

+ 3 45
-3 42

fl

20
60
120

10 10

7 52
2 38

11 09
8 35
2 27

10 394
8 13|
2 32$

2 38
8 49

11 18

2 15

7 41

10 27

2 26$
8 15

10 52$

40
140

3 09W
3 04E

4 18E
3 21

W

i

+ 3 43$
-3 42$

The differences in the deviations of the three needles in the foregoing

tables may perhaps partly be attributed to the difference of their masses ; and

this probably produced some slight effect, especially at the nearer distance.

This effect, arising from the shell becoming magnetic by the influence of the

needle itself, would be in all cases to make the nearer end of the needle deviate

towards the shell ; and consequently in the position where the difference in

the deviations of the long and short needles was observed to be greatest, it

would be contrary to that observed, and must therefore have diminished the

difference according to the extent to.which the cause operated. These obser-

vations therefore show beyond doubt, that the length of a needle has a very

sensible influence on the extent of its deviations. Although I did not consider

that the difference in the masses of the needles had much effect in diminishing

the difference of their deviations in some cases, or in increasing it in others,

yet in order tb decide what part of the difference was due to mass, and what

to length, it was my intention, could I have. found leisure, to have made

observations corresponding to the foregoing with the needles A and P> and
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two others six inches in length, one extremely light and the othei;much heavier

than A.

in order to compare the theoretical results which we have obtained, that is the

equations (3) and (6), with the observed deviations of the three needles, I take

a mean of the deviations with the shell below the horizontal plane of the needle,

and with it above, when the azimuth of its centre from south in the second

case was the same as its azimuth from north in the first, as the values of <p corre-

sponding to the different azimuths with the shell’s centre below the horizontal

plane of the needle : and likewise with the shell’s centre in the horizontal

plane of the needle, I take a mean of the deviations in the corresponding

azimuths from north and south as the values of <p in this case. From the

values of h, r, y*, 6 are derived those of y and a», and thence, from the values

of <p, may be computed the corresponding values of \p or the deviations of a
2 yfi

freely suspended needle; and the value of the constant —jj~ will be determined

from the equation,

Tan ^ — gin'll*

fe

S sin 2 y

-f 3 cos 2 y + 1

or we have

= IT (r cos 8 + /, cot ,) .
f )
- + 2,

J c R* sin f
from the equation (6), without the previous computation of y, u,

\f/. The

values of y and u corresponding to the different adjustments of the shell, the
2 jyi R3

values of 41 and of the constant—•— > computed from the means of the observed

values of <p, with the different needles, are contained in the following Table.

The vertical distance of the centre of the Shell from that of the needle or A = 10 inches, r = 13.5 inches,

and R = 1G.8 inches.

ISmnn 1 o / //Bm o * //

160 00 00

72 28 41

163 14 58

8 =
Y=
w — Mean

Deviations

with
*

fA — lAtAfi ! W It 32 12 45 values

D = 9 46 35 1 Wj
y 26 28 55 7X jl 29 29 45 21 26 35 10 51 55 of

.P = 9 44 15 'fflj 7 32 58 45 29 32 25 IlMfcKTj] 2m R3

Values of
with

|

Values of
j

r
A = 11 45 42 TBiMC 11 43 59y.Mt Wjf 8 57 59BwfvEj f*
Da 9 58 36 woEm
_P =
“A =

9 55 13

12.307

10 35 49
12.602
mm 11 19 27

13.725

9 54 52
14.694

8 02 27
12.225 13.356

?i!i’ .i,i, 1
T'T l

D = 14.118 14.163 14.218 13.813 13.551

,P = 14,140 14.201 14.241 14.242 14.198 14.063 13.810 13.650 14.068

• I take i) ss 20°, the most recent observation giving the dip at this place 70° 00 r

.

MDCCCXXVIII. 2 Y
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The centre of the Shell in the same horizontal plane as that of the Needle

or h = 0, and R ss 16.68 inches.

6=
O 4 it

20 00 00
o i it

40 00 00
O / tt

60 00 00
O it*

80 00 00

7= 71 15 10 74 48 40 80 09 12 86 35 42 Mean
U)= 21 10 22 41 45 48 61 31 08 80 35 31 values

f
A = 7 22 10 11 55 55 10 43 45 4 05 30 \>f

Deviations with* D = 6 16 35 10 28 50 10 21 10 4 29 15 2m R3

IP = 6 12 25 10 24 25 10 18 55 4 31 05

fA = 10 07 10 7 56 38 4 39 57 1 26 12
J c

Values of 4* with* D = 8 05 06 6 43 38 4 28. 55 1 34 40 •

IP = 7 57 51 6 40 04 4 27 49 1 35 19

O M» TJ 1 fA = 11.612 12.460 14.212 16.163 13.612

Values of
1

with! D = 14.235 14.450 14.722 14.893 14.575
J e lP = 14.433 14.565 14.775 14.804 14.644

From these values of
2mR5

with the different needles, it is evident that if the

mean value with the needle A were substituted in the equation (6), the computed

values of <p would not differ greatly from the observed values ; but that with

the needles D and P, the approximation would be so close, that the differences

would clearly be within the limits of errors of observation. There can therefore

be no doubt that the law which I proposed will give an extremely close approxi-

mation to experimental results, when the length of the needle does not bear

too sensible a proportion to its distance from the centre of the attracting mass

of iron ; and that even if this ratio is not less than 1 to 3, the theoretical and

experimental results will not differ greatly from eftch other.

I will now, for the purpose of comparison, deduce from these experiments

the values of the constant depending upon the law, that “ the tangent of the

deviation is proportional to the rectangle of the cosine of the longitude, and

the sine of the double latitude.” If X is the latitude of the needle’s centre from

a great circle of the shell perpendicular to the dip ; and l its longitude measured

from the intersection of this circle with the horizontal plane through the shell’s

centre ; i the dip of the needle ; and M a constant,—then the law is

sin 2 x cos/
Tan ? = McosS

~
!

in which equation X, l, l are the complements of y, <v, tj in the foregoing equa-

tions.

The values ofM determined by means of this equation fronfthe mean of the
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observed values of <p in the different azimuths, with the three needles, are con-

tained in the Tables below.

The vertical distance of the centre of the Shell from that of the Needle or

h = 10 inches, r = 13.5 inches, and R = 16.8 inches.

• 9= 20° O©CO

CA= 21.137 18.916US M 13.211 11.273 9.721 7-934 6.236
Values of M with< D= 22.877 EEE1 13.694 7.566

LP= 22.970 17.152 13.728 9.089 7.662

1 The centre of the Shell in the same horizontal plane as 1

1
that of the Needle or h = 0, and R = 16.8 inches.

|

6= 20° 40°

m fA= 13.981 13.712 14.344

Values ofM with< D= 17.533 15.971 14.222 13.074

lP= 17-731 16.086 14.275 12.986

Here it appears that the values ofM derived from these experiments, instead

of being constant or nearly so, as they ought to be, vary from 6 to 21 with

the long needle, and with the short ones from 8 to 23. The results are most

consistent when the centres of the shell and needle are in the same horizontal

plane; and within certain limits of the values of /, / being likewise con-

stant throughout a set of observations, results that should not differ so

very widely as the foregoing might be obtained; it is somewhat singular

that the truth of the law Jliould have been considered to be established ex-

perimentally from observations made in precisely these relative positions of

the shell and needle*. When the centre of the shell and needle are in the

same horizontal plane, the values of M deduced from the observations with

the long needle A, agree much more nearly with each other than those deduced

from the observations with either of the shorter needles D or P ; and when

they are not in the same plane, the disagreement in the values of M is nearly

the same with each of the needles ; we may therefore infer, that the proximity

of the needle to the shell is not the cause of this disagreement, and that the

same would be found to be the case if the values of M were deduced from

deviations of the needle observed at greater distances from the shell’s centre.

* Mr. Barlow’s Magnetic Attractions, 2nd ed. pp. 34, 37, 38.

2 Y 2
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We must therefore conclude, that although the law that “ the tangent of the

deviation is proportional to the rectangle of the cosine of the longitude and the

sine of the double latitude” has been derived from experiment, and considered

as givingclose approximations to experimental results*; yet as it is quite clear

that no law giving such inconsistent results as appear here-fv can be considered

as even approximately true, it must be wholly rejected.

On the principle which I have assumed, I have already given the general

explanation of the phsenomena observed with needles having their magnetism

unequally distributed ; I shall now describe the experiments which I made

with such needles, with the view of comparing them with the equations that I

should derive from this principle, according to the distribution of magnetism

which I found to take place under different circumstances of disturbance, which

equations, (10) and (11), have been already given. In the beginning of this

paper I have described the needles made use of in these experiments, and the

manner of magnetizing them. These needles are distinguished by the letters

A, B, C ; A being that made use of in the experiments already described, and

B and C of precisely the same form and weight as A.

In order to determine nearly the situations of the magnetic centre, and of the

points towards which the forces are directed near the ends, in these needles,

which points may be considered as their poles nearly, I successively placed

them on a wooden rectangular scale, so that their axes coincided with a line

drawn through the middle parallel to its sides. His settle, which is graduated

* Mr. Barlow’s Magnetic Attractions, 2nd ed. pp. 38, 89.

f If we take a mean of the deviations with the undeteriorated needle in the observations given in

the Transactions of last year, p. 285, in the corresponding azimuths with the shell above and below

the table, the values ofM will be these

:

0 = 200 40° 60° 80° 100° 120° 140° 100°

M = 17.65 14.51 12.38 10.81 10.22 8.51 6.61

The observation corresponding to 0 = 20°, which would have given by much the greatest value of M,

does not appear to have been made. These values are not quite so discordant as those resulting

from my observations, but are equally conclusive against the law from which they are derived. The

means of the deviations when the shell was in the same horizontal plane as the needle, give the fol-

lowing values of M.
0 = 20° 40° 60° 80°

M sb 14.40 13.33 12.91 12.83,

which are rather more discordant than the corresponding values from my observations.
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across to tenths of an inch, and can be made to revolve about a vertical axis,

being placed horizontally so that the axis of the needle was at right angles to

thfe meridian, a rectangular stand, carrying the small needle P level with the

other, was passed along and in contact with the northern side of the scale,

until the axis of P pointed accurately in the meridian. This occurred in two

positions ; in the one, the force of the needle under trial concurring with the

terrestrial directive force ; and in the other, being in direct opposition to it. *The

distances, from the centre of the needle, of the points to which the centre of

P was in these cases opposite were noted ; and the same was done when P was

passed to the south of the rectangular scale : the mean of the respective distances

gave the distances, from the centre, of the points towards which the forces are

directed, or nearly those of the poles. The position of the magnetic centre was

determined similarly, by placing the rectangular scale, carrying the needle

under trial, so that the axis of this needle was in the magnetic meridian with

the marked end towards north, and passing P along the eastern side until its

axis was in the meridian with its marked end south, and then along the western

side. In all cases the distance between the axis of the needle and the centre

of P was 1 .5 inch.

The positions of these points in each needle, so ascertained after it had

been carefully magnetized by double touch, as I have before described, and

the times of the needle’s vibration, were as follow.

Needle.

Distances from the Needle's centre.
1

Time of making
10 vibrations.Of the south lor

marked pole.

Of the magnetic
centre or zero.

Of the north or
unmarked pole.

inches. inches. inches. QH
A. 2.43 0.00 2.42

B. 2.39 0.04 U. 2.42 msm
C. 2.35 0.07 U. 2.47

After making these observations, the magnetism of the needle A was undis-

turbed ; that of B was disturbed by drawing the unmarked end of a 12-inch bar

magnet from the centre to the unmarked end of the needle twice, a thin board

being interposed ; that is, the needle B had its “ southern branch deterio-

rated and the needle C had its “ northern branch deteriorated,” by similarly

drawing the marked end of the magnet twice from the centre to the marked
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end. The situations of the poles and magnetic centre were ascertained, as

before, immediately after making the first set of observations, shortly to be

described, on the deviations of these needles, when the shell was above the

table on which they were placed ; likewise previously to commencing the second

set, when the shell was below the table ; and also after the observations with
0

the shell’s centre in the plane of the table were concluded. The time in which

eaeft needle made ten vibrations was likewise observed. The following are the

results.

Needle.

Distances from the Needle’s centre.

Time of making
10 vibrations. Date. Hour.Of the south or

marked pole.

Of the magnetic
centre or zero.

Of the north or

unmarked pole.

inches. inches. inches. sec.

ri.4i 1.06 U. 2.80 51.8 28 Nov. 6 P.M.

^ 1.43 1.06 2.80 50.1 3 Dec. 1 P.M.

1 Ll.49 1.04 2.80 50.65 5 Dec# 3 P.M.
1.44 1.05 2.80 50.85

f2.40 0.05 U. 2.44 35.1 28 Nov. 6 P.M.
A. 2.41 0.03 2.43 34.35 3 Dec. 1 P.M.

L2.42 iPI 2.43 35.3 5 Dec. 8 P.M.
Means 2.41 2.433 34.92

1

f2.74 0.71 M. 2.23 52.85 28 Nov. 6 P.M.
B. < 2.73 2.26 51.4 3 Dec. 1 P.M.

L2.72 0.62 2.33 • 51.8 5 Dec. 11 A.M.
Means 2.73 0.677 2.273 52.02

In these the letter M placed after the distance of zero from the needle’s

centre, indicates that the distance was measured towards the marked end of

the needle ; and the letter U, that it was measured towards the unmarked end.

The distances of the poles and magnetic centres, as determined on different

days, show that only a small change took place in the situations of these points

in the needles during the time of making the observations on their deviations*.

To determine the intensity of the free magnetism on each side of the centres

* With the view of ascertaining what degree of permanency this disturbed state of the magnetism

in a needle may have, I made observations similar to these, at considerable intervals of time, with the

two 9-inch bar magnets which I have already mentioned. The bars had been carefully and strongly

magnetized by double touch on the 5 th of November, when the positions of the poles and magnetic

centres appeared to be as in the first observations to each magnet, on that day, in the following Table.

The magnetism of the bars was then disturbed by passing the unmarked end of a 12-inch magnet from

the centre of I, to its unmarked end, and the marked end of the same magnet from the centre to the
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of force, and likewise the position of the points in these needles where the

intensities of contrary names were equal, I adopted the method of Coulomb.

Fdr this purpose a small needle 0.72 inch in length, 0.15 inch in breadth, ol'

a form somewhat similar to A, B, or C, and weighing 1.25 grain, which for

distinction I name I, was suspended by a single fibre of the silk-worm within

a glass cylinder attached to a high rectangular support of wood, in which is

marked end of II : after this, the second observations on the 5th of November were made. In the

interval between these observations and the subsequent ones, care was taken that these bars were

quite out of the reach of accidental disturbance in their magnetism.

Magnet*

Distances from the Bar’s centre.

Date of observation.Of the south or
marked pole.

Of the magnetic
centre or zero.

Of the north or
unmarked pole.

i.<

'Magnetism
undisturbed

Magnetism
disturbed at

unmarked

. end

inches.

- 3.75

4.06

, 4.10

f
4.12

J 4.12

inches.

0.48 U.

1.49 M.
1.31

1.32

1.32

inches.

3.80

2.73

2.84

2.86

2.86

5 Nov. 1827

5 Nov.
12 Dec.
23 April, 1828
14 May

'Magnetism
undisturbed

1 Magnetism

1

disturbed

|

at marked

. end

]• 3.73

-) 2.64

l 2.67

f 2.75

J 2.82

I

mm
3.76

4.05

4.07

4.05

4.05

• 5 Nov. 1827

5 Nov.
12 Dec.

’ 23 April, 1828
14 May

It appears that some, though an inconsiderable change took place in the distribution of the mag-

netism of the bar I, from the 5th of November to the 12th of December, but that it has remained

almost precisely in the same state from the 12th of December to the 14th of May ; and it will pro-

bably continue in this state so long as it meets with no extraneous disturbance. In the latter interval

the observations indicate some change in the magnetism at the marked end of II ; but even here it is

not to a great extent. In neither of these bars are there any indications of other poles than those

whose situations I observed. I am not aware of any experiments having been made to ascertain

whether in magnetized steel bars the action of the magnetic particles upon each other has a tendency

to restore a symmetrical arrangement of their magnetism when such arrangement has been disturbed

;

but the results I
#
have obtained show that if such tendency exist for a short time after this disturbance,

it soon, at least in some cases, either ceases to exist, or is so feeble as not to overcome, or to overcome

very slowly, the coercive force of the steel. In the bars which I employed, this coercive force could

not be great, if it depend upon hardness, since they are softer than requisite for working with a file.

We ought, however, to be in possession of more extended observations before we draw any general

conclusions from such facts as I have stated.
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an opening from top to bottom parallel to its sides, of the same size as the

stems of two clamping screws fixed to the rectangular scale, before mentioned,

to which the needle under trial was attached. This rectangular support Was

rendered vertical by means of foot-screws, and a level attached to it ; so that

when the scale was applied to it, the axis of the needle to be examined was

likewise vertical ; and the instrument was adjusted so that the axis of this needle

and the centre of the needle I, were in the magnetic meridian. In the same

horizontal plane as the centre of I, was an index, which marked on the scale

the point of the needle on it horizontally opposite to that centre. As the stems

of the clamping screws fitted the opening in the support, the scale and the

axis of the large needle could be moved vertically, so that any required point

of this needle should be opposite to the centre of I : when the scale had been

so adjusted, it was clamped to the support. The needle I was then vibrated

15° from 0, and the time of making 100 vibrations being carefully noted, the

force accelerating I was known. The terrestrial force accelerating I having

been determined previously to applying the larger needle, the intensity of the

force by which this needle accelerated I, and consequently nearly the inten-

oJ J4

el .

a s-s

111~ a jg

From the Needle’s centre of figuredwards its marked end.

Distance ofthe point op* )

posite to the needle I

J

2.99 in. 2.80 in. 2.60 in.
*
2.40 in. 2.20 in. 2.00 in. 1.80 in. 1.60 in. 1.40 in. 1.20 in, 1.00 in.

ill2 t ti

Time in which the nee- >

die T made 100 vibB\ )

70.4* • 67.8' 65.5* 03.8* 61.95* 60.3* 59.7* 58,9" 58.1* 57.9* 57.7*

OjH
« g 0

Intensity of force accc- )

1erating I \
+2.9933 +3.2273 +3.4579 +3.0447 +3.8050 +4.0800 +4.1624 +4.2763 +4.3948 +4.4253 +4.4560

f J
6 G

Intensity of magnetism )

in C )

+1.9933 +2.2273 +2.4579 +2.0447 +2.8056 +3.0800 +3.1024 +3.2763 +3.3948 +3.4253 +3.4560

ill
Distance ofthe point op- )

posite to the needle I

J

2.99 in. 2.80 in. 2.00 in. 2.42 in. 2.20 in. 2.00 in. 1.80 in.

!i=J
Time in which the nee- )

die I made 100 vib°*.
J

43.25* 40.8“ 39,8* 39.25* 39.25* 39.45* 40.1*

i

i

iW
seel

Intensity of force acce- )

lerating I J

+7.8785 +8.8535 +9.3040 +9.5668 +9.5666 +9.4099 +9.1653
i

Intensity of magnetism )

in A J

+0.8785 +7.8535 +8.3040 +8.5668 +8.566C +8.4099 +8.1853

14*
*21*

Distanceof the point op-

)

posite to the needle I )

2.99 in. 2.80 in. 2.72 in. 2.80 in. 2.50 in* 2.40 in.

4

j

0.70 in. 0.625 in.

I!
lime in which the nee- )

die 1 made 100 vib
B
*.

)

55.3*

i

53.8' 53.4* 53i* 53.2* 53.5*
:

112.2* 121.4*

*’Z3 3 C
a $ "I
| I'Sf

Intensity of force acce-

)

lerating I., J

+4.8590 +5.1338 +5*2110 +5.2503 +5*2503 +5.1916 +1.1804 +1.0083

| s -5 8

1.21
Intensity of magnetism J

in B J
+3.8590 +4.1338 +4*2110 +4*2503 +4.2503 +4.1916 +0.0083
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sity of the magnetism in its different points, became known. The needle I was

rendered extremely hard, and was strongly magnetized, in order that its mag-

netism should not be disturbed by that of the large needle. The distance

between the centre of I and the axis of the large needle was in all cases 1.63

inch, so that in some positions the vibrations of I, with its own inertia alone

to overcome, would have been too rapid for observation ; and to obviate this,

it had attached to it, in all the observations, a thin disc of mica. The needle I

was vibrated to the north of the large needle, whose marked or south pole was

always downwards. The time of vibration of I, correspondirig to each point of

the large needle was determined by two trials, and as these never differed by

more than a fifth of a second, the time may be considered to have been deter-

mined at least within this limit. The following Table shows the times of

vibration of I, when not affected by the needles A, B, C, and when points at

different distances from the centres of these needles were horizontally opposite

to the centre of I ; also the intensity of the magnetism in these points, deduced

from those times of vibration
; + indicating south polarity, or that predomi-

nating in the marked end of the needle, and — indicating north polarity.

From the Needle’s centre of figure towards its unmarked end.
Vibra-

ting by
the ter-

restrial

force0.80 in. 0.00 in. 0.00 in. 1.035 in. 1*10 in. 1.12 in. wmRfl 2.60 in. 2.80 in. 2.99 in.

alone.

57.7* 58.75* 107.7* 120.4* 126.0* 73.1* 65.9* 61.8* 59.7* 59.8* 61.6* T2f.8r
~

+4.4500 +4.2981 +1.2790 +1.0234 +041345 -2.7763 -8.4160 -3.8843 -4.1624 -4.1485 -3.9096
m

+3.4560 +3.2981 +0.2790 +0.0234 -0.0655 -3.7763 -4.4160 -4.8843 -5.1624 -5.1485 -4.9096

0.00 in. 0.025 in. 0.05 in. 1.80 m. 2.20 in. 2.43 in. 2.60 in. 2.80 in. 2.99 in.

108.6* 115,6*
-

120.1* 129.2* 47.3* 46.21 45.9* 45.6* 45.8* 48.1* 503* 121.4*

+1.2496 +1.1029 +1.0918 +0.8899 —6.5874 -6.9048 -6.9954 -7.0877 -7.0260 -6.3701 -5.8483

+0.2496 +0.1029 +0.0218 —0.1171 —7.5874 -7.9048 —7.9954 -8.0877 -8.0260 —73701

I

-6.8483

0.615 in. 0.60 in. 2.00 in. 2.10 in. 2.20 in. 2.33 in. 2.40 in. 2.60 in. 2.80 in. 2.99 in.

123.8* 126.8* 84.2* 83.55* 83*25* 83.50* 83.85* 85.5* 89.0* 94.1* 121.9*

+0.9854 +0.9942 -9.0960 -2.1287 -2.1441 -2.1313 -2.1135 -2.0327 -1.8760 -1.6781 1.0000

IB -3.0960 -3.1287 -3.1441 -3.1313 -3.1135 -3.0327 -2.8760 -2.6781

2 zMDCCCXXVIII.
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From these results it appears, that the points previously determined as the

centres of force are not, in the needles C and B, preciselythose in which the in-

tensities are the greatest, but that the situations of the magnetic centres deter-

mined by the two methods very nearly agree ; the distance of this centre from

that of figure being, for the needle C, 1.105 inch towards the unmarked

end, and for the needle B, 0.6214 towards its marked end. As might have

been anticipated, the intensities of the poles were changed, as well as their

situations, by the disturbance of the magnetism in either branch ; and this

not only in the branch to which the disturbing magnet had been applied, but

also in the other. In the branch to which the magnet had been applied, the

intensity was reduced in about the ratio of 83 to 31 in the needle B, and of

83 to 35 in the needle C ; and in the other branch, in the ratio of 83 to 43 in B,

and of 83 to 52 in C. In both cases the least intense pole was much more

diffused than the other ; the intensity in the branch to which the magnet had

been applied changing but little over a space of nearly two inches. It appears

likewise, that at the points previously determined as the centres of force in

the two branches of each needle, the intensity multiplied by the distance from

the magnetic centre is nearly the same on each side of that centre; these

products on the contrary sides being 8.9 and 9.2 with the needle B, and with

C, 8.7 and 8.8.

The observations on the deviations of the three needles. A, B, C, with their

magnetism thus distributed, produced by the 18-inch shell, are contained

in the following Table : they were made in precisely the same manner as those

already described, with the needles A, D, P ; the deviation of one needle

having been observed for any azimuth, it was removed from the pivot and

replaced by another, and this again by the third without moving the pivot

after it had been adjusted to the required position : the vertical and horizontal

distances of the shell were likewise the same as in the former case.
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Needle

of

which

the

devia-

tion

was

observed*

Azimuth

of

the

Shell’*

centre

from

North.

The centre of the

10 inches below the hori-

zontal plane passing through

that centre.

Shell 16.8 inches from the Ne

In the horizontal plane pass-

ing through that centre.

edle’s centre, and

10 inches above the hori-

zontal plane passing through
that centre.

Azimut
Shell’*

•West.

li of the

centre.

East.

Means of the

deviations with

the Shell West
and with the

Shell East.

Azimutl
Shell’s

West.
--

of the

centre.

East.

Means of the

deviations with

the Shell West
and with the

Shell East.

Azimutl
Shell’s

West.

ti of the

centre.

East.

Means of the

deviations witli

the Shell West
and with the

Shell East.Deviations. Deviations. Deviations. Deviations. Deviations. Deviations.

9 13W 8 57E
JIM

5 38W
° * —
5 20E

M||M;
7 o6e g 42W

O / //

- 6 54 00

S.g J \*mvm kib 8 54 14 33 13 57

.2*8 1 . 9 14 8 33 24 26
*al * -g 80 27 48 4 58 4 27 35 36 35 20 mUjj_c a u p^ *j O |Pf 29 34 58® Wm. 2 41E 3 05W 38 28 3
.s*a'2-° 29 26 12 22 12 47 32 56 33 07
5 fi H tm wzm 14 45 15 15 23 17 23 51

21 21 21 19 8 54 9 22 11 46 12 23 12 04 30

8 .2 20 14) 50 10 36 10 43 00 7 18W 7 05E + 7 11 30 12 53 12 22 12 37 30

ii< 40 20 30 20 18 20 24 00 11 38 11 36 11 37 00 21 18 20 46 21 02 00

ill 60 28 24 28 09 28 16 30 10 30 10 04 10 17 00|27 39 27 30 27 34 30
I'B i 80 32 22 32 47 32 34 30 3 43 3 28 3 35 30]32 12 31 67 32 04 30

Hi 100 31 54 32 32 32 13 00 4 28E 4 44

W

— 4 26 0052 28 32 23 32 30 30

let 120 27 54 28 10 28 02 00 11 20 11 35 11 27 30 28 09 28 02 28 05 30

III 140 21 48 21 50 21 49 00 12 20 12 38 12 29 00 20 10 20 31 20 20 30

51 160 13 18 13 JO 13 14 00 7 30 7 48 7 39 00 10 18 10 41 10 29 30

^*1 §
20 11 40 11 32 11 36 00 7 53W 7 60E + 7 51 30 17 58 17 12 17 35 00

B .S'S 40 22 06 22 03 22 04 30 12 30 12 35 12 32 30 24 53 24 24 24 38 30

.2-g § .
60 30 60 30 37 30 43 30 10 33 10 12 10 22 30 28 37 28 25 28 31 00

|l s| 80 34 52 35 32 35 12 00 2 42 2 31 2 36 30 30 30 30 12 30 21 00

bpJj 12 2 100 33 06 33 56 33 31 00 4 58E 5 04W - 5 01 00 29 45 29 23 29 34 00
120 26 24 26 52 26 38 00 10 20 10 23 10 21 30 25 24 25 15 25 19 30

j.i i .140 19 00 19 08 19 04 0011 00 11 10 11 05 00 18 26 18 34 18 30 00

Mif § 160 10 40 10 36 10 38 00 6 46 6 54 6 50 00 9 22 9 41 9 31 30

The deviations of A in this Table, are the values of <p in the equations (10)

and (11) : the deviations of C and B are the corresponding values of <p/f the

value of k being plus in the first case, and minus in the second. To compare

these equations with the observations, it is necessary that the value ofp should

be known as well as that of k. This may be determined from the equations

by means of the observed values of
<f>,

and <p in the above table ; but the

computations from the equation (10) would be so laborious, that I must

acknowledge I have nbt, for this reason, entered upon them. I have however

computed the values of p from the equation (12), when the centre of the shell

was in the same horizontal plane as that of the needle, although these computa-

2 z 2
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tions are sufficiently tedious : and from the mean of the yalues thus determined,

1 have likewise computed the values of <p, or the deviations of A, both from

the observations with C and from those with B, by means of the equation (11),

taking k = 1.105 in the one case, and k = —0.6214 in the other, as de-

termined from the times of vibration of the Needle I.

The following Table contains the results thus obtained.

The centre of the Shell in the same horizontal plane as that of the Needle.

Azimuth

of

the

Shell's

centre

from

north,

or

values

of

fl.

The deviations of A deduced from those of C. The deviations of A deduced from those of B.

Observed

values

of?!.

Observed

values

off

Values

of

p,

com-

puted

from

the

equa-

tion

(12),

making

1
=

1.

105

.

ill
8Jl-©-•5 a g

*o s~2
j(!<Sc.

11

•f-S c °-

H*

| n'S
£ * 3

>
cu L >

g-tf Observed

values

off.

3
a

3 .

Is
J
O

pi?
|rj*w « gn
£« sg
*a E^0
sls-j

4?J*
!> 3 3

P*

Values

of

f
com-

puted

from

the

equa-

tion

(11),

making

;>=

1.

0551

.

Difference

between

the

observed

and

computed

values

off

o
20

o >

5 29
o 9

.

7 14 1.1256 8 57 -141
O '

7 51$ 7 14 1.0289
0 /

7 20 + 08$

40 8 58$ 11 37 1.1180 11 15 -22 12 32$ 11 37 1.0314 11 51 + 14

60 8 531 1.0654 10 25 + 08 10 221 10 17 1.0433 10 24 + 07

80 4 421 3 351 1.0617 3 39 + 03$ 2 36$ 3 35$ 1.1617 3 14 -24
100 2 53 4 36 1.2045 4 03 -33 5 01 4 36 1.0781 4 29 -07

120 12 341 11 27$ 1.0116 12 13 + 451 10 24 11 27$ 1.0489 11 30 + 02$

140 12 29 13 12 + 43 11 05 12 29 12 44 + 15

7 39 1.0294 7 55 + 16 6 50 7 39 1.0176 7 52 + 13

Mean value ofp 1.0782 Mean value ofp 1.0551

The deviations of A computed from those of B, agree with the observed

deviations of A quite as nearly as we can expect ; but those computed from

the deviations of C do not approximate so closely to the observations. The

difference in the values of <p and <p
t
principally arises from the value of k, and

any error in determining this will have a corresponding effect in the values of

<p determined from those of
fy From the results here, the value of k for the

needle B appears to have been determined with considerable accuracy ; and I

am not aware of any circumstances in the observations that should have

rendered it less so for the needle C. It is however to be observed, that the
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magnetic centre will not be precisely the same for all distances at which the

needle may act, and that the position of this point will vary the more,

the greater is its distance from the centre of figure of the needle. If for the

needle C we increase the value of k by one-tenth, that is making it 1.2155

instead of LI 05, all but one of the computed values of <p will agree more

closely with the observed values, and this one will still be extremely near to

the corresponding observed value. This will be seen by the following Table

computed as the preceding, excepting that, in taking the mean of the values

of />, I omit that corresponding to 0 = 100°, and which I have done because

a very small error of adjustment, whether arising from the compass not being

placed exactly in the required position, or from the centre of the shell not

occupying accurately the centre of the circle to which the compass was

adjusted, would here have a most sensible effect upon the deviations; and

such appears to have been the case, from the difference in the observed values

of <p, when 6 was 80°, and when 0 was 100°.

The centre of the Shell in the same horizontal plane as that of the Needle.

ill
The deviations of A deduced from those of C.

ogl .

jH fl

Is Vs

1£f
Observed

values of
Observed

values of Q.

Values ofp,
computed from
the equation

(12), making
k -1.2155.

Values of P,
computed from
the equation

(11), making

p — 1.069.

Difference

between the

observed and
computed

valuos of p.

.20
O '

5 29 * n$ 1.1037
o /

7 01 -10$

40 8 58$ 11 87 1.0996 11 20 -17

60 8 63$ 10 17 10 24 +07

80 4 42$ 3 35$ 1.1031 3 28 -07$

100 2 53 4 36 (1.1807) 4 05 —32

120 12 34$ 11 27$ 1.0224 11 59 + 32 .

140 16 00 . 12 29 1.0354 12 49 +20

160 9 08 7 39 1.0617 7 41 + 02

Mean value ofp 1.0690

Considering that the equation (6), from which (11) is derived, does not
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afford a close approximation at this distance of the shell when the length of

the needle is six inches, as appears from the observations with the needles A,

D, P ; and that in deducing this equation, the approximation was limited'to
k

the first power of I scarcely anticipated so close an agreement between the

observed deviations of the undeteriorated needle A, and the deviations of such

a needle computed from the observed deviations of the deteriorated needles

B and C : this agreement has therefore fully confirmed the views which I

originally took of this subject, as stated in a note to my paper in the Trans-

actions of last year. There can be no doubt that the equation (11) affords

the proper correction by which to obtain the values of <p from those of when

the centre of the shell is in the same horizontal plane as that of the needle

;

and the equation (10) will give the same correction when its centre is not in

that plane. I have given the observations requisite for comparison ; but this

comparison I must leave to others who may be interested in the inquiry, and

have more leisure for these tedious computations than the duties of my
situation have allowed me.

Instead then of these “ secondary deflections,” as they have been termed,

due to the deterioration of the needles, being inconsistent with the hypothesis

“ which attributes the deflection of a magnetized needle to the general central

attraction of the iron on an imaginary needle passing through the pivot (centre)

in the line of the dip,” as is assumed in the paper giving an account of expe-

riments with deteriorated needles, I have shown I think clearly, not only

that they are consistent with it, but that this hypothesis affords the proper

corrections to observations with such imperfect instruments; and therefore

additional weight is given to the arguments which might have been previously

adduced in support of this hypothesis. Should there be any still’ disposed to

think that the hypothesis of induced magnetism will give closer approximations

to the observed deviations than I have derived from that of a central action of

the iron, the determinations which I have given of the distribution of the

magnetism in these needles, will enable them to compute the deviations on

that hypothesis, and to exhibit the resulting approximations.

I have, however, no intention of controverting the hypothesis of induced

magnetism. That hypothesis undoubtedly affords satisfactory explanations of
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many magnetical phenomena ; but there is one experiment, and that a very

decisive one, which appears quite inconsistent with it ; and until that experi-

ment can be clearly explained on the hypothesis, that iron acts by induced

magnetism alone, I think some reservation is necessary in our assent to that

hypothesis. According to it, the lower part of a bar of steel or iron is a south

pole, and the upper a north pole ; and when the ends of the bar are reversed,

the poles are immediately so likewise. We might admit such change of the

poles in the case of soft steel or iron, but by no means in that of hard steel.

The following experiment of Mr. Barlow’s requires the same admission in

both cases :
“ I procured a steel bar three feet long, an inch broajJ, and half

an inch thick, and had it rendered, according to the expression of the work-

men, “ as hard as fire and water could make it and I must say that I was not

at all surprised to find that it produced precisely the same effect as the softest

iron, changing its poles with its position (to adopt the language of our author,

Biot,) with equal facility*;” that is, I conceive, the deviations of a needle

corresponding to such change. As the rapid change in the poles, which is

here necessary to suppose, on the hypothesis of induction from the earth, is

quite at variance with the phsenomena observed on the approach of a magnet

to a bar of hard steel, and its subsequent removal, it is necessary that the

cause of this difference should be clearly shown, before we admit that iron or

steel lias no action upon a needle, but that which arises from the separation of

its magnetism by the influence of the earth or of the needle. When a mass of

iron is so far removed from a magnetized needle that the magnetism induced

in it from'the needle produces but little effect, I have shown that the devia-

tions computed on the hypothesis of a central attraction, agree with those

observed, even in cases which were supposed directly opposed to such an

hypothesis; and therefore it is not necessary to suppose that the iron is

polarized by the action of the earth.

However, whether we admit the hypothesis of a central attraction inde-

pendent of the action by induction when the iron is. in the immediate

neighbourhood of a magnet, or not, this hypothesis has the advantage of very

readily connecting all the phsenomena observed in the deviations of a mag-

* Magnetic Attractions, p. 124, 1st edition : the experiment is omitted in the 2nd edition.
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netized needle which are due to the action of iron ; of indicating immediately

the nature of the deviations, even under very complicated circumstances, as I

have shown in the case of the deteriorated needles ; and still further of afford-

ing ready and close approximations to numerical results in all positions within

certain limits of distance from the attracting body.

Royal Military Academy,

22nd May, 1828.

S. H. Christie.
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XVIII. Description of a sounding board in Attercliffe Church, invented by the

Rev. John Blackburn, Minister of Attercliffie-cum-Damall, Sheffield.

Read June 5, 1828 .

The material is pine wood. The surface is concave, and is generated by

half a revolution of one branch of a parabola on its axis.

The distance from the focus to the vertex = 2 feet.

The length of the abscissa is . . . . = 4 feet.

The length of the ordinate to the axis . = ^32 feet.

= nearly 5.7

= rad. of outer circle.

The axis is inclined forwards to the plane of the floor at an angle of about 10

or 15 degrees, and elevated so as that the speaker’s mouth may be in the focus.

A small curvilinear section is taken away on each side from beneath, that

the view of the preacher from the north and south galleries may not be inter-

cepted ; whence the outer semicircle is imperfect.

This, however, gives an appearance that is not inelegant ; and the outer edge

being ornamented with crockets and leaves and with a flnial at the highest

point, and the concave surface being painted in imitation of a groined oak

canopy, the effect of the whole is pleasing to the eye.

A curtain is suspended from the lower edge of the canopy for about 18 inches

on each side.

1 . By means of this
.
erection the volume of sound is increased in a very

considerable ratio (perhaps as 5:1), and is thrown powerfully, as well as

distinctly, to the most distant parts of the church ; so that whereas formerly

the difficulty of hearing an intelligible sound was very great, now that difficulty

is effectually removed, e. g.

The preacher was scarcely audible even in the pews near the pulpit, and not

at all in those more remote he may now be heard in every part, and nowhere

more distinctly than in the west gallery, or under it, on the ground-floor.

3 aMDCCCXXVIJI.
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2. It should seem that the voice

is reflected in a direction parallel to

the axis ; for let A stand in the pulpit,

and B stand first in the west gallery

opposite to the pulpit, and then in the

side galleries ; though B is much nearer

to A in the latter case than in the

former, he can yet hear with decided

advantage when opposite to A (i. e. at

the greater distance from him).

The side galleries appear to be be-

nefited rather by the increased volume

of sound, and by the secondary vi-

brations excited in a lateral direction.

3. It appears also that vibrations

proceeding from a distant point and

moving in the direction of the axis,

are reflected from the parabolic sur-

face towards the focus. For letA stand

in the pulpit as before, and B in a di-

stant point opposite to A, A can then

converse with B in a whisper ; whilst

C, standing at an intermediate point,

cannot at all distinguish the words

spoken by B ; he can however hear

what is said by A.. Also if B, at a di-

stance, opposite to the sounding board,

speaks; whilst A places one ear in the

focus of the parabola and one ear to-

wards B, the effect produced is that

of a voice close to the ear, and in a

direction the reverse of that from which

it really proceeds.

4. The converse of this also appears

true from the following experiment.

%

Front View.

Side View.
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Let B remain in the situation last supposed, and let A place his face towards

the parabolic surface, and his back towards B ; let A now speak, having his

nfouth in the situation of the focus, and he will be heard as distinctly as when

his face was turned towards B.

5. If the mouth of the speaker is placed much within or without, above or

below the focus, the effect is proportionably diminished.

6. The distinctness of articulation preserved may perhaps in some measure

be accounted for thus. Assuming that the sound issuing from the focus is re-

flected in a direction parallel to the axis ; assuming also that the velocity of

sound is uniform ; then the vibrations of the air proceeding from the focus and

striking the parabolic surface, at whatever point, will arrive at the same

moment of time at a plane perpendicular to the axis. For (according to the

properties of the parabola) the sums of the distances (from the focus to the

paraboloid, and from the paraboloid to the plane so situated) are always equal

to each other : it must however be admitted, that the velocity of sound is too

great to allow much dependence to be placed on this conclusion ; but it is here

proved beyond dispute, that a parabolic surface is capable of being successfully

applied to the purpose of a sounding board ; whether other concave surfaces

similarly situated would be equally successful, or other materials better adapted

to answer the end than pine, it might be worth while by experiment to ascertain.

7- Whilst the figure of the canopy remained perfect, the effect was most

complete
;
perhaps It might be improved if constructed larger, or in other

words, if continued further ; or (should circumstances permit) if the parabola

were to perform an entire revolution round its axis ; but the distance from

the focus to the vertex (which regulates the curve) must depend on the sup-

posed situation of the speaker, which will vary according to the diameter of

the pulpit.

John Blackburn.

Attercliffe Parsonage, near Sheffield,

May 23, 1828.

3 a 2
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XIX. On the mutual action of sulphuric acid and alcohol, and on the nature
0

of the process hy which ether is formed. By Henry Hennell, Esq. Com-

municated by William Thomas Brands, Esq. F.R.S.

Read June 19, 1828.

1. I WAS some time since engaged in an investigation of the nature of oil of

wine and of the salts called sulphovinates : the results I obtained were consi-

dered of sufficient importance to be honoured with a place in the Philosophical

Transactions*. The oil of wine and sulphovinic acid are substances produced

during the mutual action of sulphuric acid and alcohol in the well-known

process adopted for the preparation of ether ; and an important point with me,

during the above investigations and since that time, has been to develop the

particular changes which take place when ether is formed from sulphuric acid

and alcohol. I perceive by the Annales de Chimie for November last, that

MM. Dumas and Boullay have been engaged on the same subject, and ^fffve

experimented on and considered, not only the formation of ether, but also the

nature of sulphovinates, and, as they supposed, though incorrectly, of oil of

wine*f\ That our results with regard to sulphovinates and oil of wine differ,

• may be seen from the published accounts; and there is not less difference

between their conclusions with regard to etherification, and the results I have

obtained, which I have now to describe.

2. When alcohol and sulphuric acid in equal weights are put together

without the application of any heat beyond that generated during the mixture,

the most abundant and important product is sulphovinic acid, above one half

of the sulphuric acid being converted into that peculiar acid by union with

hydro-carbonJ. But when such a mixture containing so large a proportion

* Phil. Trans. 1826. Part 3rd.

f The substance which these gentlemen operated uponappears, from their own account of its pre-

paration, to have been the hydro-carbon separable from oil of wine by the action of alkalies, and not

tliat peculiar substance which has hitherto been called oil of wine.

£ The sulphuric acid loses half its saturating power by the union, and all the salts formed by the

new acid are soluble.
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of sulphovinic acid is distilled, the most important .product is a new substance,

namely ether, and the sulphovinic acid disappears. The questions which then

arose were, whether the ether was formed altogether from the direct action ’of

the remaining alcohol and sulphuric acid in the mixture, or whether the sul-

phovinic acid might not also assist, or whether it might not be an essential

state of the elements intermediate between the mixture of the acid and alcohol

and the development of the perfectly formed ether. MM. Dumas and Boullay,

who have considered the same questions, or at least some of them,—-decide, that

the portions of materials which form ether, are altogether independent of those

which produce sulphovinic acid : but the following facts prove in my opinion

the contrary of this conclusion.

3. A portion of oil of vitriol was selected for some comparative experiments,

and also some alcohol of specific gravity 0.820 : five hundred grains of the

oil of vitriol precipitated by acetate of lead, gave 1500 grains of sulphate of

lead.

4. Five hundred grains of the oil of vitriol were mixed with five hundred

grains of the alcohol, and after forty-eight hours, diluted and precipitated by

acetate of lead ; only 616 grains of sulphate of lead were produced ; so that

very nearly three-fifths of the sulphuric acid had become sulphovinic acid by

the effect of mixture, and little more than two-fifths remained to act as sul-

phuric acid upon the remaining alcohol, full two-thirds of the quantity em-

ployed.

5. Another mixture of acid and alcohol in the same proportions, and made

at the same time as the above, was then distilled until 117 grains ‘had passed

over, consisting of water, alcohol, and a portion of ether. The residue in the

retort had not undergone any charring effect ; and being diluted, was preci-

pitated by the acetate of lead: the quantity of sulphate of lead obtained,

amounted to 804 grains, indicating an increase in the quantity of sulphuric

acid equivalent to 188 grains of sulphate of lead.

6. A similar mixture of alcohol and sulphuric acid, made at the time and in

the same proportions as the two former, was then distilled until two hundred

grains had been received, the greater part of which was ether ; the uncharred

residual matter in the retort being then diluted, was precipitated by acetate of

lead as before ; 986 grains of sulphate of lead were obtained. This contained
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nearly two-thirds of the sulphuric acid first added, and the increase by distil-

lation had been much more than one-half of that which existed before the ap-

plication of heat : so that during the distillation, and simultaneously with the

formation of ether, a quantity of sulphovinic acid had been re-converted into

sulphuric acid, and the latter appeared to increase in quantity in proportion

to the increase of ether in the distilled products.

7. A similar mixture of alcohol and acid, made at the same time and in the

same proportions as the three former, was then distilled until two hundred

grains had passed over. Two hundred grains of water were added to the

contents of the retort ; 160 grains were distilled off ; a second addition of two

hundred grains of water was made, and the distillation continued : a further

addition of five hundred grains of water was made, and the operation continued

until as much product had been separated as equalled the water added ;—the

object was to separate all the ether and alcohol possible, for the purpose of ascer-

taining to what extent the conversion of sulphovinic acid into sulphuric could

be carried. No smell of sulphurous acid was produced during the operation,

nor did any Charring of the contents of the retort occur ; when precipitated by

acetate of lead, 1480 grains of sulphate of lead were obtained. This is very

little short of the 1500 given by the acid when unacted upon by alCohol, and

shows that nearly the whole of the sulphovinic acid had been changed back

into the state of sulphuric acid ; and is completely at variance with the opinion,

that when sulphuric acid and alcohol act upon each other, hypo-sulphuric acid

is formed.

8. From’ these experiments it appeared probable that the ether was the pro-

duct of the decomposition of the sulphovinic acid : but a mixture of equal

weights of alcohol and sulphuric acid contains, besides the sulphovinic acid, a

considerable quantity of unaltered acid and alcohol ; for in such a mixture

three-fifths (4) of the sulphuric acid would be converted into sulphovinic acid

by combination with the hydro-carbon of less than one-third of the alcohol

employed. I next proceeded to ascertain, whether, when no alcohol was pre-

sent, ether would be produced. A quantity of the'sulphovinate of potash was

therefore prepared. The composition of this salt has been given in the paper in

the Philosophical Transactions MfOrte referred to, and one hundred parts contain

28.84 of potash. Five hundred grains were mixed ’with 150 grains of sulphuric
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acid, being nearly the equivalent of the potash in the salt, and then heat applied.

The experiment therefore may be considered as the distillation of sulphovinic

acid mixed with sulphate of potash, which it may be presumed remained inert

during the process, and also with the water of the acid and of the salt. The

proportion of water, it is found, has an important influence ; but in the present

experiment about a drachm of fluid distilled over, and left a blackened and acrid

salt in the retort, having the smell of sulphurous acid. A few grains of carbo-

nate of potash being added to the distilled product, abstracted a little water

:

the clear decanted liquor was then mixed with a little dry muriate of lime,

and by agitation separated into two portions ; the upper one being decantec},

amounted to nearly half a drachm, and was found to be pure ether. This result

proves that ether may be formed from a sulphovinate or sulphovinic acid when

no alcohol is present.

9. An experiment similar to the last in the nature and proportions of the

substances used, was made, except that the sulphovinate was dissolved in its

own weight of water previous to the addition of the sulphuric acid. The

experiment is one therefore of the distillation of dilute sulphovinous acid, in

place of that which is concentrated. The distilled product had no smell of

ether, nof could anv be discovered in it. About nine fluid drachms were ob-

tained; to these, carbonate of potash was added, which separated the water, and

left three drachms of a supernatant liquid, appearing by taste, smell and flame,

to be alcohol : this was decanted, and poured upon muriate of lime ; no ether

separated, but the whole formed one solution ; being distilled from the muriate

it was evidently alcohol ; and being mixed with its weight of sulphuric acid,

gave sulphuric ether or sulphovinic acid again.

In this experiment there was no charring of the contents of the retort ; and

by precipitation by acetate of lead, the whole of the sulphuric acid was ob-

tained ;—not only the portion added to decompose the salt, but the double por-

tion evolved from the sulphovinic acid upon the separation and re-arrangement

of the hydrocarbon.

10. In the former paper it was shown that oil of wine when heated in water

is resolved into hydrocarbon and sulphovinic acid : an experiment was there-

fore made upon it. Two hundred grains of oil of wine were placed in a retort,

a little water added, and heat applied: about a drachm was received, which being
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redistilled from carbonate of potash the product appeared to be principally al-

cohol, but the presence of ether was very evident.—This experiment proves the

formation of ether from sulphovinic acid when no sulphuric acid was present

as such at the commencement of the distillation.

With regard to the questions at the commencement of this paper, it appears

to me from the facts detailed, that in the usual process for obtaining ether, the

ether is not formed altogether from the direct action of the alcohol and sul-

phuric acid considered independently of the sulphovinic acid present ; for the

quantity of free sulphuric acid is small compared to the quantity of alcohol

present, two-fifths only of the acid remaining, while of the alcohol more than

two-tliirds remain; and further, sulphovinic acid alone is readily converted into

ether and sulphuric acid, (see 8.) and during the distillation of ether in the

ordinary way the sulphovinic acid is always re-converted more or less completely

into sulphuric acid (4. 5. 6.) it probably therefore assists much in the process.

With regard to the third question, the opinion may be supported that the for-

mation of sulphovinic acid is a necessary and intermediate step to the produc-

tion of ether from alcohol and sulphuric acid ; and although I do not mean to

assert this view, yet it deserves a few remarks. —

In no manner which has yet been devised can ether be formed from alcohol

and sulphuric acid without the presence of sulphovinic acid. Whenever ether

has been formed, sulphovinic acid has been present ; whenever the sulphuric

acid is diluted so far as not to form sulphovinic acid with alcohol, it also

refuses to form ether with alcohol. Sulphovinic acid will produce ether without

the assistance of alcohol. And although the ether produced when a mixture

of equal weights of alcohol and sulphuric acid are distilled, appeal to be in

greater quantity than can .arise from the decomposition of the sulphovinic acid

existing in the mixture previous to the action of heat, it is not I think incon-

sistent to suppose, that at the same time that one portion of sulphovinic acid

is resolved into sulphuric acid and ether, another may be formed from alcohol

and sulphuric acid ; and that sulphovinic acid is formed in a mixture of sul-

phuric acid and alcohol by heat, is proved by the following experiment. Five

hundred grains of oil of vitriol were diluted by five hundred grains of water

;

when cold, to the dilute acid was added two thousand grains of alcohol, spe-

cific gravity 0.820. The following day this mixture was examined for sul-
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phovinic acid, but none had been formed : it was placed in a retort, and a

quantity distilled off nearly equal to the weight of the alcohol employed:

this had a specific gravity of 0.842. Carbonate of potash separated a con-

siderable portion of water, the original alcohol would not even moisten that

salt ; the residue in the retort was examined, and now sulphovinic acid was

found ; the evidence of which was, carbonate of lead being dissolved in consi-

derable quantity ; here sulphovinic acid had been formed by heat, where it did

not previously exist. This result appears also opposed to the opinion, that in

the formation of ether the sulphuric acid acts simply by abstracting water from

the alcohol ; for the dilute acid here gave up a portion of its water during the

distillation, and separated from the alcohol a portion of hydro-carbon.

It has already been shown (9.) that the production of ether is materially

influenced by the quantity of water present, and that the same sulphovinic

acid will yield either ether or alcohol, as it is in a concentrated or dilute state.

The hydro-carbon which, as was shown in the former paper, has the extraor-

dinary power in oil of wine of neutralizing the whole of the acid properties of

sulphuric acid, and in sulphovinic acid of neutralizing the half of them, being
• vv —

in the latter body in so peculiar a condition that it will unite either with that

proportion of water necessary to form ether, or with the larger proportion

requisite to form alcohol, according to circumstances.

In the experiments (8. 9.), in the production by distillation of ether or alcohol

from sulphovinic acid more or less diluted, it appeared that sulphovinic acid

might easily have its proximate elements separated and restored to their origi-

nal state of sulphuric acid and alcohol. The following experiment was made

with a vi£w to illustrate this point. Five hundred grains of acid and five hun-

dred grains of alcohol were mixed as before, and left for several days : by

previous experiment it is known that more than half the sulphuric acid in this

way becomes sulphovinic acid (4). By distillation and dilution at proper

periods this would have given ether and alcohol, and nearly the whole of the

sulphuric acid (7 .) : but instead of doing this, it Was mixed with one thousand

grains of water, and then distilled until 1400 grains had passed over. No
charring or decomposition of the sulphuric acid took place; no ether was

formed ; but nearly the whole of the original alcohol and Sulphuric* acid were

recovered. It may be a question whether the production of alcohol and ether
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in those and similar experiments is altogether determined by the proportion

of water present, or whether the difference of temperature consequent upon

it§ variation may not have an effect.

When ether and sulphuric acid are heated together, oil of wine and sulpho-

vinic acid are amongst the products obtained ; and as this sulphovinic acid is

readily converted when diluted into alcohol and sulphuric acid, so it affords a

method of converting ether into alcohol : thus ether may be formed from alco-

hol, and alcohol from ether at pleasure, by throwing the liydro-carbon of these

bodies into that peculiar state which it assumes when combined with sulphuric

acid in sulphovinic acid. We may even proceed beyond this, and form either

alcohol or ether, using olefiant gas as the hydro-carbon base : for I have shown

in my last paper, that olefiant gas by combining with sulphuric acid, forms

sulphovinic acid, and the acid so produced forms either ether or alcohol, ac-

cording to circumstances which are under perfect command.

It can hardly be necessary to refer to the extraordinary remark at the end

of MM. Dumas and Boullay’s second paper, except to state that it is singu-

larly at variance with the facts and opinions given throughout the former part

of that and the preceding paper by the same authors. Those persons whcrTftaci

both papers, and also those of Mr. Faraday and myself, which were pub-

lished long before' the appearance of the former, will be able to decide without

further comment from whom the particular views contained in those papers

first emanated.

Apothecaries' Hall.

H. Hennell.
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XX. Experiments and observations on electric conduction. By William Ritchie,

A.M. F.R.S. Rector of Tain Academy.

Read June 19, 1828.

That some substances conduct or convey the electric fluid to a distance

better than others, is a fact known to the earliest electricians ; but on what

power or property of the body this superiority depends, is a question on which

different opinions still seem to prevail. We constantly hear the expressions

“ electricity is .attracted by metals ; the lightning is attracted by the metallic

points of a conducting rod,” and other expressions of similar import,—all signi-

fying that a powerful attraction does exist between metals and the electric

fluid. Now the contrary is really the fact, those bodies being the best con-

ductors which have the least attraction for the electric fluid. From the

profound mathematical investigations of M. Poisson, and the luminous writings

of M. Biot, it appears that these philosophers consider the metals merely as

forming the passive interior of a vessel, of which the exterior surface is the

ambient air ; and that the electric fluid rushes along between the atmospheric

boundary and the surface of the metal, where it finds an easy passage. We
are therefore to consider the metals as quite passive in the conduction of the

electric fluid, and fhat the prime mover is the repulsive energy existing between

similar atoms of the compound electric fluid. When a metallic ball connected

with the earth is placed near the prime conductor, the vitreous electricity sur-

rounding the conductor repels the vitreous electricity of the ball, and forces it

to glide along to a greater distance, whilst the ball will now be surrounded by

a thin film of the resinous fluid. The vitreous electricity of the conductor

thus finding an easier passage in the direction of the ball, and being in a high

state of tension, will, like every other elastic fluid, glide along in the direction

of the ball as if it had actually been attracted by that body. The reason why
it does not strike off with equal facility to a vitreous body is, not because it is

less attracted by that body, but simply because it is unable to decompose with
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the same facility the natural electricity belonging to the glass, on account of

the powerful attraction existing between the atoms of the glass and those of the

electric fluid. If the glass be thin and a metallic conductor placed in its inte-

rior, the vitreous electricity will act through the glass, decompose the fluid in

the metallic conductor, and then actually strike through the glass in the di-

rection of the metal where the resistance is least.
?

Exp. I. On the ends of two thermometer tubes I blew two balls of extreme

tenuity. I then introduced two pieces of brass wire into the tubes till the ends

reached within a small distance of the interior surface of the balls. Having

brought the other ends of the tubes together, I joined them at the flame of the

blowpipe, so that I had now a metallic conductor completely surrounded with

glass. This being placed on a stand, and one of the balls brought near the

prime conductor, I found I could take sparks, for any length of time, from the

other end, in the same manner as if the glass had not been interposed. When
the bulbs were about the thickness of those of a common thermometer, I ob-

served that if sparks were taken for any length of time from the same place,

they afterwards chose the same tract. I naturally concluded that the glass

hacTbeen pierced, though I could not determine it by the naked eye. I found,

however, that if the tubes were again separated and the air partially expelled

from one of the balls by heat, and the open end of the tube placed in a vessel

containing mercury, the mercury rose in the tube, but after a short time it

again sunk to its proper level ; clearly showing that the bulb had been pierced,

though the aperture was extremely minute. I now began to suspect that in

every case in which glass seemed to have been freely perme&ted by fhe electric

fluid, that the fluid had been either silently conducted through it, or that, if

carefully examined, it would have been found to have forced out some of the

atoms of the glass. I therefore repeated the experiment with glass as thin as

it could be blown without bursting, and found that the electric fluid would in

that case freely permeate it ; and that by no known method could I detect

the smallest aperture in the glass.

Exp. II. Place an electric jar in a receiver, and partially exhaust the air ; and

the charge which can be given it will be very much diminished : exhaust the

air still further, and it will be found impossible to communicate the slightest

charge. In continuing to exhaust the air, the sparks between the ball con-
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nected with the prime conductor and knob of the jar will become less and less

till the electric fluid begins to flow in a continuous stream. From this expe-

riment it is obvious that the jar ceases to receive a charge when the pressure

of the air becomes equal or less than the repulsive energy existing between

the atoms of similar kinds of electricity.

Exp. III. *Place the Leyden phial in a receiver, to which is adapted a con-

densing syringe ; condense the air, and the phial will receive a higher charge

than in air of the ordinary density. In charging the jar, the sparks will be

larger, and strike off at greater intervals than in common air.

It is quite obvious that in both of these experiments, the pressure of the air

prevents the radiation of the electric fluid in the same manner as it acts in

partially preventing the radiation of caloric from a heated body, or evaporation

from the surface of water.

Exp. IV. liaise the end of an iron rod to a white heat, place the other end

in either conductor, and the vitreous or resinous electricity will flow off to a

metallic ball in a continuous stream. When the iron assumes a red heat, the

current will change into a rapid succession of small sparks, which will increase

in size as the iron cools. If the heated iron be presented to either conductor,

the same effects will take place.

In this experiment the air surrounding the heated iron is highly rarified,

and consequently exerts a diminished pressure on the electric fluid, which of

course flows off by its own repulsion, exactly as it does in a receiver partially

exhausted of air. The attraction of the iron for the electric fluid, when satu-

rated with* heat, will be diminished ; and consequently the fluid will begin to

flow off in a continuous stream, when the pressure of the air is greater than

that of the air in a similar experiment in the exhausted receiver. When the

iron has assumed a red heat, the surrounding air, not being so much rarified

as in the case of a white heat, forces the electricity to accumulate in a small

degree on the surface of the metal, and hence the commencement of the pas-

sage of the silent current into small sparks, exactly as it does in air of a certain

density.

Exp. V. Raise the ends of two iron rods to a white heat, place them in the

same line, with their heated ends at a considerable distance from each other

;

connect the cold ends with the opposite rides of a charged jar, and the jar will
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be discharged by explosion, when the heated ends are at a much greater

distance than it can be when the rods are cold. The air between the ends of

the rods being partially rarified, will of course afford an easier passage to the

electric current than air of the ordinary density, and hence the discharge will

take place when the ends of the rods are more remote. This is exactly what

takes place When cold rods are placed in a tall receiver partially exhausted.

Exp. VI. Place two metallic wires in the ends of a long pencil of flame formed

, by the blowpipe, connect them with the opposite sides of a charged jar, and

the jar will be discharged by explosion along the dame. The spark will make

its appearance at the point of the flame. The flame of a blowpipe is a hollow

cone containing highly rarified air. The electric fluid will therefore glide

along such a cone, exactly as it does along the interior of a hollow cone of

glass partially exhausted of air. Wc are therefore not to regard flame as a con-

ductor of electricity in the ordinary sense of the term ; when the only part it

performs in the conduction is merely that of forming a partial vacuum.

This fact is sometimes illustrated in a magnificent manner during violent

irruptions of volcanic mountains. The air in the crater is highly rarified : and

cluriirg a thunder-storm, the lightning is observed to dart into the hollow

.cone as if it were attracted by the flame, or by the mass of melted lava at the

bottom of the crater; whereas the true cause of the phenomenon is found in the

ready passage which the partial vacuum affords to the electric fluid driven off

by its own repulsion from the charged cloud.

It is a well-known fact that imperfect conductors become tolerably good

conductors when heated. Glass, for example, which is a very imperfect con-

ductor when cold, conducts the electric fluid very readily when heated red hot.

This is indeed what we might naturally expect from what we have assigned

as the cause of conduction. Glass when cold has a powerful attraction for the

electric fluid ; it is therefore natural to expect that when charged with caloric,

which is at least one of the ingredients of electricity, its attraction for that

fluid would become less, and consequently afford a freer passage for the current

along its surface. If the body be naturally a pretty good conductor of elec-

tricity, the ratio of its conducting power will not be so much increased by

heat as in the case of a less perfect conductor. This at least was found by

Marianini to be the case with fluid conductors ; and from some experiments
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which I have lately performed, I am led to believe that it will be found to be

the case with every kind of conductor. Sir II. Davy in some of his experiments

orf the conducting powers of metals, was led to conclude that the conducting

powers of metals are diminished by heat, at least for voltaic electricity. It

is perhaps true, that if a slender wire be heated in the middle by a spirit-lamp,

the same quantity of the electric fluid will not find its way to the other

end of the wire, as happens when the whole is cold. But unless the quantity

of the electric fluid which escapes by the rarified portion of air surrounding

the heated part be ascertained, no conclusion can be drawn with regard to the

increase or diminution of the conducting powers of the wire.

In my experiments on the conducting powers of hot and cold iron, I very

soon relinquished the use of wires for that of rods about half an inch in dia-

meter.

Exp. VII. Let an iron rod be converted into the

annexed form, in which C, B are brass balls, and
^YLl.

A drawn to a fine point. Let a glass tube be

drawn out at a lamp to form a slender needle about
'

.j»

six inches long, which is to be suspended by the middle by a fine thread of

glass. Place two slender pieces of glass at each end of the horizontal needle,

to prevent it having much motion. Twist the thread a little till the needle

rest against the opposite supports. Place its pith ball D between B, C. Heat

about a foot of A B in the middle, place the rod on an insulating support,

with A near the prime conductor, and bring it rapidly to its former position.

Turn the index till the attraction of B just overcomes that of C, continue to

turn the machine, and the attraction of B will diminish so that the ball D will

move off to C as the iron cools. From this experiment, it would seem that

iron when heated is a better conductor of the electric fluid than when cold.

The following experiment, which I have repeated at least ten times with uni-

formly the same results, will place this fact beyond the possibility of doubt.

Exp. VIII. Bring two brass balls connected with the earth near the balls

B, C, (the part E being heated red hot,) till the electric fluid strike off almost

equally to both ; allow E to cool, and the electricity will cease striking off

from B, and the whole will flow off in rapid sparks from C. The experiment

may be rendered still more striking, by making the whole electricity at first

3 cMDCCCXXVIII.
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flow from B : as the iron cools, sparks will begin to appear between C and its

ball, and in a short time the current will cease entirely from B, and the whole

will now strike off from C.

As the ball B was at a considerable distance from E, its temperature re-

mained uniform : we are therefore led tb the conclusion that the electric fluid

finds an easier passage along hot than cold iron ; or, to use the ordinary

language of the science, iron when red hot is a better conductor of electricity

than when cold.

Whether the cause of this be found in the diminished attraction which hot

iron has for the electric fluid, in the diminished pressure of the ambient air, or

in both causes combined, is a question which has not yet been solved ; but

whatever be the cause, the fact is certain, though at complete variance with

our preconceived notions on the subject, and even with the results of former

experiments.

Exp. IX. Suspend a magnetic needle by the glass thread as in Exp. VII.

Place a rod of iron heated white hot opposite either end of the needle, apply

either pole of a horseshoe magnet to the other end of the iron, and the devia-

tioh t»f the needle both by attraction and repulsion will be found to be greatest

when the rod reaches a red heat, and will continue to diminish as the rod

cools. From this experiment it is obvious that iron at a red heat conducts

the magnetic influence better than when cold. Though this experiment bears

some resemblance to those of Mr. Barlow, yet, as far as I know, the fact has

not been previously observed ; and it affords us another striking analogy

between the electric and magnetic influences.
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XXI. On magnetic influence in the solar rays. By Samuel Hunter

Christie, F.ll.S. 8$c.

Read June 19, 1828.

The facts which I communicated in my former paper on this subject appeared

so inexplicable on any known principle, that I am induced to present my
subsequent observations to the Society, although I have not succeeded in

ascertaining the causes of the singular effects which I have observed. From

the experiments described in that paper, it appeared that a magnetized needle,

when vibrated exposed to the sun’s rays, will come to rest sooner than

when screened from their influence : that a similar effect is produced on a

needle of glass or of copper ; but that the effect upon the magnetized needle

greatly exceeds that upon either of the others. To the experiments from

which this was inferred, it might be objected, that the magnetized needleAnd

the other metallic needle were not of the same weight, and that the effect

upon an unmagnetized steel needle had not been compared with that upon a

similar needle magnetized. I therefore, on the first opportunity, made these

experiments in the most unexceptionable manner, and the results most de-

cidedly confirmed those I had previously obtained. I endeavoured likewise

to ascertain the effects that would be produced by the separate rays ; but, pos-

sibly owing to the inefficiency of my apparatus, I obtained no very decided

results : the violet rays appeared to produce the same effect as partially screen-

ing the needle ; and the red rays, the greatest effect in diminishing the arc of

vibration. The observations themselves will however best point out the nature

of these effects.

My first object was to compare the effects on an unmagnetized steel needle

with those on a magnetized needle, under circumstances as nearly as possible

the same. For this purpose I made another needle of the same form and

weight, and from the same piece of' clock-spring, as the magnetized needle

which I had already employed. Each needle had pasteboard glued to the

3 c 2
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under side, to render it of precisely the same weight as two other needles of

copper and of glass, which I had cut of the same form for the purpose of com-

paring the effects upon needles of different kinds. The length of each need'ie

is 6 inches, and the greatest breadth 1.5 inch, the boundaries being circular

arcs. The needles were vibrated by metfhs of an apparatus, described in my
former paper, from which metal was scrupulously excluded; the

1
suspending

wire being the only metal within several feet of the needle. This wire was of

brass, and of such diameter, that the unmagnetized needles vibrated by the

force of its torsion in very nearly the same time as the magnetized needle by

the directive force of the earth. The observations are contained in the follow-

ing table, where the terminal arc is, in all cases, the extent to which the needle

vibrated beyond zero after completing the 100th vibration ; and the terminal

excess is the excess of the terminal arc when the needle vibrated in the shade

above that when it vibrated exposed to the sun.

* Needle vibrated.

Needle vibrated screened

from the Sun.

Needle vibrated exposed

to the Sun.

Extent
of 1st

Vibration.

Time of
making 100
Vibrations.

100th or
Terminal

Arc.
Therm.

Extent
of 1st

Vibration.

Time of
making 100
Vibration!.

100th or
Terminal

Arc.
Therm.

Termi-
nal ex-
cess.

Differ-
ence of
Temp.

Magnetized Steel Needle.

Weight as 252J grains.

Means.. •

(
'

98+88

90+88.5

90+88

m a

6 06.2

6 06.0

6 06.0

31.5

31.5

31.25

Sf.5

57.5

58.5

90+88

90+88

90+88

m a

6 01.9

6 02.0

6 01.8| 106

107

109 1I
90+88.2 6 06.1 31.4 57.8 90+88 6 01.9 16.5 107.3

Apr. 19) from 9h A.M.to9h 40m A.M.

Unmagnetized Steel Needle. 5 59.6 65 5 59.4 19 II
Weight 252J grains. 90+91.5 5 59.6 65 5 59.4 18.5 ESI

5 59.8 26.75 65 I 5 59.4 19 115 1
Means... 90-f91.8 5 59.7 26.1 65 5 59.4 18.8 116.7 7.3 51.7

|

Apr. 21, from 23m P.M. to52m P.M. April 21, from 1* 07m P.M. to 1* 39m P.M.
|

The circumstances under which the observations with the two needles were

made, were as nearly the same as I could expect to have them ; and the results

show that the effect produced by the sun’s rays on a steel needle, when vibrated

exposed to their influence, is most decidedly increased when that needle is

magnetized. The small differences which are to be noticed in the extent of

the first arc of vibration would have little influence on the terminal arc, the
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diminution in the large arcs being so much greater than in the small ones

:

for instance, the needle vibrating 90° beyond zero in the first vibration, in the

second it would not vibrate to 88°; whereas the 100th vibration being 26°, the

101 st would be 25f° beyond zero. This remark applies to all the observations

which I have made.
*

In making these observations, I first noticed that time appeared to be re-

quired, in order that the full effect arising from exposure to the sun should be

produced. Thus the last observation in the shade with the magnetized needle

being concluded at 9h 40m, the screen was immediately removed, and I com-

menced an observation in the sun at 9h 43ra
, which gave the terminal arc 23°

;

and the next observation in the sun, commencing at 9h 53m
, gave the terminal

arc 1 G£°. With the unmagnetized needle, the last in the shade being concluded

at 0h 52m, I commenced an observation in the sun at 0h 53m, which gave the

terminal arc 22° ; the terminal arc in the next observation commencing at

l»i oym was 190 . an(j again the needle being screened at l
h 39™ 45% an observa-

tion in the shade, commencing at l
h 39m 30% gave the terminal arc 24£° in-

stead of 26°, which I had obtained previously. I ought to mention, that during

the observation with the magnetized needle in the sun to which I have referred,

the power of the sun was diminished by a haze which produced a halo round

it ; and the extent of the terminal arc might partly be attributed to this cir-

cumstance. I have, however, observed the same effect on other occasions where

no such cause operated.

In the following table, are contained similar observations, which I made

with these steel needles and two others, the one of copper, and the other of

glass. The four needles were of the same form and weight, and vibrated

nearly in the same time ; the unmagnetized steel needle, the copper needle and

the glass needle being suspended by the same wire as I had used in the fore-

going experiments with the unmagnetized steel needle.
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Needle
lime of
commcnc.
ing Obaer

vation.

Extent Time ofH Thermometer.

vibrated.
of first

Vibration.
making 101

Vibration! . Expocec
to Sun.

In
Shade.

Remarks.

s

J c
-

July 2nd.

ii m
10 02 98+8%

m s

6 01.0 29% 74° Sun shining clear.

a •Scg 6 01.0 29.0 75 Sun shining clear.

IS. is
JS

10 21 6 01.0 29.0 118.0 73.5 Clouds over sun.

1#^ U-J

Means,. 90+88 6 01.0 29.17 74.2

8 «
«S X3

5-3
If

0>

s 10 38 90+87.5 6 01.0 23.0 H 74.8 Sun clear.

o
«-» •

•n C
0 46 90+88 6 01.6 22.0 B 78.5 Sun clear : dew on the glass of the instrument.

<n s

S
1/3 0 56 6 01.6 23.5m 79.0 Sun clear : dew on the gldss of the instrument.

X
W Means. .

.

6 01.4 22.83 132.2 Terminal excess -6.34; J
aiff- of

. .
temP

•

in
l ~ 58°

9

l sun andm shade. )

0)

•a
3 35 90+90 5 57.4 m Sun clear.

. 2 . 3 45 5 57.2 27.5 m Sun clear.

.
c "2 §gw 3 53 90+89.3 5 57.2 28.0 141 E Sun clear.

u fcfl

* H*
flu
M
«

jiQQH90 f 89.6 5 57.27 28.17 139

Copper

Weight

2i

ao 4 03 90+90.5 5 57.2 32.75 142 80.0 Sun clear.

?ened

fn

he

Sun.
4 12

4 20

90+91.0

90+89.0

5 57.2

5 57.0

34.0

33.0

143

142

80.0

80.0

Sun clear.

Sun clear.

£ -
33.25 80.0 Terminal excess = 8.08; £?&£ \

- 59°

”“7"

"ter
o

July 3rd.

9 15 90+87 6 00.2 28.5 135 74.7 Sun clear.

6
reened

f

the

Sun 9 25 90+ 88 6 00.4 29.25 136 75.3 Sun clear.

eel

Need

grains.

9 31 90+89 6 00.4 29.5 138 76.0 Sun clear.

co 6 00.33 29.08 75.3

“S
^ 9 43 90+88 5 59.8 25.25 130 76.0 Sun clear, i These two observations are not included

N **

c •£

o
a

9 52 90+89 5 59.6 23.5 141 78.0 Sun clear. )
the mean.

c to
bC*3
2 >

o

^ 5 Hi 90+ 87.5 5 59.2 22.0 147.8 79.0 Sun clear : dew on the g1a#s of the instrument.

Id? 190+89.5 5 59.0 22.0 148 79.4 Sun clear : dew on the glass of the instrument.

3 flu

H
w

1 90+87 5 59.0 149 80.0 Sun clear ; dew on the glass of the instrument.

Means... 90+88 5 59.07 21.67 14&3 Terminal excess - fal*
j a„d in'Thode" j

m 73°

<4

I
C3 c

g
c

Means... 90+87.5

| 1 16 90+88

2
4 1 26 90+88

|w 1 35 00+88.3

M Means... 90+88.1
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This table exhibits in the clearest manner the difference between the effect

on a magnetized needle and that on any other, when vibrating exposed to the

influence of the sun’s rays. Had the time during which the magnetized needle

vibrated been 6m instead of 6m 13% the terminal excess would have been 12°.3

nearly, supposing it to be nearly proportional to the time. However, to

render the fiine in which this needle made one hundred vibrations more nearly

equal to those of the others, I remagnetized it; and four hours afterwards made

the following observations.

Needle
vibrated.

Time of
Extent of

Time of

making
100 Vi-

brations.

Ter-
minal
Arc.

Thermometer.

ing Obser-
vation.

tile first Vi-

bration.
Exposed
to Sun.

i In the

Shade.

Remarks,

0

CO
<U

•s

o o

90+ 88
m f

6 01.1
o

29
o

149 84.5 Sun clear.

I
0 28 90+ 87-75 ill 29 150 84.6 Sun clear.

s

0 37 90+88 mm 29 149.6 83.0 Sun clear.

£ Means 90+87.9 6 01.27 29 84.0

ai d
zJ

0 46 90+ 88 6 02.4 18 149.0 83.5 Sun clear. At 6
m 02s

.4, terminal arc =• lS

& 'i

l5

CO

v
•S

o
•*->
1 mIf I

16.75

16.5

146

147

83.2

83.0

Sun clear. At 5 58.5 or 98th vib. arc = 17 C5

Sun clear. At 5 59.1 or 98 th vib. arc =17.0

2?

•3- I
1 24 90+ 87-75 6 06.8 15.5 145 83.4 Sun clear. At 5 59.5 or 98 1 *1 vib. arc ~ 1G.0

N J3
•a wj

§S
w Means 90+ 87-9 6 05.35 16.7 146.75 83.3 Time = 5°* 59.98% arc = 1 7.06

S
1

1 33 90+ 87.75 6 07.6 24.5 145.0 83.8 q , ( At 6ro
O.O* or 98tk vib. arc » 24.75

bun clear.
| Not included in^ mcaiu

8
1 46 6 08.8 27.5 144.0 83.8 Sun clear. At 6 01.4 or 98th vib. arc *= 28.25

c
0)

c
1 55 90+87-75 6 09.0 27.75 140.8 Sun clear. At 6 01.6 or QS 111 vib. arc =* 28.5

1 Means
!fALmm ] mlM lZH!27.62 83.3 Time =* 6m 01 #

.5, arc « 28.S8

Taking the mean of the arcs in the shade, and in the sun, when the time of vibrating was the same, we have.

I

Terminal Excess *= 11°.5; Difference of temperature in sun and in shade o» 63°.
1.

|

Some of these observations again appear to indicate, that the full effect of

diminishing the terminal arc was not produced immediately on exposing the

needle to the sun’s rays, nor was the full effect of increasing it immediately

produced on screening the needle from their influence. The first observation

with the unmagnetized needle exposed to the sun, commenced immediately

that the screen was removed, and the terminal arc was 25£°; in the next

observation the terminal arc was 23£° ; but in those which followed, it was
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reduced to 22° and 21°, which appeared to be the limit. The observations with

the magnetized needle give similar results. The terminal arc was 21£° in the

first observation with the needle exposed to the sun, which commenced imme-

diately that the screen was removed; and this arc was only 17£° and 16° in

the subsequent observations. The result was similar in the first observation

in the sun on the 4th of July ; although the difference between tne terminal

arc in this and the following observations was not so considerable : but in the

first observation when the needle was screened, after having been exposed to

the sun, and which commenced immediately that the needle was screened, the

terminal arc was only 24|° instead of 29°, ,which it had been in the shade pre-

vious to exposure to the sun. This circumstance would appear to indicate that

the diminution of the terminal arc, on exposure to the sun, was caused by the

heat which it imparted ; but subsequent observations clearly showed that this

was not the case, and that the effect was only so far dependent on the heat of

the sun, that this appeared in some instances to measure the intensity of the

action which produced the diminution. These observations in July, compared

with those in April, appear to indicate that the effect of the sun’s rays on the

magnetized needle in April was greater than in July; although their intensity,

measured by the heat imparted, was much less in the former case than in the

latter. If, however, such is really the case, nothing but observations carefully

made and repeated during a series of years, would satisfactorily establish such

a fact. It may appear that I have unnecessarily multiplied observations all

pointing to the same conclusions : my object in making them was, in the first

instance, to satisfy myself that the effects which I observed invariably took

place under certain circumstances ; and I, in all cases, give these repeated ob-

servations, that others may be enabled to draw their own conclusions from

them, should they doubt the correctness of mine.
*

In order to determine how far the vibrations of a needle are influenced by

the separate rays, I placed a glass cylinder, ground plane on the under edge,

upon the plate of glass covering the compass-box ; and I proposed, by having

fluids of different colours in this cylinder, to transmit only particular rays to

the needle. Owing, however, to the irregularities on the sides of the cylinder,

so much light was lost in transmission through the cylinder even when empty,

that the effect was considerably diminished ; and after a few trials I gave up
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this method of observing, as before I could have procured another cylinder

better adapted to my purpose, I should no longer have been able to devote the

requisite time to the inquiry. The only effect which I observed was, that

transmitting the rays through half an inch of the sulphate of indigo very much
diluted, appeared to be nearly equivalent to intercepting them altogether.

Another method which I adopted for transmitting only particular rays, was by

placing circles of glass painted with different transparent colours over the com-

pass ; but in this manner I obtained no very determinate results as respected the

effects ofrays ofdifferent colours. Although I failed in the particular object I had

in view, the observations led to one important conclusion, which I have already

noticed, that the diminution in the terminal arc was not produced by the heat

imparted by the sun, either to the needle or the medium in which it vibrated.

The difference made in the apparatus was, that the compass-box was nine

inches in diameter, to contain a graduated circle of paper eight inches in di-

ameter ; so that the needle having bristles in the direction of its axis projecting

1.5 inch beyond its extremities as indexes, I was enabled to read the direction

of the needle, although it was hid by the coloured glass placed over the glass

top of the instrument. In order that I might have a tolerably correct measure

of the temperature within the compass-box during the different observations, I

placed inside, a small spirit thermometer, graduated on ivory, and having the

tube fixed to the scale by narrow bands of paper. I likewise employed a

powerful lens eleven inches in diameter to concentrate the rays on the space in

which the needle vibrated. I attempted also to bring the focus of the lens

within the* compass-box, but the heat was so great that it burned part of the

apparatus ; and I desisted, lest by injuring the essential parts I should put an

end to my experiments. The coloured glass consisted of two semicircles, each

havfhg a small concentric semicircle cut out, so that they fitted each other

round the tube carrying the suspending wire. Having clearly ascertained the

fact that the effect produced on the magnetized needle was different from that

on any other, the observations which I now made were on the vibrations of a

magnetized needle alone ; and I employed that which I had already used, re-

moving however the additional weight of paper which had been fixed to it, so

that its weight was now only 19/ grains, and its time of vibration was likewise

diminished. The following are the observations which I thus made.

mdcccxxviii. 3 n
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Blue glass

removed
Lens edge-
wise to the

Miu P 3

&r

•8-
.M §

H OCO
W ~

July 29th

134.0

95.5 104.0

9.3 102.9 120.0

143 1023 1083

90+843 (5 29.8
1 9.3 117.7 1274

Sun clear.'

Sun dear. ;

.

Sun. clear.

104*0 64.6 Sun obscure^ by dark clouds.

120.0 64*8 Sun clear*

108,4 64.6 Sun obscured by dffkl&ouds, 165* + 35*.

127*4 66.0 Sun clear.

0 22 90+84.8 5 344 10JJ 128.0

0 44 90+84 5 33J) 15.5 H3J

0 58 90+84.8 5 34J2 17.5 111*0

90+84.8

90+85.3

90+85.3

143*0 68.8 Sun clear.

140.0 69.5 Sun obscured, 120 sec.

147.0 69.8 Sun obscured, 15 sec.

1424 70.0 Sun clear.

143.0 72.0 Sun clear.

141.0 73.0 Light haze with coloured halo round the sun.

115.3 7M Sun scarcely seen ; obscured by dense hast.

108.2 74.0 Sun cast a very fldnt shadow.

122.4 74.6 Sun not clear ;
faint haze over.

132.7 73.6 Sun clear at Intervals.

118.6 71.8 Sun hid entirely by a hazy cloud.

The intensity of the needle bad been so much
reduced by having tjie rays concentrated on

it In some attempts: With the! lens* that the

time of vibration was increased.

Sun obscured by a light hazy cloud.

Sun shghtly obscured by very light haze.

Sun slightly obscurpd by, very light haze.

Sun.obscured by*light baft.

Sun obscured by htty cloud.
g^...

Sun obscured by elouef.

Sun obscured by’doud.

From these observations it appears, that the diminution in the germinal arc

in all cases corresponded to the intensity with which the SHR. shone on the

needle; that this arc was in all oases increased Jt>y*. screen ;bemg interposed,

whether the screen entirely excluded the direct gays,
,
as „vfhen , wooden

screen was interposed, or only, partially, aa.m.ihe^m o^thpfsun being ob-

scured by haze or cloud, or the needle being covered with blue glass, which
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appeared to act simply as a screen ; and that the diminution in the terminal

arc did not correspond to the heat imparted to the needle or the medium in

which it vibrated, excepting so far as this in some cases might correspond with

the intensity of the sun’s rays.

In the following observations I varied some of the circumstances: the day

was most favourable for them, the sky continuing cloudless throughout, and

the heat of the sun great, in the middle of the day intense.

Thermometer.
Circumstances under
which the Needle

vibrated.

12.8 97.7

84 1304

8JO 1364

*2%
ir

I Hifli

*1 gllf

£*» i.**
at

11 44 90+86
11 66 90+86
0 06 90+86

0 98 90+87 5 41.7

0 S3 90+86 5 41.7

0 44 90+85*86 42.2

1 11 90+86
126 90+854

4

4 14

6 56

6 05

6 14

llmarics.

64.8 *pkc cloudless throughout tho day,
and the heat of the sun very great, in
the middle of the day intense.

r

5 The full effect does not appear to have

\ been produced immediately.

5 The full effect does not appear to have

l been produced immediately.

{
N. end ofthe needle vibrates, on the west side,
•In the violet rays h<om the mm.t- In the violet rays from the

/ The viblet rays further from
l needle.
/The violet ray* again
1 the needle.

N. end of the

nearer to the N. end of

78^ f The rays on the bulb of thqfhermo-
meter transmitted throughthe blue glass.

78.4
f The rays again striking immediately

78*4 on the bulb* .

~~
S Ray* of greatest intensity on S. side

| of cqropasa~box.

78.2 ( Ray* of greatest intensity on centre

l of noddle.

C Rays of greatest intensity on centre

l of needle.

5

The full efffcct doe* not appear to have
been produced immediately.

• This thermometer had now become
shaded by a wall*
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Although it appears from these observations, as from the preceding ones,

that the^iminution of the terminal arc did not in all cases correspond to the

temperature of the needle or of the medium, yet it depended essentially on the

intensity of the rays in the space in which the needle vibrated ; the terminal

arc being 3°.8 when the rays were most concentrated, and 5°5, 5°.8, 6°.8, 7°,

8°, and 8°.8 as their intensity was diminished. The. results obtained with the

coloured glasses appear to indicate that the red rays had a greater effect in

diminishing the terminal arc than the blue ; for although the blu£ on the glass

was very transparent, and the red far from being so, yet whep me needle was

screened by the blue glass, the terminal arc was and when screened by

the red 13°, the thermometer within the compass-box indicating nearly the

same temperature in the two cases. The effect which I observed on throwing

the violet rays, as separated by the lens, further from the end of the needle and

then bringing them nearer, although not very decided, favours the same con-

clusion. No further effect than that of partially screening, appears to have

been produced by making one end of the needle vibrate in the blue rays while

the other vibrated in the direct light of the sun.

If «re may conclude from these observations, that the red rays are those

which cause the diminution in the terminal arc, we might infer that the heat im-

parted to the needle or to the, air was the cause of tins diminution ; but the ex-

periments themselves show that this was not the case. However, to remove all

doubt on this part of the subject, 1 determined to observe the terminal arcs with

the different needles vghen.their temperature and that of the medium in which

they vibrated varied^ and all other circumstances remained precisely' the same.

For the purpose of makingthese observations, ^placed a graduated circle of

paper ip ashallpw-yesselof earthenware, 7^. inches in diameter, and 1.2 inch

deep, having a rim pipjecting 1.2,inch all round. This run rested on the rim

of another vessel of earthenware p.4 inches in diameter, and 3.6 inches deep,

and wlpch contained or cold water, according to circumstances, so as to

surround die upper vessel to itsrim. The glass cover of the compass, having

in its centre the glass tube carrying the wire of suspension,rwas placed over

the upper vessel; which thus supplied the place of a compass-box. The needles

were successively suspended within this vessel by the same wiresand iff the

same, stirrups as before ; the magnetized needle by the very foe brass wire j

the glass, the copper, and the unmagnetized steel needle by the much thicker
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wire, which caused them to vibrate in nearly the same time as the magnetized

needle. So that, as before, the needles and suspending wires wereathe only

substances of metal used in the apparatus. The upper vessel contained the

small spirit thermometer which had before been placed in the compass-box.

The ivory scale rested upon pieces of cork, which prevented the contact of the

bulb or scalfe with the bottom or sides of the vessel ; so that this thermometer

indicated pretty accurately the temperature of the air within the vessel in

which the needle vibrated; and likewise nearly that of the needle itself, by

allowing some time to elapse, after making a considerable change in the tem-

perature, previously to commencing the observations.

In making the observation^ the under vessel was first filled with cold water,

and the apparatus so adjusted that the needle pointed to zero on the graduated

circle when the wire was devoid of torsion. The needle was then made to

vibrate until the arc on the western side of zero was as near to 90* as I could

obtain* ; the time of it? next passing zero was noted, and also the arc of vibra-

tion on the other side. At the hundredth vibration, the time and the arc

beyond zero were noted, as before. The state of the thermometer in the Upper

vessel was taken at the commencement and likewise at the conclusiondf the

observation, the mean being considered as the temperature of the needle and

of the air in which it vibrated. After thus making three observations, the

upper vessel containing the needle was removed, the cold water contained in the

lower one poured out; that vessel heated and filled with boiling water, and the

upper vesgpl replaced and adjusted as before. Cloths steeped in boiling water

were placed over the glass cover, for the double purpose of more rapidly heat-

ing the air in the vessel in 'which the needle vibrated, and of preventing the

deposition of dew on the under surface by condensation. When the tempera-

ture of the air within the upper vessel had nearly attained its maximum, obser-

vations on the vibrations of the needle Were made as before. Hie lower vessel

was again filled with cold water; and the observations repeated. Hie following

table contains two sets of observations with the magnetized steel needle : in

the first set, jthe’ plane of the needle having been somewhat inclined laterally

* The magnetized needlewas
(
made ta vibrate by means of a weak magnet held on the outside of

the box, and the other needles by turning the index- to which the tipper part of the suspending wire

was attached, fend agaih bringing that index to zero. As Tcould have no perforation either in the side

of tile vessel containing the needle, or in the glass cover, I was obliged to adopt this jnethod.
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to the horizon, it was rendered horizontal previous to making the second,

which is the 'reason that the terminal arcs in the first are rather less than the

corresponding arcs in the second.

Magnetized Needle.
Weight ss 197 grains.

Means

•

Means at High Temperature

Means

gleans at Low Temperature

Extent of
1st Vibration*

100th or
Termi-
nal Arc*

Inclosed
Thermo-
meter.

Termi-
nal Ex-

cess. 1

Differ-

ence of
Tempe-
ture.

90 +88
90 +88
90 +88

TO 8

5 55.0

5 55.4

5 55.1

28.5

28.75
28.5

62.0
62.5

63.0

75.1

90 +88 5 55.2 22n 62.5

90 +89
89 +87-5
90 +89 •mu

3+5
34.0

33.75m m

5.05

!

89-7 +88.3 6 01.6 34.1 138.0

90.5 +88
90.5 +88

5 54.8

5 54.7
29.5

29.5

64.25
62.5

90.5 +88 5 54.75 29.5 63.37

90.25+88 5 55.p 29.05 62.9

Magnetized Needle. 90 +89 5 55.2 50.0

Weight == 197 grains; 89.5 +89 5 55.2 Ewl 50.0

91 +90 5 55.7
Kiiil

50.0

Means 90.2 + 89.3 5 55.4 32.3 50.0 *

90 +90 36.5 124.5

90 +90.5 37.0 128.5 •
90 +89 6 01.5 36.5 126.0

•

Means at HighTemperature 90 +8ftS 6 01.8 36.7 126.8 4.1 75.2

91 +90.5 5 56.4 93:0 53.5

89.6 +89 5 55.8 32.75 52.0

Means 90.25+ 89.75 5 56.1 32.9 62.75

Means at Low Temperature 90.2 +89.5 5 55.7 32.6 51.1

Since, as might have been anticipated, it appears here that thp effect upon

the terminal arc, produced by an increase of temperature, is decidedly the re-

verse of that caused by the direct influence of the sun’s rays, it follows that

the latter effect does not arise from ah increasein the temperature of the needle

or of the m^diutn in which it is vibrated. That there might be no doubt on the
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subject, 1 repeated the observations with the magnetized needle, and made cor-

responding observations with the other three, the two steel needles haying been

previously rendered, as before, of the same weight as the others. In these

observations, contained in the following table, the extent of the arc at the

hundredth vibration was observed on both sides of zero, except with the

copper neecfte.

Needle vibrated.

Magnetized Steel Needle.

Weight = 252J grains.

Extent of

1st Vibration.

Time of
making
100 Vi-
brations.

m a

6 58.8

5 58.5

5 58.2

Extent of 100th Inclosed Tcrmi- ®'®s,r*

Vibration or Thermo- nal Ex- *nceof

Terminal Arc. meter. cess.
rature.

33 +33.5
33.5+ 33.5

33.5+ 33.5

Means 90 + 88.3 5 58.5

90 +88
90 +88
90 +88

6 13.2

6 11.8

6 11.8

Means at High Temperature. 90 +88 6 12.3

90.5+ 88.5

90.5+ 88.5

90.5+ 88

40 +40
39 +38.5
41 +39.8

34 +34
35 +34
35 +34

Means 90.5+88.3
|

6 05.8
|

34.7+34

Means at Low Temperature. 90.3+88.3 I 6 02.05] 34 +33.8

Unmagnetized Steel Needle.

Weight zst 252$ grains.

Means.

21 +22
21 +23
*1 +23

93 +87.3 5 52.7 21 +22.7

5 51.4

5 50.8

5 60.5

26 +26.5
25-5+26.5
26 + 26.5

90.6+88
90 +87.5
90 +87

6 50.0

5 49.9
5 49.8

22 +22
21.5+22
21.5+21.5

Means. . . , . . I 90.2+ 87.5 5 49.9 21.7+21.8

Means at Low Temperature, 5 51.3

51.75

Means at High Temperature. 89.7+87.8 5 50.9 25.8+26.5 137-7

5°8 85.2
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, Naedl# vibrated.
Extent of

1st Vibration*

Time of
snaking
100 Vi-
brations,

Extent of 100th
Vibration or

Terminal Arc*

Inclosed
Thermo-
meter,

Termi-
nal Ex-
cess.

Differ*

ence of
Tempe-
rature*

Copper Needle. $0 +89
m a

5 51.1
o •

28 57!o
Weight s= 252} grains. 89.5+88 5 51.2 28

98 +88.5 5 51.2 28 57.0
t\

Means. ..... 89.8+ 88.5 5 51.2 28 57.0

91 +89 5 49-9 32 136.5

89.5+89 5 49.8 32.3 138.0

90 +88.5 5 49.6 32 135.0

Means at High Temperature. 90.2+88.8 5 49.8 136.5 4°.0 79.75

90 +89.5 5 51.2 28 57.5

90 +88 5 51.0 28.5 56.0

90 +88 5 51.2 28.5 56.0

tMeani, ..... 90 +88.5 ajMSH 28.3 56.5

Means at Low Temperature. 89.9+ 88.5
|

5 51.15 28.1 56.76

Glass Needle. 90.5+ 90 5 56.0 27 51.0

Weight a 252* grains.

at,

90 +88 5 56.2 26.5
'

51.0

90 +88.5
i

5 56.2 26.5 52.0
'll

Means 90.2+88.8 5 56.1 26.7 51.3
*

90 +88 5 56.6 32^+31.5 142.0

90 +88.3 5 56.4 31 +32 EEH
90 +88 5 56.4 32 +31.5 135.6 i

Means at High Temperature. 90 +88.1 5 -56.5 31.8+31.7 138.8 5.4 86.6

90 +88 5 56.4 26 + 25.5 mm
90.5+88.5 5 56.0 26 +26
91 +90 5 56.2 26.5+26

mtrwM
Means 90.5+88.8 5 56.2 26.2+25.8

m'
53.1

Means at Low Temperature. 90.3+88.8 5 56.2 26.9 52JB - •

The effects here are not very different with the four needles. The glass

needle and the two steel needles presenting broader surfaces on their sides to

the air’s resistance than the copper needle, it was to be expected that the ter-

minal excess with these should be greater than with that needle ; and I am
not aware of any circumstance, except the shorter .time during which the

vibrations continued, that should have rendered it less with the unmagnetized
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steel needle than with the other two. The principal fact, however, which I

looked.to ascertaining by these experiments Was, whether the terminal excess

Was of the same character here when the temperature was increased, as that

arising from vibrating the needle successively in the shade and exposed to the

sun, when an increase of temperature likewise took place ; and on this point

they were <4uite conclusive, showing clearly, that if the terminal excess is con-

sidered plus in the latter case, it will be minus in the former. It is evident

then from all these results, that if the rays of the sun had simply, uniformly

increased the temperature of the medium in which the needle vibrated, and of

the needle itself, the effect would have been in all cases to increase the length

of the terminal arc, instead of diminishing it, as was invariably the case when
exposure to the rays of the sun caused an increase of temperature. There can

therefore be no doubt that the influence of the sun was not confined to uni-

formly heating the medium and the needle, but that, in all cas&, other effeots

than would arise from this were produced, and that the influence upon the

magnetized needle was very different from that upon either of the others.

I next proposed to determine the effects that would be produced on the arcs

of vibration by the heat of a fire. For this purpose I placed the apparatus

before a strong fire, at the distance of about two feet from the front, and six

inches below the bottom of the iron grate containing it, and vibrated the mag-

netized needle, and likewise the glass needle, when successively screened from,

and exposed to its direct influence. The observations, which are contained in

the subjoined Table, show that the effect produced by exposure to the fire,

though sihall, was to bring the needle sooner to rest, or that it was of the

same character as that produced by exposure to the sun. I am not disposed

to lay any stress upon the circumstance that the terminal excess was almost

precisely the same in the two cases, but to attribute it to the small errors in

the observations having accidentally so compensated each other as to produce

this very close agreement. Indeed, if I could have detected such minute dif-

ferences, the terminal excess ought to have been rather greater with the mag-

netized than with the glass needle, since the intensity of the fire's heat ap-

peared to be greater with the former than with the latter. We may, how-

ever, infer from these experiments, that if the intensity of the fire's heat had

bee# precisely the same With the two needles, no sensible difference would

have been observed in the effects produced on them. The observations were

3 EMDCCCXXVIII.
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made in this order : The first three observations with the apparatus screened

from the fire by a thick board ; then immediately the four with the screen re-

moved ; after which it was replaced, and the other observations made.

Needle vibrated.

Needle vibrated screened

from the Fire.

Needle vibrated exposed

to the Fire.

Extent
of 1st

Vibration.

Time of
making IOC
Vibrations

Extent of
100th Vibra-
tion or Ter-
minal Arc.

Eg**!
Extent
of 1st

Vibration.

Time of
making IOC

Vibrations.

Extent of
100th Vibra-
tion or Ter-
minal Arc.

r

Inclosed
Them.

Termi-
nal ex-
cess.

Differ-
ence of
Temp.

Magnetized Needle.

Weight = 252$ grains.

Means...

o o

90+88.5

90+89

90+89

90+88.5

90+89.5

m s

5 48.2

5 48.4

5 48.4

5 49.2

5 48.8

5 48.7

a§ +31.5

34.5+34.3

34.5+ 34.3

,34.5+34

34.5+34.2

35 +84.5

m
RE1

90+8§

90+89

90 +88.5

90+89

xn s

5 48.8

5 49.8

5 50.4

5 50.6

34°.3+34

33.5+34

33.5+34.2

33.8+34

5<U

76.0

83.0

90.0

90+88.9 5 48.6 63.7 5 49.9 0JS7 1§.8

(vlass Needle. 90+84 5 56.8 25 +25.5 58.0 M
Weight = 252$ grains. 90+85 5 57.2 25.2+25.8 58,25 90+84.5 5 58.0 24 +25.5 «

90+84 5 57.3 25 +25

A

58.75 90+85 5 58.4 24 +25.3

90+84 5 57.8 25 +25.3 74.5 90+85 5 58.6 24.2+25.3 1
90+84 5 57.5 25 + 25.3 71.5 90+85 5 58.6 24.2+25

(a. ma 64.25 90+84.9 5 58.4 24.1 +25.3 71.1 0.50 6.9
j

From all the experiments which I have described, there can, I think, be no

doubt that the rays of the sun have a peculiar influence on a magnetized needle,

which causes, when such a needle is exposed to them, a greater diminution in

its arcs of vibration than in those of any other needle under like circumstances

;

and that this effect is independent of the heat imparted to the needle or to the

medium in which it vibrates. That part of the effect which is produced on all

needles may perhaps be caused in this manner : as the air directly below the

needle is in the shade, and therefore colder than that above it, a current of air

will pass the edges of the needle, which may considerably increase the resistance

and consequently diminish the terminal arc ; and this may possibly account for

the full effect not taking place immediately, since these currents would not be

excited in full force immediately on exposing the needle to the sun, nor on

screening it would they immediately subside*. Had this, however, been the

* If this is the cause of the terminal excess with the non-magnetic needles, this excess would nearly

vanish if a wire frame of the same form as the needles were successively vibrated in the shade and

exposed to the influence of the sun, since in this case there would be little shadow below the needle.

This experiment I proposed making, but have not yet had an opportunity.
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only cause of the terminal excess with the magnetized needle as well as with

the others, this excess would have been nearly the same for all, or it would

ohly have differed according to the thickness of the needle. The terminal

excess ought in this case to have been nearly the same for the glass, the un-

magnetized steel and the magnetized steel needles, and less for the copper than

for either of these. This accords, in some measure, with the experimental results

which I obtained with the copper needle, the glass needle, and the unmagnetized

steel needle ; but as the effect on the last was only about four-sevenths of that

on the magnetized steel needle, we must, for part of the effect upon this needle,

look to causes distinct from that which produced the effect on the others.

It is extremely difficult to point out any principle to which this effect upon

the magnetized needle can be referred. Are we to infer from these, experiments

that light and magnetism have relative density, although the density of either

is evanescent with regard to that of the rarest gas ; and that therefore light

may offer a sensible resistance to magnetic particles in their passage through

it, and consequently also to the bodies with which they are united ? That light

is of such extreme tenuity as to offer no resistance to the passage of the rarest

gas,—of which, however, we have no proof,—cannot be adduced as an argu-

ment against such an inference. Or, is it possible that the effect may be pro-

duced in a manner similar to that on needles vibrating within metallic rings ?

If this be the case, we must suppose that the rays become magnetic by in-

duction, in their passage by the needle, and that their maximum of magnetism

not being developed until after they have passed it, the most magnetic rays

will always be in the rear of the needle, and by their attraction impede its

progress. If the effect is produced in this manner, we might expect, when a

strong magnet is brought near to a ray of light transmitted through a small

opening into a dark room, that the ray would be inflected. I have not had an

opportunity of making this experiment in a conclusive manner, but in the trials

which I have made I have observed no such effect.

In the conclusion of my former paper I stated, that as magnetic influence in

the compound solar rays was indicated by the effects which I had described,

this would tend to remove the doubts which had been entertained respecting

the results obtained by Morichini, by means of the violet rays ; and Mrs. So-

merville’s paper, read almost immediately after mine, describing the effects

3 e 2
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which that lady had observed to be produced under different circumstances by

the more refrangible rays, appeared completely to verify Morichini’s results,

and to corroborate my opinion. Although the experiments of Mrs. Somerville

have, on repetition, in many instances failed, we cannot, seeing the precautions

that were taken, suppose that the effects described were due to other causes

than the influence of the rays, but must rather infer that we are n»t aware of

all the circumstances which may interfere with the success of the experiment.

It cannot, however, be denied that the subject is at present involved in much
mystery; and it is therefore very desirable that the circumstances on which the

success of Mrs. Somerville’s experiment depends should be clearly ascertained,

and that the effects which I have invariably found to be produced by the com-

pound rays should be traced to some known principle of action. I had pro-

posed to myself to make several series of observations with the view of obtaining

comparative results with different azimuths of the sun, at different seasons of

the year, and likewise with the horizontal needle and the dipping needle vibrated

both in the meridian and at right angles to it ; and also to determine, with

some degree of precision, the effects produced by the several separated rays

under different circumstances. But in the experiments which I have already

made, I have met with so many and such vexatious interruptions, arising prin-

cipally from the uncertainty of our climate, and partly from my not always

being able to avail myself of a favourable state of the weather, that seeing no

prospect of succeeding in experiments requiring continued clear weather and

uninterrupted leisure, I must leave them to be made by those who may be

placed under more favourable circumstances, and be content to prosecute the

inquiry by making such experiments as intervals of leisure, which I may have

during fine weather, will allow.

Royal Military Academy, S. H. Christie.

2nd June, 1828.
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HAMEL (J.) Ilistorico-Technical Description of the Toola Gun
Manufactory; with 42 Plates. In the Russian Language. 4to.

Moscow 1826.

IIAMILTON*(H. P.) An Analytical System of Conic Sections. 8vo.

Camb. 1828.

HARLAN (R.) American Herpetology ; or Genera of North American

Reptilia, with a Synopsis of the Species. 8vo. Philadelphia 1827.

HASSLER (F. R.) A Popular Exposition of the System of the Uni-

verse. 8vo. New York 1828.

... Plates and Tables to the preceding Work.

Obi. Fol. New York 1828. ^
HELLYER (W. V.) Tables of the Representation of the Commons

in Parliament. 8vo. Lond. 1 828.

HERSCHEL (J. F. W.) Third Series of Observations, with.a 20-feet

Reflector, containing a Catalogue of 884 New Double Stars

(reduced to the beginning of 1828); together with some Observa-

tions of Double Stars previously known. 4to. Lond. 1828.

A Treatise on Light. 4to. Lond. 1828.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. Transactions of the Horticultural

Society of London. Vol. VII. Part II. 4to. Lond.

HOWARD (L.) Liber Sapientiac, The Book of Wisdom ; commonly

called The Wisdom of Solomon : translated from the Latin Vulgate.

8vo. Lond. 1827.

HUMANE SOCIETY (ROYAL). The Fifty-Fourth Annual Report

of the Royal Humane Society. 8vo. Lond. 1828.

HUMBOLDT (A. vod}. Bericht uber die Naturhistorischen Reisen

der Herren Ehrenberg und Hemprich durch Agypten, Dongola,

Syrien, und den ostlichen Abfall des Habessinischen Hochlandes in

den Jalircn 1820-1828. 4to.Jhrlin 1826.

HUTCHISON (A. C.) PractSal Observations in Surgery; more

particularly as regards the Naval and Military Service. Illustrated

by Cases, and various Official Documents. 8vo. Lond. 1826.

INDEX. A Chronological Index to die Statutes of the Realm, from

Magna Charta to the end of the Reign of Queen Anne. 1828.

JACOB (W.) Tracts relating to du$ Corn Trade and Corn Laws

:

including the Second Report ordered to be printed by die two

Houses of Parliament. 8vo. Lond. 1828.

JEFFERSON, see BIDDLE.
JENKINSON (Hon. C. C. C.) See STANDARD SCALE.
JOMARD (Mons.) Remarques sur les Dlcouvertes Geographiqucs

faites dans FAfrique Centrale, et le d6gre de civilisation des

peuples qui l’habitent. 4to. A' Paris 1827.

Donors.

M. Hachette.

Dr. Hamel.

The Rev. H. P. Hamilton,

F.R.S.

Dr. Richard Harlan.

F. R. Ilossler, Esq.

William Varlo Hellyer, Esq.

John F. W. Herschel, Esq.

V.P.R.S.

The Horticultural Society.

Luke Howard, Etflf. F.R.S.

The Royal Humane Society.

TheBaronHumboldt,F.R.S.

Al. Copl. Hutchison, Esq.

F.R.S.

The Commissioners of Pub-

lic Records.

William Jacob, Esq. F.R.S.

M. Jomard.
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Presents. Donors.

KELLY (P.) Supplement to the Universal Cambist for 1827. 4to.

KLAPROTH, see CHAMPOLLION.
KUPFFER (A. T.) Preiss-schrift iiber genaue Mcssung der Winkel

un Krystallen. 4to. Berlin 1825.

LAURENT (C.) Histoire de la Vie et des Ouvrages de P. F. Percy.

Coinposeesur les Manuscrits Originaux. 8vo. A' Versailles 1827.

LEA (1.) Description of Six New Species of the Genus Unio, em-

bracing the Anatomy of the Oviduct of one of them ; together with

some Anatomical Observations on the Genus. 4to. Philadelph. 1827.

LETTERS. Sixteen original MS. Letters of Dr. Maskelyne and

Dr. James Lind, relating chiefly to the Transit of Venus.

LIBRI (G.) Memoires de Mathematique et de Physique. Prem.

partie. 4to. A' Pise 1827.

Memoria sopra la Fiamma. 8vo. Firenze 1827.

Saggio d’ Esperienze Elettrometriche del Professor Ma-
rianini. 8vo. Venezia 1825.

Lettera intorno ad alcuni Oggetti di Fisica. 8vo. 1827.

LINCOLN. Rules for the Government of the County Gaol and

Castle of Lincoln. 4to. Lond. 1827.

LINNEAN SOCIETY. Transactions of the Linnean Society of

London. Vol. XV. Part II. 4to. Lond. 1827.

Two additional Plates to the preceding,

illustrative of a Paper on the Tracheai of Birds.

LITTR6W, see ANNALEN.
LOUDON (J. C.) The Magazine of Natural History. No. 1. 8vo.

Lond. 1828.

LYCEUM. Contributions of the Maclurian Lyceum to the Arts and

Sciences. Vol. I. Nos. 1 and 2. 8vo. Philadelphia 1827.

MATHIAS (T. J.) Canzone per la Morte di Federico North, Conte

di Guilford. 8vo. Londra 1828.

MATHIEU (Mons.) Histoire de l'Astronomieau Dix-Huitieme Siecle.

Par M. Delambre. Publiee par M. Mathieu. 4to. A' Paris 1^7.
MEDICO-BOTANICAL SOCIETY. Transactions of the Medfo-

Botanical Society of London. No. 1. 8vo. Lond. 1828.'

— — Bye Laws of the Medico-

Botanical Society of London. 8vo. Lond. 1828.

MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL TRANSACTIONS. Vol. XIII. 8vo.

Lond. .-.at,.

MEYER, see ANNALEN.
MILLER (P.) A short Narrative of Facts relative to the Invention

and Practice of Steam Navigation ; by the late Patrick Miller, Esq.

of Dalswinton: drawn up by his eldest Son. 4to. Edisiib.1825.

Memoir regarding Symington and Bell's pretensions to be

considered the original Inventors of Steam Navigation. 8vo.

Edinh. 1825.

Dr. P. Kelly.

Dr.Adolph. Theod.Kupffer.

Mm* la Bar. V* Percy, and

Dr. Laurent.

Isaac Lea, Eliq.

J. Walker, Esq. F.R.S. and

J.G.Children,Esq.F.R.S.

Signor Gugl. Libri.

Sir Edw.FfrenchBromhcad,

Bart. FJl.S.

The Linnean Society.

William Yarrell, Esq.

J. C. Loudon, Esq.

The Maclurian Lyceum at

Philadelphia.

T. Mathias, Esq. F.R.S.

M. Mathieu. .

The Medico-Botanical So-

ciety.

The Medical and Chirur-

gical Society.
4

Patrick Miller, Esq.
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Presents. Donors.

MONRO (A.) The Morbid Anatomy of the Brain. Illustrated by

,
Copper-plates. Vol. I. Hydrocephalus.

MONTICELLI (T.) In Agrum Puteolanum Camposque Phlegrseos

Comraentarium. 4to. Neapoli 1826.

MOREAU (C.) The Past and Present Statistical State of Ireland.

Exhibited in a Series of Tables, constructed on a New Plan, and

principally* derived from Official Documents and the best Autho-

rities. Fol. Lond. 1827.

Examen Impartial du Commerce de la Grande-Bretagne

avec toutes les parties du Monde, durant les periodes les plus remar-

quables des 17erne, 18&me, et 19eme Si&cles. (Sheet.) Lond. 1828.

Chronological Records of British Finance, from the

earliest period (A.D. 55.) to the present time (1828). Founded on

Official Documents. Obi. Fol. Lond.

... Examen Statistique du Royaume de France en 1787,

etabli sur des Documens Officiels. (Sheet.) Lond. 1828.

MUSUMECI (P.) Gran Teoria della Conservazione. Opera filo-

sofica. 3 Tom. 8vo. Catania 1820, e Messina 1826.

NAUTICAL ALMANAC, and Astronomical Ephemeris for the year

1830. 8vo. Lond. 1827.

Supplement to the Nautical Almanac for the year 1828. 8vo.

NOBLE (S.) A Lecture on the Astronomical Doctrine of a Plurality

of Worlds. 8vo. Lond. 1828.

PARRY (W. E.) Narrative of an Attempt to reach the North Pole,

in Boats fitted for the purpose, and attached to H. M. Ship Hecla,

in the year 1827. Illustrated by Plates and Charts. 4to.

Lond. 1828.

PEARSON (W.) Appendix to Vol. I. of an Introduction to Practical

Astronomy. 4to. Ifbnd. 1828.

PERCY, see LAURENT.
PETERSBURGH. Memoires de l’Academie Imperiale des Sciences

de St. Petersbourg. Tome X^lto. St. Petersbourg.

'
— —— Recueil des^Lctes de la Seance Solennelle de

I’Acadcmie Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, tenue 4

l'occasion de sa FGte Seculaire le 29 Dec. 1826. 4to. St. Peters-

bourg 1827.

I . A Greek Poem addressed to Nicholas I. on the

Centenary Anniversary of the Royal Academy of Sciences at St.

Petersburgh. Fob
— ' A Medallion of Nicholas I. Emperor of Russia.

PETTIGREW (T. J.) Bibliotheca Sussexiana.—A Descriptive Cata-

logue, accompanied by Historical and Biographical Notices, of the

Manuscripts and Printed Books contained in the Library of

H.R.H. the Duke of Sussex. Vol. I. Part I. MSS. with 15 Plates.

Part II. Printed Books, with 5 Plates. Lond. 1827.

Dr. Alexander Monro.

Cav. Monticelli.

C6sar Moreau, Esq. F.R.S.

Signor Musumeci.

The Commissioners of Lon-

gitude.

The Rev. S. Noble.

Captain W. E. PeSfy, R.N.

F.R.S.

The Rev. William Pearson,

LL.D. F.R.S.

The Royal Acad, ofSciences

at St. Petersburgh.

H. R. H. The Duke of

Sussex, F.R.S.
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Presents.

PHILADELPHIA. Transactions of the American Philosophical So-

ciety, held at Philadelphia! for promoting Useful Knowledge.

Vol. III. Parti. N.S. 4to. Philadelphia 1827.

PHILADELPHIA, see LYCEUM.
PHILIP (A. P. W.) A Treatise on Indigestion and its Consequences,

called Nervous and Bilious Complaints ; with Observations on the

Organic Diseases in which they sometimes terminate. Sixth

edition; with considerable additions respecting the Nature and

Treatment of the Disease, and particularly of the more protracted

cases. 8vo. Land. 1828.

PHILLIPS (R.) Natural Philosophy.—Some Principles and Reason-

ings in regard to the Mechanism of Nature. 8vo. Land. 1827.

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE and ANNALS OF PHILO-
SOPHY, No. 7 to No. 18. 8vo. Land.

POISSON (M.) Memoire sur le Mouvement de la Terre autour de

son Centre de Gravite. 4to. A' Paris 1827.

POPKEN (F. A. I.) Historia Epidcmise Maligna*. Anno 1826

•Jeverae Observatae. 8vo. Bremen et Lips. 1827. •

PRAIA (Bar. da Villa da). Elementos de Direito Social, ou Prin-

cipios de Direito Natural, que devcm servir de Base a’ ConstituifSo

das Sociedades Civis. 8vo. Lisboa 1827.

PRINTING. Specimens of Metallic Printing.

«v.

QUETELET (A.) Rccherches sur la Population, les Naissances, les

Deccs, les Prisons, les Depots de Mendicite, etc. dans le Royaume

des Pays-Bas. 4to.

Corrcspondance Mathcmatique et Physique. Tome
troisicmc.

— Resume d’une Nouvelle Theorie des Caustiques, suivi de

diflerentes applications a la Theorie des Projections Stereogra-^

phiques. 4to.

RASPAIL (Mons.) Recherches Chimiqucs et Physiologiques destinies

a expliquer non seulement la Structure et le Developpement de

la Feuille, du Tronc, ainsi que des organes qui n’en sont qu’une

transformation, mais encore la Structure et le developpement des

Tissus Animaux. 4to. A' Paris 1827.

REDHEAD (J.) Memoria sobre la Dilatacion Progresiva del Ayre

Atmosferico. 8vo. Buenos Ayres 1819.

REISS (M.) De Lineis et Superficiebus diquidistantibus. Dissertatio

Inauguralis. 4to. Gottingce 1826.

R EPORT. Report of the Committee of the Portsmouth and Portsea

Literary and Philosophical Society. 8vo. Portsmouth 1826-7.

See WATER.

Donors.

The Philosophical Society

at Philadelphia.

Dr. A. P. Wilson Philip,

F.R.S.

Sir Richard Phillips.

Richard Taylor, Esq.

M. Poisson, F.R.S.

Dr. Popken.

The Baron da Villa da

Praia, F.R.S.

Messrs. Howlett and Brim-

mer.

Professor Quetelet.

M. Raspail.

Dr. Joseph Redhead.

Dr. Michael Reiss.

a

The PortsmouthandPortsea
Literary and Philosophi-

cal Society.
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Presents.

RIGAUD (S. P.) Astronomical Observations made at the Radcliile

» Observatory at Oxford, from May 1, 1827, to May 1, 1828. By,

and under the direction of, Stephen Peter Rigaud, Esq. F.R.S.

Folio, MS.
ROSS (J.) On Navigation by Steam. 4to. Lond. 1828.

ROYAL INSTITUTION. « A Quarterly Journal of Science, Lite-

rature, an<l the Arts. Nos. 1—6, New Series. 8vo.' Lond.

SCALE, see STANDARD.
SCORZA (G.) Divinazione sulla Geometria Analitica degli Antichi,

ovvero sul metodo usato dalle Greche Scuole nella Risoluzione de’

Problemi. 8vo. Napoli 1823.

SHUCKBURGH (Sir G.) See STANDARD SCALE.
SMITH (J. E.) The English Flora. Vol. IV. 8vo. Lond. 1828.

STANDARD SCALE. The Parliamentary Standard Scale, con-

structed by Mr. Troughton, for the late Sir George Shuckburgh,

Bart.

STATUTES OF THE REALM. Sec INDEX.
STOCKHOLM. Kongl. Vetenskaps-Academiens Handlingar. For

Ar 1820. (Two Parts.) 8vo. Stockli. 1827.

Arsberattelscr om Vetenskaperrias Framsteg, afgifne af

Kongl. Vetenskaps-Academiens Embctsman, D. 81 Mars 1827.

8vo. Stockholm 1827.

STRUVE (F. G. W.) Catalogus Novus Stellarura Duplicium et

Multiplicium, maxima ex parte in Specula Universitatis Caesarea:

Dorpatensis, per magnum Telescopium Achromaticum Fraunhofer

i

detectarum. Fol. Dorpatt 1827.

STRUVE, see DORPAT.
TILGHMAN, see DU PONCEAU.
TRANSLATION. Report of the Proceedings of the First General

Meeting'of the SubscribetS to the Oriental Translation Fund. 8vo.

Lond. 1828.

TURIN. Memorie della Reale Accaddemia delle Scienze di Torino.

4to. Torino 1827. •

VETUSTA MONUMENTA. Vol. V. Plates XLVII.—L.

VULLIAMY (B. L.) Some Considerations on the subject of Public

Clocks, particularly Church Clocks ;
with Hints for their Improve-

ment. 4to. Lond. 1828.

WATER. Report of the Commissioners appointed by His Majesty

to inquire into the State of tire Supply of Water in the Metropolis.

Printed by Order of the House of Commons. Fol. 1827.

WHEWELL (W.) An Essay on Mineralogical Classification and

Nomenclature ; with Tables of the Order and Species of Minerals.

8vo. Camb. 1828.

Donors.

The Trustees of the late

Dr. Radcliffe.

Captain John Ross, R.N.
The Managers of the Royal

Institution.

Prof. Giuseppe Scorza.

The late Sir James Edward
Smith, F.R.S.

The Hon. C. C. C. Jenkin-

son.

The Royal Academy of

Sciences at Stockholm.

Professor Struve, F.R.S.

The Royal Asiatic Society.

The Royal Academy of

Sciences at Turin.

The Society of Antiquaries

of London.

Mr. B. L. Vulliamy.

Dr. Roget, Sec. R.S.

Professor Whewell, F.R.S.

b
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Presents.

WILLIAMSON (R.) A Proof Impression of Hogarth’s original Plate

of the Interview between Henry the Eighth and Anne Boleyn.

Restored and re-published by Messrs. R. and E. Williamson.

WRITS. The Parliamentary Writs and Writs of Military Summons,

together with the Records and Muniments relating to the Suit and

Service due and performed to the King’s High Court of Parliament 9

and the Councils of the Realm, or affording Evidence of Attend-

ance given at Parliaments and Councils. Collected and edited by

Francis Palgrave, Esq. F.R.S.

YARRELL (W.)* On the Osteology of the Chlamyphorus Truncatus

of Dr. Harlan. 8vo. Lond. 1828. See LINNEAN SOCIETY.
YORKSHIRE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. Annual Report of

the Council of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society for 1827. 8vo.

York 1828.

ZOOLOGICAL JOURNAL. Nos. 10, 11, and 12. 8vo. Lond

.

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY. Design for the Garden in the Regent’s

Park belonging to the Zoological Society. (Chart.) 1827.

Donors.

Mr. Richard Williamson.

The Commissioners of Pub-

lic Records.

Wm. Yarrell, Esq.

The Council ofthe Yorkshire

Philosophical Society.

The Editors.

The Zoological Society.
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